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Abstract 

The issue of human trafficking has gained more awareness as more investiga-

tions, research, scholarship, and reports from multiple organizations have appeared. 

The Trafficking in Persons report, for instance, is an annual report since 2001 by the 

U.S. Department of State that examines in detail the locations of origin and destination 

for trafficking while addressing influences on and efforts to combat it. A deeper under-

standing needs to explain how and why persons in a particular place, in this case, Thai-

land, become involved in prostitution and the related problem of human trafficking. 

The general objective of this thesis is to examine the threat of human trafficking to the 

global community with a particular focus on sex trafficking in Thailand. The premise 

on which this thesis is based pertains to the argument that forms of human trafficking 

and commercial sex exert a profound impact on modern Thai society. The analysis 

starts by looking at human trafficking as a global issue, and then examines types of 

human trafficking, forms of exploitation, and their worldwide impact before narrowing 

it down to Thai society. Next is a focus on Theravāda Buddhism and how it relates to 

human trafficking and prostitution positively and negatively. This thesis focuses on 

Buddhism because it is the dominant religion in Thai society, where this research is 

primarily based. It explores the moral issues that arise, especially from prostitution in 

Thailand, focusing mainly on the ethical perspectives of Deontology and Utilitarianism. 

This thesis then compares Buddhist and Western ethical views on the issues of sex traf-

ficking, prostitution, and interpretations offered. The thesis also points out the im-

portance of these results and how crucial it is to combine each theory’s strengths to deal 

with the harms of sex trafficking.  
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Περίληψη 

H εμπορία ανθρώπων έχει αποκτήσει αυξανόμενο ενδιαφέρον με τη βαθμιαία 

εμφάνιση πλειάδας ερευνών και εκθέσεων από ποικίλους οργανισμούς. Για παρά-

δειγμα, η ετήσια έκθεση της εμπορίας ανθρώπων του Υπουργείου Εξωτερικών των 

ΗΠΑ εξετάζει λεπτομερώς τις χώρες προέλευσης και προορισμού για την εμπορία αν-

θρώπων, ενώ παράλληλα ερευνά τις επιρροές και τις προσπάθειες για την καταπολέ-

μησή της. Η διατριβή εστιάζει στην κοινωνία  της Ταϊλάνδης ως σημείο αναφοράς με 

σκοπό να προσδώσει βαθύτερη κατανόηση στο φαινόμενο και να ερμηνεύσει το πώς 

και γιατί άτομα σε συγκεκριμένες χώρες -όπως η Ταϊλάνδη, στην προκειμένη περί-

πτωση- εμπλέκονται στην πορνεία και στην εμπορία ανθρώπων. Η βασική επιδίωξη 

αυτής της διατριβής είναι να εξετάσει την εμπορία ανθρώπων σε παγκόσμια κλίμακα 

με ιδιαίτερη έμφαση στο εμπόριο λευκής σαρκός στην Ταϊλάνδη. Η ερμηνευτική υπό-

θεση στην οποία βασίζεται αυτή η διατριβή αντλείται από το επιχείρημα ότι η εμπορία 

ανθρώπων και συγκεκριμένα το εμπόριο λευκής σαρκός ασκούν ισχυρό αντίκτυπο 

στην κοινωνία της Ταϊλάνδης. Αρχικά διερευνάται η εμπορία ανθρώπων ως παγκόσμιο 

φαινόμενο και, στη συνέχεια, αναλύονται οι τύποι εμπορίας ανθρώπων, οι μορφές εκ-

μετάλλευσης και ο αντίκτυπό τους στην παγκόσμια κοινότητα, προτού η έρευνα επικε-

ντρώσει στην κοινωνία της Ταϊλάνδης. Η διατριβή εστιάζει στη βουδιστική σχολή 

Theravāda και στο πώς αυτή σχετίζεται, θετικά και αρνητικά, με την εμπορία ανθρώ-

πων και την πορνεία. Ο Βουδισμός επιλέγεται ως κεντρική ερμηνευτική προσέγγιση 

επειδή είναι η κυρίαρχη θρησκεία στην κοινωνία της Ταϊλάνδης η οποία αποτελεί το 

σημείο αναφοράς αυτής της έρευνας. Επιπροσθέτως, διερευνώνται τα ηθικά ζητήματα 

που προκύπτουν, ειδικά από την πορνεία στην Ταϊλάνδη, και ερμηνεύονται , πρωτί-

στως, υπό το πρίσμα της δεοντοκρατικής και συνεπειοκρατικής ηθικής. Στη συνέχεια, 

αυτή η διατριβή συγκρίνει τις ερμηνευτικές προσεγγίσεις της βουδιστικής και δυτικής 

ηθικής σχετικά με το εμπόριο λευκής σαρκός και της πορνείας. Τέλος, επισημαίνεται 

η σημασία αυτής της συγκριτικής μελέτης και πόσο σημαντικό είναι να συνδυαστούν 

τα πλεονεκτήματα κάθε ηθικής παράδοσης για την αντιμετώπιση του φαινομένου της 

εμπορίας λευκής σαρκός.   
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction  

Human trafficking is a profoundly complex and multifaceted crime that con-

cerns every nation of the modern world. It spans numerous illicit activities and attracts 

a diverse group of actors. An effective and efficient approach in its study would be to 

pinpoint its primary forms, select the most prevalent and perform a comprehensive 

analysis. Sex trafficking is considered one of the most prevalent forms of trafficking 

and inflicts some of the worst consequences on its victims and the societies that it af-

fects. Still, while isolated, the context of sex trafficking remains enormous. It impacts 

nation-states, communities, and cultures in every possible aspect, and at the same time, 

its causes and the factors that influence its prevalence vary depending on the different 

contexts that it emerges from. Sex trafficking flows involve countries with varying lev-

els of economic development, social structures, culture dynamics, migration flows, or 

religions that, in turn, comprise just a few of the factors that, along with the specific 

interrelationships that develop between them, create additional unique contexts that de-

mand to be studied in isolation. For these reasons, this thesis will concentrate on Thai-

land as the specific domestic context of choice that will guide the current work in stud-

ying sex trafficking and its interrelationship with prostitution and the Thai sex industry. 

Prostitution is nothing new, but the degree of human trafficking in this and es-

pecially other kinds of labor continues unabated. There is no question of the interest 

and concern with this topic, but satisfactory answers and approaches to dealing with it 

are still lacking. One approach is to understand many if not all of the components that 

make up this phenomenon without prejudging any of the relevant actors. Such an un-

derstanding of what is happening from the point of view of each link in the chain would 

allow further examination into the connections and assist the overall strategy to change 

it.  

With this in mind, the thesis will focus specifically on Thailand, the author’s 

country of origin. It is there that she has already investigated this topic indirectly with 

her Master’s thesis on the Thai tourist police. Because of the prevalence of labor and 

human trafficking issues, it is more difficult for Thais to secure visas to visit and stay 

in developed countries, which the author has experienced firsthand in struggling and 
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failing thrice to obtain a valid visa for the USA. While it is true that the overall eco-

nomic status of a country determines the process of its citizens’ applications for visas, 

it is common knowledge that Thailand has a reputation for prostitution and human traf-

ficking, unfortunately. Therefore, Thailand is the most logical choice to study sex traf-

ficking and prostitution because of the author’s personal history and the timely regional 

and international significance. 

From a wide variety of agents of sex trafficking and the commercial sex indus-

try, this thesis is mainly concerned with those who, for whatever compelling reasons, 

take a clear additional step and enter into a more official position, one in which the term 

prostitute is less ambiguous. Even here, though, there remains a certain amount of free-

dom among those choosing to enter a profession. In the case of Thailand, many of these 

individuals work for themselves, even if others are involved to some degree as facilita-

tors, and they have the ability to choose their customers and continue to remain at the 

same establishment or leave. Others are completely independent and have no connec-

tion with any bar or establishment. Again, the local structure determines the situation 

here. Although there may be choices, multiple economic incentives would compel them 

to continue in one form or another, whether it means changing locations to a more lu-

crative establishment or moving to another location. Such a phenomenon of voluntary 

commercial sex work is an entirely different situation than when other agents take con-

trol of people and deprive their freedom to choose the specifics of work, such as when 

a trafficker confiscates one’s passport. In an existential sense, there is still freedom to 

run away and so on, and many victims elect to do so if they realize that they have been 

tricked or the level of harm they endure compels them to attempt to escape, but the 

point is they are clearly in another category, one more akin to an indentured servant and 

sexual slave. 

The thesis will examine the role of Buddhist ethics in prostitution in general and 

sex trafficking in particular. In parallel with other religions, it is possible to outline a 

general ethical approach and align it with the thinking of those participating in all as-

pects of prostitution and sex trafficking and those whose duty or job is to look the other 

way or deal with the ensuing problems. How big of a role does such an ethical system 

play? Regardless of the amount of public support, is there enough strength to enforce 

laws and interfere with operations that obviously provide enough income to offer at-

tractive or otherwise lucrative incentives? Stated simply, if there is wide agreement on 

this issue, why does it continue to exist? Do we need to accept that there may be no 
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solution at all? As uncomfortable as it sounds, this is one possibility. Any realistic par-

tial solutions require a closer consideration of the various points of view of all the ac-

tors.  

Throughout the 15th to 19th centuries, there were estimates that about 13 mil-

lion people were captured and sold as slaves;1 The data from the International Labor 

Organization (ILO) estimates that around 40.3 million2 people today are in the form of 

modern slavery. According to the Walk Free Foundation, women and girls fall to mod-

ern slavery 71 percent of all modern slave victims.3 Sadly, more than 10 million chil-

dren, or about 25 percent, are young slaves from all slaves around the world.4  

Human trafficking is regarded as modern-day slavery5 and can also be referred 

to as trafficking in persons (TIP), which involves all kinds of exploitation. It entails the 

“use of force, fraud, or coercion to compel victims to perform labor or services or com-

mercial sex acts”.6 Human traffickers aim to make the highest profits by exploiting their 

victims through various methods and by any means possible without caring if that 

method may cause loss of victims’ lives. It is a high-value business and one of the 

fastest-growing illegal industries globally, with a dreadful estimated number of victims 

around the world.7  

The highly profitable nature of human trafficking is one of the reasons that its 

agents continue to engage in it. Various reasons make human trafficking a low-risk, 

high-profit and difficult to combat illicit activity.8 One of them is the complex nature 

of the crime. Oftentimes the actors of human trafficking are organized in a sophisticated 

 
1 “'Human Life is More Expendable': Why Slavery Has Never Made More Money”, The Guardian, 

accessed February 25, 2020, https://www.theguardian.com/global-development/2017/jul/31/human-
life-is-more-expendable-why-slavery-has-never-made-more-money. 

2 International Labour Organization and Walk Free Foundation, Methodology of the global estimates 
of modern slavery: Forced labour and forced marriage (Geneva: International Labour Office (ILO), 
2017), 10, http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/---
ipec/documents/publication/wcms_586127.pdf. 

3 Ibid., 5, 10, 22 and 45. 
4 Ibid., 5 
5 “Turn on the Light. Help Stop Human Trafficking”, CRS, last modified January 6, 2021, 

https://www.crs.org/get-involved/learn/slavery-and-human-trafficking. 
6 “What is Trafficking in Persons?”, Combating Trafficking in Persons (CTIP) Home / U.S. 

Department of Defense, accessed June 19, 2020, https://ctip.defense.gov/What-is-TIP/. 
7 International Labour Organization and Walk Free Foundation, Global Estimates of Modern Slavery: 

Forced Labour and Forced Marriage (Geneva: International Labour Office (ILO), 2017), 5, 
https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/@dgreports/@dcomm/documents/publication/wcms_57547
9.pdf. 

8 “The Traffickers”, National Human Trafficking Hotline, last modified September 26, 2014, 
https://humantraffickinghotline.org/what-human-trafficking/human-trafficking/traffickers. 
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manner that exceeds the comprehension of many governmental institutions. Other rea-

sons include unique international features, the inadequacy or lack of adequate regula-

tions, and sometimes the inefficiency of law enforcement agencies and the officials to 

comprehend the nature of the crime. Also, organized human trafficking crime syndi-

cates exercise a powerful influence on the authorities. Among other reasons, most na-

tions exhibit weak conventional ties among them and a lack of cooperation, which hin-

der curbing trafficking.  

Furthermore, human trafficking is a criminal activity that puts up a challenge to 

the entire society of the world to look for practical ways and applicable solutions that 

enable fighting it because it is against the teachings of humanity. Therefore, various 

steps should be made to make it illegal and eradicate it slowly. There is a need to set up 

legislation, a strong will, support from the political class, and the recruitment of firm 

and determined officials who can fight crime without fear. Besides, there is a need to 

put up enough measures and facilitation to convince the victims of the crime to collab-

orate with officers that enforce laws and regulations to name the perpetrators of the 

criminal activity against humankind.9 All nations throughout the globe are trying to 

boost the relationship they have with each other to make the curbing and eradication of 

human trafficking an achievable objective. Even though there are attempts, considering 

the hidden nature of human trafficking, it is almost impossible to understand all the 

problems and the size of the problem. 

In conclusion, there is no question of the emotional impact on both participants 

and observers of prostitution and human trafficking and its relevance to our current, 

international, free-market-based economies in particular and importance to modern 

times in general, with all relevant connotations. Despite attempts to study and address 

these topics by well-meaning individuals or groups, we need to take an unbiased, open, 

fresh look at all parts of the system in order to gain a fuller, deep understanding. This 

is a necessary methodological step before considering what partial—or, to be bold, 

comprehensive—solutions may look like, assuming we can implement any solutions at 

all and whether the term solution is even appropriate. There is no doubt that the different 

points of view are incongruent, and it is unlikely that they will become compatible. 

However, a study such as this can delineate these perspectives and provide an overall 

 
9 Nataliya Opanovych, “Human trafficking for sex exploitation in Thailand”, Securitologia 23, no. 1 

(2016): 104, https://doi.org/10.5604/01.3001.0009.2972. 
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understanding grounded in experiential reality rather than ideological stubbornness. 

Once we have an accurate picture of all the forces involved, uncomfortable as it may 

be to face, we are more likely to address the underlying concerns of all parties and bring 

about more long-lasting remedies, or at the very least have a more realistic grasp of 

what it means to be in such situations. 

1.2 The Significance of Sex-Trafficking Research 

First, considering the obscure nature of human trafficking, it is almost impossi-

ble to understand all the problems and the size of the phenomenon. Attempts to study, 

research, issues, and various causes of related problems may lead to our understanding 

of the proliferation of human trafficking. According to the U.S. State Department, re-

search begins to close the knowledge gap in our understanding of human trafficking. 

Research is an important tool in enhancing the understanding of the US government 

about human trafficking in many aspects, known as modern slavery, and to guide poli-

cies and programs against it. Research has led the anti-human-trafficking community 

to review existing hypotheses and study new ways to combat human trafficking. Many 

researchers on sex trafficking give recommendations that the Thailand administration 

makes efforts to ensure that complete systems that curb human smuggling are imple-

mented.  

Second, sex trafficking research is essential because it will sustain Thailand’s 

commitment to establishing a database system on human trafficking that is integrated. 

The database will have the capability to follow up on individuals identified as victims 

of human trafficking. The database will be able to follow up on the progress of the 

victims from their identification stage, their accommodation by the government, and 

the resolution of the case that the government could have put up against the human 

traffickers.   

No governmental database would be able to encompass all aspects of sex traf-

ficking. As a case in point, there may be a challenge in obtaining information on cate-

gories of populations that have been victims of human trafficking, although elaborate 

research can offer solutions and lead to with feasible recommendations. Also, sex traf-

ficking research will assist in conducting broader research activities on various dimen-

sions of sex exploitation and forced labor.  

Furthermore, sex trafficking research clarifies conventional rules and guidelines 
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on interpreting labor exploitation and human trafficking. For example, continued re-

search on sex trafficking made the Thai Ministry of Labor redefine the scope. Besides, 

the investigation leads to some recommendations, such as embracing a strategy for 

pointing out victims of human trafficking. 

The issue of human trafficking has gained more awareness as more investiga-

tions, research, scholarship, and reports from multiple organizations have appeared. 

The Trafficking in Persons report, for instance, is an annual report since 2001 by the 

U.S. Department of State that examines in detail the locations of origin and destination 

for trafficking, while addressing influences on and efforts to combat it. A deeper un-

derstanding needs to explain how and why persons in a particular place, and in the case 

of this thesis, Thailand, end up involved in prostitution and the related problem of hu-

man trafficking. This paper will look at data on trafficking that several organizations 

provide in the context of social factors in general and Buddhist influence in particular.  

This work will examine the role of Theravāda Buddhist ethics in Thais’ mindset 

towards sex trafficking and in which direction drives their action, behavior, and atti-

tudes on issues relevant to sex trafficking and the Thai sex industry. Considering that 

the Theravāda doctrine predominates and permeates Thai society on every level, the 

thesis will explore how specific Thai interpretations of Buddha’s teachings affect how 

the phenomena of sex trafficking and prostitution emerge and unfold themselves in Thai 

communities. 

A comparison of Buddhist, Kantian, and Utilitarian ethics follows, and finally, 

various proposed solutions to address the problem on different levels are discussed. 

Research on human trafficking is critical as it informs rational policy changes 

to ensure that the vice does not continue.  

1.3 Contribution, Originality, and Significance of this Thesis  

The thesis will contribute immensely to the research about human trafficking in 

Thailand. It will bridge the gap of human trafficking existing among other countries 

that are neighbors of Thailand and transport people from Thailand and into Thailand 

since the state has been used as a destination and as a place of origin of the victims of 

human trafficking. The research will inform policy changes to curb human trafficking 

in Thailand and prevent its continued spread to other parts of the world. Conversely, 

the originality of the thesis is pegged on the various challenges and vices that come 

along with human trafficking. They include prostitution, forced labor, sex workers, 
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among others.  

The thesis focuses on Buddhism and Western ethics, specifically deontology 

and utilitarianism. Also, Thailand is used as a principal example to highlight the pri-

mary issues that arise from Human Trafficking and particularly sex trafficking in a de-

veloping country. The thesis originated from the observation that a significant number 

of people in Thailand believe that the practice of prostitution is a result of kamma (or 

karma in Sanskrit) or sinful past lives that compels one to enter into it in order to accu-

mulate merit and secure a more favorable rebirth in a future life. As a result, a signifi-

cant number of people in Thailand decide not to interfere with the manner in which 

some people conduct their activities or way of life, as they believe in the Law following 

the Thai proverb “Kong Kwian Kam Kwian”10 (What goes around, comes around). 

Therefore, the thesis looks at the relationship between Buddhism and Western ethics in 

human trafficking in Thailand, which leads to social vices such as gender inequalities 

and discrimination, prostitution, and sex trafficking.  

Also, the thesis originated from the cultures and norms of the Thai people. Re-

garding the culture of some communities in Thailand, the daughter of a family has an 

obligation to support her family financially when she becomes a teenager. Thus, many 

teenage girls are forced to look for alternative ways to get income to provide for their 

family if they do not have a formal source of income due to a lack of sufficient educa-

tional qualifications to enter into the job market. The alternative ways include prostitu-

tion and being a commercial sex worker. For instance, in many cases parents consent 

to or encourage their daughters to be prostitutes in tourist areas, hoping that if a daugh-

ter marries a foreign husband most family members will have a better life. Then most 

family members can quit engaging in economic activity and wait for her to provide 

financial assistance. 

Furthermore, there is a gap in Thai law regarding whether prostitution is legal 

or illegal, making it an excuse for those who conduct “grey market” business. Some of 

the administrators of previous governments facilitated human trafficking and the sex 

trade by taking bribes. Because the trade for sex is freely marketed in touristic areas, 

there is a need to ascertain particular claims. This thesis tries to look at the causes of 

human trafficking and the sex trade and, thus, is original.  

 
10 “List of Thai Language Idioms”, Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified September 2, 

2012, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Thai_language_idioms#cite_note-rid-1. 
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This thesis is significant concerning the efforts to deal with human trafficking 

in Thailand and will provide recommendations on how to curb human trafficking in 

Thailand and other areas. The proposals will go a long way in ensuring that innocent 

people do not become victims of human trafficking, although most people fall victim 

to human trafficking as a result of the prevailing circumstances such as poverty, igno-

rance, desire to travel abroad for the betterment of their lives, among others. Further-

more, the thesis will be educative to people unaware of how human trafficking takes 

place in Thailand. Therefore, they will be able to learn and take caution to avoid being 

victims of human trafficking or indirectly supporting sex trafficking via being a sex 

buyer or a sex tourist. This research also aims to understand the thinking process of 

Buddhist prostitutes and to recognize the ethical issues of Buddhist prostitution. 

1.4 Methodology  

This research is a survey/examination of various concepts. That is related to the 

ethical problem of sex trafficking in Thailand. The research process consists of and is 

guided by four main theoretical perspectives: Deontology Ethics, Utilitarianism Ethics, 

Virtue Ethics, and Buddhist Ethics.  

To update the present circumstances and understanding of laws that concern 

human trafficking, I look into the constitutional documents related to anti-trafficking, 

Thai legislation and country reports, conventions, protocols on prevention, suppression, 

and punishment of human trafficking in the United Nations, and laws relating to the 

prevention and suppression of human trafficking in Thailand. 

First, I look through the theoretical ethics literature, afterward applied ethics 

literature in Thai and foreign languages, and then focus on literature that concerns and 

relates to sex trafficking and ethics in particular. So first and foremost, become ac-

quainted and familiarize me with ethics and the applied ethics and then specific on sex 

trafficking and ethics. This paper will also show the similarities and differences of the 

Kantian, Utilitarian, and Buddhist Ethics theories on human trafficking, emphasizing 

sex trafficking and prostitution as the most controversial aspect of sex trafficking with 

a particular focus on voluntary prostitution in Thailand. 

1.5 Defining Human Trafficking and its Constituent Elements 

Universal concession to what constitutes “trafficking in people” was reached 

very recently. Only in the late 1990s did the States start “separating trafficking from 
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other practices with which it was commonly associated, such as facilitated irregular 

migration”. The definition of trafficking was included in the 2000 “Protocol to Prevent, 

Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, supple-

menting the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime” (Traf-

ficking Protocol, 2000), and it “has since been incorporated into many other legal and 

policy instruments in addition to national laws”.11  

The international definition of “trafficking in persons”, according to the ar-

ticle 3 of Trafficking Protocol12, is:13  

a) “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transpor-

tation, transfer, harbouring or receipt of persons, by means of 

the threat or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduc-

tion, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or of a po-

sition of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of pay-

ments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having 

control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. 

Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploitation of 

the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploita-

tion, forced labour or services, slavery, or practices similar to 

slavery, servitude or the removal of organs. 

b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the in-

tended exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article 

shall be irrelevant where any of the means set forth in subpar-

agraph (a) have been used. 

 
11 UN Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights and Human Trafficking: Fact 

Sheet No. 36 (New York: United Nations, 2014), 2, 
https://www.ohchr.org/en/publicationsresources/pages/factsheets.aspx. 

12 United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, Protocol to Prevent, Suppress 
and Punish Trafficking in Persons, Especially Women and Children, Supplementing the United Nations 
Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime, Nov. 15, 2000, T.I.A.S. 13127 (hereafter cited as 
in the notes as Trafficking Protocol), 
https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/protocoltraffickinginpersons.aspx. 

13 Ibid. 
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c) The recruitment, transportation, transfer, harbouring or re-

ceipt of a child for the purpose of exploitation shall be con-

sidered “trafficking in persons” even if this does not involve 

any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article.  

d) “Child” shall mean any person under 18 years of age (United 

Nations, 2004).14 

The “Human Rights and Human Trafficking, Fact Sheet No. 36” of UNODC (2014) 
proceeds to comment: 

“The three key elements that must be present for a situation of traffick-

ing in persons (adults) to exist are therefore: (i) action (recruitment, 

…); (ii) means (threat, …); and (iii) purpose (exploitation).  

International law provides a different definition for trafficking in chil-

dren (i.e., persons under 18 years of age). The “means” element is not 

required in this case. It is necessary to show only: (i) an ‘action’ such 

as recruitment, buying and selling; and (ii) that this action was for the 

specific purpose of exploitation. In other words, trafficking of a child 

will exist if the child was subjected to some act, such as recruitment or 

transport, the purpose of which is the exploitation of that child.”15 

Trafficking in persons has three elements based on the definition in the Traf-

ficking in Persons Protocol (see Figure 1.1): 

1. The Act (What is done): recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or 

receipt of persons. 

2. The Means (How it is done): threat or use of force, coercion, abduction, 

fraud, deception, abuse of power or vulnerability, or giving benefits to a 

person in control of victims. 

 
14 United Nations Office on Drug and Crime UNODC, United Nations Convention Against 

Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols Thereto (New York: United Nations, 2004), 42-43, 
art. 3 
https://www.unodc.org/documents/treaties/UNTOC/Publications/TOC%20Convention/TOCebook-
e.pdf. 

15 UN Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights, 3. 
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3. The Purpose (Why it is done): to exploit, which includes exploiting the 

prostitution of others, forced labor, slavery or similar practices, and the re-

moval of organs.16 

To determine whether a particular circumstance constitutes trafficking, one 

should consider the definition in the Trafficking in Persons Protocol and the constituent 

elements of the offense, as defined by relevant domestic legislation.17  

ACT 
Recruitment 
Transport 
Transfer 
Harboring 
Receipt of persons 
 

MEANS 
Threat or use of 
force 
Coercion 
Abduction 
Fraud 
Deception 
Abuse of power or 
vulnerability 
Giving payment or 
benefits 

PURPOSE 
Exploitation, including  
Prostitution of others 
Sexual exploitation 
Forced labor 
Slavery or similar 
practices 
Removal of organs 
Other types of exploi-
tation 

 
 
 
 
 

=  TRAFFICKING 

Figure 1.1: Elements of Human Trafficking  

Source: UNODC, Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons, 3. 

Furthermore, the definition of the 2000 Protocol contributes to the identifica-

tion of the important features of human trafficking. The “Human Right and Human 

Trafficking: Fact Sheet No. 36” illustrates them as follows:18  

 “Trafficking affects women, men and children, and involves a 

range of exploitative practices. Trafficking was traditionally as-

sociated with the movement of women and girls into sexual ex-

ploitation. The international legal definition set out above makes 

clear that men and women, boys and girls can all be trafficked—

and that the range of potentially exploitative practices linked to 

trafficking is very wide. The list of examples set out in the defini-

tion is open-ended and new or additional exploitative purposes 

may be identified in the future.  

 
16 UNODC, Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons (New York: United Nations Publication, Sales 

No. E.08.V.14, 2008), 2, https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/Toolkit-files/07-
89375_Ebook%5B1%5D.pdf.  

17 Ibid., 2-3.  
18 UN Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights, 3. 
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 Trafficking does not require the crossing of an international bor-

der. The definition covers internal as well as cross-border traffick-

ing. That is, it is legally possible for trafficking to take place 

within a single country, including the victim’s own.  

 Trafficking is not the same as migrant smuggling. Migrant smug-

gling involves the illegal, facilitated movement across an interna-

tional border for profit. While it may involve deception and/or 

abusive treatment, the purpose of migrant smuggling is to profit 

from the movement, not the eventual exploitation as in the case of 

trafficking.  

 Trafficking does not always require movement. The definition of 

trafficking identifies movement as just one possible way that the 

“action” element can be satisfied. Terms such as “receipt” and 

“harboring” mean that trafficking does not just refer to the process 

whereby someone is moved into situations of exploitation; it also 

extends to the maintenance of that person in a situation of exploi-

tation.  

 It is not possible to ‘consent’ to trafficking. International human 

rights law has always recognized that the intrinsic inalienability 

of personal freedom renders consent irrelevant to a situation in 

which that personal freedom is taken away. This understanding is 

reflected in the “means” element of the definition of trafficking. 

As noted by the drafters of the Trafficking Protocol: ‘once it is 

established that deception, coercion, force or other prohibited 

means were used, consent is irrelevant and cannot be used as a 

defense’19.”20 

Above all else, we should distinguish between human trafficking and human 

smuggling as human trafficking and human smuggling (migrant smuggling) are fre-

 
19 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime. Division for Treaty Affairs, Legislative Guides for the 

Implementation of the United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime and the 
Protocols Thereto (New York: United Nations Publication, Sales No. E.05.V.2, 2004), 270, 
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/543728. 

20 UN Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights, 3-4.  
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quently befuddled. The two violations are altogether different, and it is crucial to com-

prehend the contrast between the two. Human trafficking includes exploiting men, 

women, or children for forced labor or commercial sexual exploitation. Human smug-

gling contains “providing a service to an individual who voluntarily seeks to gain illegal 

entry into a foreign country”. The illegal act may begin as human smuggling; however, 

it can rapidly transform into human trafficking.21 

The United Nations’ Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea, 

and Air, supplementing the UN Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, 

intends to curb the smuggling of migrants, protect their rights and foster international 

cooperation. The article 3 of the Protocol defines smuggling of migrants as follows:22 

(a) “Smuggling of migrants” shall mean the procurement, in order to 

obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit, of 

the illegal entry of a person into a State Party of which the person is 

not a national or a permanent resident; 

(b) ‘Illegal entry’ shall mean crossing borders without complying 

with the necessary requirements for legal entry into the receiving 

State; 

(c) ‘Fraudulent travel or identity document’ shall mean any travel or 

identity document: 

i. That has been falsely made or altered in some material way 

by anyone other than a person or agency lawfully authorized 

to make or issue the travel or identity document on behalf of 

a State; or 

ii. That has been improperly issued or obtained through misrep-

resentation, corruption or duress or in any other unlawful 

manner; or  

iii. That is being used by a person other than the rightful holder; 

 
21 U.S. Immigrations and Customs Enforcement (ICE), “Human Trafficking vs Human Smuggling”, 

The Cornerstone Report: Safeguarding America Through Financial Investigations 13, no. 1 (Summer 
2017): 1, https://www.ice.gov/sites/default/files/documents/Report/2017/CSReport-13-1.pdf.  

22 OECD, Illicit Trade: Converging Criminal Networks, OECD Reviews of Risk Management 
Policies (Paris: OECD Publishing, 2016), 38, http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/9789264251847-en. 
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(d) ‘Vessel’ shall mean any type of water craft, including nondis-

placement craft and seaplanes, used or capable of being used as a 

means of transportation on water, except a warship, naval auxiliary 

or other vessel owned or operated by a Government and used, for the 

time being, only on government non-commercial service.23 

Analysts often fail to delineate the differences between human trafficking and 

the various forms of illegal migration, such as when searching for better living condi-

tions. Confusing trafficking in persons with the smuggling of migrants is extensive in 

the examination of the two phenomena.24 The difficulty in differentiating between sit-

uations of trafficking and smuggling may involve the following reasons:25 

 Smuggled migrants may become victims of trafficking.  

 Traffickers may concurrently be smugglers while using identical routes 

for both practices. 

 The harsh conditions and realities of smuggling makes it difficult to be-

lieve that someone consented to it.26 

Despite that, essential distinctions separate the two practices.27 

Those differences involve the concepts of consent, border crossing, exploitation, 

and source of profit:28 

 Consent: While smuggled migrants generally consent to be smuggled, 

trafficking victims never give genuine consent. They are either forced or 

coerced or give their consent, which is later “rendered meaningless by 

the traffickers’ actions”. 

 Border crossing (Transnationality): Smuggling expedites a migrants’ il-

legal passage to another country. Trafficking in persons does not require 

a border crossing and may befall within a country’s borders or across 

borders. Thus, the “legality or illegality of the border crossing is irrele-

vant in the trafficking of persons”. 

 
23 Protocol against the Smuggling of Migrants by Land, Sea and Air, supplementing the United 

Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime, Dec. 12, 2000 (entered into force Jan. 28, 
2004), art. 3. 

24 OECD, Illicit Trade, 39. 
25 UNODC, Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons, 4. 
26 Ibid. 
27 OECD, Illicit Trade, 39. 
28 Ibid., 39. 
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 Exploitation: The association of smuggler with the migrant typically 

concludes at the border crossing. Smugglers do not aim to exploit mi-

grants “after arriving at the destination”. On the contrary, trafficking al-

ways “involves continued exploitation of victims after arrival at their 

destination”. 

 Source of profit: While smugglers profit from the act of facilitating bor-

der crossing, traffickers do so by exploiting their victims.29 

  

 
29 OECD, Illicit Trade, 39; UNODC, Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons, 4. 
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Table 1.1: Key differences between trafficking in persons and smuggling of migrants 

 Trafficking in  
persons (adults) 

Trafficking in  
persons (children) 

Migrant 
smuggling 

Victim’s age Over 18 Below 18 Irrelevant 

Mental element Intention Intention Intention 

Material element Act 

Means 

Exploitative 
purpose 

Act 

Exploitative 
Purpose 

Act: 

Procurement of an ille-
gal entry 

Purpose: for financial or 
other material benefit 

Consent of the trafficked 
or smuggled person 

Irrelevant once the 
means are estab-
lished 

Irrelevant; means do 
not need to be estab-
lished 

The smuggled person 
consents to the smug-
gling 

Transnationality Not required Not required Required 

Involvement of an orga-
nized criminal group 

Not required Not required Not required 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons, 5. 

Furthermore, article 3 (b) of the Trafficking in Persons Protocol raises the issue 

of consent. Assuming victims consent by any improper means (threat, force, deception, 

coercion, giving or receiving of payments or benefits, abuse of power, or position of 

vulnerability), their consent is negated. It cannot be used for the defense of the traf-

ficker. Regarding children, “regardless of whether their consent was obtained without 

using any illegal means, children have special legal status”.30 Victims “cannot be con-

sidered to have consented to being exploited where consent was obtained through im-

proper means or, in the case of children, where their particularly vulnerable status 

makes it impossible for them to consent in the first place”.31 

Consent is rendered irrelevant when:32 

 There are fraudulent job offers: “The victims clearly do not consent to the 

subsequent exploitation”. 

 There is deceit regarding the work conditions: The seriousness of the of-

fense is not mitigated “because the victim was aware of the nature of the 

work but not aware of the working conditions”. 

 
30 UNODC, Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons, 5. 
31 Ibid, 6. 
32 Ibid. 
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 The exploitation involves children: “Where a child and the child’s parents 

give their consent to the use of the child for labor, the child is still a victim 

of trafficking, even where they gave their consent without being threatened, 

forced, coerced, abducted or deceived. Where an act of trafficking and the 

purpose of trafficking are established, the fact that none of the improper 

means were utilized does not mitigate the crime where children are in-

volved”.33 

In practice, consent of the victim can constitute defense in domestic law. Still, 

if any improper means of trafficking are established, consent becomes irrelevant, and 

consent-based defenses are invalid. Trafficking occurs if consent is invalidated, when-

ever traffickers employ any improper means. Consent of the victim at one stage of traf-

ficking does not establish consent at all stages of the process. Thus, the absence of 

consent at every stage frames an act of trafficking.34 

After establishing a clear distinction between trafficking in persons and migrant 

smuggling, it is essential to point out that the consequences of falsely classifying vic-

tims of trafficking as smuggled migrants often limit trafficked persons from being 

treated according to their rights as victims.35 

That human trafficking violates human rights is recognized by governments 

and legal institutions that fight against it. Human rights law has denounced any kind of. 

Human rights law denounced from its earnest any kind of discrimination, forced labor, 

debt bondage, forced marriage, and the sexual exploitation of children and women; and 

safeguarded the right of someone to leave and return to his/her origin.36 

The most pertinent human rights to trafficking in persons are:37 

 The prohibition of discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, lan-

guage, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, prop-

erty, birth, or other status 

 The right to life 

 The right to liberty and security 

 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
35 Kristina Kangaspunta, “Trafficking in persons”, in Routledge Handbook of International 

Criminology, ed. Cindy J. Smith, Sheldon X. Zhang, and Rosemary Barberet (New York: Routledge, 
2018), 178-191. 

36 UN Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights, 4. 
37 Ibid., 4. 
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 The right not to be submitted to slavery, servitude, forced labor or 

bonded labor 

 The right not to be subjected to torture and/or cruel, inhuman, degrading 

treatment or punishment 

 The right to be free from gendered violence 

 The right to freedom of association 

 The right to freedom of movement 

 The right to the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health 

 The right to just and favorable conditions of work 

 The right to an adequate standard of living 

 The right to social security 

 The right of children to special protection38 

Various human rights issues are applicable at different stages of the trafficking 

practice. Some might correlate to the causes of trafficking—the right to an adequate 

standard of living—and others to the actual process of trafficking—the right to be free 

from slavery. Nevertheless, others correspond to the response to trafficking—the right 

of suspects to a fair trial. Finally, some rights are associated with multiple aspects of 

trafficking in persons.39 

International human rights law prohibits numerous practices that link with hu-

man trafficking. As a case in point, debt bondage, defined as “the pledging of personal 

services as security for a debt where the value of those services is not applied towards 

the liquidation of the debt or their length or nature is not limited and defined”, is out-

lawed. Victims of trafficking often enter into debt bondage which the traffickers use to 

control and exploit them. Another prohibited practice is forced labor, defined by Con-

vention No. 29 concerning Forced or Compulsory Labour of the International Labour 

Organization (ILO) as: “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the 

menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself [herself] 

voluntarily”. Accordingly, “Slavery, servitude, child sexual exploitation, forced mar-

riage, servile forms of marriage, child marriage, enforced prostitution and the exploita-

tion of prostitution” also relate to trafficking and are prohibited by international human 

rights law.40 

 
38 Ibid. 
39 UN Human Rights Office of the High Commissioner, Human Rights, 5. 
40 Ibid., 5. 
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International human rights law raises a fundamental question of whether it pro-

hibits “trafficking in persons” instead of “practices associated with trafficking”. The 

answer to this dilemma can reshape “the nature of a State’s obligations and responsi-

bilities”. Only the Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination 

against Women (art. 6) and the Convention on the Rights of the Child (art. 35) are 

human rights treaties that comment extensively on trafficking. Nevertheless, the inter-

national community has reached a consensus “over the past decade that trafficking is a 

serious violation of human rights”.41 

Examination of the concept of exploitation in accordance with 

Trafficking in Persons Protocol 

The typical definitions of exploitation designate two different meanings, one 

technical and another normative. The technical one establishes exploitation as “making 

use of or deriving benefit from a thing or situation”. The normative definition indicates 

a conceivably disparaging “way of taking advantage of a person (or their characteristics 

or their situation) for one’s own ends”.42 

In politics and philosophy, “exploitation”, in conjunction with persons, is asso-

ciated with an individual’s weakness or vulnerability, becoming the object of exploita-

tion. In other words, “To exploit a person is to use a weakness in order to gain substan-

tial control over the person’s life or labour”.43 But this form of exploitation is not al-

ways wrong, particularly in situations of inequalities of power. Unlawful ‘exploitation’ 

must contain injustice.44 

The concept of exploitation, concerning taking unfair advantage, lies in a con-

tinuum. There are situations “in which it is both legally and socially acceptable for one 

person to derive an unequal, possibly even unfair advantage from another”, and there 

are other instances where the unfair advantage results in severe harm. Slavery and ser-

vitude are some practices that are linked to this end of the continuum and, at least at the 

 
41 Ibid. 
42 Judy Pearsall and Bill Trumble, eds. The Oxford English Reference Dictionary (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 1996), quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’ in the Trafficking in 
Persons Protocol (Vienna: United Nations, 2015), 21, 
https://www.unodc.org/documents/congress/background-
information/Human_Trafficking/UNODC_2015_Issue_Paper_Exploitation.pdf. 

43 Ted Honderich, ed., The Oxford Companion to Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2005), quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 21. 

44 Honderich, The Oxford, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 21-22. 
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level of law and policy, are now universally condemned.45 

In international law “ t he  use of the term exploitation mirrors the aforemen-

tioned duality of meanings referred to above, but does not contain a general defini-

tion of exploitation … certain practices commonly identified as ‘exploitative’ are 

indeed defined … However, other practices, such as the exploitation of the prostitu-

tion of others, and economic or sexual exploitation in relation to children, are not”.46 

The Trafficking in Persons Protocol does not define ‘exploitation’. Neverthe-

less, Article 3 provides a list of examples that includes, at a minimum, “the exploitation 

of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced labour or ser-

vices, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or the removal of organs”. While 

none of these practices are subject to definition within the Protocol, some have been 

defined in other international instruments. The phrase “at a minimum” verifies that 

“forms of exploitation not explicitly mentioned in the definition could also be captured 

within the Protocol’s definition of trafficking in persons”.47 The Travaux Préparatoires 

elaborates on that matter “[t]he words ‘at a minimum’ will allow States parties to go 

beyond the offences listed in this definition in criminalizing [and are] also intended to 

make it possible for the protocol to cover future forms of exploitation (i.e. forms of 

exploitation that [are] not yet known”.48 

The 2009 UNODC Model Law remarks “that while exploitation is not explic-

itly defined in the Protocol, this concept is generally associated with particularly harsh 

and abusive conditions of work, or ‘conditions of work inconsistent with human dig-

nity’”.49 Further, the Model law recommends “that States may consider their own ex-

periences and the existing legal framework in deciding whether to include other forms 

of exploitation”. Nevertheless, it does cautions “against imprecision in stipulating ad-

 
45 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 22-23. 
46 Ibid., 23. 
47 Ibid., 24. 
48 UNODC, Travaux Préparatoires of the Negotiations for the Elaboration of the United Nations 

Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime and the Protocols Thereto (New York: United 
Nations Publication, Sales No. E.06.V.5, 2006), 343n22, 
https://www.unodc.org/documents/treaties/UNTOC/Publications/Travaux%20Preparatoire/04-
60074_ebook-e.pdf, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 24. 

49 UNODC, Model Law Against Trafficking in Persons (Vienna: United Nations Publication, Sales 
No. E.09.V.11, 2009), 36, https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-
trafficking/Model_Law_against_TIP.pdf., “ citing relevant provisions of Belgium, French and 
German law”, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 26.  
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ditional forms, asserting that the principle of legality requires these to be well de-

fined”.50 

The list of forms of exploitation is an integral part of the Trafficking in Persons 

Protocol. It organizes the minimum parameters of the third element of the definition—

the phrase “for the purpose of” in article 3(a) typically provides the basis for identifying 

the criminal intent of the offense—and establishes a minimum list of purposes of ex-

ploitation. States Parties are expected “to at least include these forms of exploitation 

and may also target other forms of exploitation”.51 

Exploitation of the prostitution of others and other forms of sexual ex-

ploitation 

The “exploitation of the prostitution of others and other forms of sexual exploi-

tation” came as a final compromise after intense disagreements, during the negotiations 

for the Protocol, on the inclusion of ‘prostitution’ as a purpose of trafficking.52 An In-

terpretative Note confirmed that the Trafficking in Persons Protocol “addresses the ex-

ploitation of the prostitution of others and other forms of sexual exploitation only in the 

context of trafficking in persons” and also that the Protocol “is therefore without prej-

udice to how States parties address prostitution in their respective domestic laws”.53 

The general interpretation of the phrase “Exploitation of the prostitution of 

others” denotes profiting from the prostitution of another person. As such, it sets the 

“locus of (usually criminal) conduct in a person other than the prostitute”.54  

The international approach on prostitution and sexual exploitation main-

tains that “exploitation” as used in conjunction with prostitution should separate indi-

viduals who might obtain benefit from their own prostitution from those who obtain 

benefit from the prostitution of others.55  

“Sexual exploitation” also remains undefined in the Protocol, and neither has an 

agreed international legal definition. International human rights law incorporates it only 

in the context of children. According to the Convention on the Rights of the Child, the 

practices of “sexual exploitation of children” are: “(a) The inducement or coercion of a 

 
50 UNODC, Model Law 2009, 35, “ citing relevant provisions of Belgium, French and German 

law”, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 26. 
51 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 26. 
52 Ibid., 27. 
53 UNODC, Travaux Préparatoires, 347, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 27-28. 
54 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 28. 
55 UNODC, Travaux Préparatoires, 344n27, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 28. 
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child to engage in any unlawful sexual activity; (b) The exploitative use of children in 

prostitution or other unlawful sexual practices; (c) The exploitative use of children in 

pornographic performances and materials”.56  

The UNODC Model Law suggests that any definitions of “sexual exploitation” 

incorporated in national laws should mean: “the obtaining of financial or other benefits 

through the involvement of another person in prostitution, sexual servitude or other 

kinds of sexual services, including pornographic acts or the production of pornographic 

materials”.57 

Forced labor or services 

The accepted international legal definition of forced labour is set out in ILO 

Convention No. 29: “all work or service which is exacted from any person under the 

menace of any penalty and for which the said person has not offered himself 

voluntarily”.58 This definition contains the subjective element of involuntariness and 

the objective requirements of a State or a private individual ordering personal work or 

service by threatening a sanction in case of noncompliance.59 The ILO Convention def-

inition of forced labor was reaffirmed, without amendment, in 2014 with the adoption 

of a Protocol to the Forced Labour Convention.60 

Article 3(a) of the Protocol of Trafficking in Persons initially included only 

“forced labour”. The addition of “services” enabled “sexual labor” “exacted from ‘any 

person under the menace of any penalty, and for which the said person has not offered 

[him or herself] voluntarily’” to be incorporated in the broader term of forced labor. 

Therefore, it allowed more flexible interpretations by States with different opinions on 

the issue. Conceivably, the term “services” authorized the prohibition of “other illegal 

or unregulated activities that States may not recognize as labour”.61  

Regarding the interpretation of “voluntariness”, the ILO asserts that it should 

signify that the engagement of the victims was either against their free will or that it 

was impossible to resign from “with a reasonable period of notice, and without forgoing 

 
56 U.N. Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1577 U.N.T.S. 3, Nov. 20, 1989 (entered into force 

Sept. 2, 1990), art. 34; UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 29. 
57 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 29-30. 
58 ILO Convention Concerning Forced and Compulsory Labour, 39 UNTS 55, ILO No. 29, June, 28 

1930 (entered into force May 1, 1932), 2(1), quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 30. 
59 Manfred Nowak, U.N. Covenant on Civil and Political Rights: CCPR Commentary (Kehl, 

Germany: N.P. Engel, 2005), 150,  quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 30. 
60 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 30. 
61 Ibid., 31. 
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payment or other entitlements”.62  

Slavery or practices similar to slavery 

The League of Nations Slavery Convention, established the international legal 

definition of slavery in Article 1 as “the status or condition of a person over whom any 

or all of the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised”.63 and urged all 

States for “the complete abolition of slavery in all its forms”.64 The phrase “slavery in 

all its forms” does not serve to extend the definition beyond “those practices involving 

the demonstrable exercise of powers attached to the right of ownership”.65 

The phrase “practices similar to slavery” clearly pertains to the Supplementary 

Slavery Convention of 1956, which does not define contemporary forms of slavery. 

Instead, it selectively includes in the concept of “exploitation” the following set of prac-

tices and outlaws them:66 

 Debt bondage: Article 1(a) defines it as “the status or condition arising from a 

pledge by a debtor of his personal services or those of a person under his control 

as security for a debt, if the value of those services as reasonably assessed is not 

applied towards the liquidation of the debt or the length and nature of those 

services are not respectively limited and defined”.  

 Serfdom: Article 1(b) defines it as “the condition or status of a tenant who is 

by law, custom or agreement bound to live and labour on land belonging to 

another person and to render some determinate service to such other person, 

whether for reward or not, and is not free to change his status”. 

 Servile forms of marriage: Article 1(c) defines them as any institution or prac-

tice whereby “(i) A woman, without the right to refuse, is promised or given in 

marriage on payment of a consideration in money or in kind to her parents, 

 
62 International Labour Organization, ILO global estimate of forced labour: results and methodology 

(Geneva: International Labour Office, Special Action Programme to Combat Forced Labour (SAP-FL), 
2012), 19, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/---
declaration/documents/publication/wcms_182004.pdf, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of 
‘Exploitation’, 31. 

63 Convention to Suppress the Slave Trade and Slavery, 60 LNTS 253, Sept. 25, 1926 (entered into 
force Mar. 9, 1927) (hereafter cited as Slavery Convention), art. 1. 

64 Ibid., art. 2. 
65 Jean Allain, The Slavery Conventions: The Travaux Préparatoires of the 1926 League of Nations 

Convention and the 1956 United Nations Convention (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2008), 50-
79, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 33.  

66 U.N. Supplementary Convention on the Abolition of Slavery, the Slave Trade, and Institutions and 
Practices Similar to Slavery, 226 UNTS 3, Sep. 7, 1956 (entered into force Apr. 30, 1957) (hereafter 
cited as Supplementary Slavery Convention); UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 33-34. 
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guardian, family or any other person or group; or (ii) The husband of a woman, 

his family, or his clan, has the right to transfer her to another person for value 

received or otherwise; or (iii) A woman on the death of her husband is liable to 

be inherited by another person”. Important to note that forced marriage—

“which is the union of two persons, at least one of whom has not given their full 

and free consent to the marriage”—is not included and neither distinctly classi-

fied as similar to slavery.67 

 Sale of children for exploitation: Article 1(d) defines it as “[a]ny institution or 

practice whereby a child or young person under the age of 18 years, is delivered 

by either or both of his natural parents or by his guardian to another person, 

whether for reward or not, with a view to the exploitation of the child or young 

person or of his labour”.68 

Servitude 

The 1956 Supplementary Convention recognizes victims of “practices similar 

to slavery” as “persons of servile status”.69 Additionally, the international human rights 

law prohibits subjecting a person to servitude.70 Relevant instruments generally regard 

servitude as separate from71 and broader than slavery, referring to “all conceivable 

forms of domination and degradation of human beings by human beings”.72 An alter-

native interpretation assigns different relative severity to the two concepts:73 

Slavery indicates that the person concerned is wholly in the legal 

ownership of another person, while servitude concerns less far-reach-

ing forms of restraint and refers, for instance, to the total of the labor 

conditions and/or the obligations to work or to render services from 

 
67 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 34. 
68 Ibid. 
69 Supplementary Slavery Convention, art. 7(b); UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 35. 
70 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, adopted by UNGA Res. 217A (III), U.N. GAOR, 3rd 

sess., 183rd plen. mtg., U.N. Doc. A/810 at 71 (Dec. 10, 1948), Art. 4; and, International Covenant on 
Civil and Political Rights, 999 UNTS 171, Dec. 16, 1996 (entered into force Mar. 3, 1976), art. 8(2), 
quoted in footnote 87 in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 35.  

71 Marc J. Bossuyt, Guide to the “Travaux Préparatoires” of the International Covenant on Civil and 
Political Rights (Dordrecht: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 1987), quoted in UNODC, The Concept of 
‘Exploitation’, 35. 

72 Bossuyt, Guide to the Travaux Préparatoires, 167, quoted in UNODC, The Concept of 
‘Exploitation’, 35. 

73 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 35. 
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which the person in question cannot escape and which he cannot 

change.74 

Most agree that the discrimination between slavery and servitude is distinct and 

qualitative, that: “[s]ervitude should be understood as human exploitation falling short 

of slavery”.75 Nonetheless, the Explanatory Report to the European Trafficking Con-

vention affirms that this “particularly serious form of denial of freedom” is to be viewed 

as “a particular form of slavery, differing from it less in character than in degree”.76 

Moreover, In Siliadin v France, the European Court of Human Rights reaffirmed this 

interpretation and identified servitude as “an obligation to provide one’s services that 

is imposed by the use of coercion, and is to be linked with the concept of ‘slavery’”.77 

Removal of organs 

Of the Protocol’s listed examples of exploitative end purposes of trafficking, 

“removal of organs” is the only one that does not necessarily establish a crime in its 

own right. In contradiction to “sexual exploitation, forced labor or services, slavery, 

practices similar to slavery and servitude”, which are crimes regardless they were com-

mitted in the context of trafficking, the removal of organs “may be lawful or unlawful 

depending on the purpose and circumstances of that removal. In most States organ re-

moval will be lawful under certain specified circumstances”.78 

Various relevant developments further expanded the understanding of traffick-

ing to include the following forms of exploitation: 

 
74 Pieter V. Dijk, Pieter Dijk, and Godefridus J. Hoof, Theory and Practice of the European 

Convention on Human Rights (Deventer: Kluwer Law and Taxation Publishers, 1990), 242. 
75 Jean Allain, “On the Curious Disappearance of Human Servitude from General International Law”, 

Journal of the History of International Law / Revue d'histoire du droit international 11, no. 2 (2009): 
304, https://doi.org/10.1163/138819909x12468857001505. 

76 Council of Europe, Explanatory Report to the Council of Europe Convention on Action against 
Trafficking in Human Beings, (Warsaw: Council of Europe Treaty Series - No. 197, 2005), par. 95, 
accessed September/October 17, 2021, https://rm.coe.int/16800d3812, quoted in UNODC, The Concept 
of ‘Exploitation’, 35. 

77 Siliadin v. France, (2006) 43 EHRR 16 (ECHR, 26 July 2005, No. 73316/01), par. 124, quoted in 
UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 35-36. 

78 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 37. 
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 Forced Begging: The EU Trafficking Directive 2011/36/EU105 incorpo-

rates “begging” in its exploitative purposes list and associates it with forced 

labor.79 According to its explanatory note, “forced begging should be under-

stood as a form of forced labour or services as defined in ILO Convention 

No 29: ‘[t]herefore, the exploitation of begging, including the use of a traf-

ficked dependent person for begging, falls within the scope of the definition 

of trafficking in human beings only when all the elements of forced labour 

or services occur’.”80 

 Exploitation of criminal activities: The EU Trafficking Directive 2011 also 

includes “exploitation of criminal activities” in its exploitative purposes 

list.81 The explanatory note elaborates that it “should be understood as the 

exploitation of a person to commit, inter alia, pick-pocketing, shop-lifting, 

drug trafficking and other similar activities which are subject to penalties and 

imply financial gain”.82 

 Forced Adoption: The Interpretative Note of the Trafficking in Persons Pro-

tocol pronounced that: “[w]here illegal adoption amounts to a practice simi-

lar to slavery … it will also fall within the scope of the protocol.”83 Following 

this interpretation, only when adoption is committed “with a view to the ex-

ploitation of the child or young person or of his labour”84 will establish an 

action of trafficking. Illegal adoption is not to be identified as trafficking un-

der the Protocol unless an exploitative intent is substantiated.85 

Despite the absence of an international legal definition, the concept of exploita-

tion as it relates to trafficking harmonizes with the comprehensive meaning of “one 

person taking unfair advantage of another person, their vulnerability, or their situation”. 

 
79 Directive 2011/36/EU of the European Parliament and of the Council on preventing and combating 

trafficking in human beings and protecting its victims, and replacing Council Framework Decision 
2002/629/JHA OJ L 101/1 (Apr. 15, 2011), art. 2(3), accessed August 14, 2021, https://eur-
lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=celex:32011L0036; UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 
38. 

80 Directive 2011/36/EU, chapeau par. 11; UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 38. 
81 Directive 2011/36/EU, art. 2(3); UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 38. 
82 Directive 2011/36/EU, chapeau par. 11; UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 38. 
83 UNODC, Travaux Préparatoires, 347. 
84 Supplementary Slavery Convention, art. 1(d), quoted in UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 

38-39. 
85 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 38-39. 
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In that context, trafficking-related exploitation admittedly encompasses both sexual ex-

ploitation and exploitation of another person’s labor.86 

Acknowledging the international definition of trafficking allows the possibility 

for expansion of its provisions, particularly on the forms of exploitation, various States 

developed their own understandings of human trafficking in the context of their domes-

tic legislation.87 

Moldova’s legislative measures of human trafficking represent a unique inter-

pretation of the international trafficking legislation. The definition of the Trafficking in 

Persons Protocol comprises the foundation “for a new understanding of what consti-

tutes trafficking in a specific domestic jurisdiction”. The Moldovan legislature main-

tained the elements of “methods”, and “means” but further developed the “purpose” 

element by the introduction of new forms of exploitation:88  

a) compelling to perform work or services, by use of force, threats or other 

forms of coercion, in violation of the legal provisions connected to labor 

conditions, remuneration, health and security; 

b) slavery, use of certain practices similar to slavery, or resorting to other 

ways of deprivation of liberty; 

c) compelling to engage in prostitution, to participate in pornographic perfor-

mances, with a view to the production, distribution and any introduction 

into circulation of such performances, the acquisition, sale or possession of 

pornographic material, or practicing other forms of sexual exploitation; 

d) compelling harvesting of organs or tissues for transplantation or collection 

of other component parts of the human body;  

e) using a woman as a surrogate mother or for reproductive purposes; 

f) abuse of a child’s rights with a view to illegal adoption; 

g) use in armed conflicts or in illegal military formations; 

h) use in criminal activities; 

 
86 Ibid., 39. 
87 Jean Allain, “Conceptualizing the Exploitation of Human Trafficking”, in The SAGE Handbook of 

Human Trafficking and Modern Day Slavery, ed. Jennifer B. Clark and Sasha Poucki (London: SAGE 
Publications, 2019), 4-5. 

88 Ibid., 4. 
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i) compelling to engage in begging; 

j) sale to another person; 

k) compelling to engage in other activities that violate fundamental human 

rights and freedoms.89 

The U.S. legislature ratified The Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 

(TVPA), as amended (22 U.S.C. § 7102) where a series of definitions relevant to traf-

ficking are provided:  

It distinguishes two “severe forms of trafficking in persons”, sex trafficking and 

labor trafficking, and defines them as: 

(8) … 

Sex trafficking: in which a commercial sex act is induced by force, 

fraud, or coercion, or in which the person induced to perform such 

act has not attained 18 years of age;  

or 

Labor trafficking: the recruitment, harboring, transportation, provi-

sion, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, through the use of 

force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary 

servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery. 

TVPA also introduces a definition for sex trafficking: 

(9) … The term ‘‘sex trafficking’’ means the recruitment, harboring, 

transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for the purpose of 

a commercial sex. 

And in addition, it expands on the following relevant concepts or forms of ex-

ploitation: 

 (2) Coercion:  

(A) threats of serious harm to or physical restraint against any 

person; 

 
89 Law on Preventing and Combating Trafficking in Human Beings, No. 241-XVI, Oct. 25, 2005 

(Moldova), quoted in Allain, “Conceptualizing the Exploitation”, 4-5. 
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(B) any scheme, plan, or pattern intended to cause a person to 

believe that failure to perform an act would result in serious 

harm to or physical restraint against any person; or 

(C) the abuse or threatened abuse of the legal process. 

(3) Commercial Sex Act: 

 means any sex act on account of which anything of value is 

given to or received by any person. 

(4) Debt Bondage: 

The term ‘‘debt bondage’’ means the status or condition of a 

debtor arising from a pledge by the debtor of his or her per-

sonal services or of those of a person under his or her control 

as a security for debt, if the value of those services as reason-

ably assessed is not applied toward the liquidation of the debt 

or the length and nature of those services are not respectively 

limited and defined. 

(5) Involuntary Servitude: 

The term ‘‘involuntary servitude’’ includes a condition of 

servitude induced by means of 

(A) any scheme, plan, or pattern intended to cause a person to 

believe that, if the person did not enter into or continue in 

such condition, that person or another person would suffer 

serious harm or physical restraint; or  

(B) the abuse or threatened abuse of the legal process.90  

Thai Law on Human Trafficking Definition  

The definition of trafficking in Thai law closely follows the Protocol’s defi-

nition. Still, it modifies the purpose element, excludes some of the Protocol’s stip-

ulated exploitation forms, and includes some additional ones.91 Thailand’s law on 

human trafficking was ratified in 2008, amending previous relevant legislation. The 

 
90 Victims of Trafficking and Violence Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA). Pub. L. No.106-386, 8 

U.S.C. §1101, §7101, 114 STAT 1464 (2000); see also Department of State United States of America, 
Trafficking in Persons Report June 2017 (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Sate Publication / 
Office of the Undersecretary for Civilian Security, Democracy, and Human Rights, 2017), 3, 
https://www.state.gov/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/271339.pdf. 

91 UNODC, The Concept of ‘Exploitation’, 69. 
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definition of trafficking in the Anti-Trafficking in Persons Act was developed in ac-

cordance with the three elements of the Protocol’s definition. Significant differences 

exist only in the “purpose” element. The Thai Anti-Trafficking Act defines exploitation 

as:92  

“seeking benefits from the prostitution, production or distribution of 

pornographic materials, other forms of sexual exploitation, slavery, 

causing another person to be a beggar, forced labour or service, 

coerced removal of organs for the purpose of trade, or any other 

similar practices resulting in forced extortion, regardless of such per-

son’s consent”.93  

The primary differences with the Protocol’s definition are: 

 Additional forms of exploitation are included (pornography, causing a per-

son to be a beggar, practices resulting in forced extortion);  

 Other forms of exploitation are omitted (practices similar to slavery, ser-

vitude);  

  There is express inclusion of the “means” element in some forms (removal 

of organs, practices resulting in forced extortion);  

  There is “ inclusion of the provision on consent (‘regardless of consent’) 

within the element of exploitation rather than in connection with the ‘act’ 

element”.  

  The more comprehensive phrase “or any other similar practices resulting 

in forced extortion”, is preferred instead of “includes”.94  

None of the forms of exploitation listed in the legislation are defined except 

for forced labor and services. 

Concerning the purpose “seeking benefits from prostitution, production or dis-

tribution of pornographic materials and other forms of sexual exploitation”, the 

Thai interpretation of “seeking benefits from prostitution” associates closely with the 

international interpretation of “exploitation of the prostitution of others”. Benefits 

are typically financial, but also non-financial benefits are included. “Other forms of 

sexual exploitation” is more applicable in cases of children, as the element “means” is 

 
92 Ibid. 
93 Ibid. 
94 Ibid., 70. 
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not necessary, but in cases of adults becomes a more complicated issue—since the ele-

ment ‘means’ is vital in distinguishing prostitution and pimping from trafficking. The 

phrase “other forms of sexual exploitation” holds a valuable interpretative versatility 

for Thai jurisprudence, “in ensuring that additional practices could be captured 

under the law”.95 

“Forced labor or services” is the only form of exploitation that is defined: 

“compelling the other person to work or provide service by putting such person in 

fear of injury to life, body, liberty, reputation or property, of such person or another 

person, by means of intimidation, use of force, or any other means causing such 

person to be in a state of being unable to resist”. Certain concepts within that defi-

nition— such as fear of injury to liberty, reputation, property—lack clarity.96  

The general view in Thai jurisprudence on slavery suggests “complete de facto 

ownership of another person, almost always through the use of severe violence 

and intimidation”. 

The stipulated purpose “causing another person to be a beggar” is particu-

larly important for Thailand, where exploitative begging is a major issue. Investiga-

tions and prosecutions of begging can develop into very complicated cases. In one case:  

“the court was required to consider whether the exploitation element 

had been satisfied when the mother of the ‘victim’ had indeed 

caused that person to be a beggar but that this had happened in 

a setting where the family was begging and the money was used 

to sustain the family. The prosecution argued that the child had 

been ‘pushed’ into begging and, therefore that this was indeed a 

case of trafficking. However, the trial judge acquitted the mother 

on the grounds that she had not, in fact, intended to exploit the 

child”.97 

 Regarding “similar practices resulting in forced extortion”,98 Thailand has 

experienced trafficking associated with commercial surrogacy. In a relevant recent 

case, in which “victims were brought/sent/detained /confined through use of force and 

 
95 Ibid. 
96 Ibid., 70-71. 
97 Ibid., 71. 
98 Ibid. 
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deception for purposes of being exploited through commercial surrogacy”,99 the court 

judged the three elements of the definition were satisfied. “The form of exploitation 

cited in this case was ‘sexual exploitation’” since trafficking for commercial adop-

tion is not considered a pressing problem in Thailand, and such cases fall outside 

the Thai trafficking law.100 

Last but not least, in Thailand, the penalties for trafficking are very severe. 

For that reason, the crime of trafficking is reserved for the most serious forms of ex-

ploitation as it would be prejudicial to apply it to less serious offenses. For instance, 

exploitative labor is prevalent in Thailand and manifests itself in various forms. A 

broader concept of exploitation could “overwhelm the criminal justice system and di-

vert resources and attention away from where they are most needed”.101 

1.6 Defining Sex Trafficking 

After providing a theoretical framework of human trafficking definition and its 

constituents elements, in the context of the 2000 Trafficking Protocol, and examples of 

alternative interpretations from domestic legislatures, this section will examine what 

constitutes sex trafficking. This segment is a concise diagram of sex trafficking at both 

the worldwide and national levels. Obviously about the significance of it is fundamental 

to be clear about what is implied by human trafficking and sex trafficking. 

An examination of article 3 of the Trafficking Protocol help extrapolate a tri-

partite definition consisting of three elements:102 

 The act itself: “recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or re-

ceipt of persons”.103 

 The means used to accomplish the act: “threat or use of force or other 

forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of 

power or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of 

payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having control 

over another person”.104 

 
99 Ibid., 72. 
100 Ibid. 
101 Ibid., 73. 
102 Michelle M. Dempsey, Carolyn Hoyle, and Mary Bosworth, “Defining Sex Trafficking in 

International and Domestic Law: Mind the Gaps”, Emory International Law Review 26, no. 1 
(2012): 143, https://ssrn.com/abstract=2261194. 

103 Ibid., 144. 
104 Ibid. 
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 The purpose of committing it: “the exploitation of the prostitution of 

others or other forms of sexual exploitation”.105 

Therefore, a definition of sex trafficking concerning solely adult cases forms as 

follows:106 

(a) “Trafficking in persons” shall mean the recruitment, transporta-

tion, transfer, harboring or receipt of persons, by means of the threat 

or use of force or other forms of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of 

deception, of the abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or 

of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the con-

sent of a person having control over another person, for the purpose 

of exploitation. Exploitation shall include, at a minimum, the exploi-

tation of the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploita-

tion … 

(b) The consent of a victim of trafficking in persons to the intended 

exploitation set forth in subparagraph (a) of this article shall be irrel-

evant where any of the means set forth in subparagraph (a) have been 

used.”107  

Dempsey, Hoyle, and Bosworth acknowledged significant disparities in sex 

trafficking definition between international law and domestic legislative adaptations 

from many States.108 These discrepancies are mainly identified in the above three ele-

ments.109 And they conclude,  

“considered several possible explanations for these gaps, the Authors 

have concluded that none of these explanations provides a satisfying 

answer to reconcile the inconsistencies between international and do-

mestic law definitions of trafficking. As such, the conclusion to be 

reached from this analysis is that the state parties identified above as 

having defined trafficking more narrowly in their domestic criminal 

 
105 Ibid. 
106 Ibid., 143n30.  
107 United Nations Office on Drug and Crime UNODC, United Nations Convention, 42-43, art. 3. 
108 Dempsey, Hoyle, and Bosworth, "Defining Sex Trafficking”, 137-138. 
109 Ibid., 143-144. 
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codes than it is defined in Article 3 of the Palermo Protocol are prima 

facie in violation of their obligations under the Protocol”.110  

Nonetheless, various scholars proceeded to offer their own interpretations on 

sex trafficking. The general consensus holds that sex trafficking is a form of human 

trafficking—the other being labor trafficking—and involves the exchange of commer-

cial sex acts, such as pornography, stripping, or prostitution, for financial gain.111 Sex 

trafficking involves a vulnerable person, a victim controlled and sold by a trafficker. It 

always combines differing force, fraud, or coercion levels since the victims do not par-

ticipate voluntarily. The trafficker, who in most cases is male, exercises absolute control 

over various aspects of the victims’ life, particularly on the way they conduct the sex 

work and the proceeds they gain.112 

Victims of sex trafficking do not always identify themselves as being forced or 

coerced. In such cases, continuous use of force, fraud, or coercion leads them to per-

ceive themselves as willing participators and identify with prostitutes, reinforcing their 

belief of acting on their own volition. Frequently traffickers maintain a group of victims 

that sometimes is labeled as a trafficker’s stable. Victims compete for hierarchy inside 

the stables to become traffickers’ favorites and gain the status of “bottom bitch”, “bot-

tom girl”, or just the “bottom”. “Bottom girls” are authorized to recruit other victims, 

punish victims who fail in their obligations, arrange dates, and collect money.113 

Given the previous observations on human trafficking, sex trafficking and labor 

trafficking are often interrelated. The same individuals may sometimes be victims of 

forced labor and, on other occasions, victims of sexual exploitation, exploitation of 

criminal activities, or even facilitating other victims’ transportation for conducting sex 

acts. As already noted, sex trafficking does not require cross-border transfers of per-

sons. Victims can “be born, raised, and trafficked in the same house without ever having 

left”. The act of trafficking constitutes, by itself, a criminal act, without the need for the 

movement of a person.114 

Unlike common beliefs, victims of sex trafficking are not always subjects to 
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being kidnapped and trapped for sexual slavery. In some cultures, parents themselves 

are trading their children for sexual exploitation. Surprisingly, some daughters accept 

the reality of being sex slaves as a means of supporting their families. Typically, though, 

sex traffickers lure their victims by pretending care and genuine interest for them. The 

act of sex trafficking occurs in several stages, which are effectuated through multiple 

methods and intertwined in purpose and intent. Nita Belles discerns the following 

stages:115 

 Gaining trust-Recruitment: in the first stage of recruitment, traffickers seek 

to gain the victims’ trust by compellingly satisfying their needs. Like so, they 

succeed in establishing a more solid connection with the victim.116 

 Seasoning-Breaking: in the second stage, victims may develop emotions of 

intimacy towards the trafficker and might even identify a reciprocal erotic at-

traction. At the same time, traffickers remain determined to exploit the victims 

sexually. The end goal of the stage is to get the victims to the point that they 

will do anything for the trafficker. Reaching that objective often demands sep-

arating the victims from their support system and increasing sexual contact with 

them.117 

 Turning out: In the turning out stage, the trafficker attempts to coerce the vic-

tims into performing their first commercial sex act. After they succeed in pros-

tituting them, traffickers feel that they have completely ensnared and dominated 

their victims.118 

 Maintaining control: Direct and extreme violence is not the only and, cer-

tainly, most effective way to achieve domination. Traffickers use many subtle 

methods to maintain their control over their victims. To thwart escape attempts, 

they use information about their victims gathered from previous stages to 

threaten to harm their loved ones. Traffickers also use “affection and affirmation 

(in cases where the victims are still erotically attracted to the trafficker), inter-

spersed with manipulative control or violence against” them to maintain control 

and maximize the profits of the solicitation. Sex trafficking victims might re-

main under the control of the same trafficker for many years or be traded to 
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others multiple times.119  

In an attempt to illuminate more the understanding of sex trafficking and in-

crease the effectiveness of policies and initiatives in combating sex trafficking, Kara 

Siddharth provides the following definitions:120 

 “—Slave trading can be defined as the process of acquiring, recruit-

ing, harboring, receiving, or transporting an individual, through any 

means and for any distance, into a condition of slavery or slave-like 

exploitation. 

—Slavery can be defined as the process of coercing labor or other 

services from a captive individual, through any means, including ex-

ploitation of bodies or body parts.”121 

Siddharth portrays sex trafficking crimes as consisting of the components of 

slave trading and slavery. Slave trading denotes the supply aspect of sex trafficking and 

slavery the demand. Both of these components involve the steps of acquisition, move-

ment, and exploitation. “The interrelationship of these elements” unveils the “anatomy 

of sex trafficking”, which is depicted in figure 1.2.122 

 

Figure 1.2: Anatomy of Sex Trafficking. 
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120 Siddharth Kara, Sex Trafficking: Inside the Business of Modern Slavery (New York: Columbia 
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121 Adapted from Kara, Sex Trafficking, 5. 
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Source: Adapted from Kara, Sex Trafficking, 6. 

For Siddharth, there are five main ways to accomplish the acquisition of sex 

slaves: deceit, sale by family, abduction, seduction or romance, or recruitment by for-

mer slaves. In particular:123 

 Deceit: Deceit involves false job, travel, marriage, or other offers accompa-

nied by false promises for a better life with the purpose of acquiring slaves. 

Desperate people find the appeal of high-paying jobs in wealthy and devel-

oped nations unlikely to resist. The method of false marriage offers is wide-

spread and effective for slave acquisition in countries “where marriage is 

the only way for a female to secure social acceptance, basic rights, and avoid 

a lifetime of persecution”. Traffickers employ deceit with high effectiveness 

in refugee camps.124  

 Sale by Family: Desperation also impels numerous families to sell their 

children into slavery. Slave traders make job offers for a child in exchange 

for payments that might represent several months’ income in underdevel-

oped countries. There are also rare cases where parents sell their children 

out of greed.125  

 Abduction: False job offers or sales by families are more prevalent than 

abductions. The reason lies in that abduction makes the transportation stage 

much more challenging.126 
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 Seduction or Romance: Promises of love is also a very effective method 

for ensnaring sex trafficking victims. Traffickers approximate attractive, 

helpless young girls and persuade them with deceptive affectionate behavior 

to migrate to wealthy countries “where they can build a life together”. Sid-

dharth describes, “[f]alse documents are provided for travel, and the lover-

boy usually sends the young woman in advance by train or plane and tells 

her to meet a friend upon arrival. That friend is almost always a slave trader 

or brothel owner”.127 

 Recruitment by Former Slaves: Becoming a recruiter offers the oppor-

tunity for sex slaves to improve their life in the sex trafficking industry. 

They often earn significant profits from the commissions for each new slave 

they recruit.128 

Concerning the movement component of sex trafficking, in international traf-

ficking, sex slaves are transported from countries of origin through transit countries into 

destination countries. In internal trafficking cases, a single country acts as origin, 

transit, and destination simultaneously, and the methods used to accomplish this move-

ment vary greatly. Macro-movements of sex slaves involve transit from impoverished 

regions and countries to more affluent ones. A recent trend consists of a two-step pro-

cess of moving the victims from rural regions into urban centers in the same country 

and then transporting them internationally. The purpose of this new mode of trafficking 

is to “break slaves more completely before transporting them abroad”, rendering them 

more compliant, less likely to escape, and consequently more profitable in the slave 

trade.129 

Lastly, the exploitation component mainly involves the lack of monetary com-

pensation for sex services and rape, torture, starvation, and humiliation as a means of 

pleasuring the traffickers and breaking the slaves’ spirit. Many victims are acquired, 

transported, and exploited by a single crime network. The process of subordinating and 

breaking the victims into slavery begins in transportation and continues after the slave 

trade to ensure their absolute obedience and complete submission to the sex buyer. Sid-

dharth identifies six main venue types where the exploitation of sex slaves occurs: 
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brothels, clubs, massage parlors, apartments, hotels, and streets.130  

Furthermore, the analysis of sex-trafficking phenomena by Kritaya 

Archavanitkul in 1998, who conceptualizes human trafficking as a continuum, is an 

effective approach to the definition of human trafficking (see figure 1.3).131 

FORCED 

A Victims are forced and/or kidnapped 

B Victims are given false information and are trafficked into types of business other 
than promised 

C Victims are aware of the kind of work, but not the work conditions 

D Victims are aware of the kind of work and work conditions, but are not aware of 
and/or are unable to foresee the difficult situations they may encounter 

E Workers (who may have been trafficking victims before) are aware of the kind of 
work and work conditions, but are not given an alternative worksite (cannot choose 
where they want to work) 

F Workers (who may have been trafficking victims before) are aware of the kind of 
work and the work conditions, and are able to select their worksite 

VOLUNTARY 

Figure 1.3: The trafficking continuum 

Source: Adapted from, Archavanitkul Kritaya, “Combating the Trafficking in Children and Their 
Exploitation in Prostitution and Other Intolerable Forms of Child Labour in Mekong Basin Countries”, 
A Subregional Report submitted to International Programme of the Elimination of Child Labour (IPEC) 
International Labour Organisation (ILO), (Bangkok, Thailand, Nakhon Pathom: Institute for Population 
and Social Research, Mahidol University, 1998), quoted in Connell, “Human-trafficking”, 44.  

Examining figure 1.3, it is obvious that victims of human trafficking in classes 

A and B are trafficking cases who have not consented to be trafficked. In classifications 

C through to E, notions of agency, choice, informed consent, and abuse of power must 

be taken into account, particularly when social and monetary measures and conditions 

that limit people’s life choices, the ability to freely consent and render them vulnerable 

to being victims of sex trafficking.132 As for classification F, Connell by citing MacKin-

non, argues, “Moreover, the specific nature of commercial sexual activity operates at 

all levels, from A through to F. Therefore, even at level F, it is arguable that commercial 

 
130 Siddharth comments that hotels are not frequently preferred because they are not secure. 

Prostitutes who operate in hotels are usually former slaves who have accepted their “fate” and strive to 
earn the highest profits possible. Street prostitution extends the communication and escape 
opportunities of the sex slaves. Traffickers select victims who they can trust. Escape from the streets is 
difficult for the sex slaves due to distance from their home regions, lack of money, and the risk of 
incarceration or deportation since their passports are withheld by the traffickers. Kara, Sex 
Trafficking, 11-15. 

131 Lisa Mary Connell, “Human-trafficking for Sexual Exploitation in Australia: The Deafening 
Silence on Deman”, (PhD diss., Victoria University, 2012), 44, 
http://vuir.vu.edu.au/21449/1/Lisa_Mary_Connell.pdf.  
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sexual activity in societies dominated by men is inherently exploitative and not truly 

‘voluntary’”.133 

Common terminological misconceptions in the sex trafficking study  

The use of the phrase “sex trafficking” interchangeably with prostitution is very 

common. The two terms, though, are not identical to each other. Prostitution is the vol-

untary engagement in a sex act and involves maintaining control over the monetary 

transaction. Voluntary commercial sex acts are an undeniable reality, as is the case for 

countless victims of forced prostitution. Thus, prostitution that results from sex traf-

ficking should be termed forced prostitution. Migrant smuggling also differentiates 

from sex trafficking in that it constitutes a crime against a country since it facilitates 

illegal border crossing. Belles argues that sex trafficking “is the controlling of and sell-

ing of a person for sex who may or may not have originated from outside the country”. 

Nonetheless, “the two crimes often occur in conjunction with one another”.134 

While forced prostitution is a common practice in sex trafficking, individuals 

being prostituted should be called victims of sex trafficking or survivors after they are 

freed or escaped but not prostitutes. Individuals who are buying sex should also be 

called with a more accurate name, describing the act they are committing—the vernac-

ular name for a sex buyer is a “john” or “trick”—and thus, the use of the name sex 

buyer is judged as more appropriate for that purpose. Next, the word pimp used to label 

sex traffickers fails to describe their criminal identity and the crime they are commit-

ting; therefore, the label sex trafficker should be maintained.135 Finally, sex trafficking 

is frequently incorrectly identified as the sex industry or the sex trade. Such terminology 

conceals the criminal character of the sex trafficking act and conveys legitimacy to the 

issue. Sex “trafficking is a crime punishable by law and should always be referred to as 

such”.136 

Furthermore, the terms sex worker and prostitute are also often confused and 

used incorrectly. Sex worker refers to an individual whose occupation is in the sex 

sector. It encompasses the people that render sexual services directly and the people 

that serve in that industry. A sex worker gets paid as a result of engaging in sexual acts 

 
133 Catharine Mackinnon, Toward a feminist theory of the state (Cambridge: Harvard University 
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or behaviors that are sexual, which entail different degrees of contact with customers. 

Additionally, some sex workers get paid to take part in performing sexual activities 

live. Others engage in sexy dancing styles, among other activities, to get the attention 

of the audience. Such acts include peep shows, lap dancing, and even taking part in 

sexual activities that serve as therapy to customers—sexual surrogates (Bowersox, 

2016). Therefore, the term sex worker is general as it can also refer to people who do 

not take part in sex directly, such as testers of sex toys and pole dancers. Another cate-

gory of sex workers that would not be categorized as prostitutes is a manager of talents, 

an adult who takes the role of negotiating and securing pornographic responsibilities 

for their customers. Additionally, some take nude pictures and edit them to be viewed 

by adults, and others review pornographic material through watching and rating them. 

In addition, some individuals elect the term sex worker to prevent bringing 

about the stereotype that is connected with the term prostitute. Such terminology de-

creases discrimination of the participants of the sex industry, enables a more effective 

social inclusion, and ensures that real prostitutes do not become solely associated with 

all the vices of prostitution.137 Being a sex worker is different from being exploited 

sexually or being coerced to engage in sexual activities. It is an individual’s voluntary 

choice and entails the commercialization of sex for earning money or acquiring prod-

ucts. Also, a sex worker may come from any gender, and the reason for engaging in 

commercial sex activities may be different from one person to another. In general, the 

differences between prostitution and sex trafficking contains the following: A prostitute 

is usually aware of the type of work she will participate in, while exploited victims 

typically do not; prostitutes work either independently or with a pimp, while victims 

always have a trafficker to control them; prostitutes usually work in in the same geo-

graphic location while the trafficker moves victims to different regions; prostitutes 

might be legal or illegal but are always paid while trafficked victims are always illicit 

and never paid; lastly while prostitution might not always involve force, fraud, or coer-

cion, sex trafficking always does so.138 

 
137 Nicola Piper, “A Problem by a Different Name? A Review of Research on Trafficking in South-

East Asia and Oceania”, International Migration 43, no. 1-2 (2005): 206, 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.0020-7985.2005.00318.x; Jini L. Roby and Jacob Tanner, “Supply and 
Demand: Prostitution and Sexual Trafficking in Northern Thailand”, Geography Compass 3, no. 1 
(2009): 90, https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1749-8198.2008.00181.x. 

138 Tiffany Dovydaitis, “Human Trafficking: The Role of the Health Care Provider”, Journal of 
Midwifery & Women's Health 55, no. 5 (2010): 462-463, https://doi.org/10.1016/j.jmwh.2009.12.017; 
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 While both voluntary prostitution and sex trafficking are illegal under the laws 

of many countries, voluntary prostitution in most cases is regarded as an immoral of-

fense and “public nuisance that has existed since ancient times” and is tolerated by law 

enforcement officers for being a petty offense or because of corruption. Nevertheless, 

human trafficking is a severe crime against humanity and should always carry severe 

penalties.139 

1.7 The Human and Sex Trafficking Framework in the Context of 

Thailand  

The 2009 UNODC’s “Global Report on Trafficking in Persons” positions sex-

ual exploitation as the most common form of human trafficking with 79 percent preva-

lence. The second most prevalent form was forced labor (18 percent). However, “this 

may be a misrepresentation because forced labor is less frequently detected and re-

ported than trafficking for sexual exploitation”.140 The 2020 report shows sexual ex-

ploitation is still most prevalent, but with a decreasing trend (50 percent), forced labor 

increased its prevalence (38 percent), while exploitation for criminal activity comes 

third (6 percent), and forced begging forth (1 percent). Notably, female victims pre-

dominate the cases of sexual exploitation.141 

Human trafficking draws its framework from various contexts like cultural atti-

tudes, economic interests, and international and domestic legislation. For example, mul-

tiple entwined cultural, economic, and legal factors contribute to the exploitation of 

Burmese migrants in Thailand. Increased demand for low-cost migrant labor and inter-

est in the sex industry in Thailand, negative Thai cultural attitudes against the Burmese, 

 
Publishers, 2005), quoted in Dovydaitis, “Human Trafficking”, 462; Jo Doezema, “Who gets to 
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https://doi.org/10.1007/s12147-007-9001-0. 
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specific Myanmar economic interests, “and lack of legal status for people experiencing 

human rights abuses in Burma” are contributing factors for to trafficking of people from 

Burma for various forms of exploitation. Due to the same elements, there is also a rise 

in the numbers of “undocumented irregular migrant workers ... who are subject to all 

forms of exploitation at the hands of employers”.142 

The three main types of exploitation in trafficking in persons that predominate 

in Thailand are: “exploitation through the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual 

exploitation”, “forced labour or services and slavery or practices similar to slavery”, 

and “forced begging”.143 

Exploitation through the prostitution of others or other forms of sexual ex-

ploitation is the most widespread form of human trafficking in Thailand. The victims 

of sexual exploitation are predominantly women and girls.144 

Prostitution involves voluntary and enslaved sex workers. Voluntary prostitu-

tion and exploitation of prostitution of others are different in that in that voluntary pros-

titutes consent to sex work. At the same time, trafficked victims are “forced, coerced, 

or placed under undue influence to engage in prostitution”. Visiting a brothel might 

lead someone to regard the sex workers as voluntarily consenting to offer their sexual 

services. Yet, numerous methods are used to force sex trafficking victims to appear 

voluntary.145 Such control methods can involve:146 

 Traffickers demand exorbitant debts from the victims, known as “debt bond-

age”. after being deceived by false promises of decent and well-paying jobs in 

affluent foreign countries. There are also voluntary female prostitutes going 

abroad to participate in the commercial sex business. Often, these women are 

unaware that they will end up in heavy debt bondage, be confined with no 

freedom of movement, and receive no payment until they pay off their debt via 

their sexual services. Such victims usually originate from impoverished fami-

lies in rural areas with low education. 
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 Traffickers also exploit the vulnerability of the victims, upon reaching the des-

tination in a foreign country, due to their unfamiliarity with the area, the lan-

guage, the culture and the Thai legal system. Thus, victims are trapped and 

inhibited from escaping. Traffickers reinforce this state of helplessness by con-

fiscating victims’ passports and money and detaining them in brothels “under 

the control of pimps or ‘mama-sans’ (brothel madams)”. 

 There are also cases of forced marriage between young women—often mi-

nors—and aging men for limited periods (six months to one year or more) in 

exchange for high monetary compensations to the parents, under the guise of 

dowries.147  

Obviously the multifaceted and composite character of sex trafficking in Thai-

land oftentimes renders law enforcement officers unable to discern between voluntary 

prostitution and forced prostitution.148 

Victims of trafficking in “forced labor or services and slavery or practices 

similar to slavery” often belong to the category of illegal economic migrants. There 

are more than two million illegal migrants in Thailand. Men and women from impov-

erished rural areas looking to better their lives’ conditions often fall victims to human 

trafficking. Most of these illegal migrants lack the education and skills for engaging in 

economically satisfying gainful employment.. Traffickers deceive them with false of-

fers of well-paying jobs abroad in crossing the borders and trap them into debt bondages 

and forced labor in farms and factories under inhumane conditions.149Initially, slave 

workers are prohibited from leaving the workplace and are even detained within the 

factories or farms until their debt is settled.150 

Except for the above sectors, the massive fishing industry in Thailand employs 

numerous legal and illegal foreign migrants. Victims exploited in the fishing industry 

are usually illegal economic migrants. A different form of forced labor is domestic ser-

vitude. Among many migrant domestic servants in Thailand that enjoy fair working 

conditions and treatment, some become victims of trafficking by their bosses. They 

experience violence, sexual assault or sexual harassment, and other illegal acts.151 

Trafficking in the form of forced begging takes advantage of the already very 
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lucrative begging activities in Thailand. While many “voluntary” beggars manage to 

earn very good profits, others fall into the category of migrant infants, children, and 

aged persons, transported from neighboring countries, that fall victim to forced beg-

ging. Removal of organs to collect human body parts is a form of human trafficking 

that constitutes a growing illicit business. Transplantation of malfunctioning organs is 

a regulated medical procedure, but most countries ban any act of trading and purchasing 

such organs. Acquiring new organs for organ transplants can be conducted legally only 

via donation. The demand, though, “is overwhelmingly higher than the supply”. 

Wealthy people who do not wait on the ever-growing waiting list “choose illegal mar-

kets through clinics or hospitals willing to perform such illegal operations for 

money”.152 Wanchai Roujanavong elaborates further on the process: “the crime of or-

gan theft from living persons is not widespread because the alternatives of stealing and 

illegally buying human organs from the deceased are already quite big businesses 

around the world. However, there is no report of human trafficking for the removal of 

organs in Thailand”.153 

Children are also trafficked from Cambodia, Lao PDR, and Myanmar to Thai-

land for labor trafficking, sexual exploitation, and forced begging. Child labor is prev-

alent in border regions where many children enter Thailand every day to work in agri-

culture, markets, or seafood processing. Children from Cambodia, Lao PDR, and My-

anmar regularly operate as beggars in various Thai cities. Notwithstanding the explic-

itness of the issue, it remains under-researched. It is yet unclarified whether “these chil-

dren are recruited from their home countries for the purpose of begging or whether they 

were born to migrants who were already living in Thailand”.154 

Countries in the trafficking flow—sending, receiving, or being hubs for the 

transportation of trafficking victims—are classified as origin, transit, and destinations 

of human trafficking. Each country may be more than one in the trafficking flow.155 

The examination of trafficking flows requires discerning the functioning of a country 

of either a sender or receiver of trafficking victims. However, whether countries are 
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more of an origin or destination country depends on many factors—a definite distinc-

tion between origin and destination countries is impossible. Such broad categorizations 

risk obscuring essential details. In addition, the existence of domestic trafficking in 

most States renders them automatically as origins and destinations. Yet, “if only cross-

border trafficking is considered, countries may belong to both categories”.156 Most 

countries function as countries of origin of human trafficking for their own citizens and 

as destination ones for foreigners. It is very rare to find countries that function solely as 

origin or destination. Considering that, the 2014 United Nations Trafficking in Persons 

Report expanded further on the subject:157  

“Countries may be thought of as being more typical origin or more 

typical destination countries. While countries play both roles, the ma-

jority of the trafficking flows are either outbound (in the case of a 

more typical origin country) or inbound (more typical destination). A 

more typical country of origin of cross-border trafficking may detect 

some foreign victims who are being exploited within its territory, but 

the outbound flow of that country’s citizens for exploitation in other 

countries will be far larger. Out of the 78 countries that provided in-

formation concerning the citizenship of the convicted offenders, 37 

were considered to be more typical origin countries of cross-border 

trafficking, whereas 41 were considered more typical destination 

countries. While it should be kept in mind that the diverse national 

situations cannot be fully captured by such a broad categorization, 

when looking at the global level, classifying countries as more typical 

origin or destination countries of trafficking in persons is nonetheless 

very useful for trying to understand and describe typical cross-border 

trafficking flows.”.158 

Countries of origin are commonly underdeveloped and have high rates of pov-

erty. In contrast, destination countries tend to be wealthier and more developed. They 

seem to afford plenty of economic and social mobility opportunities that appeal to peo-

ple prepared to migrate to achieve a better life. Western countries such as the United 
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States, Canada, the United Kingdom, France, Switzerland, and Germany are all desti-

nation countries for sex trafficking.159 

Although it is rare to find countries with all three statuses, Thailand is one of 

the few countries that bear all three country-classes of human trafficking:160 

 As a country of origin: Many Thai women are trafficked to work in 

foreign, more wealthy nations. In many such cases, victims were kept in 

debt bondage of approximately US $75,000 or more and if they refuse 

to work as sex slaves, they are detained, deprived of food, assaulted, or 

raped until they give in. The primary destinations for Thai human traf-

ficking victims are Japan, Germany, the United States, the United King-

dom, South Africa, Australia, with Japan being the most frequent one. 

The victims' profiles point out impoverishment and undereducation.161 

 As a destination country: More economically advanced than some 

neighboring countries, Thailand attracts many illegal immigrants from 

neighboring nations who search “for better-paid jobs, or to escape from 

unrest within their own country”. The approximate number of illegal im-

migrants in Thailand exceeds 2,000,000, and the majority of them orig-

inate from Myanmar. They mainly concentrate on the construction, fish-

ing and seafood industry, factories, restaurants, and houses as domestic 

workers. Additionally, many female illegal immigrants work in com-

mercial-sex businesses. The traffickers threaten female victims that if 

they seek help from police, they will be arrested, imprisoned, and de-

ported due to their status as illegal immigrants.162Moreover, labor ex-

ploitation of illegal immigrants is another conspicuous human rights vi-

olation in Thailand. The exploitation of immigrants for forced labor de-

rives from factories employing illegal immigrants to secure low labor 

costs and increase their profits.163 Lastly, many children and elderly per-

sons from Cambodia are trafficked into Thailand for forced begging.164  
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 As a transit country: Roujanavong remarks on the reasons that make 

Thailand a hub for human trafficking: “Thailand is located in the center 

of the South-East Asian region and is a traveling hub for that reason, 

providing international flights to nearly everywhere in the world. These 

are some reasons why Bangkok is a place traffickers use to traffic vic-

tims to other countries worldwide”. Chinese human traffickers and mi-

grant smugglers use Thailand to transport trafficking victims and illegal 

migrants from the southern part of China. These victims are conveyed 

via Myanmar into the northern part of Thailand and then to Bangkok. 

Using this route is more efficient than going through China.165 

Thailand is an origin, destination, and transit country for human trafficking in 

the Mekong Sub-region, an area consisting of Thailand, Burma, Laos, the Yunnan prov-

ince of China, Cambodia, and Vietnam. Thailand is a unique example as a country 

where voluntary sex work intermingles with sex trafficking in particular ways that ren-

der the issue of sex trade almost intractable and challenging to untangle. There is an 

apparent link between sex trafficking and prostitution. While not all sexual exploitation 

constitutes human trafficking, many economic, socio-cultural, and legal factors con-

tributing to forced prostitution are also elements of the context that drives “voluntary” 

prostitution. Christa Foster Crawford remarks on that matter, “were there not a demand 

for the sex industry in its various forms, there would be no sex trafficking”.166 

The sex trade has a significant impact on Thailand’s economic growth. It is es-

timated that in the late 90s Thai sex industry afforded around US$22–30 billion in an-

nual profits to the Thai national economy–10–14 percent of the country’s GDP.167 In 

the absence of official statistics on the numbers of sex workers,168 estimates range from 

90,915 to 2,000,000 in 1997.169 Probably the most reliable but outdated calculation was 
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conducted by Steinfatt at 120,000–150,000,170 based on Sittitrai et al.171 research.172 

Subsequently, the numbers of sex trafficking victims are even more intangible. 

While there are sex slaves in the Thai sex industry,173 most Thai prostitutes—about 80 

percent in foreigner-oriented bars—are considered voluntary prostitutes with a primary 

objective of bettering their lives.174 Anecdotal evidence, challenging to validate, about 

the conditions that brought them into the trade varies. On some occasions, parents sell 

their daughters from a very young age, “with debt bondage to repay over many years”,175 

and might end up traded to brothels or individuals.176 Others are exploited in their com-

munities177 or migrate to urban centers for better work opportunities and choose to work 

at brothels, where they become victimized.178 

While a conceptual distinction between voluntary prostitution and sex slaves is 

available, considering the above, conducting an analysis of sex trafficking separated 

from the general sex trade is not feasible. Common dynamics shared by the two phe-

nomena, lack of separate data, and conceptual fusion in the scientific community render 

separate studies impracticable.179 In the context that sex trafficking is subsumed into 

the sex industry, exploring the sex trade as a whole is a reasonable and effective ap-

proach in furthering our understanding of the phenomenon.180 

In Thailand, the situation of the sex trade and sex trafficking is ever-changing. 

Urban migration, augmented disposable income, and the thriving of sex tourism, caused 

by the modernization process of the 80s and 90s, are viewed as determinants of the rise 
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of commercial sex.181 Several other factors have reinforced these increases, like AIDS 

and anti-prostitution legislation.182 Even foreign legislation like the PROTECT Act183 

of the United States is likely to have played a role.184 Concurrently, the decline in fer-

tility and the increase in girls’ school enrollment induce a decrease in the numbers of 

Thai sex workers.185 This recession generates gaps that draw women and girls from 

Myanmar, Laos, China, Cambodia, Eastern Europe, and the Americas.186 Estimations 

reveal that 16 percent of prostitutes in Thailand are foreign, with around 90 percent 

from Myanmar.187 Sensibly, most foreign sex workers are found in Chiang Mai and 

Chiang Rai in northern Thailand, adjacent to Myanmar.188 

Important to point out victims of sex trafficking are suffering notably higher 

harm than voluntary prostitutes.189 When it is voluntary, they can work at their discre-

tion.190 Yet, trafficked victims experience slavery conditions: “earnings may be with-

held, they may be physically abused, underfed, sleep-deprived, physically restrained or 

prevented from leaving ... Half of the Burmese prostitutes were HIV-positive, compared 

to 15 percent among brothel workers on the whole191“.192 Debt bondage, inability to 

speak the local language, and deportation risks are additional parameters that render 

sex slaves particularly vulnerable to exploitation and abuse.193 
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Last but not least, a brief account of trauma bonding as a possible course of 

victim’s psychological transformation in trafficking cases would necessitate even more 

the need to regard and explore sex trafficking as a subset of the sex trade. In sex traf-

ficking cases, the relationship between the victim and the trafficker may also in-

volve trauma bonding, commonly referred to as “Stockholm Syndrome”. Trauma bond-

ing occurs when traffickers use “rewards and punishments within cycles of abuse to 

foster a powerful emotional connection with the victim”. Traffickers often act as pro-

tectors to dominate and confuse the victims and induce an attachment that may include 

developing feelings of affection and loyalty for the trafficker on the part of the victim. 

Traumatic bonds can become particularly intense if “fear of the trafficker is paired with 

gratitude for any kindness shown”. Recurrent trauma may remodel victims’ brain de-

velopment and thought processes, resulting in unbearable feelings of dissociation and 

psychological and emotional dullness. Thus, in their attempt to escape emotional numb-

ness, they might pursue intense situations. As a result, victims may return to their ex-

ploiter due to the intense and familiar nature of the abusive relationship.194 In addition, 

trauma bonding is also examined as an extreme variance of appeasement strategies, 

with plentiful examples of its employment by numerous other species in nature. It is 

activated reflexively—with more primitive parts of the brain taking control over the 

ones responsible for higher mental functions—in life-threatening situations and as a last 

resort for protecting victims' physical, mental, and emotional integrity. 

Traffickers regularly confine, intimidate victims, and employ various other co-

ercive methods that interfere with their perceived or actual ability to escape. Threats to 

one’s physical and mental integrity can often lead to the formation of trauma bonding. 

Victims frequently feel helpless and respond to any form of “help” or “kindness” from 

their exploiters by developing attachment and gratitude in a desperate attempt to in-

crease their chances of survival. Lack of alternative sources of support also reinforces 

psychological coercion. Psychiatrist and trauma expert Bessel Van der Kolk explains, 

“Pain, fear, fatigue, and loss of loved ones and protectors all evoke efforts to attract 

increased care. When there is no access to…other sources of comfort, people may turn 

toward their tormentors”.195 
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It is very challenging, if not impossible, to estimate the prevalence of trauma 

bonding. Unfortunately, there is plenty of anecdotal evidence that sex trafficking vic-

tims protect traffickers and present themselves as voluntary sex workers. Granting that 

social and economic circumstances may influence victims’ predisposition and the nu-

merous examples of sex trafficking in Thailand, trauma bonding is another worthwhile 

factor contributing to the complexities of reporting cases and quantifying the phenom-

enon.196 

1.8 Root Causes and Contributing Factors in Sex Trafficking with 

Special Remarks in Thailand’s Framework 

 This section addresses the root causes of human trafficking with special em-

phasis on the contributing factors to sex trafficking in Thailand. While various social, 

economic, cultural, and other factors that drive the multifaceted phenomenon of human 

trafficking are specific to trafficking patterns of each State, many of these factors and 

root causes a r e  common in trafficking or shared between different regions, patterns 

or cases. The UNODC “Toolkit to Combat Trafficking in Persons” (2008) identifies 

various common push-pull factors that contribute to the increase or perpetuation of traf-

ficking in persons:197 

 “Poverty, oppression, lack of human rights, lack of social or economic op-

portunities, dangers from conflict or instability” constitute some of the do-

mestic situations that drive people to migrate in search of better conditions. 

“Political instability, militarism, civil unrest, internal armed conflicts, and 

natural disasters” are potent factors in increasing human trafficking flows. 

Destabilization and displacement of communities make people vulnerable 

to exploitation and abuse. Armed conflicts often cause displacements and 

overwhelming human casualties, and create a considerable number of or-

phans who end up being like street scavengers. The children that are found 

in the streets are more vulnerable to human trafficking than any other cat-

egory of people. Such factors tend to “push” potential victims into migra-

tion and the control of traffickers.  

 Furthermore, other factors tend to “pull” human beings into exploitation 
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and abuse. Poverty and prosperity often reinforce migration and trafficking 

patterns in which victims move from extreme poverty to less extreme pov-

erty conditions. The accelerated increase in internet services and broadcast 

or telecommunication media has possibly increased the desire in citizens 

of developing countries to migrate to developed ones.198  

Even families sell their children, hoping that their offspring will escape chronic 

poverty and enjoy a better life with more opportunities. Cultural practices like the de-

valuation of women and girls in certain societies “make them disproportionately vul-

nerable to trafficking”.199 

Additional factors that facilitate human trafficking are permeable borders, cor-

rupt government officials, and international organized criminal groups or networks. 

Moreover, the limited effectiveness in controlling the borders by relevant enforcement 

instruments, inadequate legislative measures, lack of political will or commitment to 

enforcing existing legislation represent how institutional inefficiency contributes to the 

increase in trafficking practices.200 

Contributing Factors in Sex trafficking in Thailand 

There are various perspectives in the examination of the phenomena of prosti-

tution and sex trafficking. One view marks sexual exploitation of others as rights vio-

lations perpetrated by individuals or organized crime and claims that decriminalization 

and regulation will protect all prostitutes, voluntary or not.201 A different approach fo-

cuses on the feminist interpretation of gender inequality and describes the female sex 

trafficking victims through the lens of a patriarchal social structure limiting women’s 

opportunities in paid labor.202 Last but not least, the market perspective examines sex 

trafficking “as a method to balance the supply and demand of sex workers, who enjoy 
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varying degrees of choice”.203 

The supply and demand paradigm, while lacking theoretical uniformity, is con-

sidered one of the most appropriate for examining sex trade, prostitution, and sex traf-

ficking.204 This model has been implemented as a theoretical framework for interpret-

ing prostitution and the analysis of sex trafficking by various researchers.205 

Socio-cultural, economic, and political factors influence the supply and demand 

in the sex industry by nurturing social ecosystems that perpetuate exploitative sexual 

services and behaviors.206 Some scholars remark that studies on sexual exploitation fo-

cus mainly on the supply side.207 Evidently, the demand side is equally important and 

should also be examined.208 

Proponents of the market model argue that without the demand for commercial 

sex, there would not be supply in the sex industry209 and thus, without the demand, 

there would not be sex trafficking.210 The already intricate relationship of balance be-

tween supply and demand interacts in even more complex ways with the conditions that 

lead to trafficking.211 Of course, overwhelming demand cannot be the sole cause for the 

prevalence of sex trafficking and sex trade; other factors like the illegal character of the 

sex trade play an essential role, too.212 Nevertheless, “where there is a market for com-
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modities or services, competition arises to provide them at lower overhead costs to con-

sumers with differential financial abilities”.213 Jini L. Roby and Jacob Tanner in their 

article, “Supply and Demand: Prostitution and Sexual Trafficking in Northern Thai-

land” classified the contributing factors to sex trafficking flows of Northern Thailand 

following the demand and supply model. In the demand factors they included the his-

torical precedence of prostitution in Thailand, the social acceptance of the sex trade, 

various gender-based cultural mores, corruption of the law enforcement and the military 

and the phenomenon of international sex tourism. Next, they identified the supply fac-

tors according to what drives families and women to resort to the sex trade, “often 

through illegal means and exploitative circumstances”.214 This classification included, 

gender-based cultural factors, religious forces, political turmoil in Myanmar and eco-

nomic factors.  

While this Thesis draws influence from all of the above models, it will concen-

trate mainly on the role of Theravāda Buddhism as a contributing factor in sex traffick-

ing and prostitution along with factors that pertain to Thai socio-cultural values, ideals, 

and mores. In particular, the emphasis lies on how specific selective interpretations of 

Theravāda doctrines from Thai Theravādins has led to the formation of harmful and 

devaluing attitudes towards women, mainly, but also the disadvantaged, sustain the dis-

crimination against them, nurture inequality, and increases their vulnerability to sexual 

exploitation and abuse. 

For over a thousand years, Thailand had experienced legitimate prostitution 

when courtesans were authorized officially by the king to offer their sexual services 

exclusively to the elite.215 Official laws since the fifteenth century recognized the right 

of men to hold and treat women as properties. Wives could be abused or sold as slaves 

without sanctions. The prestige of having multiple wives was high. In that era, there 

were recognized three types of wives: a major wife (mia klang muang), a minor wife 

(mia klang nork), and a slave wife (mia klang tasi). Family and negotiations between 

parents arranged the major wife. The minor wife allowed more children and influence. 

The slave wife was mainly purchased for sexual pleasure and the performance of servile 
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duties. All housewives were socialized to be submissive, restrict their own sexual de-

sires and satisfy the sexual appetites of their husbands.216 In the Ayutthaya period 

(1350–1767 CE), prostitution was also legal, regulated, and taxed. In 1909, the Vene-

real Disease Act demanded prostitutes be licensed and healthy.217 In 1934 a royal de-

cree banned polygamy, and set the basis for the proliferation of prostitution that re-

placed the ancient custom of the minor and slave wives.218 In 1960, the Prostitution 

Suppression Act banned prostitution, but the Entertainment Places Act practically re-

legalized it in 1966. The Prevention and Suppression of Prostitution Act of 1996 im-

plemented more severe sanctions for child prostitution219 and effected a ban on solicit-

ing a prostitute for the first time in Thailand.220 In addition, the American military pres-

ence in Thailand during the Vietnam War stirred the nature of Thai prostitution. Being 

less discreet than Thai or Chinese sex buyers, American soldiers treated Thai prostitutes 

like “girlfriends”, and displayed them without hesitation. During the war, American GIs 

obtained “mia chao” or rented wives to entertain them in Bangkok, Pattaya, and other 

Thai cities during their rest and recreation periods.221 

While the impoverishment and underdevelopment of Myanmar are well stud-

ied,222 the levels of poverty in Thailand are more obscure. The country adopted an eco-

nomic development model, which facilitated considerable economic growth in large 

urban centers but left rural regions underdeveloped.223 Some theorize that urbanization, 

modernization, and industrialization are major driving forces in expanding prostitution 

and sex trafficking.224 For instance, the average price for a northern Thai girl sold as a 

sex slave was 50,000 baht, a sizeable monetary relief for poverty-stricken farmers.225 

Additionally, financial inequality is a possible factor driving young Burmese women of 

the upper and middle-class to resort to prostitution in Thailand—almost two-thirds of 
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Burmese sex workers in Thailand belong to these social classes.226 Furthermore, con-

sumerism seems to push many Thais to adopt similar practices.227 

Globalization holds a crucial role in the recent massive expansion of sex tour-

ism.228 Modern global society witnesses sex workers being exploited as goods from 

third parties and consumed as services by the clientele.229 In that context, sex tourism 

is regarded as a stress relief valve for keeping the workforce satisfied and productive.230 

Men from developed countries dream of traveling to meet exotic Asian women who 

would satisfy their sexual appetites enthusiastically.231 Opportunities to indulge in sex-

ual activities that would otherwise be unacceptable in their countries are abundant in 

sex tourism destinations and at a meager cost.232 

The appalling conditions imposed by the military junta in Myanmar push vast 

numbers of Burmese to migrate to Thailand—as for 2005 alone, Thailand sheltered 

121,000 Burmese refugees.233 Consequently, the majority of Burmese prostitutes in 

Thailand are victims of the junta’s tyranny and persecution– especially minorities like 

the hill tribes of Akha, Lahu, and Tai Yi-Shan.234 There are countless reports of Bur-

mese soldiers raping and torturing women.235 Over 2 million people have escaped the 

dictatorial regime since 1980, around 5 percent of Myanmar’s total population.236 Nu-

merous Burmese women view Thailand as a relatively safe country offering a chance 

for survival. As a case in point, a Burmese prostitute said, “why should we stay in 

Burma to be raped by soldiers? [In Thailand] we get raped as well, but we get paid”.237  

There are reports that Thai soldiers force Burmese refugees in Thailand to return 
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to Burma and traffic young girls back to Thailand as sex slaves.238 At the same time, 

many law enforcement and government officials ignore trafficking and related illicit 

activities by accepting bribes,239 while others become majority or minority owners of 

brothels.240 Unfortunately, Thai police and border patrol officers escape punishment on 

a regular basis.241 The Transparency International Corruption Perceptions Index data 

support that Thailand remains very high in the corruption index (score 36/100 and rank 

104/180).242 

Socio-cultural Factors and the Gender Inequality in Thailand  

In Thailand and other Southeast Asian countries, women have a traditional duty 

to support their parents —todtan bunkhun or paying back one’s parents as gratitude for 

their upbringing—, but for many of them, their destitute living conditions stand in be-

tween as an enormous obstacle.243 Sex work offers young, uneducated girls from rural 

areas the opportunity to fulfill those family obligations. While gradually becoming less 

prevalent, this practice still holds a significant value in Thai societies, especially among 

hill tribes and Northeast Thailand or Isan.244 A study on this subject observed that 

among hill tribes in Northern Thailand, 60 percent of families had a daughter working 

as a prostitute to support her family. Nevertheless, these young women face less dis-

crimination than before.245 Studies also reveal a possible increase in the practice of sell-

ing children—which has endured for centuries in Thailand and Myanmar—,246 likely 

due to the expanding economic gap “between the urban rich and rural poor”.247 Addi-

tionally, loss of virginity in young and unmarried women usually diminishes their social 

value, rendering them almost comparable with prostitutes248 and driving many impov-

erished women to prostitution as the only means of living.249 
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In Southeast Asia, there is an overall view that men are very limited in regulat-

ing their sexual desires and that prostitution is a valuable outlet for society.250 As recent 

as in the late 90s, many Thai teachers, particularly females, held that prostitution pro-

tected “good” women against rape.251 Married men visiting prostitutes is a relatively 

accepted practice and more preferable than having a “minor” wife—who might claim 

the husband’s property—since some men have multiple wives in stark contrast to the 

prohibition of polygamy.252 A study showed that many Thai men and women view 

commercial sex as acceptable for a married man.253 Notably, Kara remarks that the ma-

jority (90 percent) of Thai men had visited prostitutes, with around 50 percent having 

their first sexual experience with a prostitute—which could be either be a commercial 

sex worker or victim of sex trafficking.254 

Culturally influenced social views on women are a major factor in effecting and 

sustaining human trafficking practices.255 The sexually inexperienced virgin is the ideal 

Thai prostitute, and “deflowering” her often equates to enhanced masculinity and pro-

longed life, thus fueling the demand for young girls.256 Others believe that sex with 

virgins is invigorative and has medicinal-like effects,257 prompting for trafficking and 

trading of virgin girls.258  

It is hypothesized that Thai men are the primary contributors to Thai women’s 

prostitution. There is a significant number of stories of women that get engaged in pros-

titution in Thailand who had been married initially. However, they became single moth-

ers as a result of a bitter divorce. Lacking any financial or other assistance from their 

children’s father(s), they do not have any option apart from engaging in prostitution 

and the sex trade to take care of their children.259  

The socialization of Thai women has historically centered on producing “good 
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women” who are well inclined in housekeeping. Thai society has accepted for centuries 

that women are the weaker sex and of lower intelligence.260 With the recent promotion 

of Thai women’s education, derogatory assumptions and discrimination against women 

are gradually declining. However, negative gender prejudices remain effective and 

stand valid in Thai society.261  

While in Thailand, female exploitation and oppression have been justified on 

the basis of Kamma, women generally endured bias, abuse, and discrimination without 

complaints.262 That Thai women “enjoy” the “privilege” to manage household econom-

ics is misleading following that in many cases, poverty leaves nothing to manage.263  

Kabilsingh points out that negative beliefs on women are mainly due to Chinese 

and Indian cultural intermixing and heritage. Many Chinese immigrants married Thais 

and integrated their patriarchal and androcentric ideas—in traditional China, women 

are subordinate—with Thai perceptions. Similarly, in Indian cultural traditions, women 

should always be under the supervision and protection of men. Women “were not in-

dependent human beings, but were, like livestock or land, the possessions of men”.264  

Thai men regularly manifest exploitative attitudes towards women, sustaining 

an androgenic and nearly misogynistic society that compels women to assimilate these 

beliefs. This structural violence, supported by tradition and approved by religion,265 

leaves a deep mark on Thai women’s self-image and self-worth and often restrains 

women’s interests in the vain pursuit of the beauty of their physical appearance.266 For 

instance, many young women, influenced by the pervasive promotion of high standards 

for female beauty by the media and the popularity of beauty contests, turn to cosmetic 

surgery to improve their appearance. Quite often, prostitution is elected as the only 

means to cover the high cost of such operations. 

Kabilsingh rejects poverty as the sole factor of prostitution and sex trafficking 

in Thailand. She accounts for several other factors that root mainly in Thailand’s culture 

and dysfunction in the socialization process of both men and women. Young rural 

women’s low level of education and economic instability further their migration in 
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large urban centers, desperately searching for job opportunities while lacking funda-

mental skills. Official economic development directions target material and industrial 

growth with little attention to social and cultural development. Governmental adver-

tisement of tourism, in many cases, turns out to be an indirect promotion of sex tourism 

and prostitution. The mass media also promotes consumerism and materialism and 

prompts many Thais to pursue luxurious, easy, and exhibitionistic lifestyles. Further, 

the emphasis on women’s virginity, which means to be preserved for their husbands, 

influences women’s self-esteem. For example, in many rape or even sex trafficking 

cases, young female victims equate their loss of virginity to complete depreciation of 

their value and accept prostitution as the only option for their future. As already dis-

cussed, some girls become prostitutes “out of a sense of duty or obligation to their par-

ents to share the family’s economic burden”.267 Often older daughters “are asked to 

‘sacrifice’ for their parents and their younger siblings”.268 Moreover, numerous Thai 

proverbs that denigrate women and parallel them to commodities or objects of male 

desire.269 Last but not least, she indicates that the majority of men in Thailand embrace 

“sexist, Brahmanical social values that came to Thailand in the Ayudhya period”.270 

These values encourage men to regard women as trophies and prove their virility by 

“winning” as many of them as possible. Consequently, Thai men regularly visit brothels 

for that reason, and those who avoid doing so risk becoming social outcasts. Under such 

social conditions, even Thai women often accept prostitution without complaints.271  

Unfortunately, the aforementioned cultural views institutionalize discrimination 

against women and debilitate their potential to orient themselves effectively into Thai 

society. 

Theravāda Buddhism as a Contributing Factor to Sex Trafficking and 

Thai Sex Industry  

Theravāda Buddhism is the majority religion in Thailand. About 95 percent of 

Thailand’s population are Buddhists. According to Thai interpretations of the Thera-

vāda doctrine, women are inferior to men due to a lack of merit in their previous life,272 
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and they have to be reborn as a male to attain Nibbāna. 273 Similar interpretations hold 

that Buddhism does not advocate against prostitution, supports it indirectly,274 and pro-

motes passive acceptance of suffering and misfortune.275 The aforementioned interpre-

tations cause women to lose faith in themselves, diminish their self-esteem and self-

respect, and accept men as superior.276 

In Theravāda Buddhist literature, various passages denote the weak nature of 

women and their inferiority towards men while other passages praise the value of women. 

Unfortunately, Thai Theravāda tradition has assimilated the notion of women’s subservi-

ence.277 Most of these texts were transcribed centuries after Buddha’s parinibbana by 

monks and inevitably bear much of their era’s social and cultural context. Nevertheless, 

such texts are still integrated literary and without any further contextualization by most 

Thai Theravādins. The content of these manuscripts categorically shapes the contempo-

rary views on the value of women and their ideal image.278 

Buddha’s teachings are recorded stating that women are “a stain on celibacy”279, 

which in Thailand is interpreted literally, and monks are not to contact women directly. 

Thus, male weakness in the self-regulation of the sex drive is reconstructed to the deval-

uing belief that women impede the spiritual development of monks. For Kabilsingh, sim-

ilar passages reveal the androgenic and misogynist influence of male ascetic scribers on 

Buddhist literature.280 In explaining his doubts about women becoming members of the 

monastic order (Saṅgha), Buddha appears to state that women “are selfish, poor in wis-

dom ... and that they cannot work and cannot travel to distant lands”. Buddhist scriptures 

invariably describe women as precious commodities obligated to please their hus-

bands.281 Women are depicted as lacking the prerequisite qualities to become a buddha 

and that only a man can become one.282 Similar assertions lead many Thais to believe, 

and even monks prescribe, that women are born due to their bad Kamma283 accumulated 
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from previous lives and have to be reborn as men to attain the highest spiritual develop-

ment.284 Manuscripts also illustrate Buddha denying the ordination of women and their 

acceptance in the Saṅgha several times and agreeing only after he authorized the Eight 

Garudhammas, eight rules stipulating the respect of the nuns towards the monks. These 

rules have often been used as a base of support on the argument that Buddha was a mi-

sogynist and wanted women to remain subordinate to men.285 Even after this approval, 

he is portrayed saying that women’s presence in the Saṅgha will cause its demise by 

shortening its longevity by five hundred years.286 

Modern Thailand continues to prohibit the ordination of nuns (bhikkhunis).287 

Considering that monastic life still provides an opportunity for impoverished commu-

nities to offer modest levels of education to their youth and protect or dissuade them 

from illicit activities, the lack of such opportunity for young women is a serious draw-

back to their adequate socialization. Further, the Theravāda practice offers two paths 

for spiritual advancement and soteriological objectives.288 The nibbānic path mainly 

reserved for monks leads to the ultimate goal of nibbāna and the kammatic path that 

points to the accumulation of merit through various meritorious acts for securing a more 

favorable rebirth for the next life.289 On the one hand, negating women’s option to be-

come nuns reinforces existing negative attitudes towards the value of women and, on 

the other hand, gravely diminishes the choices of female Theravādins for spiritual ad-

vancement. In profoundly religious cultures like Thailand’s, such limitations are cru-

cial. In fact, Thai Theravādins dedicate significant amounts of time and financial re-

sources to the accumulation of merit.290  

Theravāda Buddhists “glorify” the hierarchy that results from the accumulation 

of merit. The peculiar domestic interpretation of Buddha’s teachings views kings as 

occupying the highest level of this hierarchy, followed by the ascetics, the wealthy so-

cial class, men, women, the disabled, the impoverished, and the animals. Wealth and 

power manifest a high level of good merit during past lives, while poverty, disease, 

being a woman or slave, and any other suffering state indicate sinful past lives. Such 
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representations of Theravāda doctrines normalize inequality in Thailand. The “under-

privileged” can only hope to accumulate merit that will lead to a favorable rebirth, and 

there are times that prostitution or even the menace of trafficking seem like the sole 

viable solution.291 Siddharth Kara remarks, “As a highly educated Thai woman who 

worked for a major IGO in Bangkok told me, ‘In Thailand, the best thing a man can do 

is become a monk, the best thing a woman can do is be reborn a man’... While such 

beliefs are more entrenched in rural Thailand than in Bangkok, the culture of female 

inferiority nevertheless pervades the capital”.292  

Monks in Theravāda societies have the vital role of spiritual guidance to the 

laity. They are highly respected, and their advice is always considered seriously by the 

laypeople. At the same time, the Sangha is regarded as incomparable field merit, and 

most Thais prioritize their offerings and support to the monastic order. Prostitutes often 

choose to donate a high portion of their profits to temples hoping that they will deliver 

themselves from their misdeeds in current life and somehow redeem their immoral con-

duct. Monks accept these donations on the basis that everybody can perform good ac-

tions. Still, by not rejecting their offerings, they indirectly steer young girls toward the 

path of prostitution for attaining wealth and accumulating merit.293  

Psychological and social studies on the effects of discrimination, expectations, 

and concepts of self and others provide significant evidence that enables the scientific 

evaluation of the impact of Buddhists' discriminatory attitudes and beliefs against 

women.294 

Thai scholars Juree Vichit-Vadakan and Ouyporn Khuankaew have reported the 

disparaging attitudes toward women in Thailand, which link to a great degree to Ther-

avāda Buddhism. In 2002 Khuankaew remarks:295 

This structural karma of women’s oppression is caused by several 

factors such as poverty and war, but the main root causes are values 

and belief systems ... and [mental] pictures of women and men. These 
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are the images perpetuated through family, school, media, and reli-

gious teachings. In all places where we asked workshop participants 

how women and men are viewed and valued in their society, the fol-

lowings were the answers: “Women are weak, thus cannot be inde-

pendent. They need parents or husbands to protect and guide their 

lives. Women are supposed to be good listeners and good followers 

of their parents or husbands. Once married, women are the property 

of men, and have to be loyal to their husbands. Widowed women are 

viewed as worthless. Women’s roles are as mother and housewife...” 

[In contrast, the following statements show how] men are viewed and 

valued in these societies: “Men are protectors, ones who sacrifice, 

leaders of the household and community, the bread winners, ones 

who are trustworthy, ones who are strong and brave, confident and 

wise” (22-26).296 

Vichit-Vadakan expounds on the effect of Buddhist beliefs and attitudes on 

“Thai women’s status and self-image”:297 

[T]he impact of religion on women’s status and position is profound, 

yet subtle … Thai Buddhism has thrived and continues to thrive on 

account of women … But the place of women in Buddhism is sec-

ondary to men’s … A woman, even a female child, must not touch a 

monk. Women are viewed as polluted because of their menstrual 

blood. Young girls and old women are not excepted, possibly because 

of the former’s potential to become polluted, and the latter’s history 

of having been polluted. Fundamentalist Buddhists would rationalize 

that those who are born female have worse karma than men from the 

outset. It is the belief that a woman must suffer and learn to bear her 

suffering bravely so that she may be born a man in the next life. Many 

do not seem to question this belief, treating it as a universal truth. 

Excluded from direct contact with monks, who are symbols of sa-

credness, women are also barred from becoming nuns, and therefore 
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cannot gain merit as such. But women can gain extra merit from sons 

who are ordained … The point to stress here is that women’s position 

and status in society are low relative to men’s. Women are subservi-

ent to men, second in rank … They choose to submit to men, or take 

the back seat (521-522).298 

Minorities who are discriminated against as inferior exhibit worse performance 

at school than non-stigmatized individuals and often avoid or fail to succeed in several 

rewarding work and academic environments.299 It has already been discussed how low 

levels of education negatively impact women's empowerment and increase their vul-

nerability to sexual exploitation and abuse.  

The omnipresent characteristic of gender discrimination in modern Buddhist so-

cieties is the predominance of negative attitudes toward women, imitating the ones de-

scribed in Buddhist literature resulting in low female empowerment.300 

Low-income females in countries whose majority religions proclaim abrogating 

attitudes toward women are discriminated against the most. This translates to malnutri-

tion, inadequate medical services, increased domestic violence, and families trading 

their daughters in the sex market or sanctioning their entrance to sex work, which, in 

turn, raises the prevalence of HIV infection rates in female prostitution, first and fore-

most.301 
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Conclusion 

This thesis looks at Thailand as a destination country, a transit country, and a 

country of origin in human trafficking and its relationship with Buddhism, Western 

ethics, and the sex trade. A significant number of researchers and reporters indicate that 

human trafficking is widely spread and rooted in the Thailand community. Neverthe-

less, there is light at the end of the tunnel because there is the hope of mitigating the 

menace of human trafficking through the implementation of various recommendations. 

First, it is advisable to provide public education so that people can be aware of the 

dangers of prostitution in the community. Second, all stakeholders should make efforts 

to convince the upcoming generation so that they can change how they think about the 

support they give to their parents and siblings. They should not make it a priority to 

engage in immoral activities (prostitution and sex trade) to get income. Another recom-

mendation is to stop the notion that only the daughters should provide financial support 

to the parents. The policy will reduce the number of the new generation that resort to 

prostitution. Instead, it should be known that all the family members have an obligation 

to provide financial support to the parents and themselves. 

This study is divided into five chapters. In the current first introductory chapter 

(1), there is the definition of human trafficking and its constituent elements, human 

trafficking and sex trafficking, proposed factors that contribute to trafficking, and the 

importance of sex trafficking research and contribution, originality, and significance of 

this thesis. Chapter (2), Relevant Literature, aims to provide the reader with information 

about what is said in the literature related to this study. Chapter (3) looks at the overview 

of sex trafficking in Thailand and global trafficking. After that follows Chapter (4), 

which looks into the Western Ethical Traditions regarding sex trafficking and specifi-

cally sex work and prostitution. Chapter (5) describes the Theravāda Buddhist Ethical 

Tradition and how it relates to sex trafficking, specifically sex work and prostitution. 

And finally, the conclusion of this thesis compares the western ethics of Utilitarianism, 

Deontology with the Theravāda Buddhist ethics on prostitution and provides remarks 

on how western ethics and Buddhist ethics could effectively be applied in Thailand as 
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a response to the phenomenon of sex trafficking and its interrelationship with the Thai 

sex industry. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

Various studies have been conducted to explore the issue of human trafficking 

in the world. While some studies attempt to examine how human trafficking is under-

taken, others aim at exploring the forces responsible for human trafficking. It is prudent 

to note that human trafficking has adverse effects on a country’s economy and can also 

lead to severe repercussions on the involved victims. This literature review attempts to 

explore various conducted studies that have touched on the issue of human trafficking 

on a variety of levels. This literature review intends by no means to deliver an exhaus-

tive account of research on human trafficking. Its scope is to represent the general 

tendencies on the research and study of human trafficking and sexual exploitation and 

how it distributes on the various aspects of the phenomena on a relatively proportional 

basis, wherever possible. The review begins with studies on ethics, namely the Western 

ethical traditions and specifically with the Kantian and Utilitarian, and Buddhist ap-

proaches on human trafficking and prostitution. Following, it presents studies on human 

trafficking and prostitution from a moral perspective. The subsequent sections cover 

research on counter-trafficking responses and approaches, along with how human traf-

ficking is conducted and studies on its effects. The last three sections deal with the 

interrelationship on human trafficking, sexual exploitation and prostitution, and con-

clude with miscellaneous issues of human trafficking and a brief review of news articles 

on sex trafficking in Thailand.  

2.2 Literature Reviews 

2.2.1 Kantianism and Utilitarianism towards Human Trafficking and 

Prostitution. 

An exploration of human trafficking and prostitution as it pertains to various 

ethical perspectives reveals a variety of sources on Utilitarian and Kantian perspectives. 
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One such article is Ioannou (2009)302 which gives a glimpse on the Utilitarian and Kant-

ian Views on prostitution. With the help of both the deontological and utilitarian per-

spectives, Ioannou (2009) proves that prostitution, whether legal or illegal, is unethical. 

Noting that utilitarian perspectives judge the morality of action from the happiness as-

pect, he contends that prostitution is unethical since it does not result in higher happi-

ness on the side of the victims.303 Most of the victims are forced into prostitution, and 

hence it is wrong. The author goes on to explore the Deontological aspect of prostitution 

and is supported with statistical evidence; he concludes by pointing out that, indeed, 

prostitution is unethical.304 

McNary-Loiacono, (2012) is an additional study that delves into exploring the 

moral aspect of prostitution. However, this study differs from Ioannou (2009) since it 

asserts that prostitution is not immoral at all.305 McNary-Loiacono, (2012) utilizes the 

Utilitarian and Kantian lenses to argue that there is no immoral aspect of prostitution. 

With the use of the Utilitarian perspective, the author concludes that prostitution is 

moral.306 However, through the use of the Kantian lenses, he observes that there are a 

variety of assertions. Still, none of the arguments serve to prove the morality or immo-

rality of prostitution. McNary-Loiacono (2012) tests, criticized, and analyzed the basis 

of prostitution; he points out that there is utility in sex and work.307 Hence, the move of 

illegalizing prostitution is like outlawing the entire work profession.308 However, Kant-

ianism does not give an explicit assertion on the morality of prostitution, and hence he 

concludes that prostitution is not immoral but moral on reasonable grounds.309  

Sandel, (2011) is one systematic exploration of casual sex on the grounds of 

Kantianism. The author claims that Kant was against any form of sexual intercourse 

except the one taking place between husband and wife who are legally married.310 Us-

ing Kant’s views and written essays, the author notes that casual sex (prostitution) is 
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objectionable, he perceives that such kind of sexual engagement pertains satisfaction of 

sexual desire, rather than respect for the humanity of the sexual partner.311 Sandel, notes 

the opposition of Kant towards casual sex as based on autonomy, the free will of the 

rational mind and the personal acts of consent.312 At this point then, the author high-

lights that those engaging in prostitution, do not engage with a free will. This point is 

quite prudent since it can be linked with human trafficking, whereby the victims are 

forced to engage in sexual activities to survive. 

Singer, (2000) wrote an explorative essay that notes that a majority of what is 

fascinating stems from Kant’s philosophy; a compelling account of how sexuality can 

be a moral possibility exceeds the cramped aspects he proposes. Singer notes that 

Kant’s conception of marriage and relying on a contractual trade of rights can be irre-

mediable due to its formal emptiness. He goes on to note that Kant’s notion of human 

love as goodwill and an interest in the welfare of the couple is defensible for as long as 

it goes.313 However, Singer (2000) notes that it does not delve deeper into explaining 

the moral aspect of love; be it on sexuality or in marriage.314 Singer, (2000) and Sandel, 

(2011) are similar in the sense that they explore prostitution with regard to Kantianism. 

However, while Sandel, agrees with Kant, Singer, is quite objective and tries to point 

out the flaws that exist in Kant’s exploration of Casual Sex.  

2.2.2 Buddhism towards Human Trafficking and Prostitution. 

Tavivat Puntarigvivat (1997) notes that Thailand is well known globally for 

having well-established sex and prostitution industries.315 Thailand is also known to 

have thousands of monks, actually more than a quarter million, but the number of pros-

titutes is more than the monks.316 This is because young women in Thailand who are in 

search of a better life get themselves drawn to the sex industry. Puntarigvivat (1997), 

indicates that in the past some of these women were tricked or forced into prostitution 

by mafia gangs, but nowadays they feel pressure from poverty, consumerism, and even 
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at times filial piety317. The government in its fight to eliminate prostitution has experi-

enced many pitfalls, mainly due to the high levels of corruption in the country. Pun-

tarigvivat, (1997) notes that prostitution is against the teachings of Buddhism, but in 

Thailand, the Buddhist community seems to have turned a blind eye to the issue. Gen-

erally, Puntarigvivat (1997) expresses that in Thai communities parents prefer female 

children over males. This is mainly because females are more helpful to parents. Some 

of these females go to urban areas to search for better jobs, which sometimes leads to 

their engagement in prostitution. But these do not concern their low-income families as 

much because they are in a better position of receiving more cash form their daughters, 

and thus they forgive their sins. Puntarigvivat (1997) expresses that prostitution is a 

result of unpleasant economic and social structures and a form of gender oppression. 

Most people resist from talking about the phenomenon in public, although it is a known 

phenomenon. One of the Buddhist social ethics precepts is to refrain from sexual mis-

conduct. Prostitution is a well-known type of sexual misconduct, and thus there is a 

need for Buddhists to take the phenomenon more seriously. The Buddhist community 

has started standing up for the oppressed, fighting for their rights and well-being. Pun-

tarigvivat (1997) notes that there is a need for the Buddhist community to address the 

phenomenon of prostitution alongside other economic, social and political problems 

which are known to be contributing to the menace of prostitution. 

Alexander Berzin (1998)318 indicates that Buddhist ethical system is based on 

avoiding any action that is motivated by a longing desire, anger, and naivety, and being 

able to discriminate between the constructive actions and those that are destructive. 

Berzin (1998) argues on that according to Buddhism, some sexual behavior and moti-

vations are destructive while others are constructive. The destructive behaviors are 

those that are always tainted with confusion and lead to unhappiness, whereas construc-

tive behavior constitutes actions that lead to the ordinary happiness that does not last 

and does not satisfy our needs. One of the destructive actions according to the Buddhist 

community is prostitution. Berzin (1998) points out that prostitution may be triggered 

by different factors: longing desires for sexual actions, anger or hostility, naivety, and 
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lack of a sense of moral self-dignity. Berzin (1998) notes that according to the tradi-

tional Buddhist presentation of inappropriate sexual conduct, having sex with a prosti-

tute is okay, given that the man pays for the services provided by the prostitute. A fur-

ther implication states that parents are at liberty to sell their daughters to prostitution. 

These traditional beliefs have since been changed, and Buddhism is against any kind of 

sexual oppression, whether constructive or destructive.  

Tiosavljević, Djukić-Dejanović, Turza, Jovanović, & Jeremić (2016)319 note 

that India’s Hindu society teaches about people’s duty in life so as they may be saved. 

This duty is based on the caste unto which the people are born into. The different castes 

have their morals and rules that apply to their members. Some castes have it that pros-

titution is an inherited profession. However, upon the emergence of Buddhism, it al-

lowed people to abandon prostitution even during a prostitute’s life in this world. The 

Muslim conquerors of India used to isolate and limit prostitution to a specific area, 

where they used the prostitutes to raise money by paying tax. This however changed in 

the twentieth century, when the public deemed prostitution as degradation to the posi-

tion of women. 

According to Chang, Davies, & Kauffman, (2012), the ultimate goal of Bud-

dhists is to eliminate all suffering, and thus attainment of the highest level of happi-

ness.320 In the Buddhist ethics education framework, there are eight noble paths for one 

to be ethical. One of the noble paths is the right livelihood, which mainly addresses the 

ethics or responsibility of a person as far as the economic life is concerned.321 Chang, 

Davis, & Kauffman (2012) argue that Buddhism discourages all the economic activities 

that are harmful to other living beings, social morality, or the natural environment.322 

Prostitution is among the prohibited trades by the Buddhist community in ancient soci-

ety.323  

Avila, (2008), notes that Buddhism contributes to the low economic status of 
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women in Thailand because it defines how the women are viewed in accordance to the 

Buddhist scripture and the traditional Thai culture and by failing to provide equal reli-

gious outlets for women as for men.324 Avila (2008) observes that Buddhism is indi-

rectly involved with the politics of the sex trade industry in Thailand, although in a 

sophisticated manner.325 Avila (2008) defines the relationship between Buddhism and 

prostitution to be rooted in the gender issue.326 The study also notes that Thai Buddhism 

supports, to some extent, prostitution and even sustain the industry through its coexist-

ence with it and also through permitting it to be conflated with the acquisition of reli-

gious merit.327 

Proskow, (2002), reviews that the views of Buddhist towards prostitution have 

significantly changed over time.328 Traditionally, some Buddhist narratives depicted 

prostitutes as strong, courageous and influential women in the society. These narratives 

made the community view prostitutes positively, at those times than they are viewed 

today.329 Proskow, (2002), notes that modern Buddhism views prostitutes as one of the 

lowest groups in the social ladder, and does not offer them much respect.330 

2.2.3 Human Trafficking and Prostitution from a Moral Perspective 

While the literature review has prospects of affirming the correlation between 

human trafficking and prostitution, little literature exists exploring human trafficking 

from a moral perspective. With an emphasis on Buddhism, Deontology, and Utilitari-

anism, the research investigates human smuggling and its ethics. However, it is also 

prudent to note a variety of studies that have explored the issues of human trafficking 

and prostitution on moral grounds. While some have focused on logical arguments, 

others have taken religious grounds in opposition.  

Indeed, the involvement in activism and advocacy on human trafficking remains 

a favorite move in addressing the moral aspect of human trafficking. Zimmerman 

(2011) is a study that briefly explores the issue of human trafficking. It goes ahead to 
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avail a glimpse of three main social movements that pose prudent historical precedents 

for Christian anti-trafficking activism in the early 19th century abolitionist movements 

and the 20th-century social purity movements and the religious freedom movement. The 

author further examines two of the popular anti-trafficking frameworks inherent in most 

Christian anti-trafficking activism and advocacy in the US, and he observes their vari-

ous assumptions pertaining to both freedom and slavery. Zimmerman (2011) notes that 

while Christians unanimously contend that human trafficking is wrong, the techniques 

that they utilize and the ends they hope to attain are different and, at times, contradic-

tory.331 Davidson, (2002) is another essay that attempts to explore the rights and wrongs 

of prostitution. His focus is that prostitution is a form of work and should be referred to 

as sex work.332 

In his essay, Davidson (2002) critically investigates current Euro-American 

feminist discourse as it pertains to prostitution. The author asserts that to come up with 

analyses that are relevant to the experience of more than a mere minority of “first 

world” women; individuals who are concerned with prostitution as a kind of work are 

supposed to look beyond the liberal discourse, as it engages property and contractual. 

Consent for techniques necessary to conceptualize the rights and wrongs of sex work.333 

An alternative approach to human trafficking is the feminist approach as pointed 

out by Lobasz (2009). As initially pointed out, human smuggling has transformed in 

significant ways to be perceived as a security threat.334 Lobasz (2009) notes that tradi-

tional security approaches to international human trafficking demand for its analysis as 

a threat to both the state and the control of the borders in the country. However, as 

regards the feminist approach, human trafficking challenges the traditional security 

framework as it prioritizes the security of the trafficked individuals and the recognition 

of how the trafficked people are handled by both the traffickers and the state. The author 

asserts that the feminist approach to human trafficking is essential for comprehending 

and tackling the phenomenon. The feminists point out the ethical and pragmatic basis 
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for widening the analytical focus from states to individuals. The most crucial contribu-

tion of feminists is inherent in the examinations of the social construction of human 

trafficking, which sheds light on the destructive function that both racist and sexist ste-

reotypes play in creating the category of the trafficking victims. 

In our contemporary society, one of the emerging discourses pertains to the con-

demnations of people trafficking (especially regarding women and girls with the intent 

of prostitution) as a violation of human rights. The use of human rights in this discourse 

has been supported by individuals who attempt to challenge narrow victim hierarchies; 

however, such accounts fail to candidly point out which specific aspects of the activity 

violate certain rights and how they are in violation. In this discourse, Munro (2008) 

explores the applicability of the protections against slavery and the inhumane treat-

ments related to the context of diversity and complexity of current people trafficking. 

In arguing against human trafficking, the author emphasizes exploitation in human traf-

ficking as a violation of human trafficking.335  

2.2.4 How to Stop Human Trafficking 

Chuang (2006) notes that the existing legal responses towards human trafficking 

usually echo an in-depth reluctance to curb the socioeconomic causes of the issue. Since 

such legal responses approach trafficking as either an act or a series of acts of violence, 

most responses majorly emphasize prosecuting the responsible traffickers, and to a neg-

ligible degree, safeguarding the trafficked people.336 Despite the fact that such ap-

proaches consider the repercussions of human trafficking, Chuang (2006) notes that 

they appear to ignore the wider socioeconomic reality that triggers trafficking that en-

gages human beings. In her study, Chuang (2006) attempts to give a different picture 

of trafficking as a form of migratory reaction to contemporary globalizing socioeco-

nomic patterns. She argues that in order to be efficient, counter-trafficking techniques 

are supposed to target the inherent conditions that propel people to embrace dangerous 

labor migration tasks. In her article, Chuang is systematic in recommending that the 

current counter-trafficking techniques should be assessed in an attempt to evaluate their 

potential for long-term effectiveness. She goes on to advocate for strategic utilization 
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of the nondiscrimination principle to enhance primary economic, social, and cultural 

rights. Chuang concludes by noting that the deprivation of the fundamental economic, 

social, and cultural rights are the ones that have served to sustain the trafficking phe-

nomenon. Indeed, this research is quite critical as it helps to introduce the need to sort 

out the root causes of human trafficking. Poverty and other socioeconomic factors pro-

pel people to engage in risky activities, and this is where human trafficking begins.  

Human trafficking as it pertains to women is an impetus for the vice of prosti-

tution in most instances. To curb this, Van Impe (2000) is a study which addresses the 

issue of how to come up with appropriate measures to control the problem of trafficking 

in women.337 With a clear focus on research findings from an initial study investigating 

smuggling between Belgium and the Philippines,338 Van Impe (2000) suggests a variety 

of insights into the issue of human trafficking. The study asserts that there exists no 

natural or unidimensional remedy to the problem of human trafficking.339 This is be-

cause a various complicated set of factors impacts the problem, usually as a blend of 

each. Van Impe (2000) is of the opinion that small control measures are not sufficient 

to curb the flow of trafficking in women, and there is the urgent need for a legal ap-

proach that wholly depends on a single kind of legislation, albeit excessively narrow. 

According to the article, an otherwise efficient strategy is supposed to blend and bal-

ance punitive measures with the protection of human rights, a stricter border control 

installment, and getting rid of the primary causes of irregular movements. He concludes 

by asserting there is a need for measures to be agreed on, and then coordinated between, 

the origin, transit and the receiving countries. Van Impe (2000) and Chuang (2006) are 

additional studies which relate to each other. While Chuang (2006) calls for an ultimate 

focus on the causes of human trafficking, Van Impe (2000) lays prominence on the need 

to create a balance on curbing the causes and enforcing the legal approaches in reducing 

human trafficking. 

The problem of human trafficking is highly linked to women, and as a result, a 

majority of existing literature describes human trafficking in light of women. According 

to Kempadoo, Sanghera, and Pattanaik (2012), the story of human trafficking has a long 
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history and delves into issues and concerns associated with women’s economic inde-

pendence, autonomy, and mobility. The study notes that any particular change in the 

situation of women, especially the one pertaining to “unsupervised women”, results in 

the emergence of a plethora of issues that revolve around morality and chastity.340 

Kempadoo, Sanghera, and Pattanaik (2012) observe such a trend as it pertains to the 

context of female migration both locally and internationally. In the issue of migrants, 

women outnumber men, and the associated area of concern regarding this relates to 

trafficking women and prostitution. Furthermore, the article argues that to curb this 

menace, there is a need to advance both protectionist and empowering ideas among 

women. This will serve to sensitise women against the vice and empower them socially 

and economically. 

In a similar manner to Kempadoo, Sanghera, and Pattanaik (2012), Perry & 

McEwing (2013) agree that the sale of women and children accounts for the highest 

percentage in human trafficking globally. 341  The authors note that Southeast Asia 

serves to be the most significant international hub for the illegal industry of human 

trafficking. The study explores the statistics of human trafficking in the Southeast Asia 

region, noting that 225,000 women and kids are trafficked annually, which accounts for 

an astounding one-third of the global human trafficking trade. The researchers highlight 

a variety of health complications that stem from human trafficking and thus justify the 

needed for remedy or rather techniques of stopping the vice. With the help of a 

Cochrane-based systematic search methodology, the study found that the fundamental 

social determinants that facilitate trafficking include poverty, female gender, migration, 

lack of policy and policy enforcement, and caste status. After a keen investigation of 

the critical causes of human trafficking, the study suggests protective determinants that 

mitigate trafficking. They include citizenship, formal education, higher caste status, and 

birth order. Perry & McEwing (2013) conclusively point out that social determinants 

are fundamental to the various processes that mitigate and enhance the human traffick-

ing issue in Southeast Asia. The authors are systematic in suggesting the enhancement 
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of both education and empowerment and the development of effective policies. The 

study concludes by asserting that such moves can serve to decrease how vulnerable 

women and children can be to current human trafficking. The need to focus on the 

causes rather than the result of human trafficking remains the basis of most studies. 

Education and empowerment can decrease human trafficking since it can inform and 

give women the power to reject the forces that lead to human trafficking.  

Beyrer (2001) is an entirely different study that highlights the human rights 

abuses during civil wars and how they relate to human trafficking. In this study, it was 

women and children who were the ones rendered helpless and vulnerable, hence subject 

to a variety of exploitations.342 The human rights abuses that women can go through in 

civil unrest include rape, sexual violence, exposure to the risk of HIV infection, and 

being trafficked into prostitution. The study is entirely focused on the civil conflict in 

the context of Shan States in Burma. It points out that it is the contributing factor to the 

trafficking of ethnic Shan women and girls in the sex industry in Southeast Asia. This 

also explains the high HIV infection observed among women. Beyrer (2001) also ex-

plores the chronic human rights abuses in the context of the Shan states. In response to 

the issue, the study proposes the need for political resolution in times of a crisis to curb 

the problem. Conclusively, Beyrer (2001) sheds light on approaches intended to prevent 

trafficking, focusing on empowering women whether in the sex industry or not. This 

study remains in the category of studies that call for women’s empowerment in the 

technique of curbing human trafficking, which culminates in prostitution.  

Shamir (2012) is a critical study that notes that the legal instruments installed to 

combat human trafficking have failed substantially.343 He states in his review that the 

current efforts help a significantly small number of victims out of thousands who cur-

rently fall under the category of trafficked persons. Shamir (2012) consequently advo-

cates for a paradigm shift in anti-trafficking policy, and hence necessitates a shift from 

the currently predominant human rights approach to the adoption of a labor approach 

that aims at the structure of labor markets vulnerable to extreme exploitative labor prac-

tices. According to the author, the paradigm shift avails increasingly efficient methods 
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for combating trafficking. Shamir (2012) proposes five measures in implementing the 

anti-trafficking policies as based on the labor approach. The first measure is the pre-

vention of criminalizing and deporting employees who report exploitation; the second 

measure is the elimination of binding arrangements; the third measure is the reduction 

of recruitment fees and the power the middlemen have; the fourth measure is to guar-

antee the right to form unions. The last measure is the enforcement of the application 

of labor and employment laws to those vulnerable workers. Such suggested strategies 

in the study form a basis for all the studies that attempt to explore the means of fighting 

human trafficking in the world. 

2.2.5 How Human Trafficking Is Conducted 

Logan, Walker, & Hunt (2009) argue that the issue of contemporary slavery or 

human trafficking has caught the attention of the media and the international commu-

nity.344 Despite this, they note restricted study on the nature and scope of Human traf-

ficking in the US. Logan, Walker, & Hunt, (2009) describe and synthesize nine reports 

that assess the legal representative knowledge organization service of the US and how 

it is related to human trafficking cases. Logan, Walker, & Hunt (2009) explains how 

human trafficking can be described and gives cases where human trafficking cannot be 

related. They go on to describe the factors that contribute to being vulnerable to traf-

ficking and the factors that keep a person trapped by the situation. They also examine 

the differences that exist between the human trafficking crime and other crimes that are 

committed in the US. After this, they show ways through which one can identify the 

people who have been affected by human trafficking or, as they put it, the victims of 

human trafficking. Lastly, they provide ways in which human trafficking can be ad-

dressed and contained in the United States. Logan, Walker, & Hunt (2009) define hu-

man trafficking as the recruitment, harboring, transportation, supply, or obtaining a per-

son for labor by using force, fraud, or even coercing to serve involuntarily. They de-

scribe sex trafficking as the inducing of a commercial sex act on a person under the age 

of eighteen years. According to them, the most common cause of human trafficking is 

experienced when people are tricked into traveling to the US where they are promised 

an excellent job with good pay. Still, after their arrival, their passports are confiscated, 
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and they are forced to do heavy work with little or no pay at all.  

Shelley (2010) examines the forms through which human trafficking is carried 

out globally. The study reveals the operations that accrue in the trafficking business and 

also describes the nature of the traffickers. The article further demonstrates the business 

models of human trafficking that exist and how human trafficking differs worldwide by 

the use of a historical and comparative perspective. Shelley (2010) then—through a 

wide range of academic material, which includes actual prosecuted cases, diverse re-

ports and field works, interviews conducted in Asia, Latin, America, Africa and Eu-

rope—concludes that there is a likelihood that the menace of human trafficking will 

grow in the world in the 21st century because of economic and demographic inequalities 

which exist in the world. According to the article, the rise of conflicts and global climate 

changes are also likely to contribute much to the menace of human trafficking.345 Sim-

ilar to Logan, Walker, & Hunt (2009), the study describes human trafficking as the 

recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring, and receipt of people, through the 

means of threat or use of force, or other forms of coercion or abduction or fraud, de-

ception, abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability or receiving and giving pay-

ments to achieve the consent of one person having control over another person. Exploi-

tations that the trafficked persons are exposed to include being forced to engage in sex-

ual activities, forced into prostitution, forced labor or services, slavery, and servitude. 

There is a dire need for the government to coordinate efforts with civil society, the 

business community, multilateral organizations, and the media to collectively come up 

with solutions that will contain the growth of human trafficking.346  

Laczko (2005) indicates in his study that containing human trafficking has be-

come a significant priority for many governments around the world. Many governments 

are allocating more resources and devoting greater efforts to try and reduce the menace 

of human trafficking, which has been on the rise in recent years. It is pointed out in the 

study that in the US trafficking has become a significant issue. This led to the estab-

lisment of the Office to Monitor and Combat Trafficking of People by the US State 

Department in October of 2001 with the purpose of containing the menace.347 Laczko 

(2005) further goes on indicating that research on trafficking has been difficult due to 
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the fact that most trafficking cases are yet to be discovered. Another hindrance to the 

research is due to the fact that the victims of trafficking and the survivors included are 

often afraid to narrate their experiences, making it challenging to acquire first-hand 

information from the exploited348. Laczko (2005) concludes that there has been signif-

icant progress in recent years towards a better understanding of the human trafficking 

problem and the establishment of international legal norms regarding human traffick-

ing. The study noted that the trafficking problem is generally limited to mapping routes 

and identifying the major countries of origin and destination. In addition, there is a need 

for interdisciplinary research due to the fact that trafficking crosses so many discipli-

nary boundaries. Laczko (2005) indicates a need to study the traffickers, clients and law 

enforcement agencies who are somehow connected to trafficking instead of focusing 

all attention on the victims of trafficking to enable the view of a broader picture of the 

trafficking problem. Generally, the existing data on trafficking needs to be fully ex-

ploited and analyzed to better understand the issue of human trafficking and enable in 

curbing it.349  

Tyldum & Brunovskis (2005) noted in their study that there had been a signifi-

cant increase in studies and publications on the issue of human trafficking, mainly trig-

gered by the awareness to the problem internationally. Most of these studies are meant 

to describe the elements that are associated with human trafficking, which includes the 

scope of human trafficking at large, trends that can be used to describe the phenomenon 

of human trafficking, and the behavior depicted by the victims of human trafficking. 

The study notes that the methodologies employed in the studies are not well suited for 

the above purposes. Due to limitations in data availability, interferences are always ex-

perienced. This calls for an urgent improvement on research methods that will be used 

to study the human trafficking menace. The study indicates that research on the issue 

of human trafficking is generally difficult due to a number of reasons. The imminent 
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reason is that the populations involved in trafficking such as victims and traffickers are 

considered to be hidden populations. This means that their size and boundaries are un-

known, and there is no sampling frame to group them. In addition, the population often 

refuses to cooperate with the study questions or give unreliable answers to protect their 

privacy. Similar to Logan, Walker, & Hunt (2009) and Shelley, (2010), Tyldum & 

Brunovskis (2005) describe human trafficking as the recruitment, transportation, 

transfer, harboring, or receipt of persons, through threat or use of force or other forms 

of coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power or a position of 

vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of payments or benefits to achieve the consent 

of a person having control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation. Tyldum 

& Brunovskis (2005) point out that most policy areas related to human trafficking like 

prostitution are greatly impacted by politics, thus complicating the situation further. 

Tyldum & Brunovskis (2005) describe how various types of data on human trafficking 

are produced, the analysis of the data, and give suggestions on methods that will im-

prove the techniques of data collection and development of new methodologies. 

Tyldum & Brunovskis (2005) also describe the stages that are undergoing in trafficking, 

which include people at risk of being trafficked, current victims of trafficking and for-

mer victims of trafficking. The study explains the number of people in each stage, the 

characteristics of the people in each stage and the probability of the people moving from 

one stage to another. Tyldum & Brunovskis (2005) conclude that the available data 

sources on trafficking only cover a small portion of the total population of the victims 

of trafficking. Furthermore, there is a lack of empirical knowledge about the causes and 

mechanisms related to trafficking; thus, process indicators such as poverty, patterns 

describing migration, and missing people do not give a viable estimate of the population 

of the victims of trafficking.350  

In their study, Zimmerman, Hossain, & Watts (2011) note that human traffick-

ing is an international crime known to have implicated so much violence against 

women, men and children. Despite studies carried out to explain the violence related to 

human trafficking, a blind eye has been turned towards the health of the victims of 

trafficking. According to the study, health risks and consequences usually begin when 
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people are recruited into the trafficking process. The health risks then continue through-

out the period when the people are exploited, and they are evident even after they have 

been released from the traffickers. Zimmerman, Hossain, & Watts (2011) point out that 

the making of policies, providing services and research in general only touches shortly 

on criminal violations that are experienced by the victims during the period of exploi-

tation while forgetting the health problems associated with trafficking. In addition, the 

public health sector does not take the issue of human trafficking to be a health concern. 

Zimmerman, Hossain, & Watts (2011) formulates a conceptual framework that high-

lights the migratory and exploitative nature of a high-level trafficking experience. This 

process includes acquiring the persons, transporting the persons, how they are ex-

ploited, and their integration or reintegration. The study also touches on the detention 

and re-trafficking stages of the victims of human trafficking. The study notes that the 

victims of trafficking often suffer from physical, sexual, and psychological harm, oc-

cupational hazards, legal restrictions, and problems associated with marginalization and 

stigmatization. Zimmerman, Hossain, & Watts (2011) support that for proper address-

ing of the health risk associated with trafficking, there should be interventions imple-

mented between nations and across different sectors to assure the protection and the 

healing of the victims of trafficking.351 

In her paper, Surtees (2008) describes the patterns traffickers use from the 

South-Eastern of Europe. The article explains that the menace of human trafficking 

cannot be simply solved by changing the victims’ behavior. Instead, the traffickers 

should be studied and identified. Their operation structures identified to help manage 

the crime of human trafficking and anticipate future developments in the trafficking 

industry. The study of the traffickers’ behavior opens a new insight into the circum-

stances and opportunities in which trafficking is performed and the traffickers’ methods 

in organizing it. The research indicates that most human trafficking activities are con-

ducted by organized criminal groups in South-Eastern Europe, as opposed to South-

East Asia, where the process is informal and generally managed through personal con-

nections. These networks are well organized, and the traffickers are well connected to 

senior personnel in the region. The traditional way of acquiring the victims, such as 

kidnapping, is relatively uncommon nowadays. Instead, the traffickers acquire their 
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victims through more advanced methods, which include promises and facades of legal-

ity.352  

In this method, the traffickers trick their victims into migrating to acquire 

greener pastures after exploiting the victims’ frustrations with low income and lack of 

employment opportunities in their home countries. Surtees (2008) further describes that 

the traffickers play on their relationship with the victims to acquire them. The study 

then describes the strategies employed by the traffickers in transporting the victims. 

Lastly, the study describes the exploitation of the victims touching mainly on their liv-

ing and working conditions and salaries. Generally, to better understand the phenome-

non of human trafficking, attention needs to be paid to the traffickers instead of entirely 

looking at the victims only. This will enable the formulation of effective law enforce-

ment strategies to counter the menace of human trafficking at large.353 

Wilson & Dalton (2008), in their study, define human trafficking as the recruit-

ment, harboring, transportation, provision, or obtaining of a person for labor or services, 

through the use of force, fraud, or coercion for the purpose of subjection to involuntary 

servitude, peonage, debt bondage, or slavery. Wilson & Dalton (2008) argue that alt-

hough the menace of human trafficking is attracting attention globally, it is a problem 

that has its roots locally. The study explores the characteristics of and how the issue of 

human trafficking is responded to by examining the Columbus and Toledo communi-

ties. The study then assesses the minimum extent to which human trafficking occurs in 

the two communities. Wilson & Dalton (2008) analyze the cases in which evidence 

supports the trafficking offense to generate a conservative and lower-bound estimate of 

trafficking in the communities mentioned above. The study estimates the number of 

victims of trafficking and gives the characteristics, like attributes of the victims, and the 

attributes of traffickers, and how they meet. Then the study gives a description of how 

law enforcement communities respond to the phenomenon of human trafficking as well 

as how the agencies are made aware of the cases of human trafficking cases. It also 

describes the factors that facilitated the detection, investigation, and how the problem 

is prosecuted. Wilson & Dalton (2008) concludes the study by giving lessons that will 
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improve law enforcement response to human trafficking.354  

Salt (2000), in his research, gives a review of the evidence of the existence of 

human trafficking in Europe. The study argues for the possible emergence of a market 

for irregular migrators, where its operations are still unclear. Salt (2000) notes that the 

irregular immigrants who use the market services are often exposed to both unscrupu-

lous providers of services and immigration and policing authorities, thus generating the 

dependence of safeguards provided by the trafficking networks. This has created a sym-

biosis between the victims of trafficking and the traffickers. The study then discusses 

the main conceptual issues and definitional issues that confront the researchers in hu-

man trafficking. Later on, the main theoretical approaches concerning human traffick-

ing that have been developed are assessed. The research then reviews the information 

on the organization and structure of the bodies involved in human trafficking. Salt 

(2000) gives a conclusion citing the significant priorities of the research.355 

Jones, Engstrom, Hilliard, & Sungakawan (2009) report on a study that was 

meant to better understand the different dynamics employed on human trafficking. 

Their analysis takes the case of four women survivors of sex trafficking whose narra-

tions shed light on the understanding of the dynamics of trafficking. Jones, Engstrom, 

Hilliard, & Sungakawan (2009) note that most research on the issue of human traffick-

ing do not use the voices of the victims of trafficking. Thus, their analysis is more vital 

in bettering the understanding of human trafficking. The research goes on to explore 

the experiences of the victims of human trafficking to increase their presence and 

awareness to the public on trafficking. The study describes the trafficking process, 

mainly touching on the trafficking between Japan and Thailand. Jones, Engstrom, Hil-

liard, & Sungakawan (2009) also notes that the findings of their study can be applied 

to explain the menace of human trafficking in other regions in the world because the 

circumstances are much more the same. The research also indicates that understanding 

the hardships that the victims of trafficking underwent serves as a significant starting 

point for a comprehensive study and understanding of the human trafficking phenome-
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non and thus will help develop solutions and ways to curb the problem of human traf-

ficking.356  

2.2.6 Effects of Human Trafficking 

Aradau (2004) argues that the effects of human trafficking can be divided into 

two major categories. These categories include security threats and humanitarian 

problems. The study focuses mainly on the trafficking of women for sexual exploita-

tions and explores how they are identified as illegal immigrants, victims of trafficking, 

prostitutes and bodies that suffer. Aradau (2004) then goes on to explain how the issue 

of human trafficking can be articulated to security and humanitarian problems. The 

study noted that it is complicated to identify the threats posed by human trafficking to 

the state, according to a report by Europol. All in all, the significant problems associated 

with the menace of human trafficking are explained: increase in drug abuse, increase in 

unregistered arms, and increase in the rate of prostitution. The article then tries to ex-

plain how to appropriate the humanitarian discourse, efforts to rescue migrants and traf-

ficked women are integrated into the danger continuum.357  

In their study, Wheaton, Schauer, & Galli (2010) state that human trafficking 

affects economic growth in both the national and international communities. This is 

because in trafficking, freedom of choice and financial gain is significantly undermined, 

and they are the primary principles needed for productivity. Wheaton, Schauer, & Galli 

(2010) note that there is an expectation by the crime experts that human trafficking will 

be more than both drugs and arms trafficking within the decade. The researchers argue 

that this will be possible because of the frequency at which human trafficking occurs, 

the cost of human beings, and the vast profit that traffickers gain from human traffick-

ing. The research develops an economic model that can be used to explain human traf-

ficking and the economic factors that affect human trafficking globally. Wheaton, 

Schauer, & Galli (2010) view human trafficking as a competitive industry, where traf-

fickers act as links between the victims and merchants. Wheaton, Schauer, & Galli 

(2010) indicate that the victims of trafficking suffer from a wide range of health risks 
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triggered by their experiences and the circumstances they faced while they were in cap-

tivity. Most of the victims meet inadequate medical care, as indicated by the study. Still, 

this problem is solved when they get the chance to interact with healthcare professionals 

who identify and treat them accordingly. Wheaton, Schauer, & Galli (2010) also note 

that human trafficking victims have a wide range of services that they need and go 

beyond what the victims may need immediately. Thus, other needs like safe housing, 

legal advice, and support to acquire income need to be addressed. For the victims’ needs 

to be met appropriately, the service providers need to fully understand the victims’ sit-

uation and their experiences while in captivity, as the study points out. The study con-

cludes by indicating that it is essential for professionals and organizations to fight the 

barriers they face as they try to provide effective services and support to the human 

victims.358 

Isaac, Solak, & Giardino (2011) describe human trafficking as a complex prob-

lem that touches on economic, physical, and sexual exploitations of people treated as 

simple commerce products. Their study points out that human trafficking takes both 

aspects of the domestic and international view in the US. The research indicates that 

health providers are trying to develop a solution to meet the medical care and psycho-

logical care of the victims of human trafficking while still in captivity and after being 

released from captivity.359  

Omar Mahmoud & Trebesch (2010) note that human trafficking is a humanitar-

ian problem that affects most countries around the globe. Despite this, there is a lack of 

proper research on the issue, which will enable fighting the menace. The study attempts 

to analyze human trafficking and labor migration economics, mainly looking at micro-

data and household surveys. The research concludes that individual human trafficking 

is likely to be more experienced in places where emigration is high. This is mainly 

because of a low recruitment cost for traffickers in the emigration areas, which results 

in more negative self-selection into migration. The study also concluded that illegal 

migration makes the risks for trafficking more imminent, and formulation of prevention 

strategies needs to target the phenomenon’s control. If effective and efficient policies 
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are formulated and put into action, human trafficking will be reduced or even eradicated 

based on the study’s findings.360  

Tsutsumi, Izutsu, Poudyal, Kato, & Marui (2008) show how there is little 

knowledge about the mental health status of women victims of trafficking. In their 

study, they explore the status of the mind of these victims, mainly focusing on anxiety, 

depression, and post-traumatic stress disorder of the survivors of human trafficking. 

This is achieved primarily by comparing those forced into prostitution and those who 

worked in other areas like domestic workers. The study indicates that the groups of 

victims were adversely affected by anxiety, depression, and post-traumatic stress 

disorder, but those in the prostitution group were more affected. In addition, the study 

notes that there were problems associated with the contracting HIV among those vic-

tims who were forced into prostitution. Tsutsumi, Izutsu, Poudyal, Kato, & Marui 

(2008) suggest that programs should be created, including interventions like psychoso-

cial support, to improve the mental health of the survivors of trafficking. These inter-

ventions should focus on the type of hardships that the survivors went through during 

their period in captivity. In conclusion, the study suggests that the available support to 

the victims and survivors of human trafficking needs to be focused mainly on these 

victims’ mental health and psychosocial support.361 

Dovydaitis (2010) indicates that human trafficking is one of the biggest public 

health problems in both the domestic and international environment. The research sug-

gests that health providers are the only professionals who interact with trafficking vic-

tims while still in captivity. Dovydaitis (2010) goes on to suggest that the health pro-

fessionals are equipped with expert skills of assessment and interview that enable them 

to be able to identify the victims of trafficking. The article provides health professionals 

the knowledge they need to know on trafficking and some of the specific tools that these 

professionals can employ to assist the victims of trafficking in a clinical setup. The 

study reviews the definitions, statistics, and health care problems that the victims of 

human trafficking may be experiencing. The research also outlines the health experts’ 

roles in the fight against the human trafficking menace.362  
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Rafferty (2008) describes the issue of child trafficking and commercial sex ex-

ploitation as gross crimes, child mistreatment in extreme forms, and generally, viola-

tions of children’s rights. Apparently, children also fall victims to trafficking and suffer 

in equally severe ways as the grown-ups during their victimization. Rafferty (2008) 

states that no clear research shows the impact of human trafficking on children’s devel-

opment. Available reports on the issue of children trafficking describe the trauma that 

the children go through both physically and emotionally, the humiliation that they go 

through, the violence that they suffer, and the degradation associated with treating vic-

tims as a commodity and extreme fear and abuse. The research goes on to provide an 

overview of the effects of human trafficking on children. It gives some practical impli-

cations from other researches related to the areas of child maltreatment and victimiza-

tion. The study’s findings indicate that trafficking poses high risks to the physical, psy-

chological, spiritual, and social-emotional development of victimized children. Lastly, 

Rafferty (2008) presents the significance of the psychological and social policy and 

how the menace of human trafficking can be prevented and provides implications on 

the rehabilitation of the children who have fallen victim of trafficking psychologi-

cally.363 

Chuang (2006) notes that the existing legal responses to the menace of human 

trafficking are often reluctant in addressing the socioeconomic causes of human traf-

ficking, which are the root of the problem. Most legal institutions approach human traf-

ficking as an act of violence; as a result, they focus more on how they will prosecute 

the traffickers while forgetting how they should protect the trafficked people. The re-

search indicates that mostly the approach of prosecuting traffickers helps greatly in ac-

counting for the consequences of trafficking, but in the long run, it overlooks the larger 

socioeconomic picture that fuels the phenomenon of human trafficking. Chuang (2006), 

in his research, tries to relook at trafficking as a migration response to the socioeco-

nomic trends that are currently being experienced globally. The research argues that for 

the strategies formulated to counter the phenomenon of trafficking to be effective, they 

should target the underlying conditions that make people accept dangerous migration 

assignments that are considered hazardous. Chuang (2006) recommends that there is a 
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great need to assess the current strategies for fighting trafficking to weigh their effec-

tiveness in the long run. The research also gives the strategic use of non-discrimination 

principles to promote economic, social, and cultural rights, which their lack has dra-

matically triggered the trafficking menace.364 

In their study, Clawson & Dutch (2008) develop information on how health and 

human services address the problems facing the victims of human trafficking by look-

ing mainly at their needs. The study is conducted primarily on domestic victims of traf-

ficking but gives more significant attention to the domestic youth survivors of traffick-

ing. Clawson & Dutch (2008) go on to review existing literature to discover the short-

comings of the researches and comes up with improved practices that are meant to ad-

dress the needs of the victims of human trafficking. This literature’s primary goal is to 

provide information on the existing and future strategies to improve service provision 

to the highly vulnerable position. Generally, the research focuses mainly on what the 

victims of human trafficking need and the resources available to meet those needs. In 

addition to the above, some challenges and barriers exist in providing services to the 

victims of trafficking. The study highlights solutions to innovative solutions and prac-

tices that can be used to overcome these barriers.365  

Ahn, Alpert, Purcell, Konstantopoulos, McGahan, Cafferty, Eckardr et al. 

(2013) describe human trafficking as a human rights violation that is well organized 

and that it approximately, involves nearly two million victims in the globe every year. 

Their study indicates that health consequences related to human trafficking make the 

victims interact with healthcare professionals and provide a chance for identifying them 

and intervening to free them. The study notes that for the healthcare system to respond 

positively to the problems facing the victims of trafficking, the healthcare providers 

need to be aware of the impact of the problem. The healthcare providers need to be 

educated on ways of identifying and treating the victims compassionately and in a 

trauma-informed manner. They also need to be trained further on creating productive 

collaborations with law enforcement agencies in their fight against human trafficking. 

Ahn, Alpert, Purcell, Konstantopoulos, McGahan, Cafferty, Eckardr and et al. (2013) 

conclude their research by noting a need to develop, implement, and evaluate proper 
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educational and training programs that will enable in focusing the menace of human 

trafficking for healthcare personnel.366 

Hodge (2014) notes that human trafficking is a pressing social justice concern. 

The problem is trying to be addressed by uniquely situated social work. The study’s 

main aim is to help equip social work practitioners in assisting the victims of human 

trafficking. It also indicates that the traffickers get their victims from the most vulner-

able populations, mostly from developing nations. Traffickers force the victims to serve 

their interests by applying physical and psychological pressure. The research points out 

different implications of the human trafficking phenomenon, particularly for social 

work professionals, mainly regarding assisting the victims of human trafficking. It also 

notes a direct link between the social work professionals and the victims of trafficking 

in identifying, saving them from trafficking, and restoring them. The study concludes 

that human trafficking is a major violation of the rights of human beings since they are 

considered to be commodities that can be bought, sold, and exploited as the traffickers 

wish. In the research, Hodge, (2014), notes that trafficking poses a challenge on human 

rights regarding social work professionals. Thus, he discusses ways to identify the vic-

tims of trafficking, facilitate their exit from the trafficking menace, and in the long run 

assist them in rebuilding their lives and restoring their psychological wellness.367  

Kotrla (2010) argues that although most social workers are acquainted with the 

issue of human trafficking, they are still not so familiar with studies showing that the 

youth are the most vulnerable group for becoming victims of sex trafficking. The re-

search states that most women are currently in prostitution due to falling victims to 

trafficking since minors. Kotrla (2010) tries to bring light to the issue of minor domestic 

trafficking by exploring the known information that defines the people at risk of be-

coming victims and how the social work profession is supposed to address the issue.368  

Lange (2011) notes in his study that human trafficking is both a global and na-

tional crime phenomenon, complex in its nature. The study states that the victims of 

human trafficking suffer from physical, psychological, and financial problems. In the 

United States, the Trafficking Victims Protection Act of 2000 (TVPA) and other laws 
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were passed to protect the victims of trafficking for both labor and prostitution and 

provide assistance and other benefits to comfort their lives. In the research, it is noted 

that strategies were implemented to encourage the victims of human trafficking to come 

forward for easy identification and subsequent assistance. These implementations in-

clude campaigns that alerted the general public of domestic violence situations by cre-

ating awareness campaigns to increase calls to the police for help. Other recommenda-

tions included the urging of human trafficking and domestic violence victims to call for 

help themselves. Lange (2011) notes that the above techniques have greatly succeeded 

in combating domestic violence and minimizing its occurrence by far but have not done 

so well in reducing the menace of sex trafficking so far. In addition, the research ex-

plores the challenges faced by victims of sex trafficking in their search for assistance 

and provides a recommendation of ways through which they can be identified and saved 

from the menace of sex trafficking.369  

McClain & Garrity (2011) argue that the menace of human trafficking affects 

many youths worldwide. Among these youths, women and children make up a more 

significant percentage of the people affected by the phenomenon of human trafficking. 

Further, the research argues that nurses are very aware of the menace of sex trafficking 

as a form of sexual violence among the youth population. Thus, nurses are better placed 

in identifying, intervening, and advocating for the victims of human trafficking the 

same way they do for the victims of other violent crimes. From the study, McClain & 

Garrity (2011) differ with the belief that human trafficking is the exploitation of human 

rights and instead see it as a form of slavery that is part of daily life. The largest form 

of exploitation that the research notes the victims of human trafficking are forced into 

is sexual harassment. This leads to the conclusion that young women and the youth are 

the most vulnerable group for trafficking to meet the mentioned purpose. McClain & 

Garrity (2011) also note that the hidden nature of human trafficking makes it extremely 

hard for nurses to identify the incidents and the implications that it may have on the 

victims and formulate ways to rescue them.370 
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2.2.7 Human Trafficking and Prostitution 

Batsyukova (2007) is one study that attempts to facilitate an understanding of 

sex trafficking and prostitution by giving a distinction between the two. According to 

the researchers, it is not prostitution alone that can trigger sex trafficking; but rather the 

exploitation of prostitution. To support its assertion, the study provides examples of 

anti-prostitution and pro-prostitution policies. One of the primaries focuses on the hu-

man trafficking issue remains to be how it is related to women and children trafficked 

for the purpose of sexual exploitation.371 This continues to be the focus of the present 

paper, though it is specific to Thailand and attempts to merge Buddhist ethics. Alvarez 

& Alessi (2012) is a study that recommends social workers confront the issue with an 

acknowledgment of how people are forced to work in other areas. The study critically 

investigates the contemporary discourse on human trafficking since the primary focus 

is on women and children. However, Alvarez & Alessi (2012) notes that the emphasis 

on women diverts attention from the context of globalization and the exploitation of 

human labor. This study is quite critical as it analyzes the term human trafficking, es-

pecially how it became associated with anti-prostitution campaigns. It concludes by 

suggesting guidelines for a framework that is based on social work values. Evidently, 

Alvarez & Alessi (2012) remains one of the studies that contend there is a correlation 

between human trafficking and prostitution.372 

Among the fascinating studies exploring the link between human trafficking and 

prostitution is Cho, Dreher, & Neumayer (2012). In this study, the researchers investi-

gated whether there is a correlation between legalizing prostitution and increased hu-

man trafficking. In compliance with the economic theory, the study insinuates that there 

exist two opposing impacts of unknown magnitude. First, the study notes that the scale 

effect of legalized prostitution results in the growth of the prostitution market; conse-

quently, this prompts an increase in human trafficking. Secondly, the study explores the 

substitution effect that serves to decrease the demand for trafficked women as lawful 

prostitutes are preferred over the trafficked ones. According to the researcher’s empir-

ical analysis for a cross-section amounting to 150 nations, it was evident that the scale 

effect is superior to the substitution effect. In conclusion, Cho, Dreher, & Neumayer 

 
371 Batsyukova, “Prostitution and Human Trafficking”, 46-50. 
372 Maria Beatriz Alvarez, and Edward J. Alessi, “Human Trafficking Is More Than Sex Trafficking 

and Prostitution: Implications for Social Work”, Affilia 27, no. 2 (May 2012): 142-52, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/0886109912443763. 
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(2012) point out that, on average, nations whereby prostitution is legal experience 

higher instances of human trafficking influx than countries with illegal prostitution.373  

There is little existing systematic research focusing on therapy, rehabilitation, 

and social integration of women who were initially trafficked into prostitution. Craw-

ford & Kaufman (2008) is a unique study that investigates features and results of Nepali 

sex trafficking survivors. The study randomly selects twenty case files of survivors who 

were rehabilitated in the refuge of an anti-trafficking NGO. The study noted that all the 

participants suffered from physical and behavioral sequelae. 75 percent of the survivors 

ultimately relocated to their villages. Crawford & Kaufman (2008) is a study that at-

tempts to suggest that the current rehabilitation and integration efforts are yielding pos-

itive results. Strictly speaking, though, the study also sheds light on the existing link 

between human trafficking and prostitution.374  

2.2.8 Varied Perceptions of Human trafficking 

There has been an increase in transnational organized crime in recent years as 

globalization has reached many regions in the world. This has led to a decrease in the 

nation-states and the control of their borders. According to Shelley (2010), most trans-

national crime has been related to the increase and development of the drug trade in 

various regions in the world like Latin America, Italy, Africa, and Asia. However, Shel-

ley notes that by the late 90s, the illegal trade in drugs represented an equal proportion 

of legitimate business in steel and textile, which was 7.5 percent of the world trade. 

Indeed, while the drug trade remains the most lucrative side of transnational crime, 

several years have witnessed a significant development in organized crime of smug-

gling and human trafficking. Shelley further points out that a majority of criminals have 

turned to the aspect of transnational crime due to its high returns and decreased risk. 

Others not initially engaged in transnational crime have entered the trade due to its low 

initial entry costs and the significant demand for trafficked individuals and smuggled 

goods. Indeed, such a study is quite elaborative and illustrative as it engages us in a 

 
373 Seo-Young Cho, Axel Dreher, and Eric Neumayer, “Does Legalized Prostitution Increase Human 

Trafficking?”, World Development 41, no.1 (2013): 67-82, https://doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.1986065. 
374 Mary Crawford and Michelle R. Kaufman, “Sex Trafficking in Nepal: Survivor Characteristics 

and Long-Term Outcomes”, Violence Against Women 14, no. 8 (August 2008): 905-16, 
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discussion of the impetus to the transnational trade of human trafficking.375 

As pointed out in earlier studies, the transnational trade of women and girls is 

usually related to prostitution. Indeed, as Decker, McCauley, Phuengsamran, Janyam, 

& Silverman (2010) noted, such trafficking of women and girls for sexual exploitation 

in a global aspect remains a sad form of gender-based violence and is perceived to 

confer peculiar reproductive and sexual vulnerabilities. Up to the current time, little 

research has served to engage in comparative analysis of the sexual risk or the health 

repercussions among the female sex workers (FSWs) based on their experiences in the 

sex trafficking business. Decker, McCauley, Phuengsamran, Janyam, & Silverman 

(2010) conducted a study with the objective of engaging in a comparative analysis of 

the sexual risk and the associated sexual and reproductive health outcomes among a 

variety of female sex workers. This was done with the focus on trafficking as being a 

primary entry mechanism to sex work. After the study was conducted, it displayed that 

almost 10 percent of the female sex workers met the criteria for trafficking as an entry 

mechanism for prostitution. Compared to their counterparts who were not trafficked, 

the sex-trafficked female sex workers had higher prospects of having gone through sex-

ual violence at the beginning of the sex work376. This study depicts sex trafficking as 

an entry technique to prostitution and the dangers of sexual and reproductive well-be-

ing. Further, regarding human trafficking, the study points out the dire need for in-depth 

attempts to identify and aid the vulnerable population of trafficked people. Addition-

ally, the current STI/HIV prevention programs can be impeded by the restricted capac-

ity for condom use and the increased instances of violence seen among those trafficked 

for sex work.  

Phongpaichit (1999) notes that between 1991 and 1994, 20,982 Thai women 

were deported from Japan as illicit workers. He points out that a majority of them lacked 

proper travel documentation since they had gone to Japan with the help of fake pass-

ports from a variety of nationalities. Additionally, approximately 80 percent of them 

had the experience of working in the sex work industry. The agents who assisted them 

in crossing to Japan charged them a fee of almost 800,000 baht per individual and then 

 
375 Louise Shelley, “Human Trafficking as Transnational Organized Crime”, in Human Trafficking: A 

Global Perspective, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 83–111, 
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forced them to give in to sex attempts from clients as a form of paying back. The agents, 

in this case, are said to have made a net profit of more than four billion baht annually 

from trafficking these females.377  

2.2.9 News Articles on Human Trafficking in Thailand 

To get a candid picture of the human trafficking issue in Thailand, a compre-

hensive review of news articles is quite pertinent. Using news articles based in Thailand 

and around the world, various reports exist pertaining to human trafficking, prostitution, 

and the multiple efforts put in place to challenge such acts. 

Even in this current society, the Thai government is still attempting to tighten 

its efforts to curb human trafficking. Patathayo (2018) explores the process of preparing 

official guidelines for the police to handle human trafficking cases preparing official 

guidelines for the police to handle human trafficking cases. The Australia-Asia Program 

is helping the Thai government to Combat Trafficking in Persons (AAPTIP) project. 

The collaboration aims to ensure that Thailand develops guidelines so that the police 

can work smoothly to ascertain effective legal enforcement and transparency in the le-

gal proceedings whereby human traffic cases pertain. Patathayo (2018) notes that the 

draft guidelines have accounted for the common impediments that the law enforcers 

encounter as they attempt to solve human trafficking cases.378 

Human trafficking is not only a reserve for adults; existing reports indicate that 

it also blends aspects of child pornography. Patathayo & Apisakulchat (2018) report on 

the renewed government’s efforts to curb child pornography as it relates to human traf-

ficking. According to the news article, a total of six Thai individuals were arrested in 

connection with the existing 500 child porn websites. It is pointed out that an emerging 

human trafficking technique is to entice female and male youths to take indecent pic-

tures and videos and then sell them through social media. Indeed, this is a new form of 

human trafficking as it engages itself in online means whereby the victims earn money 

through sexual exposure of their bodies.379  

 
377 Pasuk Phongpaichit, “Trafficking in People in Thailand”, in Illegal Immigration and Commercial 

Sex: The New Slave Trade, ed. Phil Williams, (London and Portland: Frank Cass, 1999): 74-105.  
378 Suriya Patathayo, “Draft guidelines for police to tackle human trafficking ready”, The Nation, last 

modified May 10, 2018, http://www.nationmultimedia.com/detail/national/30344988 
379 Suriya Patathayo, Thawee Apisakulchat, and The Nation, “Six Thai Arrested, 500 Child Porn 

Websites Blocked in Anti-Trafficking Crackdown”, CTN News L Chiang Rai Times, last modified 
February 5, 2021, https://www.chiangraitimes.com/crime-chiang-rai-thailand/six-thai-arrested-500-
child-porn-websites-blocked-in-anti-trafficking-crackdown/. 
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The prostitution ring pertaining to human trafficking and Thailand is a long one, 

and it engages various countries. Thailand has a well-established Anti Human traffick-

ing Unit. It is commonly referred to as Thailand’s Anti Human Trafficking Task Force 

(TATIP). According to Fevre (2018), TATIP was responsible for taking down a Ugan-

dan Prostitution Ring. According to the given reports, the traffickers are alleged to use 

threats of black magic against their relatives in Uganda. The success by Thailand illus-

trates its success in breaking what is perceived as a significant transnational human 

trafficking operation which is accountable for the trafficking of many Ugandan women 

into Thailand and other Asiatic Countries for prostitution. Most of these cases are trick-

ster narratives whereby the victims are lured to high job prospects. However, on reach-

ing the destination country, they are told that there are no vacancies and are hence sup-

posed to engage in sex work to attain an income. Also, they have been robbed of their 

money and anything of value they came with from their country and are said to be 

indebted to those responsible for their coming to the host country. Such form of manip-

ulation is characteristic of any way of human trafficking as it shows that a majority of 

those engaging in prostitution are coerced to by circumstances.380 

Conclusion 

In summary, it is evident that there still exists human trafficking in the modern 

world, either directly or indirectly, as most researchers noted. Human trafficking, in 

most cases, leads to the sex trade and, in turn, prostitution. Buddhism, Deontology, and 

Utilitarianism describe an immoral action as an action that does not lead to a higher 

form of happiness. The available literature concludes that prostitution does not result in 

the highest happiness on the side of the victims. Thus, it is branded immoral from Bud-

dhism, Deontology, and Utilitarianism perspective. Although this is entirely true, it 

raises room for some questions: What if a person engages in prostitution through his or 

her own accord?? What if prostitution makes the person that engages in it happy? For 

instance, from some traditional beliefs, Proskow (2002) notes that prostitutes were de-

picted as courageous and strong women in society.381 Some people do not change their 

traditional beliefs, so even in the modern world, there is a chance that there are those 

who believe that prostitution will make them strong, courageous, and powerful. This 

 
380 John Le Fevre, “Authorities mum on capture of ‘grandmother’ of Ugandan human trafficking in 
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raises a need for more study on the issue of prostitution from an ethical perspective. 

Even though Buddhism, Deontology and Utilitarianism raise the facts that prostitution 

is immoral, much less literature explores human trafficking from a moral standpoint. 

However, research shows that human trafficking and prostitution are correlated. If by 

any chance there is a need to control the menace of prostitution, human trafficking 

needs to be controlled too. This raises the fact that human trafficking also needs to be 

researched from a moral perspective to gain a clear insight into the menace.  

Over time, studies have been developed on how to stop the menace of human 

trafficking. The available studies indicate that the level of human trafficking is still on 

the rise, even after governments have put in place laws that are meant to protect the 

citizens from the threat. In addition, some of the existing legal responses towards the 

issue are too reluctant to curb the phenomenon in general. Laws have been formulated 

branding human trafficking as an act of violence, and these laws are applied in prose-

cuting the human traffickers while overlooking the victims of human trafficking. Still, 

the question arises of what good prosecuting the human traffickers will do for their 

victims if there are no appropriate measures put in place to address the effects that hu-

man trafficking causes in the victims’ lives. This calls for a need to change the view 

that the governments have towards the phenomenon. Maybe instead of concentrating 

entirely on prosecuting the traffickers, they could start looking at ways to help the vic-

tims recover from their traumatic experiences and re-integrate into society efficiently 

and effectively. 

On the same note, governments should also get proper insight into how human 

trafficking is conducted. For one to be able to stop a phenomenon, one needs to know 

the root of the disaster. For the cause of human trafficking to be established efficiently, 

there is a need to study both the traffickers and the victims. There is a need to under-

stand what makes the victims vulnerable to human trafficking, the factors that keep the 

victims trapped by the situation, and formulating protective measures. Studies indicate 

that refugees are the most susceptible to human trafficking. Other victims are promised 

much better job opportunities than those available in their home countries. This calls 

for a need to address the political situations in some countries that arise among refugees 

and handle the economic concerns in the countries so that people get better working 

conditions and better pay. Although studies have mainly focused on the victims, there 

is still not much research to explore why the traffickers engage in human trafficking 

even after the implementation of laws against it. Such research, and the investigation 
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of the phenomenon from the trafficker’s perception, may lead to formulating more ef-

fective measures for curbing the menace of human trafficking.  

Research shows that human trafficking has many effects on the victims. These 

effects are not only experienced during the period that the victims are in slavery, but 

they extend throughout the victim’s entire life, even after he/she has been rescued from 

the menace. It is noted that the effects are both physical and psychological, and 

measures have been implemented to treat both. Further, human trafficking also impacts 

the families of the victims and the governments at large. There is little research to show 

the difficulties that the victims’ relatives undergo when their members are in slavery 

and the challenges they experience when supporting the victims to get over the physical 

and psychological effects of trafficking. There is also little study exploring how human 

trafficking affects governments politically, economically, and socially. This calls for a 

need for more study to be directed to these topics.  
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CHAPTER THREE 

GLOBAL OVERVIEW OF HUMAN TRAFFICKING 

3.1 The International Framework of Human Trafficking 

The previous chapter described sex trafficking definition according to the Pa-

lermo protocol, which declares that sex trafficking is “human trafficking for the purpose 

of sexual exploitation and slavery”. Before delving into sex trafficking in Thailand, 

there is a need to explore the international framework of human trafficking. 

The UNODC Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020 bases its analysis 

on mainly official statistics of detected cases of trafficking in persons, collected from 

148 countries which comprise more than 95 percent of the global population and covers 

the years 2016-2018. The collected official statistics regard officially recorded cases of 

trafficking by national authorities and incorporate reports of the profiles of victims and 

offenders and the characteristics of trafficking cases. The report also includes data from 

years before 2016 for comparison purposes. Additionally, the Report derives its data 

from a collection of summaries of national court cases of the Member States involving 

convictions attained for human trafficking. The cases span eight years and number 489 

cases from 71 different countries, involving a total of 2,963 victims and 1,576 offend-

ers. UNODC extrapolated from this collection “21 indicators, including the character-

istics of criminal networks, trafficking methods, risk factors of victims, monetary trans-

actions among traffickers, and business models used by traffickers”.382 The Report also 

uses research papers or assessment reports provided by national authorities, interna-

tional organizations, and academia. “UNODC elaboration on national data” are data 

and analyses based on the official statistics reported to UNODC by the Member States. 

Below is a summary of the total number presented for “2018 (or most recent)”:383 

  

 
382 UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 25. 
383 Ibid., 25. 
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Table 3.1: Summary of the total number presented for “2018 (or most recent)”. 

Number of detected victims reported 2018 (or most recent) 49,032 

Number of detected victims for which age and sex is reported 2018 (or most recent) 48,478 

Number of detected victims for which a form of exploitation is reported 2018 (or most 
recent) 39,805 

Number of detected victims for which citizenship is reported 2018 (or most recent) 27,610 

Number of persons investigated/suspected or arrested reported 2018 (or most recent) 9,429 

Number of persons prosecuted reported 2018 (or most recent) 7,368 

Number of persons convicted reported 2018 (or most recent) 3,553 

Number of persons convicted for which citizenship is reported 2018 (or most recent) 3,475 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 25.  

Regarding the Profile of the victims, females remain particularly vulnerable to 

trafficking in persons. In 2018, about 50 percent of the globally detected victims were 

adult women, and 20 percent were girls, while almost one-third comprised children and 

20 percent were adult men. The victims' profile, though, varies depending on different 

regions. Sub-Saharan African countries detected more children than adults, and Eastern 

European and Central Asian States detected much more adult victims than other parts 

of the world. European, North American, and Asian countries had higher numbers of 

adult female victims, while in North Africa and the Middle East, detections of adult 

male victims predominated. The absolute number of victims detected reflects geograph-

ical discrepancies in the capacity to detect, record, and report on trafficking in persons 

(see: Table 3.2: UNODC Countries’ regional classification).384 

 

 
384 Ibid., 31. 
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Table 3.2: UNODC’s classification of Countries by region and subregion. 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 26. 

EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA SOUTH ASIA, EAST ASIA 
AND THE PACIFIC 

AMERICAS AFRICA AND THE  
MIDDLE EAST 

WESTERN AND 
SOUTHERN EU-

ROPE 

CENTRAL AND 
SOUTH-EAST-
ERN EUROPE 

EASTERN EU-
ROPE AND 

CENTRAL ASIA 

SOUTH ASIA EAST ASIA 
AND THE PA-

CIFIC 

NORTH AMER-
ICA 

CENTRAL 
AMERICA AND 

THE CARIB-
BEAN 

SOUTH AMER-
ICA 

SUB-SAHARAN 
AFRICA 

NORTH AF-
RICA AND THE 
MIDDLE EAST 

Andorra 
Austria 
Belgium 
Cyprus 
Denmark 
Finland 
France 
Germany 
Greece 
Ireland 
Italy 
Liechtenstein 
Luxembourg 
The Netherlands 
Norway 
Portugal 
Spain 
Sweden 
Switzerland 
Turkey 
The United King-
dom 
of Great 
Britain and 
Northern Ireland 

Albania 
Bosnia and 
Herzegovina 
Bulgaria 
Croatia 
Czechia 
Estonia 
Hungary 
Latvia 
Lithuania 
Montenegro 
North Macedonia 
Poland 
Romania 
Serbia 
Slovakia 
Slovenia 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Armenia 
Azerbaijan 
Belarus 
Georgia 
Kazakhstan 
Kyrgyzstan 
The Republic 
of Moldova 
The Russian 
Federation 
Tajikistan 
Ukraine 
Turkmenistan 
Uzbekistan 

Bangladesh 
Bhutan 
India 
Maldives 
Nepal 
Pakistan 
Sri Lanka 

Australia 
Brunei 
Darussalam 
Cambodia 
China 
Cook Islands 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Malaysia 
Mongolia 
Myanmar 
Nauru 
New Zealand 
Palau 
The Philippines 
The Republic 
of Korea 
Singapore 
Solomon Islands 
Thailand 
Timor-Leste 

Canada 
Mexico 
The United 
States of 
America 

The Bahamas 
Costa Rica 
Dominican 
Republic 
El Salvador 
Honduras 
Guatemala 
Nicaragua 
Panama 
Trinidad and 
Tobago 
Jamaica 
Panama 
Trinidad and 
Tobago 

Argentina 
Bolivia (Plurina-
tional 
State of) 
Brazil 
Chile 
Colombia 
Ecuador 
Paraguay 
Peru 
Uruguay 
Venezuela 
(Bolivarian 
Republic of) 

Angola 
Benin 
Botswana 
Burkina Faso 
Cabo Verde 
Cameroon 
Chad 
Cote d'Ivoire 
Eswatini 
Democratic 
Republic of 
Congo 
The Gambia 
Ghana 
Guinea 
Guinea-Bissau 
Kenya 
Lesotho 
Liberia 
Madagascar 
Malawi 
Mali 
Mauritius 
Mozambique 
Namibia 
Niger 
Nigeria 
Rwanda 
Senegal 
Seychelles 
Sierra Leone 
South Africa 
Togo 
Uganda 
United Republic 
of Tanzania 
Zambia 
Zimbabwe 

Algeria 
Bahrain 
Egypt 
Iraq 
Israel 
Jordan 
Kuwait 
Lebanon 
Morocco 
Oman 
Qatar 
Saudi Arabia 
Sudan 
Syrian Arab 
Republic 
Tunisia 
United Arab 
Emirates 
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The shares of detected victims of trafficking in persons, by age group and sex, 

in 2018 from a total of 48,478 victims (estimates based on information detected in 135 

countries in 2018 or, if unavailable for that year, in 2019, 2017 and 2016) show that 46 

percent of them were adult women, 20 percent were adult men, 15 percent were boys 

and 19 percent were girls. The Report confirms a 15-year trend of shifting in the distri-

bution of the age and sex of victims. Adult women are gradually less commonly de-

tected, and when children reached 30 percent. The numbers of detected boys have in-

creased considerably when compared to girls. In the last five years, the number for men 

remained stable at around 20 percent. Victim profiles also differ on the purposes they 

are being trafficked. In 2018, most adult females were victims of trafficking for sexual 

exploitation. Adult males were mainly victims of trafficking for forced labor, but a sub-

stantial number of men were trafficked for sexual exploitation or other forms of exploi-

tation.385 

 

Figure 3.1: Trends in age and sex profiles of detected trafficking in selected years. 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 32. 

 

 

  

 
385 Ibid., 32. 
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Regarding the forms of exploitation and according to the UNODC Report, 

globally, most victims are trafficked for the purpose of sexual exploitation. In particu-

lar, 50 percent trafficked for sexual exploitation, and 38 percent for forced labor, during 

2018. 33 Over the past ten years, the annual numbers of victims of forced labor have 

been increasing. The following most detected form of exploitation is forced criminal 

activity-approximately 6 percent of total victims detected globally.386 Trafficking for 

the purpose of exploitative begging is recorded in nineteen countries, estimating it at 

around one percent of total detected victims in 2018. Nevertheless, forced begging ac-

counts for about 30 percent of the total detected victims in North Africa and the Middle 

East. Victims of trafficking for the purpose of forced marriage also exhibit a decreasing 

trend in detection. Only nine countries report cases, approximating one percent of the 

global total. Mixed forms of exploitation, involving forced labor combined with sexual 

exploitation, also constitute about 1 percent of the total victims. Cases of trafficking of 

pregnant women and/or trafficking of infants, both for the purpose of illegal adoption, 

though in minimal numbers, they are detected in multiple countries.387 Trafficking for 

the purpose of organ removal, while rare, was detected in North Africa, South and 

South-East Asia, Central America, and Europe. Detections for 2017 approximated 25 

victims, while in 2018, they had climbed to 40. The detected forms of exploitation and 

the affected victims fluctuate depending on the subregions, “In 2018, trafficking for 

forced labor was the most detected form of trafficking in Eastern Europe and Central 

Asia, where it mostly involved adults, while in South Asia, both adults and children 

were detected”.388 In Sub-Saharan Africa, where forced labor was by a significant mar-

gin the most common form, most victims were children. Trafficking for sexual exploi-

tation was the most common form of trafficking in Western and Southern Europe, Cen-

tral and South-Eastern Europe, as well as in East Asia and the Pacific and all regions of 

the Americas. The victims of sexual exploitation mainly consisted of adult women. In 

contrast, the sex and age profiles of victims of forced labor display greater variability 

in the distribution. Detected victims for other purposes of trafficking are minimal when 

 
386 Ibid., 33-34. 
387 Ibid, 35. 
388 Ibid., 36. 
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compared to sexual exploitation and forced labor. The age and sex profiles of the traf-

ficked victims and the respective forms of exploitation “among each group, were re-

ported by 106 countries globally”389. The information from these reports confirms that 

most victims are adult women, approximately 42 percent, and are trafficked for sexual 

exploitation.390 

 

Figure 3.2: Trends in the shares of forms of exploitation among detected trafficking victims, 2006–2018. 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 34. 

  

 
389 Ibid. 
390 Ibid., 36. 
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Table 3.3: Detailed forms of exploitation among detected trafficking victims, 2018 (or most recent). 

Form of Exploitation 

Sexual exploitation 50% 

Forced labor 38% 

Criminal activity 6% 

Begging 1,5% 

Forced marriage 1% 

Mixed forms 1% 

Infant selling min. 

Removal of organs min. 

Other and unknown min. 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 34. 

Note: min.=minimal.  

Table 3.4: Shares of forms of exploitation among detected victims of trafficking in persons by age group 
and sex, 2018 (or most recent). 

 Forms of exploitation and respective shares 

Victims’ age 
and sex  

Sexual exploita-
tion 

Forced Labor Organ removal Other 

Adult women 77% 14%  9% 

Adult men 17% 67% 1% 15% 

Girls 72% 21%  7% 

Boys 23% 66%  11% 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 33. 
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Table 3.5: Shares of sexual exploitation and forced labor among detected victims of trafficking in 
persons by age group and sex, 2018 (or most recent). 

 Forms of exploitation and respective shares 

Victims’ age 
and sex  

Sexual exploitation Forced Labor 

Adult women 67% 26% 

Adult men 5% 38% 

Girls 25% 15% 

Boys 3% 21% 

Source: Adapted from UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 36. 

Regarding the offenders' profile, in 2018, most individuals investigated or ar-

rested, prosecuted, and/or convicted of trafficking in persons remain males, totaling 

over 60 percent of the sum of offenders. In addition, 36 percent of those prosecuted for 

trafficking were female. Most offenders are adults, and only a fraction-about 1 percent 

boys and 1 percent girls of total convicted-are under 18, both boys and girls. The sub-

region of Eastern Europe and Central Asia convicts considerably more females than 

males, about 80 percent, while in Central America and East Asia, males and females 

received an almost equal number of convictions. In contrast, Western and Southern 

Europe, North America, North Africa, and the Middle East reported lower percentages 

in convicted females. The GLOTIP notes that the differences in the sex profile of indi-

viduals convicted may reflect different factors since research indicates that female traf-

fickers may exhibit increased involvement in the recruitment phase of human traffick-

ing,391 and continues, “this could explain the significant differences in the sex profiles 

 
391 See UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2012 (New York: United Nations 

publication, Sales No. E.13.V.6, 2012), 30, https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-
analysis/glotip/Trafficking_in_Persons_2012_web.pdf; UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in 
Persons 2014 (New York: United Nations publication, Sales No. E.14.V.10, 2014), 27-29, 
https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-analysis/glotip/GLOTIP_2014_full_report.pdf; UNODC, 
Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2016 (New York: United Nations publication, Sales No. 
E.16.IV.6, 2016), 36-39, https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-
analysis/glotip/2016_Global_Report_on_Trafficking_in_Persons.pdf. 
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of perpetrators in origin and destination countries reflected at all stages of criminal pro-

ceedings”392.393 Most offenders convicted in 2018 were citizens of the country where 

the conviction was declared. Specifically, 74 percent where local nationals, 18 percent 

foreign nationals within the region of conviction, and 8 percent foreign nationals from 

other regions. Nevertheless, countries of origin and countries of destination displayed 

disparities in the offenders' citizenship profiles. Countries of origin generally convict 

fewer foreigners—95 percent are nationals—while countries of destination record 

“larger shares of convictions of foreign citizens”, 52 percent foreigners.394 

The way that traffickers operate displays significant variability. The 2020 

GLOTiP describes the traffickers may involve young males acting as recruiters of their 

younger schoolmates into sexual exploitation, parents who force their children in beg-

ging, urban gangs, structured transnational organized criminal groups, brokers negoti-

ating children’s work in rural villages,395 and also licensed multinational recruitment 

agencies and legal companies396.397 Identifying the profile of the trafficker facilitates 

appropriate criminal justice responses and can further provide critical information about 

the scope and impact of the crime. There are various organizational structures in human 

trafficking operators that can be divided into two general categories: organized criminal 

 
392 UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2018 (New York: United Nations publication, 

Sales No. E.19.IV.2, 2018), 35, https://www.unodc.org/documents/data-and-
analysis/glotip/2018/GLOTiP_2018_BOOK_web_small.pdf. 

393 UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 37. 
394 Ibid., 39. 
395 Bal K. Kumar KC, Govind Subedi, and Bhim Raj Suwal, Forced Labour of Adults and Children 

in the Agricultural Sector of Nepal: Focusing on Haruwa-Charuwa in Eastern Tarai and Haliya in 
Far-western Hills (Kathmandu: International Labour Organization (ILO) - Country Office for Nepal, 
2013), 50, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-bangkok/---ilo-
kathmandu/documents/publication/wcms_217086.pdf; Gulnara Shahinian (Special Rapporteur), 
Human Rights Council, Report of the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of slavery, including 
its causes and consequences, Gulnara Shahinian, Mission to Ghana, (22-29 November 2013), 8-10 par. 
27-38, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/27/53/Add.3 (1 Oct. 2014), https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/780608?ln=fr; 
Urmila Bhoola (Special Rapporteur), Human Rights Council, Report of the Special Rapporteur on 
contemporary forms of slavery, including its causes and consequences, Urmila Bhoola, Mission to 
Niger, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/30/35/Add.1 (30 July 2015), 12-13, https://undocs.org/A/HRC/30/35/Add.1. 

396 International Labour Organization (ILO), Presence of Human Trafficking and Forced Labour in 
Labour Migration-Sri Lanka (Sri Lanka: International Labour Organization (ILO) Country Office for 
Sri Lanka and Maldives, 2019), 40-41, https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---asia/---ro-
bangkok/---ilo-colombo/documents/publication/wcms_735511.pdf; UNODC, The Role of Recruitment 
Fees and Abusive and Fraudulent Recruitment Practices of Recruitment Agencies in Trafficking in 
Persons (Vienna: United Nations, 2015), 10, https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-
trafficking/2015/Recruitment_Fees_Report-Final-22_June_2015_AG_Final.pdf. 
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groups,398 and “opportunistic traffickers that operate alone or in cooperation with one 

or other traffickers”.399 

GLOTiP further distinguishes the two categories of trafficking actors as follows:  

1. Organized criminal groups are divided into: 

 Governance-type organized criminal groups, employing security 

governance in communities or territories by inducing fear 

through violence. Their criminal activities may target various 

markets; 

 Business-enterprise-type organized criminal groups, comprising 

of three or more traffickers systematically working together with 

human trafficking being their main criminal activity. 

2. Opportunistic traffickers are distinguished into: 

 Opportunistic association of traffickers working together, where 

two traffickers operate together, or more than two traffickers do 

not systematically work together beyond a single crime act; 

 Individual traffickers typically operating on their own.400 

Organized criminal groups are more effective in trafficking more victims for a 

more extended period and usually employ more violent methods of control and exploi-

tation. Most of the victims in the court cases considered by the 2020 Report were ex-

ploited by organized criminal groups. An overwhelming majority of the victims in the 

court cases analyzed for the report are females. In particular, females were reported in 

 
398 The GLOTiP 2020 quotes in page 40: Article 2(a) of the United Nations Convention on 

Transnational Organized Crime (UNTOC) contains a definition of ‘organized criminal group’ as a (I) 
group of three or more persons that was not randomly formed, (II) existing for a period of time and 
(III) acting in concert with the aim of committing at least one crime punishable by at least four years’ 
incarceration (IV) in order to obtain, directly or indirectly, a financial or other material benefit. It 
should be noted, however, that in accordance with the UNTOC, countries may apply more stringent 
definitions by reducing the minimum number of persons to be engaged in the criminal activity in order 
to form an organized crime group. Some countries consider a group formed by two or more persons as 
an Organized Crime group. For the purpose of this analysis, Organized Criminal Group is as defined by 
Article 2 (a) of the UNTOC. 

The UNTOC covers only crimes that are ‘transnational’, a term cast broadly. The term covers not 
only offences committed in more than one State, but also those that take place in one State but are 
planned or controlled in another. Also included are crimes committed by groups that operate in more 
than one State, and crimes committed in one State that has substantial effects in another State. 

399 UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 40. 
400 Ibid., 41. 
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88 percent of the cases perpetrated by business-enterprise-type of criminal groups, in 

91 percent of cases operated by individual traffickers, in 97 percent of the cases where 

the governance-type of criminal groups or by an opportunistic association of traffickers. 

Men were commonly victims of business-enterprise criminal groups at about 12 percent 

of the cases, mainly for forced labor.401 

Intimate partners and relatives can also be actors of trafficking. As discussed 

in the first chapter, young male traffickers lure vulnerable female victims into a roman-

tic relationship.402 They mainly traffic sole victims at a time and act individually. Usu-

ally, they target young women who have experienced adverse family history and lack 

of affection.403 They sustain sexual exploitation of the victims by using diverse meth-

ods of manipulation and systematic coercion. Often victims do not recognize the abuse 

involved in their relationship with the perpetrators and even avoid reporting partner 

abuse.404 Thus, the abusive relationship between victims and exploiters emulates closer 

to domestic violence cases than common organized crime trafficking activities.405 Such 

trafficking practices are also employed by siblings or even parents. There are several 

reports of mothers trafficking their adolescent daughters for sexual exploitation and 

fathers forcing their children into street begging or criminal activities.406  

Concerning the small and large recruiting agents, social norms like parents 

sending their children to work to support their families financially increase vulnerabil-

ity to trafficking for underage persons. Traffickers of children use methods of deception 

 
401 Ibid. 
402 MYRIA, Federal Migration Centre, “Annual Report 2015, Trafficking and Smuggling in Human 

Beings Tightening the Links”, MYRIA, January 2016, 23-40, accessed July 14, 2021, 
https://www.myria.be/files/Annual-report-2015-trafficking-and-smuggling-full.pdf; Dutch National 
Rapporteur, DNR, Samen tegen mensenhandel Een integrale programma-aanpak van sek-suele 
uitbuiting, arbeidsuitbuiting en criminele uitbuiting (DNR, 2018), 12, quoted in 402 UNODC, Global 
Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 44. 

403 London Abused Women’s Centre (LAWC), Sex Trafficking & Sexual Exploitation: Keeping Youth 
Safe (London: LAWC, 2018), 11, https://www.lawc.on.ca/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Youth-
Package-Phoenix.pdf; Federal Centre for the Analysis of Migration Flows, the Protection of 
Fundamental Rights of Foreigners and the Fight against Human Trafficking, Human Trafficking: 
Building Bridges, 2013 Annual Report of the independent rapporteur on human trafficking (Brussels: 
2014), 23, https://www.myria.be/files/Trafficking-report-2013.pdf. 

404 Maite Verhoeven et al., “Relationships Between Suspects and Victims of Sex Trafficking. 
Exploitation of Prostitutes and Domestic Violence Parallels in Dutch Trafficking Cases”, European 
Journal on Criminal Policy and Research 21, no. 1 (2013): 49-64, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10610-013-
9226-2. 
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406 UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 44. 
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of families by false and insincere financial support, which gradually converts into debt 

bondages that perpetuate the exploitation of the children. Children are exploited in dif-

ferent regions and different production and economic sectors like agriculture or fishing. 

Similar practices are reported in migrant smuggling for forced labor where traffickers 

cooperate with professional recruitment agents or agencies that facilitate emigration 

and job placement in the destination countries.407  

Legal businesses that may appear legitimate and ordinary people are some-

times involved in human trafficking. Owners and administrators of companies in the 

agricultural, fishing, cleaning, construction, garment, and foodservice industries have 

been convicted for trafficking persons for forced labor. Additionally, legal companies 

also are involved in trafficking for sexual exploitation. Furthermore, ordinary people 

are documented involving in trafficking for domestic servitude. Such victims are re-

cruited to work in houses of middle or high-income families. Householders and family 

members force the victims to work long hours, restrict their personal space, and limit 

their movement and socialization with the outside world. In the more extreme forms of 

domestic servitude, family members have abused victims physically, sexually, and psy-

chologically.408 

Financial Profits of Human Trafficking 

Traffickers perceive their victims as commodities for sale and commercial 

profit, disregarding their human dignity and rights. Several stages of trafficking in per-

son offer the opportunity to offenders for profit.409 At the recruiting phase, profits come 

 
407 UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 45; See also, Kumar KC, Subedi, and 

Suwal, Forced labour, 50; Gulnara Shahinian (Special Rapporteur), Human Rights Council, Report 
Ghana, 8-10 par. 27-38; Urmila Bhoola (Special Rapporteur), Human Rights Council, Report Niger, 
page 13; International Labour Organization (ILO), Presence of Human Trafficking, 40-41; UNODC, 
The Role of Recruitment, 10; Joy Ngozi Ezeilo (Special Rapporteu), Human Rights Council, Report of 
the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, Joy Ngozi Ezeilo, on Her Mission to the United Arab 
Emirates, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/23/48/Add.1 (22 February 2013), 6, 
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/756097?ln=en.  

408 UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in Persons 2020, 45-46; Human Rights Council, Report of 
the Special Rapporteur trafficking in persons, especially women and children, on Her Mission to 
Jordan, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/32/41/Add. (18 June 2016), 6, 
https://digitallibrary.un.org/record/842655?ln=en; Maria Grazia Giammarinaro (Special Rapporteur), 
Human Rights Council, Report of the Special Rapporteur on trafficking in persons, especially women 
and children, Maria Grazia Giammarinaro, Mission to Malaysia, U.N. Doc. A/HRC/29/38/Add.1 (15 
June 2015), 6, https://reliefweb.int/sites/reliefweb.int/files/resources/A_HRC_29_38_Add.1.pdf. 
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by “selling” the victims, and the height of these earnings depends on the trafficker’s 

negotiating abilities for the value of the victim. At the exploitation phase, profits are 

derived from selling services offered by the victims to third parties or by reducing the 

costs of the victims’ services. 

Between 2007 and 2017, 15 countries in six regions worldwide provided infor-

mation about the commercial value of recruiting victims. Most cases involved women 

(26), few cases involved girls (two cases), a man, or a baby (one case each). The adult 

female victims were bought for as little as 36 USD to 23,600 USD. Further, “in 26 out 

of the 30 recorded cases, women and girls were sold to exploiters for less than 5,000 

USD, with some victims sold for less than 1,000 USD in eight of these cases. In 22 out 

of the 30 cases, the broker received less than 2,000 USD for each recruited victim.410 

The GLOTiP report notes that “while these findings are not representative of 

the global human trafficking market dynamics, they do challenge many of the market 

value estimations commonly provided”.411 Moreover, “[w]hile some studies have tried 

to estimate the market value of sexual exploitation,412 limited analysis has been done 

to estimate profits at recruitment”.413 The actual monetary transaction to recruit a traf-

ficking victim appears to be far less than expected. Comparing the commercial gains 

from the examined court cases and national average incomes cautions that the recruiting 

phase of trafficking victims could be less profitable than an average legal job.414 Be-

sides, other illicit trafficking activities seem much more profitable than trafficking in 

persons.415 Human trafficking profits are higher in the exploitation phase, considering 

 
410 Ibid., 47. 
411 Ibid., 48; FATF Financial Action Task Force and APG Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering, 

Financial Flows from Human Trafficking (Paris: FATF, 2018), 74, www.fatf-
gafi.org/publications/methodandtrends/documents/human-trafficking.html. 
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Trafficking in Human Beings to Better Prevent the Crime (Vienna: OSCE Office of the Special 
Representative and Co-ordinator for Combating Trafficking in Human Beings, 2010), 
https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/c/f/69028.pdf. 
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414 Beatrix S. Zakhari, “Legal Cases Prosecuted under the Victims of Trafficking and Violence 
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Perspectives, ed. Sally W. Stoecker and Louise I. Shelley (Lanham: Rowman and Littlefield 
Publishers, Inc., 2005), 125-150. 
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it is more closely attached to the consumption of the victims’ services.416 

The victims’ travel costs and accommodation expenses are initially covered by 

the trafficker and then turned into unbearable debts for the victims to pay back. The 

debt also serves as a coercion method that hinders victims from escaping. Information 

about profits of exploitation is limited. Nonetheless, the total returns estimated from 

single court cases generally approximated a few thousand US dollars. Only some cases 

exceeded 100,000 USD, which concerned large criminal organizations exploiting nu-

merous victims for more than three years for sexual exploitation, forced labor, or forced 

criminal activity. In most reported cases (12 out of 16), though, traffickers gained no 

more than 5,000 USD per victim, with only three reporting monthly earnings per victim 

exceeding 10,000 USD. Since the illegal profits in human trafficking worldwide corre-

late mainly with the victims’ number, accurate estimations are very difficult to attain. 

Despite that, the fact that single traffickers earn comparatively low income illustrates 

the little value they assign to their victims. Often victims are “sold” for just a few hun-

dred dollars, similar to a few grams of methamphetamine. Notwithstanding the smaller 

market of trafficking in persons compared to other illicit markets, the harm associated 

with trafficking in persons is incomparable.417 

In 2014 the International Labor Organization (ILO) published the “Profits and 

poverty: the economics of forced labour” providing global estimates of the profits 

of forced labor based on data collected by the ILO for the 2012 Global Estimate of 

Forced Labor. According to ILO estimates, the principal financial losers are victims of 

forced labor and the countries of origin or countries of destination. As already men-

tioned, victims of forced labor work under hazardous conditions and suffer “wage re-

tention, debt repayments, and underpayment of wages”418, resulting in dramatic earning 

losses. Forced labor causes destination countries to “lose revenues from non-payment 

of taxes due to undeclared incomes or the illegal nature of the jobs concerned”.419 

Moreover, in the countries of origin, the meager wages of forced laborers critically 
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impact salary levels which in developing countries negatively affects investments rates 

and efforts to improve income inequalities.420  

The estimate incorporates three forms of forced labor: labor exploitation out-

side domestic work, forced domestic work, and forced sexual exploitation. They all 

relate to 18.7 million victims out of the 20.9 million people estimated to be in forced 

labor in 2012 (state-imposed forced labor is excluded). The total illicit profits are esti-

mated to be US$150.2 billion per year. Forced labor exploitation accounts for US$51.2 

billion, including approximately US$8 billion from coerced domestic work. The higher 

number of victims in Asia and the higher profit per victim in Developed Economies 

results in Asia having the highest share in profits, amounting to US$ 51.8 billion, as 

well as the Developed Economies with respective US$ 46.9 billion profits.421 Annual 

profit per victim is highest in the Developed Economies accounting for US$34,800 per 

victim, followed by countries in the Middle East with US$ 15,000 per victim profit, and 

the lowest profits existing in the Asia-Pacific region (US$ 5,000 per victim) and in 

Africa (US$3,900 per victim).422 

Forced sexual exploitation accounts for an estimated US$ 99 billion per year, 

approximating two-thirds of the profits from forced labor. Victims of forced labor ex-

ploitation, including domestic work, agriculture, and other economic activities, are es-

timated to account for US$ 51 billion annual profits. The profits from forced labor in 

agriculture, forestry, and fishing, are estimated to be US$ 9 billion per year. Profits for 

other economic activities are estimated at US$ 34 billion per year, including construc-

tion, manufacturing, mining, and utilities. Private households that employ domestic 

workers under conditions of forced labor save about US$8 billion annually. It was es-

timated that forced domestic workers were paid about 40 percent of the wage they 

should have received on average. Profits per victim are estimated to be highest in forced 

sexual exploitation. The high demand for sexual services and prices that sex buyers are 

willing to pay, along with its “low capital investments and low operating costs”423, may 

partially explain its high profitability. Forced sexual exploitation has an estimated 
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global average profit of US$ 21,800 per year per victim, which makes it six times more 

profitable than all other forms of forced labor, and five times more profitable than 

forced labor exploitation.424  

All victims of forced sexual exploitation are not paid by the sex buyers. Instead, 

pimps and brothel owners receive the payments, and the victims remain oblivious of 

the height of the transaction. In many cases of debt bondage, the exploiters withhold all 

of the victims' earnings, denying any payments to them for months. The profits of sex-

ual exploitation are shared by various intermediaries: recruiters, those in charge of vic-

tims' travel and transport, corrupted law enforcement instruments, “owners of flats or 

houses, companies in charge of advertising”425, and, last but not least, the brothel own-

ers, pimps and prostitution networks operators. The total annual profits of forced sexual 

exploitation are estimated at US$99 billion globally. While the profits are highest in 

Asia due to a large number of victims, the annual profits per victim are highest in De-

veloped Economies (US$80,000) and the Middle East (US$55,000), considering the 

higher prices of sexual services.426 

Methods used 

The means used by traffickers to control their adult victims vary according to 

the different phases of the trafficking process. Usually, they begin by employing de-

ceptive means and progressively intensify the aggressiveness of their tactics. The means 

for recruiting adult victims—the report refers to adult victims as, according to the UN 

Trafficking Protocol, when the victim is a child, the “means” are not required to define 

a trafficking case—manifest a marked absence of physical violence. Only eight of the 

considered cases involved physical violence during the recruitment phase, where the 

offenders mainly used deception.427 The means varied “from fake and lucrative job ad-

vertisements to direct outreach by traffickers under the pretense of wanting friend-

ships”428. Traffickers repeatedly used deceptive methods to exploit victims in economic 

need. In the exploitation phase, while there was widespread use of explicit violence, 
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numerous cases reported other forms of control like the confiscation of travel docu-

ments and/or taking advantage of the migration status of victims as a means to secure 

better control on the exploited victim. Interestingly, the employed means of recruitment 

and control remained almost the same in child trafficking cases. While the report notes 

that the results of its analysis were “not necessarily representative of the trafficking 

phenomenon”429, traffickers used coercion to exploit their victims in more than 50 per-

cent of the cases of trafficking in persons reported by the Member States. In about 10 

percent of these cases, and for 22 percent of the victims considered, traffickers used 

extreme violence. Nevertheless, traffickers did not seem to exercise explicit violence 

during the trafficking process in several cases. In about 27 percent of cases and 26 pe 

cent of the victims, offenders used non-violent approaches, abusing victims’ emotional, 

economic or other vulnerabilities.430 

Trafficking flows   

 The 2020 GLOTIP report recorded 534 different trafficking flows. The report 

defined “flow” as a “combination of one origin country and one destination where at 

least five victims were detected during the period considered”.431 More than 120 coun-

tries reported having victims from more than 40 different countries of origin. Still, it is 

possible that national authorities failed to detect some flows, leading to an even more 

complex diffusion of human trafficking. Trafficking flows generally manifest a limited 

geographical range. Trafficking of victims usually occurs within neighboring subre-

gions and regions.432 The most detected victims worldwide were domestically traf-

ficked. Above 50 percent of victims whose citizenship was reported were victims of 

domestic trafficking during 2018.433 

In addition, while the percentage of domestically trafficked victims has in-

creased over the recent years, not all countries bear the same shares of domestic traf-

ficking. Most countries in South Asia, Eastern Europe, and Central Asia reported higher 
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levels than other regions. Still, countries in Western and Central Europe and North 

America have also detected an increase in domestic trafficking over the last few years. 

Deriving from analysis of court cases, in high-income States, domestic trafficking dif-

ferentiates from cross-border trafficking. In most internal flows, victims are girls or 

young women trafficked for sexual exploitation, which are mainly targeted due to per-

sonal risk factors, such as behavioral and emotional issues correlated with adverse 

childhood, dysfunctional families, or substance abuse. 434  According to the World 

Health Organization classification, these risk “factors are defined as mental, behavioral 

or neurodevelopmental disorders (MBN disorders)”.435 On the contrary, the cross-bor-

der trafficking cases in high-income countries had more adult victims, trafficked for 

various exploitative purposes, and targeted due to their economic needs or irregular 

migration status.436 

Regarding the flows in domestic trafficking, victims can still be transported 

across large geographical territories “when they are recruited and exploited in different 

states or provinces of large countries”437. In many court cases, victims were exploited 

near the area of their recruitment. In other cases, they were transported from poorer to 

more affluent areas. Victims were also trafficked from poor communities to tourist ar-

eas, plus several others frequently trafficked from small villages to urban areas. It is 

important to point out that while some domestic victims may be detected before being 

trafficked abroad, their cases constitute cross-border trafficking and not domestic traf-

ficking. For example, there were cases where the victims were recruited for exploita-

tion. Still, the transportation across the border failed, and the victim was recorded in 

the country of recruitment.438 

 
434 Ibid., 55. 
435 “The International Classification (ICD-11) of the World Health Organization defines ‘Mental, 

behavioural and neurodevelopmental disorders’ as syndromes characterised by clinically significant 
disturbance in an individual’s cognition, emotional regulation, or behaviour that reflects a dysfunction 
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social, educational, occupational, or other important areas of functioning”. See “International 
Classification of Diseases (ICD)”, WHO | World Health Organization, accessed August 25, 2021, 
https://www.who.int/classifications/icd/en/, quoted in UNODC, Global Report on Trafficking in 
Persons 2020, 56n86. 
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Most cross-border trafficking flows occur within the same subregion or re-

gion. North America, Western and Southern Europe, and the Middle East's wealthy 

nations are the only destinations with significant levels of victims from other regions. 

Data on repatriated victims confirm the general pattern of cross-border trafficking lim-

ited mainly in subregions. The same data unveil further long-distance trafficking activ-

ity. For instance, there are cases of South American citizens trafficked to and repatriated 

from Europe, North America, East Asia, and the Middle East. Victims from West, East, 

and Southern Africa are also trafficked to and repatriated from the Middle East. Addi-

tionally, victims from Central and South-Eastern Europe are also trafficked to and re-

patriated from Eastern Europe.439 

The combined analysis on data of detection and repatriation indicates that Eu-

rope, the Middle East, North America, and countries in East Asia and the Pacific func-

tion as destination countries that “draw” victims from a diverse pool of origins. The 

UNODC report remarks that “during 2017-2018, countries in Western and Southern 

Europe detected victims of 125 different citizenships”440 and considering the origin “of 

transregional trafficking flows is concerned ... victims from East Asia and Sub-Saharan 

Africa were detected in a large number of countries in almost every region of the 

world”, while, “Central and South-Eastern European victims were detected in large 

numbers, but mainly in European destinations”.441   

ILO’s Global Estimates on Modern Slavery 

The ILO, the Walk Free Foundation, in partnership with the International Or-

ganization for Migration (IOM), delivered global and regional estimates of modern 

slavery derived from various data sources, namely the Walk Free Foundation’s survey 

data for 2014 and 2015, data from 26 national surveys jointly conducted by ILO and 

Walk Free Foundation in 2016 and data from the IOM’s database of human trafficking 

cases since 2012. The central element constituted of 54 “specially designed, national 

probabilistic surveys involving interviews with more than 71,000 respondents across 
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48 countries”.442 

ILO’s conservative estimates showed that 40.3 million people were victims of 

modern slavery in 2016, forced by means of coercion and threats to work against their 

will or live in a forced marriage. The prevalence analysis of the phenomenon indicated 

that there were 5.4 victims for every thousand people in the world in 2016.443 

From the total number of victims, 24.9 million people were in forced labor, and 

15.4 million people were living in a forced marriage. In other words, 62 percent of the 

victims were being forced, by private individuals and groups or by state authorities, to 

work under threat or coercion as sex workers, domestic workers, in factories, agricul-

ture, fishing industry, and other sectors. The resulting products and services regularly 

often appeared in what resembled legal business channels. Another 32 percent of the 

victims were living in a forced marriage, being deprived of their sexual autonomy. 

Moreover, in many cases, marriage provided the perfect guise for forced labor exploi-

tation.444 

Women and girls accounted for 71 percent of total victims suggesting highly 

gendered patterns of employment and migration. Females amounted to 99 percent of 

victims of forced sexual exploitation and 84 percent of victims of forced marriages. 

They were primarily exploited for forced labor in the private sector (in domestic work 

and the sex industry) and forced marriage. Women and girls seem to be disproportion-

ately affected by human rights violations in the form of domestic and sexual violence 

and discriminatory attitudes concerning their “access to property, education, and even 

citizenship”.445 

Men were disproportionately subjected to state-imposed forms of forced labor 

and to forced labor in sectors that require manual labor. Males can be victims in any 

form of modern slavery, including forced sexual exploitation and forced marriage.446 

The ILO remarked that the most alarming finding was that one in four victims 
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of modern slavery in 2016 were children below 18 years, amounting to 10 million per-

sons. Children constituted approximately 37 percent of the victims of forced marriage 

and around 21 percent of forced sexual exploitation, 18 percent of forced labor exploi-

tation, and 7 percent of those forced to work by state authorities.447 

The difference in the prevalence of modern slavery between children and adults 

is relatively diminutive. Globally, there were 5.9 adult victims of modern slavery for 

every 1,000 adults and 4.4 child victims for every 1,000 children. While in comparison 

with children, adults were more likely to be subjected to all three forms of forced labor, 

children were more likely than adults to be victims of forced marriage. The estimates 

indicated that for every 1,000 children, there were 2.5 victims of forced marriage, and 

for every 1,000 adults, there were 1.9 victims of forced marriage.448 

The most prevalent forms of forced labor of children can either result from their 

parents being victims of forced labor or children being in forced labor on their own as 

a result of various means of coercion and trafficking.449 

Between 2012 to 2016, there was a total of 89 million victims of modern slavery, 

with 82.7 million being victims of forced labor and 6.5 million of forced marriage. The 

duration of victimization in modern slavery varied considerably. While some escaped 

after a few days or weeks, others were victimized for years. According to IOM’s data 

on registered victims since 2012, the average duration of forced labor was slightly more 

than 20 months, 23 months for the victims of sexual exploitation, while forced labor 

imposed by state authorities displayed great variability in duration, ranging between 

few days per month to several years.450 

Concerning the regional prevalence—which according to ILO’s report should 

be evaluated carefully, taking into account crucial inconsistencies and limitations of the 

data —, Africa demonstrated the highest one with 7.6 victims for every thousand peo-

ple, followed by the Asia and the Pacific region with 6.1 victims for every one thousand, 

Europe and Central Asia (3.9/1,000), the Arab States (3.3/1,000), and finally the Amer-

icas (1.9/1,000). Asia and the Pacific exhibited the highest prevalence of forced labor 
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with 4.0 victims per one thousand, while Africa showed the highest prevalence of 

forced marriage (4.8/1,000).451 

The Asia and the Pacific region had the largest absolute number of victims of 

modern slavery, amounting to 62 percent of the total number of victims of modern slav-

ery globally. Next was the Africa region (23 percent), Europe and Central Asia (9 per-

cent), the Americas (5 percent), and finally, the Arab States (1 percent). Taking into 

account the different forms of modern slavery, the Asia and the Pacific region still held 

the highest percentage of victims, accounting for 73 percent of victims of forced sexual 

exploitation, 68 percent of those forced to work by state authorities, 64 percent of those 

in forced labor exploitation, and 42 percent of victims of forced marriages.452 

 Furthermore, the ILO estimated the distribution of forced labor in regard 

to its three broad categories, namely:  

 Forced labor exploitation, covering all forced labor imposed by private 

agents except for commercial sexual exploitation.  

 Forced sexual exploitation included any forced commercial exploitation 

of women and men who have, along with any kind of commercial sexual 

exploitation of children. 

State-imposed forced labor, referring to forced labor imposed by the military, 

any compulsory participation in public works, and forced prison labor.453  

The estimate showed that 24.9 million persons were victims of forced labor in 

2016. Of all these victims, 16 million (64 percent) were victims of forced labor exploi-

tation, 4.8 million (19 percent) were victims of forced sexual exploitation, and 4.1 mil-

lion (17 percent) were victims of forced labor imposed by state authorities. Twenty-

three percent of victims of forced labor were exploited outside their country of resi-

dence. Victims of forced sexual exploitation were most likely to have been exploited 

outside their country of residence, accounting for 74 percent of the total of victims ex-

ploited outside their country residence. On the other hand, victims of forced labor im-
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posed by state authorities were almost exclusively exploited in their countries of resi-

dence.454 The large percentage of victims exploited outside their country of residence 

suggests that combating modern slavery necessitates initiatives that will ensure safe and 

regular procedures of migration.455 

Interestingly, while poverty is frequently mentioned as an important risk factor 

for modern slavery, examining the relationship between the income levels of the vic-

tims’ country of residence and the country where the exploitation took place showed 

low mobility across income groupings. It was estimated that 94 percent of victims of 

forced labor was exploited in a country that belonged in “the same income-based re-

gional grouping as their country of residence”.456 

Concerning forced labor exploitation imposed by private actors except for com-

mercial sexual exploitation, there were an estimated 16 million victims in 2016. Fe-

males constituted 57 percent of the total victims, while males constituted 43 percent. 

Approximately 20 percent of the victims were children who worked either alone or 

together with their parents. In forced labor exploitation where the type of work was 

known, domestic work accounted for 24 percent, followed by the construction sector 

(18 percent), manufacturing (15 percent), and agriculture and fishing (11 percent) sec-

tors.457 

Male victims were largely predominated in agriculture, forestry, and fishing (68 

percent), manufacturing and construction (82 percent respectively), begging (90 per-

cent), and mining and quarrying (100 percent). Female victims were much more likely 

to be in the accommodation and food services (92 percent) and in domestic work (61 

percent).458 

Regarding the means of coercion used in cases of forced labor, withholding of 

wages, or the threatening to do so, was the most prevalent, endured by 24 percent of 

the exploited victims. Next most prevalent were threats of violence (17 percent), acts 
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of physical violence (16 percent), and threats against the family (12 percent). Addition-

ally, it was estimated that male and female victims faced different forms of coercion. 

Male victims faced more frequent threats against the family (65 percent), withheld 

wages (62 percent), confinement (63 percent), deprivation of food and sleep (66 per-

cent), and threats of legal action (68 percent). On the other hand, female victims were 

much more often sexually abused (98 percent) and had their passports confiscated (65 

percent). 459 

Over half the men and women in forced labor exploitation were under debt 

bondage. When taking into account adult victims being exploited in agriculture, domes-

tic work, or manufacturing, debt bondage accounted for more than 70 percent of 

them.460 

Forced sexual exploitation of adults and commercial sexual exploitation of chil-

dren involved 4.8 million victims in 2016. The vast majority were females, accounting 

for more than 99 percent of the total victims of forced sexual exploitation. The Asia 

and the Pacific region hosted more than 70 percent of victims of forced sexual exploi-

tation, followed by 14 percent in Europe and Central Asia, 8 percent in Africa, 4 percent 

in the Americas, and 1 percent in the Arab States. The duration of sexual exploitation 

averaged about 23.1 months before the victims were freed or managed to escape.461 

Children comprised more than 1 million of the victims of forced sexual exploi-

tation and represented 21 percent of all victims. Worth noticing that the actual value is 

higher than the 2018 estimates considering child victims of commercial sexual exploi-

tation are very challenging to detect.462 

Conservative estimates denote that 15.4 million people were victims of forced 

marriage in 2016, with 6.5 million of these cases occurring from 2012 to 2016, and the 

remainder happened before this period but continued into it. The estimated prevalence 

indicated that 2.1 per thousand persons were living in forced marriage in 2016, glob-

ally.463 
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The regions of Africa and Asia and the Pacific hosted more than 90 percent of 

all forced marriages. Prevalence in Africa was estimated at 4.8 victims for every 1,000 

people, followed by the Asia and the Pacific region at 2.0 per 1,000, Europe and Central 

Asia region and the Arab States region at 1.1 per 1,000, and the Americas at 0.7 per 

1,000. Notably, “[t]hese regional figures, however, were affected by differences across 

regions in data availability”.464 

Thirteen million women and girls were estimated as victims of forced marriage 

in 2016, accounting for 84 percent of all victims of forced marriage. Worth noting, the 

share of females in forced marriage was 84 percent, which was considerably higher 

than their 71 percent share in all forms of modern slavery.465 

Thirty-seven percent of people living forced marriage were estimated to be chil-

dren when the marriage took place. Forty-four percent of child victims were forced to 

marry before the age of 15, with the youngest victims being nine years of age when 

forced to marry. Girls constituted 96 percent of all child victims.466  

3.1.1 International Counter-Trafficking Instruments 

UNODC International Framework for Action 

In 2009 United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime (UNODC) published the 

“International Framework for Action to Implement the Trafficking in Persons Proto-

col”. The Framework for Action is a technical assistance tool that guides the effective 

implementation of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and Punish Trafficking in Persons. 

The Framework’s objectives emulate the United Nations Trafficking Protocol provi-

sions based on promoting “the 3ps”, prevention, protection, prosecution, along with 

national and international cooperation and coordination.467 Following the United Na-

tions Trafficking Protocol, the fight against human trafficking necessitates systematic 

strategies that address all aspects of its illicit activities and concurrently secure the 

rights and protection of victims. Up until 2008, overviews of national measures and 
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implementation of the Protocol provisions indicated that most States Parties to the Pro-

tocol had taken steps to harmonize their legislature with the Protocol. However, further 

joint actions need to be implemented to amplify multidisciplinary anti-trafficking strat-

egies and develop dedicated and sustainable resources.468 

 Effective implementation of anti-human trafficking policies faces constant 

challenges in allocating sufficient financial resources. Moreover, difficulties regarding 

prevention, protection, and prosecution efforts concentrate on the areas: (a) knowledge 

and research, (b) capacity-building and development, and (c) monitoring and eval-

uation.469 

Elaborating, implementing, and evaluating anti-human trafficking strategies and 

developing evidence-based policies necessitate research into particular national, re-

gional, and international trafficking in persons contexts. In addition, such knowledge 

and research profoundly foster a more comprehensive understanding of the crime and 

the violations of human rights it entails, considering the diversity of interpretations of 

the Protocol by Member States.470 The greater comprehension of the scope and nature 

of human trafficking would establish the foundations for more effective national, re-

gional, and global counter-efforts. Until 2009, many Member States display inadequate 

collection of even the most essential data, and others fail to collect data to facilitate 

insight into the national situation and ensure international comparability. The available 

data are commonly not categorized according to age, gender, nationality, ethnicity, abil-

ity, or form of exploitation.471 There is also insufficient qualitative research on the di-

verse dimensions of human trafficking, like the legal, social, cultural, and economic 

factors contributing to the vulnerability of children and adults. Additionally, the de-

mand factors, routes, patterns or trends, and perpetrators’ modus operandi should be 

further investigated. Lastly, emphasis should be put on identifying effective responses 

for the protection, rehabilitation, and integration or reintegration of victims.472 

Strengthening national capacity is essential to Member States for extending, 
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maintaining, and adapting their institutional and technical ability to develop, implement 

and assess their anti-human trafficking policies and strategies. This capacity should 

embrace all varieties of responses to trafficking in persons, specifically: prevention, 

protection, prosecution, cooperation, and coordination.473 

Systematic gathering and analyzing data on trafficking in persons is another es-

sential step for expanding the “knowledge base and monitoring trends and patterns at 

national, regional, and international levels”474. Data gathering and analysis are also cru-

cial for setting assessment standards for the progress in implementing national poli-

cies, strategies, and programs.475  

The United Nations Office of the High Commissioner for Human Rights (UN-

HCHR) issued “Recommended Principles and Guidelines” to assist the Member States 

in establishing monitoring procedures for the human rights impact of anti-trafficking 

laws, policies, programs, and interventions. It is also suggested that this role should be 

assigned to available independent national human rights institutions.476 Member States 

should ensure a standardized national system for collecting and sharing data to allow 

the different agencies to use common language, methods, and procedures that would 

enable comparability within and across different countries. Additionally, Member 

States should use the findings from regular monitoring and impact evaluations to help 

identify gaps in the national response and adapt their measures and policies for prevent-

ing and combating trafficking in persons.477 

The guiding principles interact with each other and address all aspects for a 

comprehensive anti-human trafficking response. The principles as stated in the 

UNODC Framework for Action are:478 
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 Human rights-based approach: The human rights of trafficked persons 

should always be prioritized by all efforts to prevent and combat trafficking 

and protect, assist and rectify victims.479 

 Principle of non-discrimination: The applications and interpretations of the 

Trafficking Protocol’s measures should not discriminate against human 

trafficking victims.480 

 Gender-sensitive approach: The distinctive features of trafficking in men 

and women should be recognized and addressed, along with existing dif-

ferences and similarities in the experiences, vulnerabilities, and differential 

impacts.481  

 Child-Rights approach and child participation: The best interest of at-risk 

and child victims should be prioritized, granting they are entitled to special 

protection measures—following United Nations Convention on the Rights 

of the Child (CRC) and its Optional Protocol on the sale of children, child 

prostitution and child pornography.482 

 The United Nations Trafficking Protocol and other international instru-

ments “The United Nations Trafficking Protocol” supplements the “United 

Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime” and should 

be interpreted together. The Protocol shall not affect, by any means, the 

rights, obligations, and responsibilities of States and individuals under in-

ternational law, including international humanitarian law and international 

human rights law, international labor standards and, in particular, where 

applicable, the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol Relating to the Sta-

tus of Refugees and the principle of non-refoulment as contained therein. 
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 Comprehensive international approach: Effectiveness in the prevention 

and combating of human trafficking, especially women and children, de-

mands comprehensive international strategies in the countries of origin, 

transit, and destination and measures to prevent “such trafficking, to punish 

the traffickers, and to protect the victims of such trafficking...”.483 

 Interdisciplinary, coordinated, integrated approach: The multifaceted 

global issue of trafficking in persons requires to be dealt with multiple pol-

icies aligned and harmonized with prevention and combating actions. The 

Member States should regulate and ensure the coordination between the 

various governmental agencies involved in anti-trafficking activities, be-

tween those agencies and NGOs, and between the agencies different Mem-

ber States.17 

 Evidence-based approach: The prevention and combating of trafficking in 

persons should be based on the development and implementation of poli-

cies and measures deriving from data collection and research along with 

regular monitoring and evaluation of anti-trafficking responses. 

 Sustainability: Sustainable anti-trafficking responses endure over time 

“and adapt creatively to changing conditions. Sustainability refers to co-

herence of practices in both time and efficiency”.484 

The Framework for Action centers on five “key pillars of intervention”485 to 

warrant effective and comprehensive anti-trafficking responses: prosecution, protec-

tion, prevention, national coordination and cooperation, and international cooperation 

and coordination.486 

Prosecution: While many countries include offenses in their legislation for 

criminalizing trafficking in persons, these legislative initiatives fail to incorporate the 

entirety of Protocol’s provisions resulting in low conviction rates. According to the 
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UNODC’s Framework of Action, developing effective prosecution mechanisms de-

mands the following measures:487 

a. Domestic laws and their implementation should comply with the United 

Nations Trafficking Protocol and other international standards and pri-

oritize the victim’s rights. In that regard, implemented laws should en-

sure: 

i. That trafficking in persons means a criminal offense defined in 

the United Nations Trafficking Protocol and prioritizes prosecut-

ing offenders of trafficking in persons. 

ii. Criminalization of illicit activities associated with human traf-

ficking (corruption, money laundering, obstruction of justice, 

and participation in an organized criminal group). 

iii. Appropriate sanctions and confiscation of the related proceeds. 

iv. The rights of victims and witnesses along with collaboration be-

tween law enforcement, social welfare, and civil society. 

v. The development of proactive case investigation based on intel-

ligence-led procedures without single dependence on victims’ 

testimonies.488 Moreover, the judicial procedures protect traf-

ficked victims from re-victimization. 

b. Ensure the enforcement of national anti-human trafficking legislation. 

c. Lastly, relevant institutions should be established to improve the effec-

tiveness and efficiency of the anti-human trafficking efforts.489 

Protection: Trafficked persons’ identification is essential for victims’ assis-

tance and protection. Unfortunately, many countries lack or need to improve such pro-

cesses and mechanisms. Improving the safety of victims requires the following 

measures:490 
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a. Implement appropriate legislative measures for comprehensive protec-

tion of and assistance to victims of trafficking and their empowerment 

and protection from re-victimization. 

b. Develop or strengthen the identification process. 

c. Ensure the enforcement of legislation measures. 

d. Establish or strengthen national referral mechanisms for victim protec-

tion and assistance. 

e. Employ measures according to international standards and a human 

rights-based approach for the victims’ protection and assistance. 

f. Ensure that the returns of victims are voluntary decisions and always 

preceded by a risk assessment and with due regard for their safety.491 

Prevention: Prevention is necessary for effective anti-human trafficking re-

sponses. Still, prevention strategies are often not integrated into more comprehensive 

trafficking-in-person policies and “lack evidence-based research and planning as well 

as impact evaluations”492. For improving prevention strategies and programs, the fol-

lowing anti-trafficking efforts should ensure:493 

a. Legislative measures and establishment of comprehensive policies and 

programs to prevent trafficking in persons and protect victims from re-

victimization, including efforts to promote legal migration for adequate 

employment opportunities. 

b. Effective domestic protection systems for children as well as children’s 

active participation in the development of preventive measures. 

c. Consistency among public policies related to trafficking in persons. 

d. The development or reinforcement of actions for lessening vulnerability 

to human trafficking. 

e. The evaluation of prevention programs’ needs and impacts.494 

National coordination and cooperation: Considering the complexity of traf-
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ficking in persons, Member States should employ inter-agency coordination and coop-

eration mechanisms for effective and efficient “information exchange, strategic plan-

ning, division of responsibilities, and sustainability of results”495. In order to improve 

national cooperation and coordination, the following measures warrant:496 

a. The development and implementation of comprehensive and evidence-

based human trafficking policies and their coherence with related poli-

cies. 

b. Establish a system or mechanism of multidisciplinary cooperation and 

coordination among relevant stakeholders. 

c. Monitoring and evaluation of national strategies to enable course-cor-

rective actions.497 

International cooperation and coordination: Since trafficking in persons is 

often committed across borders, Member States must cooperate and coordinate among 

themselves and with international and regional organizations. In order to improve in-

ternational cooperation and coordination, the following measures should warrant:498 

a. The legal foundations for international cooperation. 

b. National “capacity in extradition, mutual legal assistance, transfer of 

sentenced persons, joint investigations, international cooperation for 

purposes of confiscation”499. 

c.  National capacities for the identification, return, risk assessment, and 

reintegration of victims of trafficking. 

d. The promotion of formal and informal cooperation. 

e. Consistency “in policy recommendations and technical assistance pro-

vided by international and regional organizations”500. 
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f. The division of labor according “to organizations’ mandates and core 

competencies to avoid unnecessary duplication of efforts and rationalize 

activities to make them cost-effective”501. 

g. The cooperation and mutual programming with international and re-

gional organizations to develop and implement shared strategies and 

programs.502 

TIER Ranking of the U.S. Department of State 

The U.S. Department of State, in its Trafficking in Persons Report, ranks each 

country in one of four TIERS, as mandated by the 2000 Trafficking Victims Protection 

Act (TVPA). The ranking is not based on the size of a country’s trafficking problem 

but on the extent that its governmental endeavors to eradicate human trafficking adhere 

to the minimum standards set by TVPA, which are in general compatible with the Pa-

lermo Protocol guidelines. TIER 1 by no means indicates that a country has eliminated 

the human trafficking problem or puts enough effort to combat it. Instead, it suggests 

that governments have attempted to address the issue according to TVPA’s minimum 

standards. Governments should exhibit substantial advancement in their counter-traf-

ficking efforts on a yearly basis to maintain a TIER 1 ranking. The Department of State 

remarks that “Tier 1 represents a responsibility rather than a reprieve”. The Department 

assesses countries’ efforts based on the following:503  

Domestic laws should prohibit the severe forms of trafficking in persons under 

the TVPA definition and prescribe criminal punishment of the offenders. The criminal 

penalties should equal to at least four years’ deprivation of liberty or more severe pen-

alties. The human trafficking legislation should be implemented by vigorous prosecu-

tion and sentencing of offenders. There should be proactive victim identification 

measures, systematic identification procedures along with government funding, and 

partnerships with NGOs to provide optimum assistance and support to victims. Addi-

tionally, governments should guarantee protection measures to victims, provide legal 

and other assistance and protect their rights, dignity, or psychological well-being. 
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Lastly, governments should warrant victims’ safe and humane repatriation-reintegra-

tion, adopt measures to curb human trafficking, and strive to “reduce the demand for 

commercial sex acts and international sex tourism”.504 

Tier rankings are not influenced by: efforts initiated exclusively by nongovern-

mental actors; general public awareness events that are not linked with the prosecution 

of traffickers, protection of victims, or prevention of trafficking; and “broad-based law 

enforcement or developmental initiatives”.505 

The U.S. Department of State outlines Tier ranking as follows:  

 Tier 1 countries fully meet the TVPA’s minimum standards for the elimi-

nation of trafficking. 

 Tier 2 countries do not fully meet the TVPA’s minimum standards but 

strive significantly to adhere to those standards. 

 Tier 2 Watch List: Countries whose governments do not fully meet the 

TVPA’s standards but strive significantly to adhere to those standards, and 

for which: 

a. The government fails to take adequate measures to effectively address 

the very significant or significantly increasing estimated number of vic-

tims of severe forms of trafficking. 

b. The government “fails to provide evidence of increasing efforts to com-

bat severe forms of trafficking in persons from the previous year”506. 

 Tier 3 countries do not fully meet the TVPA’s minimum standards and 

are not endeavoring to do so. TVPA provides additional factors in deter-

mining whether a country should be on Tier 2 (or Tier 2 Watch List) versus 

Tier 3. Such ranking depends on: 

 whether and to what extent a country is a country of origin, transit, or 

destination for severe forms of trafficking; 
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 whether and to what extent countries’ governments do not meet the 

TVPA’s minimum standards and whether “officials or government em-

ployees have been complicit in severe forms of trafficking”507; 

 the measures governments need to adopt to comply with the minimum 

requirements considering their available resources and capabilities to 

combat effectively severe forms of trafficking in persons; 

 the extent governments dedicate adequate “budgetary resources to in-

vestigate and prosecute human trafficking, convict and sentence traf-

fickers; and obtain restitution for victims of human trafficking”508; in 

addition to protecting the victims and preventing the crime from occur-

ring.509  

A 2019 amendment to the TVPA declares as proof of countries’ failure to make 

significant efforts to meet the TVPA’s minimum standards fully, the existence of gov-

ernment policies or patterns of: 

 Trafficking 

 Trafficking in government-funded programs 

 Forced labor 

 Sexual slavery in government camps, compounds, or outposts 

 Employing or recruiting child soldiers510 

Furthermore, according to a 2008 amendment to the TVPA, any country that 

has been ranked Tier 2 Watch List for two consecutive years and would otherwise be 

ranked Tier 2 Watch List for the next year will instead be ranked Tier 3 in that third 

year.511 The Secretary of State is authorized to waive the automatic downgrade only 

following credible evidence that a government has a written plan and its implementa-

tion constitutes “making significant efforts to meet the TVPA’s minimum standards for 
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the elimination of trafficking and is devoting sufficient resources to implement the 

plan”.512 

Under the TVPA, countries ranked as Tier 3 may face the following restrictions:  

“... President may determine not to provide U.S. government nonhu-

manitarian, non-trade-related foreign assistance as defined in the 

TVPA … withhold funding for government official or employee par-

ticipation in educational and cultural exchange programs … Presi-

dent may also determine to instruct the U.S. Executive Director of 

each multilateral development bank and the International Monetary 

Fund to vote against and use their best efforts to deny any loans or 

other uses of the institutions’ funds … for most purposes (except for 

humanitarian, trade-related, and certain development-related assis-

tance). … President may waive application of all or part of the fore-

going restrictions upon a determination that the provision to a Tier 3 

country of such assistance would promote the purposes of the TVPA 

or is otherwise in the national interest of the United States. The TVPA 

also authorizes the President to waive funding these restrictions if 

necessary to avoid significant adverse effects on vulnerable popula-

tions ...”513 

3.1.2 Risk and Harms of Human Trafficking and Sexual Exploitation 

Human trafficking is a despicable criminal act that involves extreme forms 

of a wide array of abuse, exploitation, and human rights violations. The examples 

of studies on the harms, risks, and social and health consequences are numerous 

and most of the time require intervention. Among other models that attempt to 

describe the human trafficking process, the “Stages of the Human Trafficking 

Process model” allows to effectively connect trafficking victims’ harms and 

risks with the different stages of the crime. The model enables examining the 

gradual nature of the process or its diachronic elements, its various stages or 
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the synchronic elements, and its geographical perspective. Namely, the stages 

are: the Recruitment stage, Travel-transit, Exploitation, Detention, Integration 

or Reintegration, and the Re-trafficking stage. This multi-aspect risk assessment 

reveals how harms accumulate over the process of trafficking, delineates pos-

sible respective interventions, and illustrates the vast array of harms and risks 

victims face in the trafficking ordeal.514  

The recruitment stage correlates closely with victims’ level of vulnerability to 

traffickers’ deceptive tactics.515 Recruiters can be local opportunistic agents, members 

of criminal gangs, or even victims’ friends and family members516.517 At this stage, 

victims’ personality and character traits, pre-existing health conditions, family history 

(abuse or neglect), socio-cultural, economic, and environmental factors of their home 

country may significantly impact their health consequences from experiencing trau-

matic events.518 

Where the recruitment takes place is also important. Some may be recruited 

away from their home country, like refugee camps.519 Others may be kidnapped, while 
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most fall victims to deceptive promises for a better life.520 Such factors can contribute 

both to health consequences and vulnerability to traffickers’ recruitment attempts. Eco-

nomic insecurity and instability, political turmoil, history of interpersonal violence can 

often act as push factors for labor migration.521 A history of abuse, neglect, various 

adverse childhood experiences, family dysfunction, and psychic and physical trauma 

may extend the duration or influence the development of symptoms even after the traf-

ficking event has terminated.522 Such health outcomes might involve physical sequelae 

(chronic pain, physical disabilities),523 psychological reactions (anxiety, depression, 

hostility, suicidal ideation, self-harm, etc.),524 and various risk behaviors525. Preexisting 

childhood sexual abuse increases the likelihood of developing sexual and reproductive 

health disturbances, as well as a variety of psychological disorders, including suicidal 

ideation and behavior526. Post-trafficking centers’ data reveal that the recruited women 

and children very often have a history of abuse. A relevant study showed that 59 percent 

of women reported experiences of preexisting experiences of physical or sexual abuse, 

and 15 percent reported sexual abuse before the age of 15.527 Potential victims may also 

migrate for more favorable work opportunities due to family financial or health crisis.528 
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The travel-transit stage includes victims’ transportation, which may in-

volve multiple transit points and their arrival at the location of exploitation.529 

Many internationally trafficked individuals undergo illegal and dangerous trans-

portation practices. Women and girls frequently fall victim to sexual brutality. In 

addition, numerous illegal activities occur in the transit stage, like abduction or 

false imprisonment.530 Illegal border-crossing can often be under severe and life-

threatening conditions. At this stage, the victims may also start to realize that they 

have been deceived. Experiences like rape, threats, confinement, and document 

confiscation that make victims sense of the impending dangers are commonly la-

beled as the “initial trauma” or the beginning of a series of traumatic events.531 

The exploitation stage is when labor or service exploitation and abuse take 

place. This stage generally exemplifies the full extent of exploitation and abuse that 

characterize trafficking in person,532 and inevitably aggravates the already devel-

oped mental and physical health problems of the victims. As already mentioned, 

such violations of human dignity and integrity involve deprivation of basic needs, 

forced labor, debt bondage, sexual and physical violence, and abuse, and coercion, 

including threats against individuals and their family members. Adult female vic-

tims of sexual exploitation undergo severe levels of violence. For instance, Zim-

merman et al. (2008) showed that 76 percent of women encountered severe physi-

cal violence, 90 percent sexual abuse, and another 89 percent threats.533 In general, 

though, adult victims more often endure labor hazards, threats, and physical vio-

lence. Labor exploitation involves long working hours and hazards exposure like 

engaging in dangerous tasks and without adequate training or protective equipment 
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and under harsh weather conditions.534 

Traffickers differ in the coercive tactics they employ. Some victims might be 

subjected to life-threatening savagery or even slavery, and others, while not as-

saulted physically, may encounter severe psychological abuse and control. Even 

more unfortunate consequences anticipate victims that are trafficked to foreign re-

gions. They may not comprehend the local language or be familiar with the customs, 

culture, legal procedures, or even the location they are transferred. These conditions 

augment their sense of helplessness and lead to suicidal behavior or desperate escape 

attempts with fatal consequences.535 In addition, health services are rare, and even 

when severe health conditions demand medical care, they might be provided by un-

trained individuals. Poor or non-existent health services are a great concern, bearing 

in mind the numerous unwanted pregnancies between female victims and the horri-

ble miscarriages, abortions, and live births conditions and procedures they have to 

tolerate.536  

The detention stage refers to a small share of trafficked victims during their 

custody or detention from state authorities or when required to cooperate with them.537 

While in custody, many face considerable health and safety risks like unhygienic con-

ditions, malnutrition, and lack of adequate health care.538 Stigma, discrimination, pros-

ecution-related stress, and legal procedures are only a few of the multitude of social and 

legal stressors they might face.539 Studies show that victims that consent to collaborate 

in criminal investigations may encounter inadequate protection measures and support 
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mechanisms.540 They might also fall victims to retaliations by traffickers or re-trauma-

tization in delivering narrations of their past events.541 While characterized by different 

risks and detention conditions, this stage can cooccur with the integration-reintegra-

tion stage, especially for those victims that cooperate with authorities or apply for asy-

lum procedures and concurrently find themselves in a period re-adjusting their lives 

after their traumatic trafficking experience.542 

Zimmerman describes integration or reintegration by using an adapted 

definition of “integration” of the European Council on Refugees and Exiles 

(ECRE): 

“Integration [or reintegration] are long-term and multi-dimen-

sional stages of either integrating into a host country [or re-inte-

grating into a home country setting], which are not achieved until 

the individual becomes an active member of the economic, cul-

tural, civil and political life of a country and perceives that he or 

she has oriented and is accepted”.543 

Social stigma, re-trafficking risk, and psychological sequelae are closely in-

tertwined with the process of integration and reintegration.544 Some trafficked per-

sons will enter this stage without some health needs. As a case in point, a study 

recorded that 57 percent of women and adolescents entering post-trafficking ser-

vices centers reported remarkable symptomatology of depression, anxiety, and 

post-traumatic stress disorder, in addition to numerous—more than 12—physiolog-

ical symptoms like headaches (82 percent), fatigue (81 percent), dizzy spells (70 
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percent), vaginal discharge (70 percent) and back pain (68 percent).545 Integration 

in destination environments entails difficulties in accessing care and stress levels 

parallel to refugees and asylum-seekers, which refer to undue social exclusion, dis-

crimination, and inadequate social support and health care.546 Those who voluntar-

ily remain in countries of destination have a higher probability of experiencing le-

gal insecurity.547 Trafficking survivors returning home often face similar adverse 

conditions to the ones they left while bearing worse socio-economic and health 

problems. Safety issues from re-trafficking risks and traffickers’ retaliations are 

always a great concern for those attempting to integrate or re-integrate.548 

Re-trafficking is an unfortunate but, nevertheless, possible reality for the 

survivors of human trafficking. Vulnerability is probably influenced by the same 

factors that lead individuals to their initial entry into the trafficking process, such as 

scarcity of work opportunities and impoverishment.549 Survivors frequently present 

even lower resilience levels than before their exploitation; others develop the, often 

misleading, confidence that their acquired experience would benefit them in new 

migration attempts, and few may indeed become recruiters themselves. A history of 

abuse and adverse childhood and familial dysfunction correlate with future risk be-

havior and increase the possibility of re-trafficking.550 Besides, there is evidence 

that young people are exhibit a higher vulnerability to re-trafficking, “especially 

within the two years following a trafficking experience”551. There is also an indica-

tion that the risk of re-trafficking is an additional reason for authorities to warrant 
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proper support and compensations for the victims.552 

Table 3.6 is adapted from the Zimmerman et al. (2011) study and shows exam-

ples of abuse and risks associated with their respective consequences. It pictures the 

research on occupational health, domestic and sexual violence, migration, and tor-

ture.553 Zimmerman remarks that children and adolescents are possibly at a higher risk 

of more enduring trafficking-related physical and psychological harm due to their im-

mature development.554 
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Table 3.6: Abuse, health risks, and potential health consequences associated with human trafficking. 

Examples of forms of abuse or risk Examples of potential health consequences 
Psychological abuses Mental health 

• Intimidation of individuals and threats 
against loved ones, threats with weapons 

• Lies, deception, blackmail to coerce 
individuals to remain and discourage 
seeking help from authorities 

• Unsafe, unpredictable, uncontrollable 
events and environment  

• Isolation and forced dependency 
 

• Suicidal ideation, self-harm, suicide 
• Post-trauma symptoms and syndromes—

Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, 
depression 

• Somatic complaints and immune 
suppression, sleep disturbances, frequent 
nightmares, 

• Memory loss, dissociation, and cognition 
problems  

• Aggressive behavior, irritability, violent 
outbursts 
 

Physical abuses Physical health 
• Murder, torture, physical attacks with or 

without weapon 
• Deprivation of sleep, food, and other basic 

necessities  
• Confinement, physical restraint  
• Withholding medical or other essential 

care 
 

• Death, acute injuries or chronic physical 
pain (contusions, head/neck trauma, 
musculoskeletal damage) 

• Physical disabilities (nerve or bone 
damage, dental problems) 

• Fatigue, exhaustion, poor nutrition, 
malnutrition, starvation, pesticide 
poisoning, asthma 

• Deterioration of pre-existing conditions 
leading to disability or death 

Sexual abuses Sexual and reproductive health 
• Forced and coerced sex 
• Forced prostitution or sexual exploitation  
• Limited access to sexual or reproductive 

health products and care 
• Sexual humiliation, forced nakedness, 

forced pornography  
• Coerced misuse of oral contraceptives or 

other contraceptive methods 
 

• Sexually transmitted infections, including 
HIV/AIDS, and related complications 
Reproductive or sexual health 
complications (urinary tract or kidney 
infections)  

• Acute or chronic pain during sex, tearing 
and other damage to vaginal tract or anus  

• Unwanted pregnancy, forced or unsafe 
termination of pregnancy, complications 
from unsafe terminations 

Forced and coerced substance use Substance use or misuse 
Non-consensual administering and coer-

cive use of alcohol, drugs, or other substance in or-
der to:  

• Abduct, rape, prostitute individuals 
• Control activities, coerce compliance, 

decrease self-protection, prevent escape 
• Impose long work hours or greater 

productivity 
 

• Drug or alcohol addiction, overdose, self-
harm, 

• Participation in high-risk activities 
(unprotected sex, dangerous labor crime) 
Needle-introduced infection (HIV, 
hepatitis B/C), brain or liver damage 

• Sleep problems (insomnia, lethargy), 
negative coping behaviors, smoking, risk-
taking, isolation 

•  
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Examples of forms of abuse or risk Examples of potential health consequences 
Social restrictions and manipulation Social health consequences of social abuses 

• Restriction of movement and activities  
• Restriction of interpersonal contact  
• Favoritism or perquisites to cause 

divisiveness between co-workers 
• Denial or control of access to information, 

health, and other services 
 

• Feelings of isolation, loneliness, 
helplessness 

• Shame, guilt, loss of self-esteem, stigma 
and discrimination 

• Mistrust of others, social withdrawal, 
difficulty developing healthy 
relationships  

• Re-trafficking, re-entry into high-risk 
conditions 
 

Economic exploitation and debt-bondage Finance-related problems 
• Indentured servitude resulting from 

inflated debt, resale of individuals or debt 
• Usurious charges/deceptive accounting  
• Money-related punishment for perceived 

misbehavior, escape attempts 
• Overwork to meet payment demands 

• Inability to afford basic hygiene, 
nutrition, safe housing, medical care 
Heightened vulnerability to infections, 
work-related injuries  

• Dangerous self-medication or foregoing 
of medication 

• Rejection by the family for not sending or 
returning with money 

Legal insecurity Legal and security problems 
• Confiscation of passports, travel and other 

vital documents  
• Threats to expose individuals’ illegal 

status to authorities  
• Concealment of individual’s legal status 

from the individual  
• Fears that health providers will require 

identity documents or will report to 
authorities 

• Restrictive immigration employment laws 
 

• Acceptance of dangerous travel and work 
conditions and obedience to 
traffickers/employers 

• Arrest, detention, long periods in 
immigration detention centers or prisons; 
unhygienic, unsafe detention conditions 

• Difficulty obtaining or denial of health 
treatment from public clinics and other 
medical services 

• Traumatic reactions resulting from 
interrogation or participation in a criminal 
investigation or asylum proceeding 

• Unsafe deportation or return, risk of re-
trafficking and retribution 

Occupational hazard and abusive work-
ing and living conditions 

Occupational injuries and disease 

• Abusive work hours, practices 
• Dangerous work and living conditions  
• Poor equipment or machinery training and 

language barriers  
• No personal protective equipment 
• Repetitive work motions, without a break  
• Work-related penalties and punishment 
• Exposure to harsh environmental 

conditions (heat, cold, ocean-water) 
 

• Exhaustion and poor nutrition 
• Bacterial and other infections; parasites, 

communicable diseases  
• Dermatological infections, chemical 

burns, rash 
• Injury, including limb amputation, 

abrasions, lacerations  
• Repetitive motion syndromes 
• Musculoskeletal injury 
• Hypothermia, heat exhaustion, 

dehydration, starvation 
 

Source: Adapted from Zimmerman, Hossain, and Watts, “Human trafficking and health”, 332. 
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Mental health is central when discussing human trafficking consequences 

on the victims’ health due to the severe and often enduring psychological abuse 

they undergo, accompanied by psychosomatic complaints, physical pain, and dys-

functions. These psychological responses are quite frequently correlated with anal-

ogous risks. As a case in point, sexually abused, drug-addicted, and socially iso-

lated individuals often develop depression symptoms. 555  Sexually exploited 

women commonly manifest typical post-traumatic symptomatology resembling 

that of repetitive trauma or chronic abuse556 like PTSD, depression, anxiety, and 

hostile behavior usually correlated with their trafficking experience.557 Moreover, 

some studies indicate high levels of post-trafficking “hostility and aggres-

sion”558.559 
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Physical and sexual abuse are the most frequently reported violations and con-

stitute the most solid evidence for the prosecution and conviction of the offenders. In a 

European study, more than half of adult female survivors described physical abuse, 

including various forms of beatings and torture.560 The prevalence of physical abuse in 

forced labor settings has attracted less research.561 Regarding sexual abuse and exploi-

tation, most victims report sexual and reproductive health risks.562 For example, a Eu-

ropean study revealed that 58 percent of women reported gynecological infection diag-

nosis.563 

Victims of forced sex work commonly face forced or coerced use of drugs 

and alcohol.564 The data about coerced drug use other forms of exploitation are 

scarce. Traffickers induce drug or alcohol addiction in order to control their victims. 

Drug and alcohol can represent maladaptive coping behaviors driven by the traffick-

ing experience. One study showed that about 20 percent of the trafficking survivors 

resorted to substance abuse.565 

Traffickers also regularly use social restrictions and emotional manipula-

tion as a means of victim isolation.566 Social restrictions can take extreme forms. A 

study recorded that more than three out of four women were deprived entirely of their 

freedom to act and move of their own will.567  

Migrant trafficking for low-skill labor involves abusive living and working 

conditions characterized by high risk. The same conditions hinder the identification 
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of what constitutes trafficking and labor exploitation. For instance, forced labor in 

agriculture includes hazardous sun exposure, orthopedic complications from ardu-

ous and repetitive labor, and poisoning from pesticides.568 In factories, there is a 

prevalence of respiratory disorders and bacterial or skin infections.569 In human traf-

ficking, overcrowded or unhygienic living conditions are also widespread.570 

Labour exploitation is often indicated by and closely associated with eco-

nomic exploitation and debt bondage. Traffickers commonly control the earnings 

from the exploited recur to several deceptive practices accounting scams, unreason-

able travel costs, and inflated debts. Monetary sanctions are also common as a means 

to induce discipline and increase “productivity”.571 Victims of international traffick-

ing, individuals forced for criminal activities, or those applying for asylum face le-

gal insecurity on a regular basis. Traffickers usually confiscate official documents 

and render leaving their victims unable to travel legally and in constant fear of being 

detained for immigration offenses.572 

In addition to the above risks and harms, victims of human trafficking are at 

constant threat of facing discrimination or stigma that usually leads to social isola-

tion, detachment and estrangement, scarcity of health and support services, dissoci-

ation symptoms, and depression.573 

Regarding children’s sexual exploitation, a 2018 systematic review on health 
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issues associated with commercial sexual exploitation and sex trafficking of children 

(CSE/ST) in sex trafficking points out several studies recording various problems of 

physical and mental health, sexual/reproductive health, substance use, and healthcare 

utilization issues among CSE/ST children and youth.574 The already firm evidence of 

the association between substance use and child sexual exploitation575 is strengthened 

by the high prevalence of substance use in exploited children and adolescents, with a 

higher risk concerning the homeless and runaway group. Such association, though, is 

possible to diverge among subgroups. A study about female sex workers recorded that 

substance use was usually introduced earlier than the entry in sex work for “high-paid 

levels of prostitution”.576 At the same time, in “lower-level” prostitutes, the opposite 

trend was identified. However, another study about child sexual exploitation577 noted 

that substance use is possibly an early-stage outgrowth of sexual exploitation among 

child and adolescent victims but not adults.578 

Firm and growing evidence support the increased risk for mental health disor-

ders in children trafficked for sexual exploitation.579 While none of the studies included 

in the PhuongThao et al. review compared psychological morbidity between child and 

adult victims, others that have combined trafficked adults and children,580 showed that 

rates of anxiety, depression, PTSD in child victims were comparable to the adult vic-

tims, implying that sexually exploited children have at least the same probability as 

adults to encounter severe mental health issues.581 

Another critical remark of the review is that many child victims have undergone 

 
574 PhuongThao D. Le et al., “Health Issues Associated with Commercial Sexual Exploitation and 

Sex Trafficking of Children in the United States: A Systematic Review”, Behavioral Medicine 44, no. 
3 (2018): 228, https://doi.org/10.1080/08964289.2018.1432554. 

575 Paul J. Goldstein, Prostitution and Drugs (Lexington, MA: Lexington Books, 1979). 
576 Ibid. 
577 Lauren Martin, Mary O. Hearst, and Rachel Widome, “Meaningful Differences: Comparison of 

Adult Women Who First Traded Sex as a Juvenile Versus as an Adult”, Violence Against Women 16, 
no. 11 (2010): 1252-1269, https://doi.org/10.1177/1077801210386771. 

578 Le, “Health Issues”, 228. 
579 Ottisova, “Prevalence and risk of violence”, 317–341. 
580 Ligia Kiss et al., “Exploitation, Violence, and Suicide Risk Among Child and Adolescent 

Survivors of Human Trafficking in the Greater Mekong Subregion”, JAMA Pediatrics 169, no. 9 
(2015): e152278, https://doi.org/10.1001/jamapediatrics.2015.2278; Siân Oram et al., “Human 
Trafficking and Health: A Survey of Male and Female Survivors in England”, American Journal of 
Public Health 106, no. 6 (2016): 1073–1078, https://doi.org/10.2105/ajph.2016.303095.  

581 Le, “Health Issues”, 228. 
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abuse and other traumatic events before their trafficking experience, including family 

violence, many times accompanied by emotional, physical, and sexual abuse. These 

findings suggest possible additive effects from repetitive trauma between children traf-

ficked for sexual exploitation and a need to study the impact of a history of abuse on 

their resilience and vulnerability regarding sex trafficking.582  

Commercial sexual exploitation of children can have severe and debilitating 

mental health consequences for the victims, with a high probability of developing en-

during psychological morbidity into adulthood. Furthermore, solid empirical and con-

ceptual evidence support post-traumatic growth in sexually abused children.583 Under-

standing the mechanisms of post-traumatic growth may encourage the development of 

effective interventions.584  

There is a high prevalence of HIV and other STIs among child victims, which 

is often combined with and reinforced by increased drug use and abuse. Moreover, the 

high prevalence of STIs in the cases of child victims’ pregnancies585 necessitates the 

prioritization of interventions during pregnancy or delivery.586 

 
582 Le, “Health Issues”, 228; Richard J. Chung and Abigail English, “Commercial sexual exploitation 

and sex trafficking of adolescents”, Current Opinion in Pediatrics 27, no. 4 (2015): 427-433, 
https://doi.org/10.1097/mop.0000000000000242. 

583 Megan McElheran et al., “A conceptual model of post-traumatic growth among children and 
adolescents in the aftermath of sexual abuse”, Counselling Psychology Quarterly 25, no. 1 (2012): 73-
82, https://doi.org/10.1080/09515070.2012.665225. 

584 Cathy L. Perry and Viviane De Castro Pecanha, “Sex-Trafficked Survivors: The Relation Between 
Posttraumatic Growth and Quality of Life”, Journal of Human Trafficking 3, no. 4 (2017): 271-284, 
https://doi.org/10.1080/23322705.2016.1224761. 

585 Robert W. Deisher, Christina Litchfield, and Kerry R. Hope, “Birth outcomes of prostituting 
adolescents”, Journal of Adolescent Health 12, no. 7 (1991): 528–533, https://doi.org/10.1016/0197-
0070(91)90082-w.  

586 Le, “Health Issues”, 228. 
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Other studies also record several sexual behaviors (i.e., low contraceptive usage) 

that raise the probability of unplanned or unwanted pregnancy among sex workers, sug-

gesting further research regarding sexual child prostitution587 and the prevalence of 

malnutrition in victims of child sex trafficking588. In addition, the prominence of eating 

disorders, dental health issues, and especially human papillomavirus (HPV) suggest a 

further focus on long-term health consequences, such as cancer. Besides, multiple sex-

ual partners and early first intercourse characterize child sex trafficking, which corre-

lates with increased cervical cancer risk.589 Finally, some studies show the promising 

results that while sexually exploited children face recurring impediments in accessing 

healthcare and social services, many succeed in reaching social services and healthcare 

providers while being victimized.590  

3.2 Sex Trafficking in Thailand 

The Kingdom of Thailand is a Southeast Asian country with a population of 

nearly 70 million people. It covers an area of 513,120 square kilometers (198,120 sq 

mi) at the center of the Indochinese Peninsula. Thailand neighbors to the north with 

Myanmar and Laos, to the east by Laos and Cambodia, to the south by the Gulf of 

Thailand and Malaysia, and the west by the Andaman Sea and Myanmar. Its maritime 

borders are shared to the southeast, with Vietnam in the Gulf of Thailand and with 

Indonesia and India on the Andaman Sea to the southwest. Bangkok is the nation's cap-

 
587 Thérèse Delvaux et al., “The Need for Family Planning and Safe Abortion Services among 

Women Sex Workers Seeking STI Care in Cambodia”, Reproductive Health Matters 11, no. 21 
(2003): 88-95, https://doi.org/10.1016/s0968-8080(03)02163-3; Ashar Dhana et al., “Systematic review 
of facility-based sexual and reproductive health services for female sex workers in 
Africa”, Globalization and Health 10, no. 1 (2014): 46, https://doi.org/10.1186/1744-8603-10-46; Putu 
Duff et al., “High Lifetime Pregnancy and Low Contraceptive Usage Among Sex Workers Who Use 
Drugs- An Unmet Reproductive Health Need”, BMC Pregnancy and Childbirth 11, no. 1 (2011): 61, 
https://doi.org/10.1186/1471-2393-11-61. 

588 Brian M. Willis and Barry S. Levy, “Child prostitution: global health burden, research needs, and 
interventions”, The Lancet 359, no. 9315 (2002): 1417-1422, https://doi.org/10.1016/s0140-
6736(02)08355-1 

589 L. A. Brinton, “Epidemiology of cervical cancer–overview”, IARC scientific publications 119 
(1992): 3-23, PMID: 1428106. 

590 Le, “Health Issues”, 229; Baldwin, “Identification of human trafficking”, 36-49; Joan A. Reid, 
“Doors Wide Shut: Barriers to the Successful Delivery of Victim Services for Domestically Trafficked 
Minors in a Southern U.S. Metropolitan Area”, Women & Criminal Justice 20, no. 1-2 (2010): 147-
166, https://doi.org/10.1080/08974451003641206. 
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ital and largest city. Thailand is a constitutional monarchy and parliamentary democ-

racy, but it has undergone multiple coups and periods of military dictatorships in its 

modern history. 

Thailand is primarily divided into two distinct region groupings. Those are the 

six-region grouping used in geographic studies and the four-region grouping used for 

administrative and statistical purposes. The latter, which is the more relevant for the 

current thesis, includes the western and eastern regions within the central region and 

organizes the provinces of Sukhothai, Phitsanulok, Phichit, Kamphaeng Phet, Phetcha-

bun, Nakhon Sawan, and Uthai Thani in the northern region. The four-region system 

divides Thailand into Northern Thailand, Northeastern Thailand, Central Thailand, 

Southern Thailand (see map 3.1). 
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Map 3.1: Four-region grouping system of Thailand. 

Source: “Regions of Thailand”, Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, last modified June 10, 2006, 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Regions_of_Thailand#/media/File:Thailand_four_regions.svg. 
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3.2.1 Introduction  

“Woman and child abuse is a rooted problem in Thai society. The 

inferior will always be the victim of the superior. It is the duty of all 

of us to ‘keep our eyes open and to help prevent any kind of discrim-

ination, physical assault, any kind of abuse to the inferior, namely 

‘children and woman’, whom we consider vulnerable in Thai soci-

ety.” (Pavena Hongsakul)591 

Thailand is a country known throughout the world in many ways, whether it is 

a country full of smiles as the motto “Land of Smiles” or “Kitchen of the World”.592 

But there is one fame that cannot create any pride for the Thai people: Thailand is fa-

mous throughout the world as one of the largest commercial sexual service providers. 

Although the Thai government is attempting its best to combat this predicament, sex 

trafficking and prostitution in Thailand are flourishing.593 Sex workers are visible in 

various tourist destinations throughout the country. While there are exploitation and 

harm with many victims seeking help, numerous others do not consider themselves 

victims in the sex industry and reject any help, mainly due to the economic benefits 

associated with sex work. Most women enter the sex industry voluntarily to improve 

their living standards, considering the constant demand and high profits associated with 

it.594 Alternatively, others who were deceived at first and ended up victimized later, 

after noticing a substantial profit compared to the average labor salaries, alongside the 

loss of their value as women due to local cultural attitudes and the passive, fatalistic 

acceptance of their exploitation as an inevitable fate, they decide to remain in the com-

mercial sex market. Such realities set serious obstacles to determining who is a volun-

tary prostitute or a victim of human trafficking.595  

 
591 Julia Manzanares and Derek Kent, Only 13: The True Story of Lon (Bangkok: Bamboo Sinfonia, 

2006), v.  
592 Robert Berendes, “Thailand is the Kitchen of the World”, World Economic Forum, last modified 

May 31, 2012, https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2012/05/thailand-is-kitchen-of-the-world/.  
593 Cath Conn, Kristel Modderman, and Shoba Nayar, “Strengthening participation by young women 

sex workers in HIV programs: reflections on a study from Bangkok, Thailand”, International Journal 
of Women's Health 9 (2017): 619, https://doi.org/10.2147/ijwh.s141996. 

594 Cristina Cardarelli, “Understanding Prostitution in Thailand”, Shout Out UK, last modified 
January 8, 2021, https://www.shoutoutuk.org/2014/04/26/sex-trafficking-and-the-sex-trade-industry-in-
thailand-an-overview-of-prostitution-the-worlds-oldest-profession/.  

595 Roujanavong, “Human Trafficking”, 136.  
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Tourists love to visit Thailand, the most prominent tourist destination in South-

East Asia in 2017.596 Thailand moved up to 3rd country of earning highest revenues 

from tourism globally in 2016, accounting for 50 billion U.S dollars.597 According to 

the Tourism Ministry, in 2018, Thailand welcomed an estimated 38.27 million foreign-

ers visiting the country, 7.5 percent higher than in 2017598. There is strong evidence 

that sex industry plays a vital role in bringing this massive sum of money into the coun-

try, considering the worldwide extent of human trafficking.599 In recent years, Thailand 

has received international attention, and human rights groups have described wide-

spread human trafficking practices, including women forced to sell sexual services and 

trapped in a situation of modern slavery.600  

Despite the notable international cooperation to combat this problem, the sex 

industry is constantly expanding in Thailand and many countries worldwide. The sex 

trafficking sector in Thailand has slowly evolved, and the brothel became a karaoke bar 

which gradually changed to a massage shop. The internet and social media constitute 

another new, very convenient means to trick victims into trafficking easily or a com-

munication channel between prostitutes and sex buyers. Therefore, it is difficult to dis-

tinguish between sex trafficking and the sex trade industry. It is challenging to separate 

the victims of activities that the law considers an offense from those who use the same 

activities to increase their living standards through illegal systems. 

Despite its illegal character, the sex industry in Thailand brings enormous re-

turns to the national economy. Nevertheless, the sex trafficking agents do not face op-

position from the government. Actually, the level of corruption of Thai officials and 

 
596 World Tourism Organization, UNWTO Tourism Highlights 2018 Edition (Madrid: UNWTO, 

2018), 10, https://doi.org/10.18111/9789284419876, and also available at, https://www.e-
unwto.org/doi/pdf/10.18111/9789284419876.  

597 Ibid., 6. 
598 Bangkok Post, “Record 38.27m Tourists in 2018; 41m Expected in 2019”, Bangkok Post Public 

Company Limited, last modified January 28, 2019, https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/tourism-
and-transport/1619182/record-38-27m-tourists-in-2018-41m-expected-in-2019.  

599 “7 Facts You Didn't Know About Human Trafficking”, USC Suzanne Dworak-Peck School of 
Social Work, accessed August 24, 2021, https://dworakpeck.usc.edu/news/7-facts-you-didnt-know-
about-human-trafficking%3Futm_source%3Dtest. 

600 Beh Lih Yi, “Thailand Taps Tourists to Fight Human Trafficking and Keep the Country Smiling”, 
The Thomson Reuters Foundation, last modified April 17, 2018, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-
thailand-trafficking-tourism/thailand-taps-tourists-to-fight-human-trafficking-and-keep-the-country-
smiling-idUSKBN1HO1D2. 
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law enforcement is high. Additionally, they profit from the sex industry while using the 

free service.601 

Considering the dark nature and numerous obscure methods of human traffick-

ing, trying to understand all the puzzles is virtually impossible. Moreover, seeking to 

comprehend the context of sex trafficking in Thailand is even more complicated than 

expected. According to the global slavery index of 2018, it is estimated that more than 

610,000 individuals, or 0.89 percent of the entire population,602 live in modern-day 

slavery conditions in Thailand.603  

Human trafficking for the purpose of forced labor in the Thai fishing industry 

enslaves children, women, and men alike from the Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS). 

A 2017 study by the Issara Institute and the International Justice Mission exploring the 

experiences of Cambodian and Burmese fishers in Thailand within 2011 and 2016 dis-

covered that almost 38 percent of migrant workers in the Thai fishing industry had been 

trafficked into the Thai fishing industry, and 76 percent had been held in debt bondage 

in that lapse of time.604 Some responses from the Thai government include criminal law 

amendments that criminalize some forms of slavery, limited support services, policies 

that protect persons susceptible to slavery, and a mechanism to coordinate responses.605 

In this high-income industry, the seafaring laborers, usually young men and boys, go 

through harsh treatment, including extreme and constant physical abuse and threats, 

which can be concerning long working hours that are inhumane; they are also deprived 

of their sleep and food. 

Skilled Thai migrants relocate to more affluent countries, such as the United 

States, Europe, Israel, East Asia, and Australia.606 According to the Ministry of Labor, 

 
601 Opanovych, “Human trafficking”, 108.  
602 Walk Free Foundation, The Global Slavery Index 2018 (The Global Slavery Index, 2018), 87 and 

178, https://www.globalslaveryindex.org/resources/downloads/. 
603 Researchers need to remember that the number of trafficking victims in the reports is estimated. 

Given the secretive and illicit nature of human trafficking, it is virtually impossible to understand the 
magnitude of the problems thoroughly. As a result of the aforementioned reasons, the accurate number 
of trafficking victims in Thailand is difficult to know and predict since many sufferers do not admit 
they are victims or are unaware of being trafficked. 

604 Walk Free Foundation, The Global Slavery Index 2018, 48. 
605 Ibid., 190. 
606 Walk Free Foundation, The Global Slavery Index 2016 (The Global Slavery Index, 2016), 147, 

https://www.globalslaveryindex.org/resources/downloads/#gsi-2016. 
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in 2018, over 427,622 Thai workers worked overseas. H.E. Police General Adul Sang-

singkeo, the ministry of labor aimed to send overseas around 40,000 Thai workers in 

the same year.607 In 2018 about 40,000 Thai workers went abroad to ten countries. 

Thirty thousand migrated in Asia. Twenty thousand went to Taiwan, 6,000 to Korea, 

3,000 to Japan, and the remaining to Malaysia, Singapore, Hong Kong, Macau. Five 

thousand went to Israel, the UAE, and other regions, while 3,000 thousand went to 

Sweden and 2,000 to Finland.608 Despite this, others use irregular channels to relocate 

themselves for a job opportunity abroad.609 The most significant number of migrants, 

standing at 84 percent,610 are male Thai workers who engage in the construction, agri-

cultural, and manufacturing industries.611 Female overseas workers tend to get employ-

ment in private households or the entertainment industry and sometimes in the service 

sectors like restaurants. Usually, Thai migrants pay exorbitant fees to facilitate their 

migration and are thus vulnerable to being exploited by either the recruiters or the em-

ployers. In such unfamiliar settings, help for the exploited Thai migrants can be chal-

lenging to attain. 

According to the Thailand Bank, the number of Thai people working overseas 

is approximately 1,120,837. On the other hand, according to the Labor Ministry’s esti-

mates of June 2016, the number of Thai persons registered to work abroad is only 

148,240. Most were located in the following countries: 59,021 in Taiwan, 38,824 in 

Malaysia, 36,000 in Singapore, 25,824 in Israel, and 22,825 in South Korea.612 

Thailand emphasized the need to work with its neighbors to prevent the menace 

of human trafficking. On 11th January 2016, Thailand formed a partnership with an 

international body known as the United Nations Office on Drug and Crime (UNODC) 

 
607 “Ministry of Labor Set Targets! 2018 Sends 40,000 Thai Workers to Work Abroad”, Ministry of 

Labour, last modified May 3, 2018, https://www.mol.go.th/en/news/ministry-of-labor-set-targets-2018-
sends-40000-thai-workers-to-work-abroad/. 

608 Ibid. 
609 Suttiporn Bunmak, “Migrant Networks in Thailand and Malaysia: Irregular Nayu Workers in Tom 

Yam Restaurants in Kuala Lumper”, (PhD diss., University of Wollongong, 2010), 96-109, 
https://ro.uow.edu.au/theses/3317/. 

610 Jerrold W. Huguet and Aphichat Chamratrithirong, eds., Thailand Migration Report 2011: 
Migration for Development in Thailand: Overview and Tools for Policymakers (Bangkok: International 
Organization for Migration IOM, 2011), 30, http://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/tmr_2011.pdf.  

611 Ibid., 39. 
612 “Jobs Overseas Cheaper if Sought Via Ministry”, Nationthailand, last modified April 11, 2021, 

https://www.nationthailand.com/national/30266635. 
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and established a new joint venture with the Thailand Institute of justice. This joint 

venture has to a large extent, helped to reduce this menace of human trafficking. The 

launch of a collaborative project between UNODC and TIJ in countering human traf-

ficking marked a three-year operation of monitoring the borders by focusing on the 

cross-border flow of victims from three of its Mekong neighbors. The UNODC-TIJ 

project strengthened the criminal justice response in all four countries while also im-

proving cross-border cooperation. 613 

According to Jeremy Douglas, regional representative of UNODC, eradicating 

human trafficking and slavery was crucial in sustainable development goals (SDGs)614. 

For the goal to be achieved in the region, authorities from Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar, 

and Thailand needed to pursue a more coordinated strategy. UNODC brought new in-

ternational experience and influence in the fight against human trafficking, while the 

TIJ used its regional and internal knowledge and tools to access the project’s success.615 

According to Dr. Kittinpong Kittayarak, the Executive Director of the TIJ, the complex 

phenomenon of human trafficking defies simplistic solutions. Still, the TIJ believes that 

this project can significantly help neighbors and simultaneously positively impact the 

trafficking situation in Thailand. The project was built on two phases, the first phase 

being the research phase and the second phase being the programming phase. The 

UNODC embarked on the research phase, while the TIJ started on the programming 

phase. The TIJ focused on in-depth long-year research to understand the menace of 

trafficking from Cambodia, Laos, and Myanmar to Thailand. After doing the detailed 

analysis, they will focus on the law enforcement, justice system, and international as-

sistance response gaps. After that in-depth research by the TIJ, programming followed, 

which was the task of the UNODC to address the needs identified by the study.616 Ac-

cording to Mr. Benjamin Smith, UNODC Regional Coordinator for Human Trafficking 

 
613 Akara Umapornsakula, “Unique Partnership Started to Tackle Human Trafficking to Thailand”, 

United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, accessed August 12, 2020, 
https://www.unodc.org/southeastasiaandpacific/en/2016/01/human-trafficking-thailand/story.html. 

614 Akara Umapornsakula, “Sustainable Development Goals”, United Nations Office on Drugs and 
Crime, accessed August 12, 2020, https://www.unodc.org/southeastasiaandpacific/en/sustainable-
development-goals.html. 

615 “Tackle Human Trafficking to Thailand”. 
616 Ibid. 
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and Migrant Smuggling, one of the significant challenges in combating human traffick-

ing is the lack of complete and accurate data. That is why he emphasized a two-phase 

approach. He further stressed that a comprehensive study was to be done before em-

barking on other activities.617 

UNODC and the TIJ completed their research operation in December 2016 and 

distributed the results to the relevant authorities in the sub-region along with the inter-

national partners, who, in turn, took appropriate action and, to a large extent, have 

helped to reduce the problem of human trafficking.618 

The Recent Status Quo of Human Trafficking in Thailand 

 In 2020 the Royal Thai Government’s Country Report on Anti-Human Traf-

ficking Efforts recorded a significant decrease in the number of cases in all forms of 

human trafficking compared to the previous year. The number of initiated trafficking 

cases totaled 131. Of those cases, 117 regarded sexual exploitation (prostitution, pro-

duction/distribution of pornographic materials, and other forms), declining from 2019 

by 68 cases (36.75 percent); two cases related to forced begging, decreasing from 2019 

by seven cases (77.78 percent), and 12 were labor trafficking cases, dropping from 2019 

by 82 cases (87.23 percent). The statistics from 2016-2020 indicated continuous im-

provement of the human trafficking issue in Thailand. The Thai government maintains 

that this result was due to the determined governmental efforts to combatting all forms 

of human trafficking and prosecuting human traffickers by effective cooperation be-

tween all law enforcement agencies departments, the private sector, NGOs, and other 

stakeholders. Moreover, the government claims that the COVID-19 pandemic also in-

fluenced the significant decrease in trafficking cases in 2020 due to the government’s 

measures which helped as well to lessen the risk of vulnerable groups to human traf-

ficking (see table 3.7).619 

  
 

617 Ibid. 
618 Ibid. 
619 Anti-TIP Project by Royal Thai Embassy at Washington D.C., Royal Thai Government’s Country 

Report on Anti-Human Trafficking Efforts (1 January – 31 December 2020) (Royal Thai Embassy in 
Washington, DC, 2020), 7, https://www.thaianti-
humantraffickingaction.org/Home/http://www.thaianti-humantraffickingaction.org/Home/wp-
content/uploads/2021/02/Thailand-country-report-on-anti-trafficking-efforts-2020-FINAL-1-Feb-
2020.pdf. 
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Table 3.7: Number of Human Trafficking Cases Initiated. 

 

Year 

 

Total 

Types of Human Trafficking Activities 

Prostitution Pornography Sexual Ex-
ploitation 

Enslavement Forced 
Begging 

General 
Forced 
Labour 

Forced 
Labour 
in Fish-

eries 

Extor-
tion/ 

Other 

2016 333 244 3 - - 8 32 43 3 

2017 302 246 7 2 - 26 14 7 - 

2018 304 249 4 5 - 8 29 6 3 

2019 288 158 15 12 33 9 31 4 26 

2020 131 95 16 6 0 2 9 + (2) 1 0 

Source: Adapted from Anti-TIP Project by Royal Thai Embassy, Report 2020, 7. 

Note: Number in brackets was forced labour or service cases, which is an offence under the Anti-
Trafficking in Persons Act. 

In 2020, arrests of suspected human trafficking offenders totaled 179, involving 

79 males and 100 females. Of those arrested, 152 were Thai nationals, decreasing from 

2019 by 250 persons (62.19 percent). The shares though of the arrested Thai nationals 

for 2020 increased by 12.5 percent comparing to 2019—85 percent of the total arrested 

suspects were Thais while in 2019 they comprised the 72.5 percent. The rest involved 

27 foreign nationals, decreasing from 2019 by 126 persons (82.35 percent). Notably, 

arrested Myanmar nationals decreased from 2019 by 98.33 percent. Thai government 

claimed that the significantly smaller number of suspects arrested in 2020 in compari-

son with 2019 is possibly due to the enduring “multi-stakeholder collaboration in com-

batting human trafficking as well as the government’s measures related to people move-

ments during COVID-19 situation” that resulted in the sharp decrease in sex trafficking 

and labor trafficking cases (see table 3.8).620 

  

 
620 Ibid., 7-8. 
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Table 3.8: Number of Suspected Human Trafficking Offenders. 

 
Year 

 
Total 

Gender Nationality 

Male Female Thai (per-
centage of 
the total) 

Myanmar Cambodia Laotian Others 

2016 600 265 335 462 (77%) 35 26 41 36 

2017 427 145 282 361 (85%) 9 25 3 29 

2018 532 229 303 424 (80%) 30 15 4 59 

2019 555 330 225 402 (72.5%) 120 4 6 23 

2020 179 79 100 152 (85%) 2 7 0 18 

Source: Adapted from Anti-TIP Project by Royal Thai Embassy, Report 2020, 8. 

The rescued human trafficking victims totaled 229 (65 males and 164 females), 

declining from 2019 by 1,592 persons (87.42 percent). Of this number, 160 persons 

were Thais, decreasing from 2019 by 91 persons (36.25 percent), and 69 persons were 

foreign nationals, dropping by 1,501 persons (95.61 percent) from 2019. The Thai gov-

ernment alleged that the decline in cases related to prostitution, which predominated 

human trafficking of Thai nationals, could explain the decrease in the number of Thai 

victims. An additional reason could be the government’s tightening measures related to 

cross-border movements during the COVID-19 situation, which reduced the overall 

number of victims (see table 3.9).621 

Table 3.9: Number of Victims of Trafficking. 

 
Year 

 
Total 

Gender Nationality 

Male Female Thai Myanmar Cambodia Laotian Others 

2016 824 411 413 333 238 52 58 143 

2017 455 88 367 327 53 26 30 19 

2018 631 282 349 345 205 28 14 39 

2019 1,821 1,158 663 251 1,306 96 38 130 

2020 229 65 164 160 5 5 7+(39) 13 

Source: Adapted from Anti-TIP Project by Royal Thai Embassy, Report 2020, 8. 

Note: The number in parentheses refers to forced labor or services victims, an offense under the Anti-
Trafficking Act. 

Finally, according to the anti-trafficking report of the Thai government, in 2020, 

 
621 Anti-TIP Project by Royal Thai Embassy, Report 2020, 8-9. 
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the Department of Trafficking in Persons Litigation of the Office of the Attorney Gen-

eral (OAG) processed 241 human trafficking cases from inquiry officers across Thai-

land. Of those cases, 191 were sex trafficking cases, three were forced begging, and 47 

were labor trafficking cases (see table 3.10).622 

Table 3.10: Classification of Human Trafficking Cases Pursued by Public Prosecutors. 

Type of Exploitation 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 Total 

1) Prostitution, pornographic material production 
and distribution, and other forms of sex trafficking 

335 325 286 
 

242 
 

191 1,379 

2) Forced begging 13 25 14 7 3 62 

3) Forced labor or services or similar forms of ex-
ploitation/ slavery or similar practices 

135 68 57 115 47 422 

Total 483 418 357 364 241 1,863 

Source: Adapted from Anti-TIP Project by Royal Thai Embassy, Report 2020, 11. 

According to the 2020 Trafficking in Persons Report of the US Department 

of State (TiPR), the government of Thailand does not fully meet the minimum stand-

ards for eliminating trafficking. However, the report recognizes that the Thai govern-

ment is making significant efforts to achieve this objective by increasing efforts com-

pared to the previous reporting period. For that reason, as for 2020, Thailand remained 

on Tier 2. Thai efforts in combating human trafficking included implementing anti-

trafficking training to judges and working with NGOs to provide trauma-informed care 

training to police, prosecutors, and shelter staff. The Thai government investigated 

more suspected cases of labor trafficking than the previous reporting period, “sentenced 

convicted traffickers to significant terms of imprisonment”, and “increased the amount 

of compensation provided to victims through the anti-trafficking fund, and successfully 

provided restitution to victims of trafficking for the first time during the reporting pe-

riod”.623 

Nevertheless, the government failed to meet the minimum standards in several 

areas of critical significance. Thai officials continued to conflate trafficking and smug-

gling during the reporting period and demonstrated ineffective victim identification 

procedures. Furthermore, there was no adequate governmental provision of psycho-

 
622 Anti-TIP Project by Royal Thai Embassy, Report 2020, 10. 
623 Department of State United States of America, Trafficking in Persons Report June 2020, 482. 
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social care to victims. In addition, victims residing in government shelters experienced 

limited freedom of movement. Moreover, the Thai government conducted “the fewest 

number of trafficking investigations since 2014, convicted the fewest number of traf-

fickers since 2015, and only initiated investigations of two complicit officials”624. Fi-

nally, the 2008 anti-trafficking law was amended to include a “separate ‘forced labor 

or services’ provision which prescribed significantly lower penalties for labor traffick-

ing”. The figure 3.3. represents Thailand’s TIER ranking by year from 2013 up to 

2020.625 

 

Figure 3.3: Thailand TIER ranking by year. 

Source: Department of State United States of America, Trafficking in Persons Report June 2020, 482. 

Following the reports of the past five years, human traffickers exploit Thai and 

foreign victims in Thailand and also Thai victims abroad. The offenders traffic Thais 

for the purpose of forced labor and sexual exploitation in Thailand and countries in 

North America, Europe, Africa, Asia, and the Middle East. Human trafficking also af-

fects ethnic minorities, highland persons, and stateless persons in Thailand. Thailand is 

a destination country for forced labor and sex trafficking of women, men, LGBTI indi-

viduals, and children from Thailand, other Southeast Asian countries, Sri Lanka, Rus-

sia, Uzbekistan, and some African countries in Thailand. Thailand is also a transit coun-

try for human trafficking victims from China, North Korea, Vietnam, Bangladesh, In-

dia, and Burma with the purpose to be subjected to sexual exploitation and forced labor 

in countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Russia, South Korea, the United 
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States, and countries in western Europe. There is evidence that the North Korean gov-

ernment is forcing North Koreans to work in Thailand.626 

Additionally, boys and girls from Thailand, Burma, Laos, and Cambodia fall 

victims to sex trafficking in brothels, massage parlors, bars, karaoke lounges, hotels, 

and private residences. There is increasing sexual exploitation of Thai children by per-

forming “sex acts through videos and photos on the internet, sometimes by blackmail-

ing victims with explicit images”. While children in orphanages face a higher risk of 

trafficking, some parents or intermediaries induce children from Thailand, Cambodia, 

and Burma to forced labor in the form of selling flowers or other items in streets, beg-

ging, or in domestic service in cities.  

Exploitation in the form of forced labor affects Thai nationals and migrant work-

ers and includes “commercial fishing and related industries, the poultry industry, man-

ufacturing, agriculture, domestic work, and street begging”. Migrants are forced to 

work by means of debt bondage, deceptive recruitment methods, confiscation of iden-

tity and other vital personal documents, “illegal wage deductions, and other means”. 

For example, various agents of human trafficking charge their victims excessively be-

fore and after they arrive in Thailand. Thai, Burmese, Cambodian, Vietnamese, and 

Indonesian males become victims of forced labor on Thai and foreign-owned fishing 

boats. Some receive meager or intermittent payments, accrue fictitious debts from their 

exploiters, work for 18 to 20 hours per day for seven days a week, with inadequate 

nutrition and medical care. They also get physically and psychologically abused and 

coerced to work longer and harder. Some victims of human trafficking in the fishing 

industry had difficulty returning home due to remote worksites, underpayment, and a 

lack of valid identity documents or safe modes of transportation. In fishing and seafood 

processing, “employers often made confusing wage deductions for documentation fees, 

advances, and other charges, making it difficult for workers” to account for their wages 

accurately. Research findings from 2019 to 2020 showed that traffickers exploited 14 

to 18 percent of the migrant fishermen in the Thai fishing industry, indicating thousands 

of migrant workers were forced to work in Thai fishing vessels.627  
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Corruption remains a serious issue in Thailand that impairs anti-trafficking ef-

forts. For instance, some government officials were found directly complicit in human 

trafficking offenses by accepting “bribes or loans from business owners and brothels 

that exploit victims”. Immigration officials accept bribes from traffickers to expedite 

trafficking along Thai borders. There is credible evidence of corruption from officials 

protecting various commercial sex venues, “factory owners, and fishing vessel owners 

from raids, inspections, and prosecutions and collude with traffickers”. Moreover, there 

are reports that Thai police officers withhold information about human trafficking 

crimes to protect traffickers from prosecution. Finally, government officials benefit 

from bribery and “direct involvement in extortion from and exploitation of mi-

grants”.628 

The 2020 TiPR remarks that the Thai government maintained its law enforce-

ment efforts. Regarding Thai legislation efforts, section 6 of the 2008 anti-trafficking 

law, as amended, criminalized sex trafficking and labor trafficking and punished with 

four up to 12 years of imprisonment and with a fine of 400,000 to 1.2 million baht 

($13,440 to $40,310) for crimes against adult victims, and with six to 20 years of im-

prisonment and a fine of 600,000 to two million baht ($20,150 to $67,180) crimes 

against child victims. The US Department of the State affirmed these penalties as suf-

ficiently severe and, concerning sex trafficking, “commensurate with penalties pre-

scribed for other serious crimes, such as rape”629. Nevertheless, in April 2019, the Thai 

government:630  

“amended the 2008 anti-trafficking law to include a separate provi-

sion under Section 6/1, specifically addressing ‘forced labor or ser-

vices’, which prescribed penalties of six months’ to four years’ im-

prisonment, a fine of 50,000 to 400,000 baht ($1,680 to $13,440) per 

victim, or both.”631  
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This amendment prescribed much less severe penalties for labor trafficking vi-

olations than the previous provisions. In 2019, the Thai government proclaimed the 

investigation of 288 potential trafficking cases (304 in 2018), prosecuting 386 sus-

pected traffickers (438 in 2018), and convicting 304 traffickers (316 in 2018). In addi-

tion, governmental reports indicated 76 investigations of potential cases of labor traf-

ficking compared to 43 in 2018. Seventy-four percent of convicted traffickers were 

sentenced to five or more years of imprisonment. TIP notes there was an increasing 

conflation of trafficking and smuggling crimes by law enforcement. Thai observers re-

ported that the Royal Thai Police (RTP) leadership pressured provincial police to in-

crease the number of trafficking cases which “resulted in police, sometimes knowingly, 

identifying cases of migrant smuggling as trafficking”.632  

The TiPR records uneven governmental progress to victims’ identification and 

protection. The Thai government identified 868 sex and labor trafficking victims in 

2019, compared to roughly 631 victims identified in 2018. The government further de-

tailed the identification of an “additional 950 individuals as trafficking victims sub-

jected to ‘extortion,’”633. Many were possible “irregular Burmese or Rohingya migrants 

transiting Thailand seeking employment in third countries, particularly Malaysia”634. 

Such conflation of trafficking with smuggling violations caused overcrowding at gov-

ernment-operated trafficking shelters and a possible reduction in the quality of services 

provided to sex and labor trafficking victims. The report also records that of the 868 

sex and labor trafficking victims identified by Thai officials, 258 elected not to reside 

in government shelters. At the same time, 28 did so in NGO government-registered 

shelters. The remaining 610 victims, reportedly assisted by the Ministry of Social De-

velopment and Human Security (MSDHS), resided in government and NGO shelters 

(401 in 2018), which included 134 Thai and 476 foreign victims, of which 170 were 

victims of sex trafficking, and 440 victims of labor trafficking. Considering the Thai 

immigration authorities, they did not identify “any migrant victims from a screened 

group of 7,156 migrants screened in immigration detention centers, compared to 15 
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identified in 2018”635. For that matter, NGOs reported that authorities decreased their 

efforts to cooperate with NGOs “to screen for trafficking victims among this population 

during the reporting period”.636  

Thai government efforts in human trafficking prevention demonstrated an in-

crease. The prime minister supervised the governmental anti-trafficking actions via the 

Supervisory Policy Committee on Addressing Trafficking in Persons. The government 

continued monitoring its progress with data collection and annual reports to the prime 

minister and the Cabinet. In 2019, the government designated roughly 3.8 billion baht 

($127.9 million) to prevent and suppress trafficking, compared to nearly 3.64 billion 

($122.3 million) designated in 2018. The anti-trafficking budget backed campaigns 

through newspapers, television, radio, social media, billboards, and handouts for raising 

public awareness on the issue in the country. Officials also engaged in raising aware-

ness about human trafficking in school children, teachers, and community leaders. The 

foreign affairs ministry produced and shared a video clip on television and social media 

that included indicators of trafficking among Thai nationals abroad and methods to re-

port suspected cases. The Thai government published in 2019 “the first nationally rep-

resentative survey of children in the workplace”,637 which approximated that 177,000 

children were involved in child labor, including 133,000 in hazardous working condi-

tions.638 Furthermore, there were governmental efforts to decrease the demand for com-

mercial sex acts, “including a video in four languages discouraging child sex tourism 

in Thai airports and on Thai airline flights”,639 and also to deny entry to known sex 

offenders in coordination with foreign governments.640 

Historical Development of the Sex Sector in Thailand 

Sex work and sex trafficking date back centuries in Thailand, enduring up to the 

pro-modern era.641 In the Ayutthaya period from 1351 to 1767, militaries often received 
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women as rewards for their accomplishments while the elite customarily maintained 

harems of female concubines.642 In addition, the Sakdina system of the same era had 

women servicing Thai peasant men recruited for corvee labor to the aristoc-

racy.643 Members of the nobility who could afford it could opt to have a principal wife, 

a secondary one, and slave wives acquired through purchase and indebtedness and 

could be sold and punished at her husbands’ will.644  

Thailand’s history already records brothels during the Ayutthaya period.645 

Until the 1680s, prostitution in urban areas of Southeast Asia was a pretty rare phe-

nomenon compared to concubinage. During this decade, a Thai official under the 

royal authorization established a prostitution monopoly in Siam’s capital, Ayutthaya, 

by “employing” six hundred women either bought or enslaved due to various of-

fenses, constituting the possible origins of prostitution and sex trade in becoming a 

significant contributor to Thai state revenues.646  

During the Ayutthaya period, the legalized and regularly taxed prostitution 

was located in the Chinese community and available to foreigners and locals. In the 

nineteenth through the beginning of the twentieth century, the increased demand in 

laborers mainly for tin mining and railroad building drew flows of Chinese male 

immigrants. They were arriving in Thailand without their wives, and subsequently, 

domestic prostitution oriented its services primarily to these men. Traffickers satis-

fied the demand for female prostitutes by capturing or buying young girls from 

southern Chinese villages and transporting them to Bangkok and other Southeast 

Asian ports to serve as prostitutes in brothels or individual Chinese men.647 Thai 

prostitution also thrived during the nineteenth century with the amplification of rice 

exports that also facilitated the immigration of Chinese men to the urban centers.648 The 
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1855 Bowring Treaty and the expansion of Thailand’s international trading efforts in-

creased the influx of women and children to Thailand to marry or serve as sex workers 

for Chinese migrant workers.649 Chinese women were either forced into prostitution or 

were trafficked for the purpose of domestic service.650 In the reign of Kings Rama IV 

and V (1851–1910), prostitution proliferated in the form of well-organized and man-

aged private brothels.651  

In 1930, Bangkok hosted 151 authorized brothels, of which 126 were Chinese, 

22 Siamese, and 3 Vietnamese.652 In Bangkok’s Chinatown, Yaowarat is still a signif-

icant “teahouse” center where child prostitutes are trafficked to numerous brothels 

owned by the Chinese. Prostitutes until the 1950s were predominantly Chinese, ac-

counting for 80 percent of the total sex workers in Thailand; subsequently, Thai prosti-

tutes opted to take Chinese names.653 Bangkok’s night entertainment venues—like tea 

houses and hotels—oriented toward the higher class where sex work took place were 

regularly controlled by Chinese men, while the brothels belonged to Thai women.654 

The growth of prostitution in Thailand is also attributed to the abolition of slav-

ery in 1905, which led to many newly freed slave women deciding to become prostitutes 

in brothels that paid taxes.655 In an attempt to modernize its society and harmonize with 

the western world, Thailand started Westernizing its legislation regarding slavery, po-

lygamy, and prostitution.656 Uneducated and socially alienated, many ex-slave-wives 

or sex slaves resorted to prostitution to sustain themselves.657  

Moreover, the 1908 Contagious Disease Prevention Act facilitated the registra-

tion of Bangkok’s brothels that kept them regulated, controlled sexually transmitted 
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diseases, and ensured payment of taxes.658 Two other acts also influenced the develop-

ment of the sex sector in Thailand; the Trafficking of Women and Children Act of 1928 

banned trafficking of women and children for the purpose of prostitution, while the 

Prostitution Suppression Act of 1960 prohibited brothels. Nevertheless, the Entertain-

ment Places Act of 1966, in turn, fostered prostitution in places like massage parlors, 

nightclubs, bars, coffee shops, tea houses, and even barbershops.659  

The high-cost entertainment businesses demanded bank loans that only legiti-

mate companies could obtain. Thus, prostitution and small entertainment businesses 

needed legitimate businesses as intermediaries for receiving loans.660 The proliferation 

of prostitution led banks to favor lending money to the entertainment sector due to its 

increased profitability compared to other sectors.661 

Furthermore, the Great Depression in the 1930s overwhelmed rural Thailand 

and drove many women to prostitution in an attempt to support themselves and their 

families. During World War II, the occupying Japanese forces used Thai women as 

prostitutes.662 And then, the Vietnam War had the U.S. military closing profitable deals 

for using Thai prostitutes at the airbases in Northeast Thailand known as the Issan re-

gion, but also at rest and recuperation spots in Bangkok and the seaport of Pattaya.663 

Between 1962 and 1976, the American military transformed the image of pros-

titution in Thailand. Being less modest than Thai and Chinese sex buyers, thousands of 

American soldiers stationed in or visiting Thailand during the Vietnam war behaved 

like lovers to Thai prostitutes, openly in the main streets.664 They often rented wives 

(mia chao) for entertainment during their rest days in Bangkok, Pattaya, and other Thai 

cities. According to Phongpaichit, approximately 70,000 soldiers spent their seven-day 
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leaves entertaining in Bangkok in 1968–69.665 They were accommodated in luxury ho-

tels at meager prices.666 The tax revenues from massage parlors, nightclubs, hotels, and 

restaurants, from 1967 to 1971, reached 360 million baht.667 Important to note that, 

while the practice of renting wives seemed like a contemporary Western addition to the 

Thai sex industry, similar patterns were described in 1604 in Pattani in southern Thai-

land between local women and foreign traders.668  

Also, in the 1960s the Thai economy started transforming from local agricultural 

farming to a capitalistic economy. Numerous farmers from the rural provinces of North-

ern and Northeastern Thailand migrated to large urban centers. Many of them were 

unskilled and uneducated young women, who often ended up as low-skilled factory 

workers or prostitutes.669 In fact, this impoverishment of the rural population in the 

1960s drove many young women directly into the control of sex traffickers. A decade 

later, in the 1970s, many of them had already returned to their communities with enough 

earnings that that sparked a new wave of women seeking to enter the lucrative sex work 

in the bars and clubs of urban Thailand.670  

Moreover, with the industry- and exports-centered policies undermining rural 

economies and enhancing the urban sector, many rural daughters were forced to seek 

work in the sex industry, thriving in the cities, to fulfill their familial duty of supporting 

their families.671 Nevertheless, these women soon found themselves being exploited 

and poorly paid in factories and domestic services. Taking into account that sex work 

offered much higher wages, one can easily understand what made the tormented female 

migrants turn into prostitution.672  

After the Vietnam war, in the 1970s, government economic policies shifted to 

the tourism industry and the backing of prostitution, which fostered the growth of sex 
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tourism in Thailand.673 Finally, in the 1980s, voluntary economic migration to urban 

areas gave its place to the trafficking of women and children for the purpose of sexual 

exploitation in Thailand and abroad.674 The Thai sex industry differentiated itself from 

other variants by playing a vital role in Thailand’s economic miracle and becoming one 

of the pillars for economic growth.675 

3.2.2 The Situation of Sex Trafficking in Thailand 

Classification of countries throughout the world can be done depending on the 

challenges that each of them faces as a result of human trafficking. Therefore, a state 

can be classified as a sending nation or a nation of origin. Another classification can be 

as a receiving or destination country or as a transit nation. A significant number of 

countries belong to a single grouping while a handful of them portray features of two 

statuses, and it is not easy to get a country, which can fit in all the three classifications: 

“country of origin”, “destination” and “transit for trafficking”. Thailand is one of the 

different nations that face features of human trafficking that make it qualify to be in all 

the three groupings of countries involved in human trafficking.676 

In the context of human trafficking, the countries can be categorized as follows: 

1. Countries of Origin (or Sending Countries) are the countries of origin of the 

trafficked person.  

2. Transit Countries are used as hubs for the trafficked persons passing through or 

staying in temporarily before being transported to the final destination. 

3. Destination Countries (or Receiving Countries) are the prearranged final desti-

nation of the victims. Transit countries can also end up being destination coun-

tries.677 
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Thailand as a Country of Origin 

Traffickers' objective is to profit from exploiting individuals by employing var-

ious means of coercion. Most victims feel unable to avoid complying with their traf-

fickers' demands mainly due to illogical and unfair indebtedness induced by their ex-

ploiters upon they depart from their home countries. HopeNow describes how fictitious 

debts increase exponentially and ensnare individuals into the human trafficking cycle. 

People attempting to repay debts in their countries of residence often choose to migrate 

abroad by asking for assistance from smugglers and traffickers. Debts multiply during 

victims' transit and upon arrival at the destination country due to fictitious amounts 

accumulating from the expenses made by them or on their behalf. These debts often 

take years to pay off, and even victims' families are “at risk of being harmed by the 

gangs in the trafficking networks if the debt is not paid”.678 

 In 2018 and one of Switzerland’s biggest ever human trafficking cases, a Swiss 

court sentenced a Thai woman to ten and a half years imprisonment for her role in a 

forced prostitution ring. The 58-year-old Thai woman had trafficked 75 women and 

transgender people from Thailand to Switzerland for the purpose of sexual exploitation 

between 2010-2014. Most of the victims could not speak English and came from im-

poverished regions in Thailand. They were given false promises by the trafficker of 

work in Switzerland, who also arranged the issuing of their visas, and covered their 

travel costs. Upon their arrival in Switzerland, “they were forced into prostitution to 

pay off their ‘travel debt’, which in some cases was as high as 30,000 Swiss francs”679. 

Their debt and illegal status in Switzerland trapped the victims since none of them con-

sented to participate in commercial sex work. Several of the victims suffered post-trau-

matic stress and suicidal ideation.680  

In 2016 another female Thai national was sentenced to four years imprisonment 

for trafficking a young Thai woman into the UK for the purpose of sexual exploitation, 

among other offenses. After she spent her sentence, she would be deported to Thailand. 
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The offender, “Pimnapat Rukkhaseranee, 37, met her 28-year-old victim at a UK airport 

on June 23, 2013, accompanied by her associate Lucas Skarbonkiewicz”681. They con-

fined the young lady to an apartment and forced her into prostitution to pay off the 

£33,000 “debt”, for her travel, documents, and passport, for her transportation to the 

UK. In addition, she was forced into drugs and charged £400 in renting costs and meal 

expenses per week. The victim had to endure unprotected sex with her “clients”. When 

“she eventually became pregnant, Rukkhaseranee gave her drugs to terminate the preg-

nancy”682. The offender had also confiscated the victim's passport. When the victim 

asked for it, Rukkhaseranee told her that it had been lost or kept by the police. 

Rukkhaseranee also withheld any tips given to the victim by the sex buyers.683  

In 2017 38 people were involved in a well-organized sex trafficking ring, with 

half of the offenders being Thais. Their illicit activities originated in late 2009. Around 

1000 Thai women have been sexually exploited by means of debt bondage and threats 

to their family members. Most of them spoke limited English, and although some knew 

they would participate in commercial sex work, they were oblivious that they would be 

forced to work in seemingly legitimate massage parlors as sex slaves.684 In 2018, in 

Minnesota, five people involved in this case were convicted for trafficking hundreds of 

Thai women for sexual exploitation. The victims came from poverty-stricken Thai re-

gions and were deceived through false promises of a better life in the United States. 

The victims were confined in houses of prostitution and forced to have sex every day 

for up to 12 hours, sometimes with ten men a day. The offenders issued fraudulent visas 

and travel documents on behalf of the victims “and lied to them about the size of their 
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debts, often more than $40,000”685. They also used “fictitious backgrounds and occu-

pations for the victims and instructed them to enter into fraudulent marriages to increase 

the likelihood that the women’s visa applications would be approved”. The five offend-

ers were convicted “after being accused of running a sex trafficking operation that 

lasted more than a decade ... adding that 31 defendants had previously pleaded guilty 

for their roles in the sex trafficking operation”.686 

As a country of origin of sex trafficking, many Thai women get transported 

without their consent to work abroad. False allegations lure most of the women that fall 

victims of being carried to work overseas. For example, in most instances, the recruiter 

or the broker will be engaged in procuring and helping women obtain fake visas and 

travel documents. Women were told that they had high debt, often more than $40,000687 

and, likewise, they were kept under control via debt bondage.688 More so, the women 

that had been held captive had to settle some interest together with all the expenditures 

incurred while they worked overseas. That is, they had to take care of expenses such as 

food, cosmetics, clothes, rent, among other costs. Some spending would continue to 

accumulate to their original debt.689 In the end, they would have no choice apart from 

sleeping with many clients to enable them to settle the ever-increasing debt. The stand-

ard procedure that the women followed is that they would have to provide services to 

more than 500 clients in a specified interval before getting paid their share for their 

services. However, if a woman does not provide services to more than 500 men within 

the period that has been set, then there is a higher chance that the number of customers 

to serve at the minimum is likely to increase. If they decline the job of being a prostitute, 

then they would be enclosed without being given any food up to the time that she agrees 

to the requirements of their traffickers. In other cases, a victim may face assault or 

repeated rape to the extent that she gives in to the demands of the master.690 
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The people that are trafficked from Thailand find themselves in overseas coun-

tries such as Germany, The United States of America, Australia, The United Kingdom, 

and South Africa, among other countries. However, there is one country where a sig-

nificant percentage of the people that are transported to Thailand are taken; it is Ja-

pan.691 Based on Japanese authorities data of 1 January 2016, up to 5,959 Thai citizens 

had overstayed their visa, making Thailand the third-highest overstaying visa among 

illegal foreigners in Japan.692 According to the Immigration Bureau Chief General Lt 

Gen Nattorn Prohsunthorn, from January 1 to December 25 of 2016, 1,138 Thais were 

deported from Japan.693 In 1997 it is approximated that 22,574 Thailand citizens make 

deliberate efforts to make their visa of tourist to overstay in Japan.694 About 90 percent 

of the tourists turn out to be women. They fall victims to human trafficking because 

they are not well-educated, uninformed and subsequently gullible. For example, in one 

circumstance, a woman was enticed by being given a promise of a well-paying restau-

rant job in the United States of America. However, upon checking in at the airport to 

travel, she realized that the ticket was indicating that she was going to South Africa.695 

She became suspicious and decided to find out from the trafficker why she was travel-

ing to South Africa and not the United States of America. The trafficker told her that 

South Africa had a universal border with the United States of America which was nec-

essary for them to fly to South Africa in the first place and, after that, take a bus that 

would take them to America. As a result, the woman believed in what the trafficker told 

her and found herself in a place where men pay to engage in sexual relations with pros-

titutes in Johannesburg.696  

Some of the women who fall victim to human trafficking are cheated to incur 

all the travel and other expenses early. For instance, one victim in Thailand was lured 

by being told that she would work in a South African hotel and mortgaged the land that 
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belonged to her father for about $1,300 to pay the trafficker. When she touched base in 

South Africa, she was given to a Thai ‘mama-san’ and was compelled to sleep with 

men by the ‘mama-san’ so that she could repay the money that the Thai ‘mama-san’ 

paid the traffickers. She was doing prostitution at an average rate of about $25 for a 

session that lasted under 45 minutes. Luckily, later the woman was rescued by the Thai 

consulate in cooperation with the police of South Africa that had formed a specialized 

task force. She narrated that she did not have any freedom throughout the time as she 

was under the strict control of ‘mama-san’ and was not allowed to talk to other people 

apart from her clients. Also, she provided a narration of how she used the mobile phone 

of one of the clients to contact the embassy of Thailand in Pretoria.697 

The trafficking of Thai women has turned out to be complicated because traf-

fickers have to develop strategic ways of diluting some prevention measures that have 

been put up by most destination nations and are deemed to be strict. Some of the actions 

that destination nations have employed to limit human trafficking entail stringent im-

migration laws and regulations. There is one specific case in which traffickers came 

along with a significant number of women from Thailand, and they aimed to sell the 

women to various places of prostitution in Japan in many instances.698  

In a case involving multiple female victims, the traffickers started to operate a 

transport firm with few employees. They ran ads on making arrangements for women 

to be employed in karaoke bars and restaurants in Japan. They added that once a person 

is hired, she would receive high remuneration. As a result, a considerable number of 

women trusted their ad and fell victim to the lies. The trafficking “company” staff pre-

pared the traveling passports, air tickets, and accommodation for the victims to move 

comfortably, who remained oblivious to what could be waiting for them. The principal 

male trafficker and a female counterpart transported the victims to Japan in turns a sig-

nificant number of times. They traveled in shifts because they were aware that flying 

directly to Japan would likely make them not enter Japan. Also, the Japanese immigra-

tion department might deport them. The only possibility of entering Japan was by acting 

as real tourists because they took the victims through a round trip from Malaysia to 
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Singapore. After that, they could book another journey from Malaysia heading to Eu-

rope but passing through Japan. Then, while they were in Europe, they could visit many 

countries such as France, Switzerland, and Germany. They could then plan for a journey 

back to Malaysia through Japan. While they wait for a connecting plane in Japan, the 

traffickers could tell the victims that they should not board the plane to Malaysia. As a 

result, the plane takes off without them. Then, they could send a notification to the 

immigration officers of Japan about them missing the connecting flight. Therefore, they 

could be allowed to apply for a temporary permit to go out of the airport so that they 

can stay in a hotel in Japan. At the same time, they make arrangements for the next 

possible plane. As soon as they get temporary permits, the victims could be sold to 

many brothels located in Japan. The traffickers could sell the victims for a large amount 

of money, and only the traffickers would go back to Thailand. All the victims were kept 

in captivity in the brothels and were told that they had no option apart from working as 

prostitutes so that they could repay an accumulated debt of about 5,00,000 Japanese 

yen before they could be set free, get a portion of the income and then go back to their 

country of residence. The two principal traffickers and their staff members were 

charged and convicted in the criminal court of Bangkok. The mastermind of the traf-

ficking incident was charged and given a sentence of 39 years in prison. Conversely, 

the female trafficker was charged and given a sentence of 28 years in prison. One of the 

staff was charged and given a sentence of six years in jail, while another was charged 

and given a sentence of 14 years in jail. Similarly, the Attorney General’s Office in 

Thailand requested the Japanese administration extradite one Taiwanese owner of a 

brothel to face charges and possible prosecution in Thailand.699  

In many cases, many women voluntarily go to work abroad, even though they 

will end up working in the sex industry. They take a risk trading their danger with the 

hope they will earn better money. According to Matthana Chetamee, coordinator of the 

Direct Assistance Program, Foundation for Women in Thailand (FFW) “most Thai 

women that the foundation serves work in destination countries in the Middle East (par-

ticularly Bahrain), Asia (Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan, and Japan), and Europe”700. 
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Most of the cases came from Bahrain, followed by Asian and European countries, and 

mainly involved women from northeastern provinces who were aware that they would 

be commercial sex workers. Nevertheless, they signed contracts without fully compre-

hending their context. Arriving at the destination countries, they encountered a situation 

they had not consented to. Their passports were confiscated, and they were not allowed 

to contact their families or friends. Debt was accrued by traffickers charging arbitrarily 

various fictitious expenses. Additionally, competition from sex workers from China and 

Middle Eastern countries made it even more difficult to find clients. This reality was 

also withheld during the recruiting stage. Reporting such cases can often go on for 

years, and many victims lack the monetary budget to pursue them.701 

Major Jareewan Puttanurak of Hang Dong Police Department, Chiang Mai 

pointed to cases comparable to those of FFW. Slavery cases constituted the minority, 

and most concerned women who had voluntarily decided to be sex workers abroad and 

fell victims to “oppressive situations” that might “not have completely met the criteria 

for trafficking”.702 Furthermore, project manager for the Anti-Trafficking Coordination 

Unit Northern Thailand (TRAFCORD) Duen Wongsa remarked that 80 percent of her 

cases were linked to sex trafficking and 50 percent involved child trafficking. From 

2003 to 2006, she confirmed that TRAFCORD participated in nine criminal cases in-

volving nineteen victims of sex trafficking, and most cases did not involve abduction, 

slavery, or forced prostitution. Usually, it was after their arrival to the destination coun-

try that their situation changed to being victims of human trafficking for sexual exploi-

tation. For Duen Wongsa, the sex industry in Thailand is generally not characterized by 

extreme violence. The predominant tragedy is how debt bondage traps the “victims in 

a perpetual cycle of attempting to repay escalating loans”. Victims who are sent over-

seas for sexual exploitation are more vulnerable to brutality and coercion.703 
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Thailand as a Destination Country 

Thailand has been recognized as a well-known destination for human trafficking 

in the Mekong region. One of the reasons for instigating migration is that an inefficient 

government system is a significant push factor for migrants. Thailand is often the des-

tination country that migrant workers choose to come.704 In fact, while Thailand is clas-

sified as a developing country,705 it is quite developed economically compared to its 

neighboring states. Thailand’s daily minimum wage is 9.31-9.98 USD, while Myanmar 

is 2.56 USD, Laos 3.60 USD, and Cambodia 5.67 USD.706 Therefore, Thailand has 

become a country where many people look to migrate to seek work opportunities. With 

the faith that they will be able to seek “greener pastures” in the name of a better-paying 

job and drive them to a better life. As migrants naturally anticipate that moving abroad 

will improve the quality of their lives and families.707 A large number of sex workers 

in Thailand come from poverty-stricken homes in neighboring countries.708 According 

to the Walk Free Foundation’s Global Slavery Index 2016, Thailand is the leading des-

tination among Southeast Asia for trafficking victims from countries of origin: Cambo-

dia, Lao P.D.R., and Myanmar.709  

In March 2018, about 3,800,000 foreign workers were working in Thailand. 

More than two million people come to work legally. In this amount, approximately 

1,600,000 immigrants are not yet correctly registered to live in Thailand.710 According 
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to the Ministry of Labor report, about over 300,000 Cambodian workers are working 

illegally in Thailand.711  

The Global Report on Trafficking in Person 2016 notes that Thailand is a desti-

nation from neighboring countries such as Cambodia, the Lao People’s Democratic Re-

public, and Myanmar.712 Numerous migrant workers from these neighboring countries 

are low-skilled workers entering the country illegally, often through the help of smug-

glers and brokers. They work in “unskilled labor” industries that Thai people usually 

do not want to do because they are the jobs that are generally the lowest-earning jobs. 

Including factories, agriculture, the construction industry, the seafood and fishing sec-

tor, manufacturing sites, hotels, and domestic helpers in a significant number of house-

holds. The workers usually are diligent and patient since they are determined to earn a 

lot of money to support their families back in their home countries. 

Another reason for moving is to move from terrorist activities and much unrest 

that is facing their countries. From August 2017 until November 2018, Myanmar’s 

army has used force to suppress the Rohingya after armed Rohingya groups attacked 

police stations in Rakhine State. Army operations caused a major humanitarian crisis. 

More than 700,000 Rohingya men, women, and children had to flee the use of force, 

and the violent suppression of Myanmar soldiers into Bangladesh resulted in the death 

of 25,000 people.713 More than 100,000 Rohingya fled in refugee camps in Thailand.714 

Over five hundred thousand of the Rohingya crossed the border to neighboring Bang-

ladesh. The UN called it the “fastest-growing refugee emergency” in the world.715 

A substantial number of the immigrant workers in Thailand are the Burmese 
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and other minorities from Myanmar. Some techniques that are applied to moving pro-

hibited immigrants through the border and making entry into Thailand may be threat-

ening at times. For example, most instances entail hiring illegal immigrants in a car to 

evade being inspected by the police at the border points or along the various travel 

routes. Consequently, many victims have lost their lives due to suffocation after being 

crowded in tiny spaces, being put beneath weighty loads of luggage, or placed in an air-

tight container with an air conditioner that is not functioning.716  

Many women who are illegal immigrants have been transported to engage in 

sex work businesses such as brothels, massage centers, and all types of bars. The vic-

tims get threatened by being told that they should not report their challenges to the 

security forces because they will be arrested if they do. Their arrest will result from 

them being illegal immigrants, and they could be put into prison and possibly deported. 

As a result, they avoid reporting their abuse to the police.  

One case of transporting foreign ladies into Thailand to be exploited sexually 

are surrogate mums who gave birth to children for clients. A human trafficking group 

from Taiwan, in 2011, was tracked down and arrested for using Bangkok as the refer-

ence point for coordinating their operations. The gang registered an illegal firm, leased 

two apartments, and put ads of the services they offered on an online site. The primary 

service that they provided was the production of a child for a couple that was willing. 

They could also produce a child for any person that had the urge of having an infant but 

had challenges with their fertility. The medical procedure of making a baby started after 

a client sent sperm, ova, or both to the group. The gang found surrogate mothers through 

cooperating with Vietnam traffickers who convinced young ladies to enter Bangkok 

after being promised career opportunities that were decent and paid very well. On arri-

val in Bangkok, confiscating their travel documents took place and then made to know 

that there were no jobs that they were promised apart from being surrogate mothers for 

hire. As a result, the women are left with limited choices, and they have no option apart 

from accepting the offer on the table. Then, they were taken to private health centers to 

be involved in the medical procedure of implanting a fertilized ovum into their uteruses. 

They carry the fetuses throughout the gestation period until they give birth. The women 
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were put in seclusion in the two houses that the gang leased throughout the gestation 

period, and they did not have any freedom. The traffickers gave the surrogate mothers 

computers that were connected to the Internet to assist them in going through the period 

that they are pregnant successfully. A victim used one of the laptops to get in touch 

with the Embassy of Vietnam in the city of Bangkok to get assistance for them. Conse-

quently, the Ministry of Social Development and Human Security (MSDHS), together 

with security forces from Thailand, rescued all the surrogate mothers. A significant 

number of traffickers were arrested in that operation. Additionally, the administrations 

in Vietnam arrested their handlers via the collaboration of Thailand and Vietnam. The 

case was solved at the Bangkok criminal court. The victims were brought to give their 

testimony in court and then taken to their native countries together with the children 

that were born as a result of the surrogate procedure.717 

In Thailand, two types of bars predominate in sex work. Open-fronted bars are 

bars with their main entrance open and facing the street and are preferred by foreign 

tourists the most. Girls employed in these bars usually come from impoverished rural 

regions of the north or northeastern Thailand and enjoy relative freedom in choosing 

their clients—many of Thailand’s sex workers originate from Isan province718. While 

not earning a monthly salary, they receive around 30 percent of the drinks the clients 

buy for them and an additional 30 percent (200-300 baht) of offering their sexual ser-

vices, which constitutes their primary income (1,000-2,000 baht). Go-go bars are the 

other type of bars. They do not have open fronts and involve mainly pole dancing and 

strip shows. Girls are tagged with numbers for identification and usually perform for 

three songs. They earn monthly salaries as high as 7,000-10,000 baht, 30 percent of 

every drink the clients buy for them, and another 30 percent for leaving the bar with 

clients. Once the clients pay, the girls are free to follow them. Go-go bar girls earn on 

average 1,500-2,500 baht for sexual services per client, “[p]art of the agreement is for 

each girl to make ten to twelve off to meet the monthly quota, otherwise she must pay 

a fine of up to 600 baht per month”.719 
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The Thai sex industry also involves numerous massage parlors. There, sex buy-

ers can choose behind big glass windows masseuses who are also tagged with numbers 

for identification.720 After the selection girls offer massage and sexual services accord-

ing to customers preferences in specially prepared rooms. Massage parlors oblige their 

sex workers to offer sexual services to the sex buyers. Girls earn around 30-50 percent 

of the sex buyer's payment to the “business” (1,000-2,000 baht), and they also receive 

generous tips. Since they do not receive monthly salaries, their earnings depend on the 

number of sex buyers they serve, ranging between two and seven per night.721 

Additionally, karaoke bars are also thriving in the sex industry and are the pref-

erence of locals. Sex workers in karaoke bars sing and accompany clients, entertaining 

and conversing with them to earn favor. Customers regularly offer currency garlands to 

the singers. Usually, the quality of the performance and the entertainment influences 

the number of garlands made. Additionally, sex workers receive 20-30 percent of the 

cost of the drinks that customers buy for them and are not required to follow clients that 

wish to take them out. Nevertheless, when they agree to do so, the bar owner receives 

the payment, and if sexual services are involved—which is not always the case—the 

price is arranged between the sex buyer and the sex worker, usually around 2,000 baht 

or more.722 

The sex industry in Thailand offers an array of choices and prices that, according 

to Siraj Sorajjakool, act as a buffering factor to the tide of sex trafficking in Thailand,723 

since trafficking for the purpose of sexual exploitation increases as concealment of the 

illicit activities rises—the greater the availability, the less the need for concealment.724 

The most vulnerable population in sex trafficking are children, unemployed migrants, 

and stateless tribe members who lack legal documents. Moreover, during the 2000s, 

there were increasing reports of sex trafficking victims from Russia and Uzbekistan in 

Pattaya and Soi Nana in Bangkok. Furthermore, the fact that in 2004 193 Uzbek women 

were deported from Thailand denotes the vulnerability of Uzbek female sex trafficking 
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victims. Those women are usually deceived by traffickers who exploit their need to 

escape poverty in their home countries.725 While Central Asian women display in-

creased vulnerability to sexual exploitation, not all fall victims to sex trafficking. Some 

of them visited Thailand voluntarily as prostitutes and exploited existing networks of 

the sex industry to locate sex buyers.726 

Siroj Sorajjakool remarks on a 2009 UNIAP study about women entering the 

sex trade in Cambodia, that “[a]lthough the study was conducted just among Cambodi-

ans entering the sex trade, it does offer a glimpse into some of the issues involved in 

sex trafficking that could also”727 apply to the Thai reality. The survey concerned “357 

women and girls aged fifteen to forty-nine working in brothels, karaoke bars, and mas-

sage parlors”728. Replying to why “they entered the industry, 12 percent indicated that 

they were lured, cheated, or sold into sex work, and most indicated difficult family 

circumstances”729. Seventy-nine percent of direct sex workers found their jobs inde-

pendently. Only 3 percent in the massage sector, and only 2 percent of Karaoke workers 

used brokers. In addition, 16.5 percent reported restriction of freedom, and 6.4 percent 

had experienced extreme violence, which mainly manifested in the direct sex work.730 

Sorajjakool notes that while violence in sex trafficking is a reality in Thailand that needs 

to be addressed, it seems to be in decline compared with the brutal practices employed 

in the 1980s and early 1990s.731 

Some scholars, like Kevin Bales, maintain that there is a weak direct link be-

tween sex tourism and slavery. While female sex workers endure severe debasement 

and exploitation in the reality of sex tourism, except for the sexual exploitation of chil-

dren, most commercial sex services offered to tourists do not involve sex slaves. For 

Bales, sex trafficking in Thailand correlates mostly with girls falling victims to debt 

bondage and being exploited in brothels visited chiefly by impoverished Thai male 
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members of the working class.732  

Child sex trafficking in Thailand was brutal between 1985 and 1996. Girls were 

chained, raped, and kept under inhumane conditions. They were often sold and locked 

up in the brothels, deprived of sunlight for up to two years, and they were forced to be 

available for sex 24 hours per day.733 

Parents were selling their children, and, in some cases, if they returned with 

AIDS, they rejected and isolated them in small huts. The good-looking girls were forced 

to have sex with twenty to twenty-six clients per night.734 

In June 1991, seventeen underage tribal girls were rescued from a brothel in 

Phuket. One of them was sexually exploited while being seven months pregnant. In 

November 2001, twelve girls were rescued from a brothel in Rayong Province Most 

had undergone severe physical and sexual abuse and were forced into prostitution, and 

eleven out of twelve were HIV positive.735 As an example of the brutality of torture 

experienced by the victims, one pimp used a wire hanger for clothes to whip the bare 

backs of the girls and pull off their skin to force them to cooperate.736  

In 2000, Sorajjakool remarks from the prostitutes he interviewed, in the context 

of research on child prostitution in Thailand, four passed away from AIDS not long 

after. He also records that, as a social worker informed him, at the main shelters for 

women and children in Bangkok, Kret Trakan Welfare Protection and Vocational De-

velopment Center that of the two hundred female victims, only twenty-five underage 

girls had engaged in prostitution and only five had been forced into prostitution. Ac-

cording to the Center for the Protection of Children’s Rights (CPCR) annual report, the 

number of rescued victims of child sex trafficking by the center peaked between 1988 

and 1991 and then started to decline. The study showed that violence, coercion, and 

forced child prostitution were declining following the 1980s and early 1990s. In addi-

tion, the numbers of poor rural girls engaging in prostitution were decreasing while 
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those of poor urban girls were increasing. Moreover, the amount of brothels has reduced 

significantly, while massage parlors, cafes, karaoke bars, and other types of bars and 

venues of the sex trade have grown considerably. Nevertheless, the study didn’t indicate 

a notable decrease in child prostitution. Despite the fact that brothels had diminished, 

more deprived urban girls were driven into the sex industry, “working in businesses 

used as a front for sex work, rather than working in brothels”.737 

Sorajjakool maintains that the factors contributing to these changes were NGOs 

promoting education and prevention among rural girls in northern Thailand, the HIV-

AIDS prevalence discouraging rural children from prostitution, and the Prevention and 

Suppression of Prostitution Act of 1996 that introduced severe punishments—life im-

prisonment and death sentences—for the perpetrators of sex trafficking, especially of 

minors.738 With this act, for the first time, prostitutes were treated as victims and not 

perpetrators, as in the suppression act of 1960, which prescribed more severe penalties 

for prostitutes than the procurers.739 

A 2001 study on child prostitution involved surveying fifty-seven villages and 

interviewing sixteen child sex workers as well as community and village leaders, school 

staff, law enforcement officers, and public health volunteers. The findings showed a 

decline in the number of brothels and prostitutes. Eleven out of the sixteen girls had 

engaged in prostitution for more than three months, five beyond three years, while all 

worked independently. The study also pinpointed addiction to amphetamines, consum-

erism, lack of affection in family, and poverty as factors driving these girls to commer-

cial sex work. In addition, some families encouraged their daughters to become prosti-

tutes to provide financial support.740 A comparable 2001 study concerning Lampang 

Province indicated that child prostitution involving trafficking, coercion, and slavery 

was replaced by the voluntary entrance to the sex industry due to limited economic 

opportunities, low education and inadequate skills, consumerism, and influence from 
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738 Siroj Sorajjakool, Child Prostitution in Thailand: Listening to Rahab (New York: Haworth Press, 
2003), 15-22. 

739 Sorajjakool, Human Trafficking, chap. 7. 
740 Nan Education Office, “Study on the Situation of Child Prostitution: Nan Province”, ECPAT, 

2001, quoted in Sorajjakool, Human Trafficking, chap. 7. 
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family and friend environment.741 

Sorajjakool, in interviewing Thai police officers, got affirmations that many un-

derage girls had not been forced into prostitution. Female freelance sex workers as 

young as twelve to fifteen were active around Lumpini Park in Bangkok very late at 

night in order to elude detection from the police. In Chiang Mai, Major Puttanurak, 

investigator of human trafficking cases, verified most cases in Chiang Mai linked to the 

sex trade. Nevertheless, in child prostitution cases, many children were not directly 

forced or coerced into prostitution. They either entered voluntarily while their exploi-

tation followed shortly after or realized later that the law forbids sexual engagement 

between adults and individuals below 18.742 

Boys, too, do not escape the menace of sex trafficking unharmed. Supphakorn 

Noja, head of Pattaya’s Child Protection and Development Center, reported that owners 

of internet cafes in Chonburi and Pattaya encourage boys to use their internet services 

for several hours and lend them money for the purpose of ensnaring them in debt bond-

age. When the loan becomes unbearable, the cafe owners prompt the children to become 

prostitutes as a way to pay off their debt. Approximately forty Thai boys entered the 

sex industry either voluntarily or reluctantly due to this situation.743 

Another issue closely connected with the Thai sex industry is marriages between 

Thai women and foreigners from Western cultures. These ladies are often ex-prostitutes 

who enter the sex industry hoping to locate wealthy tourists in the numerous commer-

cial sex venues in Thailand’s urban centers and persuade them to marry them. In fact, 

many destitute Thai women, often coming from the Northeastern provinces of Isan and 

other impoverished Thai regions, greatly aspire to marry foreigners to escape pov-

erty.744 It is common to end up marrying foreigners from wealthy countries like Ger-

many, Switzerland, or the USA who can be 20 to 40 years older than their Thai wives. 

 
741 Adul Duangdeetaweerat, “Study on the situation of child prostitution: Lampang Province”, 

ECPAT, 2001, quoted in Sorajjakool, Human Trafficking, chap. 7. 
742 Sorajjakool, Human Trafficking, chap. 7. 
743 Ibid. 
744 Richard Bernstein, “Variations on a Theme: Thai Women and Foreign Husbands (Published 

2007)”, The New York Times, last modified August 12, 2007, 
https://www.nytimes.com/2007/08/12/world/asia/12iht-letter.1.7087394.html; Lapanun Patcharin, “It’s 
Not Just About Money: Transnational Marriages of Isan Women”, Journal of Mekong Societies 8, no. 3 
(2012), 1-28, https://so03.tci-thaijo.org/index.php/mekongjournal/article/view/6032; Jongrak Hong-
ngam et al., “Factors Affecting Marriages between Thai Women and Foreign Men: A Case Study of 
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The main incentives of these women are economic benefits and the prospect of an ex-

traordinary life. Even parents from the Northeast regularly express their preference for 

their daughters to marry foreigners. Nevertheless, lack of love does not make these 

women immoral or unethical since most are simply victims of harsh circumstances. In 

many cases, foreigners’ wives, also known as “mia farang”, had previously experienced 

bitter divorces or abandonment by their Thai husbands or boyfriends despite being 

mothers to their children. These abandonment pressures, lack of income, and inability 

to raise their children made them susceptible to seeking foreign husbands. And in fact, 

many foreigners took them as their wives and provided for them and their families. 

Likewise, many Thai ladies come out of the menace of prostitution and sex trafficking.  

Considering how much consumerism and materialism have permeated modern 

Thai values,745 many mia farangs evaluate their status and success in life in terms of 

wealth and luxury. Those that “accomplish” extravagant lifestyles and luxurious marital 

statuses often feel eager to advocate for younger generations their “achievements” via 

the use of social media and the internet. They describe in detail the path they followed, 

while most omit their past in prostitution and provide advice enthusiastically to their 

numerous followers, in addition to gaining attention and gathering followers to sell their 

products and increase their views, which has a direct positive impact on their advertis-

ing revenues. Thus, prostitution is indirectly promoted as the most effective and swiftest 

means of locating and persuading wealthy westerners, but at the same time, references 

to the pitfalls of sex trafficking are overlooked. Subsequently, many young Thais, al-

ready intrigued by the exceeding consumeristic and materialistic trends of their society, 

develop irresistible expectations about the easy riches and comfort that the life of a 

prostitute can offer. Unfortunately, such expectations drive many young girls to the sex 

industry totally unprepared for the grim realities of sex trafficking that lurk in the world 

of commercial sex work. Apart from this, plenty of examples of promoting glamorous 

 
Thailand”, วารสารเศรษฐศาสตร์และกลยุทธ์การจัดการ ( Journal of Economics and Management Strategy ) 
[Online] 8, no. 1 (June 2021): 72-82, accessed July 17, 2021, 
https://kuojs.lib.ku.ac.th/index.php/jems/article/view/3184/2027. 

745 Phra Somsak Duangsisen, “Consumerism, Prostitution, And Buddhist Ethics”, Chulalongkorn 
Journal of Buddhist Studies 2, no. 1 (2003): 1-11, accessed July 14, 2021, https://so06.tci-
thaijo.org/index.php/cjbs/article/view/244851. 
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life from people who have never engaged in prostitution incidentally provide an addi-

tional urge for the youth to find meaning in their lives through status and wealth.  

Final example that illustrates how the Thai sex industry has permeated deeply 

to even to the political circles of Thailand is the case of Chuwit Kamolvisit. Kamolvisit 

is a controversial Thai politician who was once the country's biggest massage parlor 

owner, with a considerable number of massage parlors in Bangkok and was considered 

by many as a crucial person in prostitution in Thailand. He even revealed in 2003 that 

his primary clients were top government officials and policemen of high rank.746 The 

fact that politicians appeared to be supporting prostitution challenged, even more, the 

effort to curb prostitution. According to BBC news, in 2003, M.P.s from Thailand were 

against a political party that banned them from having mistresses or visiting brothels. 

Thirachai Sirikhan, a former M.P. in Thaksin Shinawatra’s Thai Rak Thai, told The 

Nation in 2003: “To have a mia noi is an individual’s right. There should be no problem 

as long as the politician causes no trouble to his family or society”.747 In addition to 

that, when the police raided Bangkok parlors in 2007, the police chief colonel Varanvas 

Karunyathat defended the police saying that the officers involved needed to have sex 

with masseuses to gain evidence for the arrest.748 

Thailand as a Transit Country  

Thailand is often used as transit country for human trafficking. According to the 

2018 Trafficking in Person Report, Thailand is a transit country for victims from China, 

North Korea, Vietnam, Bangladesh, India, and Burma for human trafficking, sex, and 

forced labor in countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Russia, South Korea, 

the United States, and countries in Western Europe.749 

 
746 Cathy Scott-Clark and Adrian Levy, “Thai Brothel King's Revenge”, The Guardian, last modified 

December 1, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2004/feb/21/weekend.adrianlevy. 
747 “BBC NEWS | Asia-Pacific | Thai MPs Protest Mistress Ban”, BBC News, last modified 

December 2, 2003, https://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/asia-pacific/3255350.stm. 
748 “Chuwit Kamolvisit News”, 2Bangkok.com | Almost Like Being There, accessed March 30, 2020, 

https://2bangkok.com/chuwit.shtml. 
749 Department of State United States of America, Trafficking in Persons Report June 2018 

(Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Sate Publication / Office of the Under secretary for Civilian 
Security, Democracy, and Human Rights, 2018), 414-418, https://www.state.gov/wp-
content/uploads/2019/01/282798.pdf.  
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The location of Thailand is strategic as it is located in the middle of the South-

east Asian region and, therefore, it turns out to be a traveling destination. It gives way 

for international flights to almost every place throughout the world. Thus, its features 

facilitate the activities of traffickers, and Bangkok is used by many traffickers to 

transport victims to other nations worldwide. For instance, the traffickers of human 

beings from China and those people that smuggle illegal migrants utilize Thailand as a 

central place for the shipment of trafficking victims and illegal immigrants coming from 

southern regions of China. The migrants from China and the trafficking victims are 

taken through Myanmar, enter the regions to the north of Thailand, and then proceed to 

Bangkok. It is deemed this route is easier than going via the extensive land of China to 

the Northeastern region of China. The area has a significant number of traveling chal-

lenges from one city to another. Therefore, as soon as the victims or illegal immigrants 

arrive in China Town, it is not challenging for them to mix with the native people in 

that area. The victims are made to stay in temporary shelters as they wait to be given 

fake passports by the traffickers to enable them to take a plane out of Bangkok to tour 

other areas throughout the world. For example, they could travel to destinations such 

as the United States of America, the United Kingdom, Europe, Australia, and Canada 

among other destinations. However, the number of Chinese people who fall victim to 

trafficking has decreased tremendously in an effective manner by enhancing the secu-

rity features of passports. It was possible due to the advanced new technology. Also, 

the improvement in the features of the passports has reduced the number of migrants 

that are illegal and that are transported via Bangkok.750 

Thailand has a long history as a transit country for trafficking Rohingya refugees 

and Bangladeshi migrants to Malaysia, among other destination countries. In 2015, traf-

ficking camps and mass graves were discovered in southern Thailand, which led to a 

crackdown by Thai and Malaysian authorities and forced traffickers to abandon boats 

full of “refugees and migrants at sea, often without adequate water, food or fuel”.751 

 
750 Roujanavong, “Human Trafficking”, 141. 
751 Audrey Gaughran, “Rohingya Fleeing”. 
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Conclusion 

Chapter three explored human trafficking from a global perspective and re-

vealed the grim realities endured by millions of victims. Various actors use multiple 

methods to exploit human beings and secure variable amounts of profit. The agents of 

human trafficking range from ordinary people, like local business owners and even in-

timate partners and family members, to well-organized crime syndicates. Irrespective 

of the analysis perspective and despite its noted decline, sexual exploitation remains 

one of the most prevalent forms of human trafficking exploitation. Women and girls 

display the highest vulnerability to trafficking in persons, especially sex trafficking and 

forced marriage practices. Asia is estimated to have the highest number of victims of 

modern slavery and sex trafficking. Human trafficking and forced labor have a negative 

impact on the economies of destination countries and those of origin in the form of 

significant loss of revenues for the former and declining salary levels that negatively 

affect investments rates and worsen income inequalities for the latter.  

In examining the international antitrafficking efforts, the UNODC’s framework 

of action is based on disseminating guidelines for the facilitation of prevention of the 

phenomenon, protection of the victims, prosecution of the offenders, and national and 

international cooperation and coordination for combating human trafficking as an at-

tempt to support the effective implementation of the Protocol to Prevent, Suppress and 

Punish Trafficking in Persons by domestic and international legislative and legal in-

struments. On the other hand, The U.S. Department of State ranks each country in one 

of four TIERS, following the 2000 Trafficking Victims Protection Act (TVPA). The 

ranking is based on the extent of a country’s governmental endeavors to combat human 

trafficking. 

Human trafficking victims endure multiple and varied harms and risks depend-

ing on the stage of the human trafficking cycle and the type of exploitation induced 

upon them. Their exploiters employ numerous threats and coercion so victims submit 

to the will of the traffickers. For instance, they threaten them or their families, withhold 

their identification documents and wages, trap them in debt bondage, isolate and alien-

ate them from their communities, or even force them to use drugs and alcohol. In gen-
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eral, while the level of physical and psychological abuse varies, in most cases predom-

inates. Women and girls are particularly vulnerable to sexual exploitation and sexual 

abuse. Children encounter more enduring mental and physical health consequences 

than adults, primarily due to their developmental immaturity. 

The harms and risks that human trafficking victims face pertain to their mental 

and physical health and their social life and interpersonal relationships. Among traf-

ficking survivors, there is a notably high prevalence of PTSD, depression, various per-

sonality and mood disorders that involve suicidal ideation and self-harm, and substance 

abuse and addictions. In many cases, survivors adopt maladaptive coping strategies that 

fuel their marginalization and alienation from society and bring havoc to their lives.  

Thailand is of particular importance in human trafficking research and specifi-

cally sex trafficking, as it remains one of the few countries that is simultaneously a 

destination, origin, and transit region for trafficking in persons. While the Thai govern-

ment invests significant effort to curb the phenomenon, it remains on TIER 2 ranking 

by failing to meet the minimum standards in several areas of critical significance as 

prescribed by the 2000 Trafficking Victims Protection Act. Human beings are exploited 

in various sectors in Thailand, such as the fishing industry, agriculture, and the sex 

industry. Many victims are migrants from the Mekong region that spans China, Myan-

mar, Lao PDR, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. Nevertheless, research estimates 

that the majority of victims and offenders involved are Thais. Thai nationals also fall 

victims to sex trafficking abroad, but they happen to become agents of sexual exploita-

tion themselves too.  
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In Thailand, the commercial sex industry is deeply intertwined with sex traf-

ficking and sex tourism. Forced prostitution and voluntary sex work are easily conflated 

and often challenging to discern. Although research from the last two decades indicates 

that violence and coercion in the Thai sex industry have declined, it is becoming in-

creasingly difficult to delineate the boundaries between prostitutes and sex slaves. 

While poverty and low education remain some of the primary contributing factors to 

prostitution and sex trafficking, gradually, globalization, consumerism, and materialism 

combined with local social mores and values, strongly influenced by domestic interpre-

tations of Theravāda moral teachings, drive young Thais to the commercial sex work 

and its temptations of easy monetary gains. Apparently, the close connection between 

prostitution and sex trafficking alongside the naivete of the young prostitutes increases 

the risks of falling victims to sexual exploitation.  

A similar interplay, to the one described above, of socio-cultural and religious 

forces drive the offenders to exploit their victims, the corruption of officials, discrimi-

nation against women, passivity, and tolerance towards the phenomenon that altogether 

sustains sex trafficking and the Thai sex industry. The fact that deep-rooted Thai social 

norms and values fuel practices that solidify human trafficking in Thailand necessitate 

multidisciplinary research and intervention with a focus on the gradual and foundational 

recalibration of the Thai attitudes towards the value of human life, equality, gender 

discrimination, structural violence against disadvantaged populations and women. In 

addition, such an approach will facilitate a compelling reinterpretation of the core Ther-

avāda ethical and moral system that permeates Thai culture, intending to raise Thai 

society's sensitivity to slavery, exploitation, and human suffering.    
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CHAPTER FOUR 

WESTERN ETHICAL TRADITIONS AND SEX 

TRAFFICKING 

PART ONE 

4.1 An Introduction to Western Ethical Traditions 

4.1.1 Introduction 

Ethics is often described as the science of morality,752 and deals with how hu-

mans ought to live pertaining to notions such as right and wrong, good will, and respect 

for others.753 Western ethics consists of theories explaining how people should act, 

what is a right or wrong action, how we know whether an action is right or wrong, and 

how we assign a value to operations, which is to say if an action is right or wrong. These 

questions are in the field of ethics. When ethics focuses on a person’s morality, it is 

known as normative ethics, which examines standards for the rightness and wrongness 

of actions and behaviors. Therefore, Western ethics enables people to understand them-

selves and to know how to behave and act appropriately under different circumstances.  

When we talk of Western ethics, we mostly mean the theory of utilitarianism 

and the theory of Kant. Nevertheless, several other ethics exist, for instance, biblical 

ethics, which comes from the bible like the ethics of Jesus and Paul. Also, different 

ethics include prophetic ethics, Roman ethics, and many more. Most of these ethics 

teach about moral life in a society. They determine when a person is morally right and 

when a person is morally wrong. This chapter will be covering Kantian (deontology) 

ethics, utilitarian ethics, and virtue ethics. To start with, the section at its initial stage 

focuses on the theory of Kant and Kantian ethics. It goes further into the moral worthi-

ness of a person in society. We will discover that Kant considered a person morally 

worthy depending on his actions. It shows that the author is focusing on whether the 

actions are good or bad. The goodness or badness of actions is not readily determined 

 
752 Rene Pellissier, Number Crunching for Business People (Cape Town: Juta & Co., 2007), 117. 
753 Louis P. Pojman and James Fieser, Ethics: Discovering Right and Wrong (Wadsworth, Inc, 2009), 

2.  
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when it comes to Kant’s theory.754 The goodness or the badness of a person’s actions 

has to be determined by the motivation that made the person act and not its conse-

quences. for the results of the action will not depict the full, actual picture.755 Deonto-

logical theories prioritize what is a ‘right’ action even if it fails to maximize the ‘good’, 

or, more generally, to prohibit what is a ‘wrong’ action even if it may promote more 

good.756 Hence, according to Kant in the first part, the moral goodness of a person will 

be determined by his actions and the motive causing him to do activities. According to 

the section, we will also learn that Kant requires people to act not out of pleasure but 

because they have to. Having an obligation to do them means that morally worthy per-

sons should do actions even if they do not enjoy doing them.757 

This part also discusses in detail the applications of Kantian ethics. There is a 

discussion on medical ethics, animal ethics, lying ethics, and even sexual ethics. Next, 

there is a discussion of Utilitarianism. In the section, several examples show the appli-

cations of utilitarianism in real-life situations and their detailed explanation. According 

to the definition of Utilitarianism in the chapter, an action is considered good once a 

professional has finished looking at its consequences. If the results of the operations 

bring happiness to the majority of people, then the action is considered morally right. 

4.1.2 Kantian Ethics: Deontology 

The word deontology derives from the Greek words δἐον (deon),758 described 

as “duty” or “obligation759 and λόγος (logos) which means “study”. Deontology can be 

viewed as rule-based ethics, since the spirit of its theories pertains to the examination 

of rules that bind one to one’s duty.760 It is also a normative ethical system that theorizes 

 
754 Robert Johnson and Adam Cureton, “Kant's Moral Philosophy”, in The Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy (Spring 2018 Edition), ed. Edward N. Zalta, accessed September 17, 2021, 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/spr2018/entries/kant-moral/. 

755 Wilfred Beckerman, Economics as Applied Ethics: Fact and Value in Economic Policy, (Cham: 
Palgrave Macmillan, 2017) 95. https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-50319-6. 

756 Ibid., 94. 
757 Warren Ashby, “A Comprehensive History of Western Ethics: What Do We Believe?”, 

Cgjungpage.org, last modified October 27, 2013, http://www.cgjungpage.org/learn/articles/analytical-
psychology/840-chapter-2-the-biblical-ethic.  

758 Eugen Constantin, “Deontology In Public Administration”, Contemporary Readings in Law and 
Social Justice 6, no.1 (January 2014): 432. 

759 From the verb δἐω “bind, tie, fetter”, via the present participle stem deont- + the suffix -logia.  
760 Bruce N. Waller, Consider Ethics: Theory, Readings, and Contemporary Issues (New York: 

Pearson Longman, 2005), 23. 
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that the morality of actions and behaviors should be determined on the grounds of a 

system of laws and not on their consequences.761 Kantian Deontology, Kantianism, or 

Kantian ethics is a deontological theoretical system of ethics formulated by Immanuel 

Kant in the 18th century. Kant’s ethical theory is assumed to have a deontological basis 

and represent the antithesis of utilitarian ethical systems that valued morality based on 

consequences of actions. This assumption can be affirmed for no less than four rea-

sons:762  

 The first is the central role that duty (deon) bears in Kantianism since all 

rational agents must follow their duty for its own sake.763  

 The second reason is that human beings are almost obligated not to max-

imize the best consequences through their actions or even intentions.764  

 As a third reason, Kant conceptualizes a world where duty is applied in 

a way that rational agents possess more value and dignity than just being 

mere means for maximizing best consequences;765 and  

 Finally, “Kant is a deontologist because he stipulates firm limits, or side 

constraints, on the promotion of ends, such as maximizing overall best 

consequences”.766 

According to Kant, a person has to qualify to conceive something taken to be 

right in the world or out of the world, except good will; an action can only be good if it 

is a maxim.767 As Kant says: 

 
761 Larry Alexander and Michael Moore, “Deontological Ethics”, in The Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy (Summer 2021 Edition), ed. Edward N. Zalta, accessed September 14, 2021, 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2021/entries/ethics-deontological/; Waller, Consider Ethics, 23.  

762 Brian Orend, War and International Justice: A Kantian Perspective (Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier 
University Press, 2000), 19; Eugene Kelly, The Basics of Western Philosophy (New York: Greenwood 
Press, 2006), 160. 

763 Orend, War and International Justice, 19. 
764 Ibid. 
765 Ibid. 
766 Ibid., 20. 
767 Mark Timmons, Moral Theory: An Introduction, (Rowman & Littlefield Publisher, Inc., 2013), 

222. 
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“There is nothing it is possible to think of anywhere in the world, or 

indeed anything at all outside it, that can be held to be good without 

limitation, excepting only a good will.”768 

The question to be answered by his ethics is, what is it for a will to be good? 

Kant states that a good will is a will that selects a particular action because it is com-

manded by duty. For us to understand his view, we have to understand first what duty 

means. He theorized that there are imperatives which have to be obeyed—”by an ‘im-

perative’ Kant understands the linguistic expression of a ‘command’”.769 These imper-

atives ought to be done if one is interested in reaching some end. Like many other de-

ontological theories, Kantianism judges the rightness or wrongfulness of action not on 

its consequences but on whether it accords with one’s duties770. Kant said that the su-

preme principle of morality is the categorical imperative that determines our moral val-

ues. 

There are two types of imperatives, namely the Hypothetical Imperative and the 

Categorical Imperative.771 The first type, the Hypothetical Imperative prescribes ac-

tions as a means to achieve an already given end, something we already want. These 

commands have conditions on relevant desire. For instance, “if you want to go to an 

engineering college, study physics in high school” or “if you want to arrive early, then 

use a car instead of walking”. If you are not willing to arrive early, you can ignore the 

command. The second type of imperative is the Categorical Imperative. This command 

is unconditional. An example of the Categorical Imperative is “do not come late”, “if 

you come late, you will be punished”. There is a connection between morality and the 

Categorical Imperative. The relationship is morality must be based on the categorical 

imperative because one receives a command from it and cannot claim that it does not 

apply to oneself. 

In the Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, Kant talks about the formulae 

of the Categorical Imperative. The working mechanism of the Categorical Imperative 

 
768 Immanuel Kant, Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals, ed. and trans. Allen W. Wood (New 

Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2002), 9 [Ak 4:393].  
769 Hans Kelsen, General Theory of Norms, trans. Michael Hartney (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), 

13. 
770 Beckerman, Economics as Applied Ethics, 94. 
771 Kant, Groundwork, 31 [Ak4:414] 
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has five different formulations organized in three principal ways, while the first and 

third principles have one variant each.772 “The Formula of Universal Law” is the first 

formulation. It conveys the principle of universalizability, which contains the notion 

that legitimate actions ought to be applicable without contrarieties to all human beings. 

If a conflict occurs, action violates the concept. This formula acts on that maxim or rule 

that can simultaneously be a universal law of nature, which constitutes the variation of 

the first formula, “The Formula of the Law of Nature”. The second formulation of 

the Categorical Imperative is the “The Formula of Humanity as End in Itself”, which 

can be briefly explained that as: “for as an end in themselves humans ought not to treat 

others merely as a means to an end, but always treat others, as ends in themselves”. 

The third formulation is the “Formula of Autonomy”. It denotes that rational human 

beings ought to obey categorical imperatives out of a will that is based solely on rea-

son.773 While Kant speaks like there are only three principles, one additional formula-

tion, a variation of the third formula, appears to introduce a social dimension into Kant’s 

view. This variant is “The Formula of the Realm of Ends”. Kant did not strive to 

prescribe specific moral actions but centered his ethical theory on the notion that reason 

should be applied when determining how people ought to behave.774  

Categorical Imperatives  

As already mentioned, Kant distinguished between Categorical and Hypothet-

ical Imperatives.775 We follow hypothetical imperatives when we set “an end Z, per-

form whatever actions are indispensably necessary means to the attainment of Z which 

lie in their power”.776 A hypothetical imperative forces an obligation upon people only 

if they want to meet their goals or desires. For example, “Enroll at university” is a 

hypothetical imperative because one chooses to follow it only if one aspires to attain 

higher levels of education.  

 
772 Ibid., xviii. 
773 Immanuel Kant and H. J. Paton, Groundwork of the Metaphysic of Morals, trans. H. J. Paton (New 

York: Harper & Row, 1964), 34. 
774 Crane Brinton, s.v. “Enlightenment”, in The Encyclopedia of Philosophy, ed. Paul Edwards (New 

York: The Macmillan Company & the Free Press, 1967); Peter Singer, Hegel: A Very Short 
Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1983), 42. 

775 Allen W. Wood, Kant's Ethical Thought (Cambridge NY,: Cambridge University Press, 1999), 61. 
776 Ibid., xxii.  
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On the other hand, the Categorical Imperative, presented in Kant’s Groundwork 

of the Metaphysics of Morals, governs the Kantian moral theory. It compels people to 

obey it irrespective of their inclinations or desires. The Categorical Imperative could be 

defined in many ways, but on its basis, it states that an action is wrong if the rules that 

govern it cannot become an accepted and practiced norm for all human societies.777 

Alternatively, it can be regarded as representing “an action as objectively necessary of 

itself, without reference to another end”.778 While hypothetical imperatives’ obligatory 

power depends on social conventions and contracts, categorical imperatives derive the 

same power from rationality that exists in every rational human being. Humans cannot 

relinquish their rationality. Thus, a categorical imperative is a rational moral law779 that 

applies unconditionally to all sensible agents without exceptions.780 Following Paton’s 

analysis of Kant’s Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, we identify five formulae 

of the Categorical Imperative.781 Kant formulates them in three principal ways with the 

“first and third” of these having variants which “are intended to bring the law closer to 

intuition and make it more applicable”.782 For convenience, the following list will pre-

sent the formulae of Kant’s Categorical Imperative based on Paton’s enumeration783 

and Allen Wood’s translation784: 

Formula I - The Formula of Universal Law: “Act only in accordance with that 

maxim through which you can at the same time will that it become a universal law”.785 

Formula Ia - The Formula of the Law of Nature: “So act as if the maxim of 

your action were to become through your will a universal law of nature”.786 

Formula II - The Formula of Humanity as End in Itself: “Act so that you use 

 
777 Paul W. Taylor, Problems of Moral Philosophy: An Introduction to Ethics (Encino, Calif.: 

Dickenson Pub. Co., 1972), 219. 
778 Immanuel Kant, Practical Philosophy, ed. and trans. Mary J. Gregor (Cambridge: Cambridge 

University Press, 1996), 67. 
779 See Theodosios N. Pelegrinis, Kant's Conception of the Categorical Imperative and the Will 

(London: Zeno, 1980). 
780 Johnson and Cureton, “Kant's Moral Philosophy”. 
781 H. J. Paton, The Categorical Imperative: A Study in Kant's Moral Philosophy (Chicago: 

University of Chicago Press, 1948), 129.  
782 Kant, Groundwork, xviii. 
783 Paton, The Categorical Imperative, 129. 
784 Kant, Groundwork, xviii. 
785 Ibid,, xviii, 37 [Ak 4:421]. 
786 Ibid,, xviii, 38 [Ak 4:421]. 
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humanity, as much in your own person as in the person of every other, always at the 

same time as end and never merely as means”.787 

Formula III - Formula of Autonomy: “the idea of the will of every rational 

being as a will giving universal law”788 or “Not to choose otherwise than so that the 

maxims of one’s choice are at the same time comprehended with it in the same volition 

as universal law”.789 

Formula IIIa - The Formula of the Realm of Ends: “Act in accordance with 

maxims of a universally legislative member for a merely possible realm of ends”.790 

By studying the interconnections and the specific arguments that Kant uses as 

he presents the formulae, certain relations between them start to unveil: We can imme-

diately recognize deeper dyadic associations between Formula I and Formula Ia, and 

likewise in Formula III and Formula IIIa, while Formula IIIa is also relating to Formula 

II.791 Furthermore, the close affinity of Formula I and III often leads to the assumption 

that the importance of Formula I lies above all other formulae, and consequently utilize 

Formula la, Formula II, and Formula IIIa792 “in the application of Formula I by bringing 

the general and supreme principle of morality (Formula I) nearer to intuition and so to 

feeling”793.  

Next, I will briefly analyze the formulae along with their variation and denote 

their interconnections. 

Formula I and Ia - The Formula of Universal Law AND The Formula of 

the Law of Nature  

The formula of universal law, sometimes referred as “universalizability princi-

ple”794 is Kant’s first formulation of the Categorical Imperative. We find it in, another, 

 
787 Ibid,, xviii, 46-47 [Ak 4:429] 
788 Ibid,, xviii, 49 [Ak 4:431] 
789 Ibid., xviii, 58 [Ak 4:440] 
790 Ibid,, xviii, 56 [Ak 4:439] 
791 Paton, The Categorical Imperative, 130. 
792 Ibid. 
793 Ibid. 
794 Nelson T. Potter and Mark Timmons, eds., Morality and Universality: Essays on Ethical 

Universalizability (Dordrecht, Holland: D. Reidel Publishing Company, 1985), x. 
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negative form while “analyzing the implications of ordinary moral judgments”,795 stat-

ing that “‘ought never to act except in such a way that I can also will the maxim of my 

action to be a universal law”.796 Immanuel Kant in his Groundwork of the metaphysics 

of morals writes: 

“Act only in accordance with that maxim through which you can at 

the same time will that it become a universal law”.797  

The formula of the law of nature is intimately related to universal law. Since 

laws of nature are by definition universal, everything in nature works according to 

laws.798 Only a rational being can act following the representation of laws, that is, fol-

lowing “principles, or has a will. Since reason is essential for acting in accordance with 

laws, the will equates to practical reason”.799 Kant affirms we may likewise express the 

Categorical Imperative as:  

“So act as if the maxim of your action were to become through your 

will a universal law of nature”.800  

The obligations or duties imposed by this formulation are divided by Kant into 

two arrangements of two subsets.801 While the primary discrimination of duties is be-

tween those concerning ourselves and duties we have to others802—for instance, we 

ought not to kill ourselves or others—, Kant discriminates between “perfect” and “im-

perfect” duties.803 In a typical analysis, perfect duties are deemed enforceable, while 

imperfect duties are not. Locke described this peculiarity of imperfect duties of non-

 
795 Paton, The Categorical Imperative, 133. 
796 Paton, The Categorical Imperative, 73; See also, Henry E. Allison, Kant's Groundwork for the 

Metaphysics of Morals: A Commentary (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), 170. 
797 Kant, Groundwork, xviii, 37 [Ak 4:421]. 
798 Christine Korsgaard, “Kant”, in Ethics in the History of Western Philosophy, ed. Robert J. 

Cavalier, James Gouinlock, and James P. Sterba (London: The Macmillan Press Ltd, 1989), 212. 
799 John McCumber, Understanding Hegel’s Mature Critique of Kant (Stanford, California: Stanford 

University Press, 2013), 149.  
800 Kant, Groundwork, xviii, 38 [Ak 4:421]. 
801 Robert R. Clewis, The Kantian Sublime and the Revelation of Freedom (New York: Cambridge 

University Press, 2009), 64.  
802 Immanuel Kant, Grounding for the Metaphysics of Morals; with, On a Supposed Right to Lie 

Because of Philanthropic Concerns, trans. James W. Ellington (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing 
Company, 1993), 30 [421]. 
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enforcement as incongruous to freedom.804 Supposing human beings are enforced 

upon to act on imperfect duties, for instance, duties of beneficence or generosity, then 

they are deprived of their right to voluntarily set the “ends of one’s own with one’s 

means”.805 

According to Kant, an action is allowed to be acted if one is willing to perform 

it on the condition that enables the act to be a universal law by which everyone operates. 

Maxims or conditions fail this test when they produce either a contradiction in concep-

tion or an inconsistency in the will when universalized. Also, according to Kant, a per-

fectly rational person is a perfectly moral person; thus, rational morality is universal 

and cannot change depending on the circumstances.806  

The Categorical Imperative Procedure on assessing what constitutes a viola-

tion of the Categorical Imperative and the Universal Law  

Guidelines for deciding whether a proposed action is a violation of the Categor-

ical Imperative and Universal Law or not are worked out by Rawls. The procedure ex-

pects us to take a maxim we consider following up on and process it through four stages 

which he labels as “categorical imperative procedure”807 (CI-procedure, from now on). 

This procedure helps determine the moral law’s content. It applies to rational human 

beings “endowed with conscience and moral sensibility”808 and, as finite beings, influ-

enced and not delimited by desires and inclinations.809 

There should be a clear distinction between the moral law, the categorical im-

perative, and the CI-procedure. The moral law “is an idea of reason”810 and designates 

a principle that pertains to all reasonable and rational beings irrespective of whether 

 
804 John Locke, “Two Treatises of Government”, in Two Treatises of Government and A Letter 

Concerning Toleration, ed. Ian Shapiro (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2008), 1-6, 
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Deen K. Chatterjee (Dordrecht: Springer, 2011), accessed August 15, 2021, 
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806 Immanuel Kant, Fundamental Principles of the Metaphysics of Morals, trans. Thomas Kingsmill 
Abbott (Mineola, NY: Dover Publications, 2005), 41. 

807 John Rawls, “Themes in Kant's Moral Philosophy”, in Kant's Transcendental Deductions: The 
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they are finite beings with desires. The categorical imperative is addressed only to ra-

tional and finite beings—like humans—that encounter “the moral law as a con-

straint”811. The Cl-procedure adjusts the categorical imperative to the ordinary condi-

tions of human life.812 

Rawls cautions that Kant focuses exclusively on the examination of entirely rea-

sonable, rational, and honest agents. The Cl-procedure portrays the implicit “delibera-

tion that such agents”813 deploy in their moral thinking and behavior. It is not “an algo-

rithm that yields more or less mechanically a correct judgment”814 or “a set of debating 

rules” that expose deceivers of any kind.815 

The CI-procedure consists of four steps. In the first step, there is the agent’s 

maxim, which is rational and honest from the agent’s perspective. The CI-procedure 

applies to maxims of rational agents they have formed after reflecting on their circum-

stances. Such maxims constitute specific hypothetical imperatives that have the follow-

ing form:816 

1. “I am to do X in the circumstances C to bring about Y. (Here 

X is an action and Y a state of affairs.) 

2. In the second step, the maxim is generalized: Everyone is to 

do X in the circumstances C to bring about Y. 

3. The third step reconstructs the last rule into a law of nature: 

Everyone always does X in circumstances C to bring about Y. 

4. In the fourth step: We are to estimate in the best possible way, 

how the law of nature at step three would operate in unison 

with the present laws of nature—as we understand these—

and how it will influence the course of the order of nature in 

time”.817 

 
811 Ibid. 
812 Ibid. 
813 Ibid., 82-83. 
814 Ibid. 
815 Ibid. 
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In the above process, it is assumed that the newly formed order of nature “has a 

settled equilibrium state, the relevant features of which we are able to figure out”.818 

This social world is named the “perturbed social world” and correlated with the maxim 

at the first step.819 At the initial step, the maxim ought to be one that rational beings 

earnestly will to act on and one they truly think may give a legitimate motivation to act. 

The maxim ought also to be sound in the hypothetical-imperative sense which means 

action ought to be a powerful method for advancing an end in the respective condi-

tions.820 

Following the preceding, Rawls reformulates the categorical imperative: Hu-

man beings are entitled to act according to the maxim at the first step only on two con-

ditions. First, “[they] must be able to intend, as a sincere reasonable, and rational agent, 

to act from this maxim when [they] regard [themselves] as members of the perturbed 

social world associated with it”821 and act within that world’s conditions. Second, 

“[they] must be able to will this perturbed social world itself and affirm it should [they] 

belong to it”.822 

Therefore, if humans cannot will simultaneously the perturbed social world and 

aim to operate as members of it in accordance with this maxim, they cannot act from 

the maxim even though it is rational and genuine in their present circumstances. This 

principle applies to any human irrespective of the consequences of one’s rational inter-

ests as currently perceived.823 

The CI-procedure could be further illuminated using the maxim from the fourth 

example in Kant’s Groundwork824. In particular, an individual displays disregard for 

the well-being of human beings who need relief and support. The dilemma is whether 

individuals could or not will the perturbed social world associated with the following 

maxim: “I am not to help others or support them in suffering unless it is rational to do 

so, given my interests”.825 The perturbed social world correlated with this maxim is a 

 
818 Ibid. 483. 
819 Ibid., 83-84. 
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821 Ibid. 
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world in which no one assists others to promote their well-being. This is a reality that 

pertains to the past, present, and future and comprises the relevant equilibrium state. 

Kant regards that everyone in the perturbed social world comprehends the “laws of 

human conduct that arise from generalized maxims”826 and can effectively construe the 

relevant equilibrium state. Since everyone can do this, it becomes public knowledge. 

Hence, step three converts a general law deriving from step two into a universalized 

law of nature. Kant demonstrates his recognition of the ubiquity of the above human 

qualities even more explicitly in his second example in Groundwork, the “deceitful 

promise”.827 

For Kant, people cannot will a perturbed social world governed by a maxim of 

indifference. Many occasions occur in life when human beings need the love and com-

passion of others. It would be irrational for people to will a society that lacks reciprocity 

in love and kindness. The way Kant tests the maxim of indifference begets a very potent 

outcome. It ends up rejecting those maxims that lead to any form of the law of reciprocal 

love and support as such rules urge humans to help others in need. On the other hand, 

in a perturbed social world associated with the maxim of helping others in need, “situ-

ations may arise in which we very much want not to help them”828. Assisting others 

might conflict with the personal interests of the helper. Thus, following a maxim arising 

from people’s own will, hinders them from realizing their objectives or satisfying their 

own needs. In fact, every moral law would occasionally oppose human desires and in-

tentions. Obviously, the test of the CI-procedure, applied in Kant’s terms, is very potent 

for it discards all maxims that organize moral laws and duties.829 

By reflecting on Kant’s concept of “true human needs”, the paradox appearing 

in the will test of Kant’s fourth example can be re-expressed: 830 

“Can we will the perturbed social world associate with the maxim of 

indifference instead of associating with the maxim of reciprocal help, 

urging us to help others in need? Answering the question presupposes 

 
826 Ibid., 84. 
827 Ibid., 84-85. 
828 Ibid., 85. 
829 Ibid. 
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us referring solely to the true human needs and regard them as the 

same for everyone”.831 

Considering the amended procedure, it is inevitable that any general rule would 

occasionally constrain individual action incited by desires and inclinations. Thus, it is 

imperative to compare alternative social worlds and assess the consequences of prefer-

ring one over another. Succeeding in this demands considering the equilibrium of pos-

sible effects for the true human needs, which might be discerned by “the moral concep-

tions rooted in humanity’s shared moral sensibility”.832 

In addition, Rawls also argues that appraising the perturbed social worlds at step 

four involves at least two informational limits, on Kant’s premises. Firstly, rational 

agents have to disregard any peculiar characteristics that describe and identify people, 

including themselves, along with any specificities about their final ends and desires. 

Secondly, when rational agents examine whether they can will the perturbed social 

world that organizes on their maxim, they ought to do so without knowing their position 

in the social strata and their particular living conditions in that world. Assessing the 

perturbed social world by including our personal ends or our present and possible future 

circumstances renders the CI-procedure inefficient and ineffective.833 And he adds:  

“We must reason at step four not only on the basis of true human 

needs but also from a suitably general point of view that satisfies 

these two limits on particular (as opposed to general) Information. 

We must see ourselves as proposing the public moral law for an on-

going social world enduring over time”.834 

Formula II - The Formula of Humanity as End in Itself  

Treating humanity as an end in itself is the second formulation of a Categorical 

Imperative.835 Kant states the Formula of Humanity as an End in Itself (also known as 

the Formula of the End in Itself) as follows.  

 
831 Ibid. 
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 “Act so that you use humanity, as much in your own person as in the 

person of every other, always at the same time as end and never merely 

as means”.836 

Kant contended that rational beings can never be treated just as means to ends, 

or at least not only as a means to an end.837 They must always also be treated as ends 

themselves, requiring that their rational motives must be equally respected.838 Rational 

agents have the ability to plan and endeavor to accomplish their own goals, autonomous 

and rational, and they are not mere objects to be used by others. Agents have reason, 

and this quality lays the foundations for and motivates one to cultivate morality.839 This 

formula forbids us to use rational beings as mere tools to our ends, as we have to respect 

the fact that they too have ends.840 Rational beings cannot rationally agree to be used 

as a means to an end, so they have always to be treated as an end.841 Kant justified this 

by arguing that moral obligations are a rational necessity.  

To comprehend the formula, Oneil stresses that one needs to understand the 

meaning of treating a person as “a means” or as “an end”. For Kant, rational agents’ 

actions correspond to one or more maxims. The maxims of the acts constitute principles 

according to which people designate themselves to act and signify policies or principles 

that delineate the “intentions or decisions on which” people act.842 

Acting intentionally means that agents hold at least one maxim, which they can 

identify if they reflect on it. According to Kant, when one wants to determine the mo-

rality of a potential act, one should examine and confirm that the maxim of the act does 

not dictate using anyone as a mere means and, if possible, does treat others as ends in 

themselves.843 

 
836 Kant, Groundwork, xviii, 46-47 [Ak 4:429]. 
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Using rational agents as “a mere means” denotes involving “them in a scheme 

of action to which they could not in principle consent”.844 Using someone as a means 

is not always wrong. Any act or plan of cooperation involves doing so. If each party 

consents reciprocally to be used as a “means” but never as “mere means”, there is noth-

ing wrong with the action. Although they use one another as means, Kant would say 

that they do not use one another as mere means. In other words, “Each person assumes 

that the other has maxims of his or her own and is not just a thing or a prop to be 

manipulated”.845 

Nevertheless, “in situations where one person uses another in a way to which 

the other could not in principle consent”846, like promising to someone with a clear 

intention to break it, the person is deceived. Such an act or scheme of deception entails 

withholding the true maxim, which renders the victim unable to “in principle consent 

to their part in the proposed scheme of action”847 and gets them used as a mere means. 

Acts based on maxims that negate others’ ability to consent by the use of deception or 

coercion are morally wrong and unjust.848 

On the other hand, to treat others as an end in themselves obligates one to at 

least not use them as mere means and to respect them as rational agents with their own 

maxims. Furthermore, one may elect to advance the plans and maxims of others by 

sharing some of their ends. By acting in that manner, one exhibits beneficence, meaning 

that one tries to achieve what others want. Sensibly, beneficent acts or motives to have 

practical value should be selective. Thus, by not acting on maxims that use others as 

mere means, one displays justice, and by acting judiciously on maxims that further oth-

ers’ ends, one signifies beneficence.849  

Formula III - The Formula of Autonomy  

The Formula of Autonomy is arguably the richest and the most mystifying 
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among Kant’s formulations of the Categorical Imperative.850 Kant’s discussion of the 

formula of Autonomy offers us two statements of it, or more accurately of the similar 

practical principle:  

“the idea of the will of every rational being as a will giving universal 

law”851  

“Not to choose otherwise than so that the maxims of one’s choice are 

at the same time comprehended with it in the same volition as uni-

versal law”852 

Autonomy is the source of the unconditional or absolute worth, which refers to 

moral persons as creating laws and not merely obeying them.853 Autonomy is fre-

quently deemed to be a paradigmatic value in individual ethics. To be autonomous 

means being faithful to our beliefs and behaving in a means that we have chosen. Au-

tonomy is connected closely to respect of oneself, and it is for those who are genuine 

to their principles. Autonomy also has a social ethics dimension.854  

Although the argument is ambiguous, it combines the Formula of Universal Law 

and the Formula of the End in Itself.855 Furthermore, the Formula of Autonomy can be 

obtained undeviatingly from the Formula of Universal Law, and over that, it can come 

out of the Formula of the End in Itself.856 Kant’s Formula of Autonomy denotes that an 

agent has a legal obligation to follow the Categorical Imperative due to rational will 

and not from any outside influence. Any moral law prompted by the willingness to 

realize any alternative objective or desire repudiates the Categorical Imperative. Ra-

tional will is the sole motivator of moral laws.857 This principle obliges people to legit-

imize the right of others to act autonomously. Hence moral laws must be able to become 
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universalized, meaning that they are applicable to all people.858 In contrast, Pinckaers 

suggested that the Kantian thought of ethics rooted in autonomy is inconsistent in its 

dual contention that humans are members of the moral legislature and morality is a 

priori.859 In general, it is safe to claim autonomy leads to the dignity of rational persons.  

Formula IIIa – The Formula of the Realm (or Kingdom) of Ends 

The Kingdom of Ends (or Realm of Ends since the German word “reich” is more 

accurately translated as “realm”) constitutes an ideal; “it is ‘a systematic union of dif-

ferent rational beings through common laws’ a republic of all rational beings”860. This 

societal connection via common laws is established as follows: 

“Act in accordance with maxims of a universally legislative member 

for a merely possible realm of ends”861 

Being the simplest of the various forms of Formula IIIa and lacking in any ref-

erence to the “kingdom of nature” needs to be enriched:862 “All maxims which spring 

from your own making of laws ought to accord with a possible kingdom of ends as a 

kingdom of nature”.863 Like this, “the kingdom of ends is parallel to the ‘universal law’” 

Paton says, “while the kingdom of nature is parallel to the ‘universal law of nature’” 

and continues, “The use of the word ‘kingdom’ makes it clear that the laws in question 

are not to be considered in isolation but as part of a system of laws in both cases”.864  

 This formulation ought to be regarded based on actions taken as if their maxim 

proffer law for a hypothetical kingdom of ends. People have to act by means of princi-

ples that a society of rational beings would not deny any such law.865 In a society like 

that, each member would only accept maxims that can govern every member of the 

population without treating any member merely as a means to an end.866 Nevertheless, 
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as Korsgaard states:  

“this ideal is not actually brought about by the individual’s living up 

to it. The accidents of nature, and the actions of other people, may 

distort the results of morally good conduct, and lead to the unhappi-

ness of the moral agent or others. But since the moral law commands 

categorically, we must nevertheless act as legislators in the Kingdom 

of End”.867 

Moral Worth and Good Will 

Kant, commencing his first section of the Groundwork, offers a first glimpse of 

how much value the concept of good will bears concerning his whole theoretical 

method, with the already mentioned statement:868 

“There is nothing it is possible to think of anywhere in the world, or 

indeed anything at all outside it, that can be held to be good without 

limitation, excepting only a good will”.869 

In his study of good will and any other analysis, Kant affirms that he does 

not teach something new. He simply selects to adopt the Socratic method—which 

he regards as the ultimate method of conquering rational knowledge—in directing 

peoples’ common reason to the principle of their moral knowledge.870 

The Kantian concept of good will defines human beings’ inner moral worth but 

does not equal it with being “moderate, temperate or master of oneself”. The good will 

does not pertain solely to benevolent actions but also to “preserving one’s life, keeping 

one’s promises”, or even securing one’s own happiness.871  

For Kant, the notion of a good character gives content for the concept of good 

will, and particularly concerns the worth of character that acts from duty and not from 

inclinations.872 
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Kant distinguishes good will as the highest good, without comparison. Be-

sides, he infers that a good will is a good character by focusing his study of good will 

on a concept of duty that encompasses good will overwhelmed by subjective hin-

drances and restrictions that nevertheless “allow it to stand out and shine forth so 

much the brighter”.873 

According to Kant’s initial premise on good will, a good character is the only 

thing that is undeniably good; good human beings would preserve goodness against any 

hindrance or misfortune.874 Nevertheless, not all benevolent people possess good will, 

as having a good will is more than being benevolent.875 Continuing his analysis on 

the good will, he states: 

“The good will is good not through what it effects or accom-

plishes, not through its efficacy for attaining any intended end, but 

only through its willing, i.e., good in itself, and considered for it-

self, without comparison, it is to be estimated far higher than an-

ything that could be brought about by it in favor of any inclination, 

or indeed, if you prefer, of the sum of all inclinations”.876 

In other words, good will is good in itself and cannot be good due to its 

effects or its appropriateness for achieving a purpose. Otherwise, it would be good 

not in itself but solely “in relation to that purpose or as a means to it”.877 Kant goes 

on to portray what exemplifies a good will in defiance of adversity: 

“Even if through the peculiar disfavor of fate, or through the meager 

endowment of a stepmotherly nature, this will were entirely lacking 

in the resources to carry out its aim, if with its greatest effort nothing 

of it were accomplished, and only the good will were left over (to be 

sure, not a mere wish, but as the summoning up of all the means in-

sofar as they are in our control): then it would shine like a jewel for 
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itself, as something that has its full worth in itself. Utility or fruitless-

ness can neither add to nor subtract anything from this worth…”878 

In the face of misfortunes and adversities, it is the striving, by summoning all 

available means, that matters and makes a good will to retain its worth in itself, even 

when it fails to accomplish anything, despite the most outstanding determination, still 

maintains this inherent worth.879 Kant also identifies good will with what comprises a 

good character by stating “…gifts of nature, and whose peculiar constitution is there-

fore called character”880. And this intrinsic worth of the good character is, above any-

thing else, revealed in the “why and how” one strives “in the face of adversity”.881  

Consequently, Kant’s view on good will and human morality is not merely a 

thesis on the agent’s intentions, since he principally identifies moral worth in “good 

will’s striving or exertion”. It is good will’s willing the essential element for ascribing 

the greatest moral worth to an agent.882 

Kant also associates good will with practical reason883 in his support of his state-

ment that good will is the “unconditioned condition” for the goodness of gifts of nature 

like “Understanding, wit, the power of judgment, and like talents of the mind, whatever 

they might be called, or courage, resoluteness, persistence in an intention, as qualities 

of temperament”,884, and also for the worthiness of happiness—as a “gift of fortune”885. 

On that basis, he argues, “not to mention that a rational impartial spectator can never 

take satisfaction even in the sight of the uninterrupted welfare of a being, if it is adorned 

with no trait of a pure and good will;”886 An agent with practical reason assesses 

worth by employing good will or good character as the ultimate evaluation stand-

ards.887 The true function of practical reason is “not to produce volition as a means 

to some other aim, but rather to produce a will good in itself, for which reason was 
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absolutely necessary, since everywhere else nature goes to work purposively in dis-

tributing its predispositions”.888 A human being that employs practical reason ab-

stains from inquiring unconditioned good in any end or purpose only by realizing 

“good will or character as good in itself and without limitation”889. In doing so, an 

agent declares good will as the supreme good and the condition—which is insub-

ordinate to anything— “of the worth of everything else”.890  

On the basis that a will cannot be good merely as a means to the production of 

effects or ends, Kant also affirms that such a will could not be good only if it acted 

following moral laws or maxims that “can be willed to become universal laws”891. In 

that case, it would be good only concerning those laws or maxims, confined in them, 

and not in itself and without qualification. Thus, Kant applies the reasons for rejecting 

ends or purposes as justifications for a good will to moral laws and the categorical im-

perative correspondingly.892 

On his account of Kant’s concept of good will, Harbison concludes that good 

will is the utmost condition “of the worth of anything other than itself” and “Conse-

quently, it seems reasonable to maintain that it is the compass or standard of moral 

judgment”. And he continues:893  

“...it is the knowledge of what a good will is that enables one to tell 

which laws are moral laws or which enables one to discern the mo-

rality of moral laws: a law is a moral law just in case it is a law ac-

cording to which a person of good character would. Similarly, one 

could go on to argue that it is this knowledge that enables one to tell 

which universalizations are morally possible and which are not, i. e., 

one could argue that it is only insofar as one either already has a good 

will or can at least think that one does that one is entitled to employ 
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the universalization procedure formulated in Kant’s categorical im-

perative”.894 

Kant replies in the inquiry, “What pertains to morally worthy action?”, as fol-

lows:895 

“An action from duty has its moral worth not in the aim that is sup-

posed to be attained by it, but rather in the maxim in accordance with 

which it is resolved upon; thus, that worth depends not on the actual-

ity of the object of the action, but merely on the principle of the voli-

tion, in accordance with which the action is done, without regard to 

any object of the faculty of desire”.896 

Kant describes a maxim as “the subjective principle of a volition”, a principle 

that determines a subject’s actions and, concurrently, is confined to the same subject.897 

This subjective principle correlates with a practical law or an objective principle, which, 

in turn, constitutes a “practical principle for all rational beings”898 given reason domi-

nates desires. Will is delimited objectively by a practical law and subjectively by a 

maxim once someone acts from duty. Hence, inclinations are negated.899 

One acts morally worthy when acts out of respect for laws “that all entirely ra-

tional beings would freely legislate for themselves”900. People who act from duty 

demonstrate their “good will, the highest good”901. Morally worthy actions come from 

deliberately engaged rational agents, freed from nonmoral inclinations, “at least on the 

occasion of the given action”.902 But it is not sufficient for an action to adhere to the 

moral law to be judged morally worthy. Its moral worth “depends on how the action 

was willed”.903 

 
894 Ibid. 
895 Keith Simmons, “Kant on Moral Worth”, History of Philosophy Quarterly 6, no. 1 (1989): 85, 
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Only actions deriving from good will are morally worthy. According to Kant’s 

genesis model—which is the model that attributes moral worth to actions—actions are 

morally worthy “if and only if [are] done from duty”904. In addition, Kant examines 

the moral worth of a person’s character in his study of good will. There he states 

morally worthy actions indicate the moral worth of character originating from the 

moral law. And he adds that morally worthy human beings encompass “the moral 

law for which we are to feel reverence”.905 

Further, in addressing virtue in terms of a person’s worth and one’s worthiness 

to be happy, Kant argues this virtue constitutes the supreme good, which is “a synthesis 

of virtue (or morality) and happiness”.906 But while the virtuous person must perceive 

one’s own virtuousness to be happy, “the incentive that consciousness of being virtuous 

will produce happiness”907 would not operate on a non-virtuous person. An upright per-

son “does not merely conform to the moral law”.908 

Following his reference to the fitness model, which attributes moral worth to 

people on an occasion, persons are morally worthy on an occasion, if and only if they 

adopt the relevant moral maxim. Thus, they demonstrate “a fit between the will of the 

morally worthy agent and the moral law”.909 

Considering the models of genesis and fitness, Simmons cautions that, on occa-

sions, they do not coincide. In other words, it is not always true when a person on event 

X is morally worthy according to the fitness model if and only if the action performed 

on event X is morally worthy according to the genesis model.910  

 
904 Ibid., 87. 
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While actions done from duty are indications of good will, a good will could 

exist in the absence of actions done from duty. An agent could embrace the proper 

moral maxim and find it difficult to act according to it. Additionally, while there are 

also times where no dutiful action is required, people may still be morally worthy be-

cause they are disposed to act from duty.911 For Kant, an autonomous person is dis-

posed to observe the moral law and bear conscious independence from inclinations 

while doing so. Our universal duty is to advance ourselves to the ideal of moral perfec-

tion. From God’s perspective, moral worth is independent of one’s actions and is as-

cribed only according to one’s disposition.912 

Human beings ought to cultivate in themselves the moral disposition of respect 

toward the moral law, which would form the “measure of moral fitness on an occasion”. 

The genesis model fails to apply in such “disposition and its associated intentions”.913  

The worthy characters on an occasion are the ones who stand ready to act from 

duty. On occasions, no dutiful action may be required, but this does not reduce their 

moral worth. On that matter, even if non-dutiful actions cannot be performed from duty, 

the motive of duty confines the incentive of the action itself. This incentive must still 

pass the Categorical Imperative test. Despite, “the action is done from a nonmoral mo-

tive”914 and holds no moral worth, yet the agent remains morally disposed of, which 

leads the fitness and genesis models to diverge.915 

Another instance of deviation between the two models is when a morally dis-

posed and worthy person fails to act from duty out of weakness of one’s human nature, 

particularly a weak will. In this case, the upright characters self-condemn themselves 

for the “gap between the moral disposition and the dutiful action”.916 

The fourth occasion of deviation derives from Kant’s examination of the dis-

tinction between perfect and imperfect duties. The critical disparity lies in that a person 

is obliged to act when, on some occasion, an opportunity for perfect duty arises. On the 

contrary, one has the alternative of not performing an imperfect duty. So, the principles 
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about duties are “Always” for a perfect one and “Sometimes” for an imperfect one. 

Perfect duties compel us to act in a certain way. In contrast, imperfect duties urge us 

to adopt maxims like, “Sometimes I shall promote others’ happiness”, or “Sometimes 

I shall develop my talents”.917 One can fulfill a perfect duty by acting appropriately 

without adopting a moral maxim. On the other hand, one can realize an imperfect duty 

only by adopting a maxim.918 

Thus, the moral worth of someone who acts on an imperfect duty derives from 

one’s predisposition to act in specific ways based on the adoption of the relevant maxim 

and not from the moral worth of one’s actions. According to the fitness model, a person 

earns moral value on the basis of one’s commitment to obey the relevant maxim. Nev-

ertheless, people may also stand ready to follow their duty but, instead, it is the non-

moral motive that makes them act. That’s how an imperfect duty deviates from perfect 

duty, concerning the case, a dutiful action is performed or not.919 

Kant distinguishes between a person’s moral worth and the moral worth of an 

action and associates an ascription model for each type of moral worth. We have seen, 

though, an apparent asymmetry between the two models. Accordingly, if an action is 

found morally worthy by the genesis model, “then the agent is morally worthy accord-

ing to the fitness model”920. However, the reverse “does not hold”. Simmons elucidates 

further:921 

“The fitness model has a certain priority, which we may overlook if 

we attend solely to the moral worth of actions. The morally worthy 

agent is a rational agent, committed to laws which free rational agents 

would legislate for themselves. When this agent acts in a morally 

worthy way, she gives expression to her rational nature; she mani-

fests her good will. The moral worth of the action derives from the 

moral worth of the agent”.922 
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Adopting a moral maxim on an occasion constitutes “a measure of the worthi-

ness of the agent’s character and not a transitory state dependent on circumstances”923. 

Yet, demonstrating a solid disposition to follow a moral law is not always a constant 

trait of an agent since the agent may not be virtuous or may simply abolish morality.924 

According to Kant’s approach on moral worth, there is a contrast between the 

morally fit agent on an occasion and the agent who is virtuous. Furthermore, there 

should also be a distinction between the agent who is morally fit on an occasion and the 

one who merely bears a moral incentive.925 

Therefore, there should be a distinction between “an agent who has a moral in-

centive, and an agent who adopts a moral maxim”. Agents who adopt moral maxims 

and subordinate their will to moral law are not diverted by any counter-inclinations. 926 

It is wrong to reduce Kant’s views on moral worth to a simple comparison of 

what bestows moral worth with a “sufficiently strong ‘tug’ or ‘pull’”927. Moral fitness 

“on an occasion is grounded in the agent’s adoption of a maxim”928 that signifies one’s 

rationality unfettered by nonmoral inclinations. A morally worthy action cannot com-

pare to a stronger moral pull winning against a nonmoral one. Indeed, the person who 

performs an ethical action has made a rational choice to adopt the moral maxim and 

renounce nonmoral inclinations.929 

In Kantian ethics, a person’s moral worth is based on the motive of one’s ac-

tions930 and not the goodness or the repercussions of those actions. Motivation is what 

makes the person act. For example, a young man inherits a moderate amount of money 

from an unknown distant relative unexpectedly. Recovering from the surprise, he starts 

considering what he should do with the money. He ends up with two options: either he 

goes on a tour to refresh and enjoy or donate the money to charity, maybe to the old 

and miserable, because it will make him feel good in helping them. In the end, he 

chooses to give the money to charity. In this case, he is not a morally worthy person 
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because he desires to do it to serve his personal, intimate feeling but not because it was 

his duty to do it.931 Human beings have moral worth when they do something, knowing 

it is their duty and will still do it even if they do not feel like it. The consequences of an 

action are irrelevant.932 For example, suppose two people decided to have sex outside 

of marriage, and one person by lousy luck contracts HIV and the other is lucky not to 

contract any disease. In that case, no one is better than the other. The same applies to 

those who act for the right reasons. If the intention of the act is for rightness, then they 

are morally correct even if the actions lead to severe consequences. 

In Kant's account on morality, wrong interpretation is another challenge in de-

termining whether a person’s reaction is ethical. For example, a person wins the lottery 

and decides to feed some starving families in a poor village. Other families find out and 

demand to share; in the following moments, a conflict ensues between the villagers, 

leading to a massacre. The only intention of the lottery winner was to help, but the 

outcome turned out that villagers were harmed and led to tragedies. 

Kant states that regardless of the intended consequences, moral worth is exam-

ined accurately by having a keen look at the motivation of the selfish acts, even if the 

awaited results might turn out good. Kant did not prohibit happiness either. Regarding 

the previous example, a self-centered individual might aim to bring joy to oneself, 

which implies consequentialist reasoning. In deontological regard, one can claim that 

if a person’s plan of doing an action is making him or her happy, that action is not 

morally worthy. That notion is a misconception. The outgrowth of making happiness is 

a functional consequence even in Kant’s deontology. Attempting to achieve results that 

will cause satisfaction is not wrong and does not constitute narcissistic behavior. Even 

if people do things because they enjoy doing them, they still can get moral worth, not 

because of their joy, but only because they act from duty and on the basis, they do not 

act contrary to moral ethics or their duty. 

The moral person is the person who always performs one’s responsibility be-

cause it is a duty. It is acceptable if one is enjoying it, but it must be that one would 

 
931 Dan Gaskill, “A Philosophical Introduction to Ethics (Philosophy 002) - Notes on Kantian ethics”, 
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have done it even if one did not enjoy doing it. Morally worthy people ought to do good 

acts for sake of goodness.  

Kantian ethics does not dictate we act with good will exceeding with kindness 

and other similar values. Instead, we ought to act from duty. Sometimes this duty ne-

cessitates compassion, empathy, or gratitude, and any laudability deriving from any 

added motives, “whether it is moral worth or some other form of praiseworthiness is a 

‘moral ornament’”.933 

Kant elaborates on the association of moral worth with duties and that “moral 

worth is not in the end” by the use of three propositions. He asserts the first implicitly 

as follows:934 

1. “An action has moral worth only when it is done from duty”. 935 

And follows by explicitly declaring the second one:936 

2. “An action from duty has its moral worth not in the end to be at-

tained by it but in the maxim in accordance with which it is decided 

upon, and therefore does not depend upon the realization of the object 

of the action but merely upon the principle of volition in accordance 

with which the action is done without regard for any object of the 

faculty of desire”.937 

With the first two propositions, Kant connotes that moral worth has a downright 

and unconditioned value that does not stem from what it accomplishes but, instead, 

from the “principle of volition”.938 For example, Kathrine loans a book to George on 

the condition that George promises to return it by noon the following Monday. On 

Monday morning, George, thinking of his duty to keep the promise, despite any incon-

venience, returns the book. This particular action sequence that meets one’s duty to 

 
933 Richard McCarty, “Duty and Moral Worth”, PiratePanel, last modified April 25, 2015, 
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keep a promise is performed from duty.939 Actions hold moral worth when “they con-

stitute the keeping of a promise (the fulfillment of a duty)”,940 and the promise is kept 

even when it is problematic to oneself. Thus, his “maxim” or “principle of volition” 

was to keep his promise, and his action is to be esteemed because he “chose to follow 

this maxim from the motive of duty, even in the face of contrary (nonmoral) incen-

tives”.941  

In addition, with the second proposition, Kant actually abolishes any consequen-

tialist efforts on leveling the proposition that states, “The good will or virtuous action 

is valued for its own sake” with the one that states, “The criterion for a good will or 

virtuous action (what makes a will good and an action virtuous) is its good conse-

quences”.942 In Deontological accord, it is nonsensical and illegitimate to use good con-

sequences to judge the presence or absence of good will. One should assert the virtue 

of the will independently of the integrity and worth of its effects. Kant further elaborates 

that:  

“no material principle, presupposing an object of practical reason, 

can ever serve as a practical law; the very concept of the good, as an 

object of practical reason, must be derived from the moral law; the 

concept of the good, an object, can never serve as the ground of the 

law”.943 

Furthermore, Kant attempts to denote what constitutes the absolute value at-

tributed to good will, or deeds performed from duty, and formulates the third proposi-

tion:944 

3. “Duty is the necessity of an action from respect for law”.945 

This proposition integrates the “subjective side of the good will”946, which de-
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rives from the first proposition—acting from duty—and the “objective side” of the sec-

ond proposition,947 suggesting a form of will independent of all material incentives. 

Necessity permeates “action from duty”. Duty is something we feel we must do and not 

something we do based on desire.948 

Nevertheless, Kant does not affirm that rigid moral rules dictate duties, and nei-

ther should the individual entirely avoid consulting personal inclinations. For that mat-

ter, he differentiates duties into perfect duties which “admit no exception in favor of 

inclination” 949  and imperfect duties which “allow us to take inclinations into ac-

count”950. Both types of duty entail “rational constraint on actions”, and thus, both in-

clude necessity. The “necessity” of duty, which applies equally to perfect and imperfect 

duties, “consists solely in the fact that duty involves rational constraints on our ac-

tions”.951 

Perfect duties, or duties of justice, necessitate one to refrain from specific ac-

tions and follow a specific mode of action. For that reason, they are also labeled as 

negative duties. Imperfect duties or duties of virtue occasionally urge us to perform 

particular types of actions, which is why they are also called positive duties.952 Addi-

tionally, Hill comments that imperfect duties “allow a latitude for choice not permitted 

by perfect duties”953. In general, Kant defines perfect and imperfect duties as duties that 

“do not”, and duties that “do”. Hill argues that perfect duties “have the strict form 'Al-

ways one ought…,' or 'One must never…,'”.954 On the other hand, imperfect “duties 

have the vaguer form 'Sometimes, to some extent, one ought…'”. 955 Perfect duties sur-

pass in significance imperfect duties and should always “prevail” in dilemmas between 
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perfect and imperfect duties.956 Kant argued that rational human beings must act ac-

cording to the moral law, following their duty on the basis of what is right and not only 

for becoming morally praiseworthy.957 

Applications of Deontology 

Medical ethics  

Concerning Kant, the object of moral thought and moral awareness is the indi-

vidual person, whose humanity is defined by the capability to choose what to do. Hu-

mans are different from animals as human beings have wills, and human nature can 

decide on the basis of principles, including ethical principles, rather than being entirely 

motivated by natural desires and impulses.958 This principle gives human beings inher-

ent dignity, intrinsic value, and incomparability. Thus, we have to treat them as auton-

omous rather than as things. 

From Kant's ethical perspective, individuals must be treated as an end in them-

selves and not only as a means to an end, such as the advancement of scientific sen-

tience. Medical ethics is more or less equivalent to bioethics.959 Bioethics is the appli-

cation of ethical principles and processes to health, including, however not limited to, 

health services, systems, policies, and technologies.960 Four commonly accepted prin-

ciples of health care ethics include the principle of respect for autonomy, the principle 

of nonmaleficence, the principle of beneficence, and the principle of justice.961 

According to Kant, the ability of a human being to reason is what is known as 

morality. Hence, every human being should have the right to basic dignity and respect.  

Considering Kant’s ethics, medical professionals ought to happily let their prac-

tices be employed by and on anyone, even if they were the patients themselves.962 As a 
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case in point, researchers who plan to experiment on individuals without their full con-

sent ought to accept that all researchers could act the same.963 Patients must always be 

able to give informed consent about treatments; otherwise, performing tests on them is 

outright immoral.964 In addition, Kant's concept of autonomy designates that patients 

should never be treated merely as a means to society's ends but only and always as 

rational beings with their own ends.965 Nevertheless, some authority could be allowed 

to doctors for selectively withholding information from patients to protect them from 

severe psychological responses.966 Substantive disagreements occur in abortion, eutha-

nasia, health care reform, cloning, the use of human embryonic stem cells, and depend 

on the nature of the disease, for example, homosexuality-related issues.967 

There is plenty of debate on abortion considering the Kantian perspective.968 On 

the one hand, some scholars argue in defense of the right of women to decide to have 

an abortion or not.969 Since they are autonomous beings with dignity, they have the 

right to determine treatments for their health;970 therefore, abortion should be their de-

cision.971 On the other hand, other scholars contended that before any deontological 

analysis on abortion, it should be asked if a fetus has autonomy and consequently the 

right to be treated solely as an end in itself.972 Feminist ethicist Susan Sherwin argues 

that the morality of abortion does not depend on the status of the fetus as a human being. 

In her opinion, abortion may be ethical even if the fetus is a human being.973 According 

to Sherwin, feminist discussion in favor of the freedom of abortion usually is based on 
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values such as privacy and autonomy of choice, which she names as “masculinist” 

thoughts that might not meet the needs of females in numerous cases.974 Judith Jarvis 

Thomson argues that even if the fetus were found to be a human being, it could be 

ethical.975 

Meanwhile, estimating the ethics of introduced policies on abortion matters, the 

most critical aspect is the practical approach to knowing the policies' outcomes for hu-

mans' lives and health. It is vital to understand the danger that occurs with unsafe abor-

tions. 

One of the most important aspects of medical ethics is euthanasia. Kant never 

referred to it. His only relevant arguments on the subject were on suicide which might 

differ to some extent. Still, contemporary Kantian philosophers find them useful in their 

search of Kant’s probable answer to the morality of euthanasia. For Kant, a person who 

commits suicide violates the moral law; suicide and even assisted suicide are im-

moral.976 Some modern Kantian interpreters do not see Kant as an outright enemy of 

suicide and argue that persons with mind debilitating conditions have the moral duty to 

end their lives and even be subjected to involuntary euthanasia. Others counter that the 

duty of self-preservation of rational agents does not entail a duty of self-destruction 

when they become non-rational. We should not neglect Kant's distinction between du-

ties to self and duties to others by assuming that persons can own these duties only 

while they are rational.977  

Sexual ethics978 

Kant’s approach to sexual ethics developed from his belief that humans should 

never be used merely as a means to an end.979 Kant argued that humans have to be 
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against conditions or maxims that harm or degrade themselves, including sexual deg-

radation.980 According to Kant, sexual intercourse is a degrading factor because it re-

duces humans, especially women, into objects of pleasure. He recognized morality in 

sex only in married people. According to Thomas Laqueur, Kant considered that mas-

turbation is worse than suicide981 because it lowered people’s status below animals. 

While the latter destroys the life of one person, the previous despises the survival of the 

species.982 He also said that the punishment for rape should be castration, and the per-

son who rapes should be expelled from society983 after being castrated.984 According to 

feminist philosopher Catherine Mackinnon, some practices like sexual harassment, 

prostitution, and pornography make women objects of use; hence they are immoral 

considering Kant’s standards.985 The commercial sex industry also has been criticized 

by Kant for turning both parties into objects. 

The conventional notion of what is sexually ethical is historically attached to 

religious values.986 Sexual ethics involves gender identification, sexual orientation, 

consent, sexual relations, and procreation. Female masturbation may draw less criticism 

than male masturbation because male masturbation is more prevalent and is often asso-

ciated with distortion.987 Kant states, that masturbation makes man a thing that is in 

opposition to nature, “a loathsome object, and so deprives him of all respect for him-

self”988, and even makes a further step to compare it with suicide by stating that “some-

one who defiantly casts off life as a burden is at least not making a feeble surrender to 

animal impulse in throwing himself away; murdering oneself requires courage”989 and 
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apparently concluding that masturbation exceeds suicide in the “degree of violation of 

the humanity in one’s own person”.990  

Animal ethics991 

The second formula of the Categorical Imperative, the formula of humanity, 

makes explicit that we do not have duties to or toward animals.992According to Kant, 

we, human beings, are finite rational beings993 who still have natural impulses.994 While 

Kant argued that humans bear direct duties solely to rational beings, he also declared 

that they hold several indirect duties. Thus, Kant delimits human behavior in a “non-

anthropocentric” way consistent, in a sense, with environmental ethics.995 Even though 

he considered animals to have no moral rights, he asserted no one could behave immor-

ally to them.996 Kant argued that being cruel to animals was not right as our behavior 

may possibly impact our attitudes towards human beings, even if we didn’t have any 

duties to animals.997 On the other hand, ethicist Tom Regan was against Kant’s assess-

ment of the moral worthiness of animals based on the following three main points. First, 

he rejected Kant’s argument that creatures are not self-conscious.998 He then challenged 

Kant’s case of no intrinsic moral worth since they cannot make a moral judgment.999 

Regan also claimed that if its ability to make a moral judgment determines a being's 

moral quality, then human beings who are not able to make moral sense also do not 

have moral worth. Regan concluded that Kant’s conclusion that animals exist as merely 

a means to an end is unsupported since animals have a life that can go well or poorly 
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and suggests that they have their purposes like human beings.1000 The British philoso-

pher Peter Carruthers in The Animals Issue: Moral Theory in Practice (1992) stated 

that human beings have a moral obligation to creatures that can participate in a hypo-

thetical social contract.1001  

Kant seems eager to condemn animal cruelty, but he acknowledges that animals 

cannot be moral agents since they lack self-consciousness; therefore, they cannot pos-

sess any rights, since they do not count as moral agents.1002 Consequently, human be-

ings don’t owe any duty to them. Animals can only be a means to an end. Therefore, 

Kant has to convert somehow any notion of direct duties towards animals to either in-

direct duties towards humanity or direct duties towards oneself.1003 

In his views on indirect duties, Kant supports that cruelty towards animals 

gravely diminishes the humanity in oneself, which he owes, as his duty, to show to 

humankind, whilst caring for animals develops benevolence and kindness towards hu-

man beings.1004 In reality, though, many cases contradict that notion: Hitler loved ani-

mals, especially his German shepherd. On the contrary, he brought devastation to hu-

manity during his reign in World War II. In another case, Johannes Brahms was ru-

mored to hate cats, but he was harmless to humans and even bought candy for kids in 

his neighborhood. It might seem weird, but it is not rare to find a person who loves 

animals but hates people and vice versa.1005  
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In his views on duties towards one’s self, Kant proposes that “with regard to the 

animate but nonrational part of creation, violent and cruel treatment of animals is far 

more intimately opposed to man’s duties to himself, and he has a duty to refrain from 

this…”1006 because “it dulls his shared feeling of their suffering and so weakens and 

gradually uproots a natural predisposition that is very serviceable to morality…”.1007 

Despite this slight deviation in Kant’s view, he still “cannot see how men can be said 

to have a duty to animals as distinct from a duty relating to or concerning animals”1008 

while focusing primarily on humans. Kant also refers to Hogarth’s engravings and the 

four stages of cruelty, stating that cruelty towards animals impairs1009 “the kindly and 

humane qualities in himself, which he ought to exercise in virtue to his duties to man-

kind”1010. Interpreting Hogarth’s engravings, cruelty towards humans begins gradually 

by “pulling the tail of a dog or a cat” then by “running over a child” and “finally the 

culmination of cruelty in a murder, at which point the rewards of it appear horrify-

ing”.1011 Habituating in animals’ death corrupts our morality, and that’s why1012 “in 

England no butcher, surgeon or doctor serves on the twelve men jury because they are 

already inured to death”.1013  

Schopenhauer summarized Kant’s views contemptuously: “we are to have sym-

pathy for animals only for practice”, which he finds “revolting and abominable”1014 and 

which he attributes to Christian theology’s influence on Kant’s thought.1015  

Lying ethics  

According to Sissella Bok, lying is “an intentionally deceptive message in the 
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form of a statement”.1016 A lie is defined as a “piece of information deliberately pre-

sented as being true, anything meant to deceive or give a wrong impression”.1017 Lying 

also causes distrust, dissatisfaction, disappointment, and suspicion of deception.1018  

Immanuel Kant believed that lying is always wrong, no matter what the circum-

stances.1019 Based on this principle, we should never treat others as mere means but 

only as an end in themselves. Kant argues that a person lies to human beings in order 

to use them as mere means to accomplish his needs and desires. He defended the idea 

of prohibiting lying like no other western philosopher.1020 For him, “lying cannot be 

made into a maxim for all humanity without being inconsistent”.1021 He carried that 

reason constantly forbids lying without appeal to theological considerations.1022 Ac-

cording to the Categorical Imperative, Kant stated that it is provided in the maxim that 

a human being ought not to lie in any circumstances, even if one intends to bring good 

consequences. A famous example from Kant is about lying to a murderer to prevent 

him from finding an intended victim “has been a cherished source of scorn for thinkers 

with little sympathy for Kant’s philosophy”.1023 With this example, Kant emphasizes 

that lying is always wrong. In case a lie, notwithstanding any good intentions, leads to 

the murder of the victim, the liar becomes partly responsible. Following that, Kant 

seems to “require us to respect the murderer more than the victim and that somehow 

we can be responsible for the consequences of another’s wrongdoing”.1024 Blackburn 

mentions the classic example of “lying to the mad axeman who asks you where your 

children are sleeping”1025 in an attempt to stress how undue and absurd would such 
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directive reflect on common sense, according to which a typical reaction would be “To 

heck with that. If that’s what morality demands then, I’m opting out”.1026 

Kant further claims that we ought to know the consequence of lying before do-

ing so, to avoid wrong lying, which can bring about harmful effects. In the event that 

there are unsafe outcomes, we would be blameless because we acted according to our 

duty.1027 Julia Driver contends this probably will not be an issue if we choose to rede-

fine or reformulate our maxims differently: the maxim “I will lie to save an innocent 

life”1028 can be universalized. Nonetheless, this new maxim may even now regard the 

killer as a means to an end, which we have an obligation to abstain from doing. In this 

way, we may at present be required to come clean to the killer in Kant's illustration.1029 

Kant says that “we cannot universalize lying because it would be contradictory if we 

did”.1030 By accepting the fact that anyone can lie under any circumstance, we negate 

the meaning of telling the truth; similarly, the act of breaking a promise belies any 

meaning and reason in that promise.1031 

Despite Kant’s wish to abolish lying completely, Thomas Carson claims that 

“Kant’s basic moral theory does not commit him to the view that there is an absolute 

moral prohibition against lying”.1032 Regarding Carson, he considered not a sensible 

view of the morals of lying/deception from Kant's absolutism theory.1033 Sir William 

David Ross (1877-1940) had a disagreement with the inflexible absolutism of Kant's 

theories.1034 He continues that “we might allow lying if serious matters warranted it, 

however, his basic position, like Kant's, is that usually, we should not lie”.1035 The same 

approach is followed by John Wesley (1703-1791), the founder of Methodism.1036 St. 

Augustine (a.d. 354-430) followed Kant’s thought “that lying was always wrong, but 

admitted that this would be not easy to live and that, in real life, people need a get-out 
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clause”.1037  

Similarly, Thomas Aquinas stated that “while all the lies were wrong, there was 

also a hierarchy of untruths and those below could be forgiven, he distinguished be-

tween ‘malicious’ lies and ‘helpful’ lies”.1038 Medical ethics and bioethics examine ly-

ing in cases where doctors have to inform their patients about the seriousness of their 

condition. Another form of lying is delivering false information in business, propa-

ganda, public relations, marketing, and advertising. 

Kant defending his stance on lying is always morally wrong, states that lying is 

“the obliteration of one’s dignity as a human being”1039. On the basis that universal 

laws shall govern human behavior, Kant expounded on the rules about lying by offering 

the two arguments in supporting of his attitude against lying.1040  

In his first argument, following the Categorical Imperative rational human be-

ings could not will a universal law that permits lies since that law would be counterpro-

ductive and maladaptive. If deceptive behavior diffuses in society, none will trust any-

one. Lying would become impracticable as nobody would be interested in what others 

say. Thus, lying should be prohibited “under any circumstances”.1041 

In case it was necessary to lie to save someone’s life, Kant would reason as 

follows:1042 

1. Humans should only act in a way that conforms to laws that they “could 

will to be adopted universally”1043. 

2. If they were to lie, they would observe the law “It is admissible to lie.” 

3. No society can embrace such law universally because it would be self-

defeating. No one would believe and trust anybody, and lying would 

become ineffective and inefficient. 

4. Therefore, nobody should lie.1044 
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In further analysis, Kant’s above argumentation could present a flaw in step two. 

Conceivably, the maxim could adapt to, “It is admissible to lie to save a human life”1045 

instead of the preceding, “It is admissible to lie”. That law does not seem to be self-

defeating and can effectively become a universal law. Accordingly, even in deontolog-

ical terms, it would be acceptable to lie, and Kant’s position on lying is left unsupported 

by or even contradicting his own moral theory.1046 

One of Kant’s contemporaries doubted him by presenting a hypothetical case: 

 “... someone is fleeing from a murderer and tells you that he is going 

home to hide. Then the murderer comes by and asks you where the 

man is. You believe that, if you tell the truth, you will be aiding in a 

murder. Furthermore, the killer has already headed the right way, so 

if you simply remain silent, the worst result is likely. What should 

you do?”.1047 

 The critical dilemma, in this case, is “telling the truth or saving someone’s 

life?”.1048 

Kant replied with his second argument against lying in an article titled “On a 

Supposed Right to Lie from Altruistic Motives”:1049 

“Perhaps the man on the run has actually left his home and you would 

lead the killer to look in the wrong place by telling the truth. How-

ever, if you lie, the murderer may wander away and discover the man 

leaving the area, in which case you would be responsible for his death 

... Whoever lies ... must answer for the consequences, however un-

foreseeable they were, and pay the penalty for them ... To be truthful 

... in all deliberations, therefore, is a sacred and absolutely command-

ing decree of reason, limited by no expediency.”1050 

A more inclusive assertion of this argument could be that rational human beings 
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are tempted to lie because, in some cases, the consequences of honesty could be dire, 

and the results of lying, good. Yet, there is no certainty in what the effects would be. 

Dishonesty can bring forth unpredictably bad outcomes. Thus, one should avoid the 

already acknowledged evil in lying “and let the consequences come as they may”.1051 

Considering the outcomes are bad, an honest person would have nothing to fear since 

one would have acted from duty.1052 

In further analysis of this argument, Kant seems to underestimate the human 

ability to predict the consequences of one’s actions and avoid hesitation to act. Besides, 

he also appears to assume that someone would be morally responsible for any harmful 

consequences of deceit, but not for any dire consequences of being honest. James 

Rachels openly criticizes Kant’s views on lying in “The Elements of Moral Philosophy” 

with a rather bold statement:  

“Suppose, as a result of our telling the truth, the murderer found his 

victim and killed him. Kant seems to assume that we would be blame-

less. But can we escape responsibility so easily? After all, we aided 

the murderer. This argument, then, is not convincing.”1053  

4.1.3 Utilitarianism 

Utilitarianism was formulated by Jeremy Bentham (1748–1832) and refined by 

John Stuart Mill (1806–73).1054 Its name derives from the word “utility” meaning “use-

fulness”. Utilitarians consider an act moral if its utility brings “about a desirable or good 

end”.1055 Utilitarianism refers to the doctrine that actions are right if they are of use or 

benefit to the majority. In other words, one has a chance to say that any moves or ac-

tivities that individual makes are right if they bring or promote happiness, and the great-

est happiness of the most significant number of people, should be the guiding principle 

of conduct. According to utilitarianism, morally right action is an action that produces 
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the most good when it comes to morals. John Stuart Mill held that the economic devel-

opment of a society has to be maximized,1056 which refers to bringing about the most 

considerable amount of good for most people. Unitarianism is consequential in its ex-

amination of morality. It is the result of the consequences of our actions that make an 

action moral or immoral. Unitarianism is also impartial, and it is agent-neutral since 

every person’s happiness counts the same. 

Utilitarian Ethical Tradition 

Though not fully incorporated until the 19th century, a pro-Unitarianism posi-

tion can be seen through the history of ethical theory. Even if there are several varieties 

of the view discussed, Utilitarianism is the only view that generally holds those morally 

right actions as the actions that produce the most good.  

1. Precursors to the Classical Approach 

Despite these antecedents, Jeremy Bentham is viewed as the father of modern 

utilitarianism, “It was he who made the utilitarian principle serve as the basis for a 

unified and comprehensive ethical system that applies, in theory at least, to every area 

of life”.1057 Even if he made the first systematic account of the theory (1748-1832), the 

critical reason motivating the doctrine occurred much earlier. The insight was, morally 

appropriate behavior cannot harm other people but instead increase happiness and util-

ity. The early precursors to Classical utilitarianism were the British Moralists, Cumber-

land, Hutcheson, Gay, Hume, and Shaftesbury. Of all these scholars, Francis Hutcheson 

(1694-1746) was crucial for practical action choice.1058 Some people like Richard Cum-

berland (1631-1718) and John Gay (1699-1745) were the earliest utilitarian thinkers 
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who promoted a theological exploration of morality.1059 They believed in fostering hu-

man happiness since God approved it. According to Gay, a person’s salvation and eter-

nal life depend mainly on God’s will. This approach to utilitarianism is theoretically 

blurred since it is not clear what essential work God does, at least in normative ethics. 

Anthony Ashley (1671-1713) is generally thought to have been one of the first 

utilitarian theorists.1060 He claimed that we possess a kind of inner eye that allows us to 

make moral discernments.1061 The claim seems to have been the ability to sense right 

or wrong, or if an act is morally right or wrong. Also, the aspects of this doctrine were 

taken by Francis Hutcheson and David Hume (1711-1776).1062 According to Hume, 

part of our very nature is to make good judgments. Shaftesbury also has a view that the 

virtuous person contributes to the good of the whole system.1063 He further held that in 

judging if someone is righteous or right in a moral sense, we need to see the person’s 

effect on the operation of which they are part. Sometimes, though, it becomes difficult 

to distinguish between egoistic versus utilitarian lines of thought in Shaftesbury.1064 

Additionally, a virtuous person must possess specific mental faculties exhibited 

in one's personality and represent socially approved qualities. A being is called virtuous 

when it realizes the idea of public interest and can judge what is morally good or harm-

ful, praiseworthy or not, and right or wrong. Therefore, animals cannot be morally ap-

praised because they lack essential contemplative abilities like moral discrimination 

and moral sense.1065 This argument also raises some critical questions when it comes 

to the perception of moral knowledge. It could be seen that moral philosophy is a per-

ception that something is the case. Hence it is not just a discriminatory sense that allows 

us to sort impressions.1066 
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According to Shaftesbury, “the virtuous person is one whose affections, mo-

tives, dispositions are of the right sort, not one whose behavior is simply of the right 

sort and who is able to reflect on goodness, and her own goodness”.1067 At the same 

time, a person who is not virtuous is one who exemplifies the wrong sorts of mental 

states, affections, and many others. A person who harms others unwillingly because 

one cannot control oneself, maybe because of an unstable mental state, is not considered 

virtuous. Shaftesbury looked at moral evaluation through virtues and vices. His con-

ception of utilitarianism is distinct regarding his understandings of the moral sense 

and his sentimentalism. In a sense, he moved away from the egoistic view of human 

nature, which was picked by Hutcheson and Hume.1068 

While Shaftesbury and Francis Hutcheson oriented their interest in virtue eval-

uation and embraced the moral sense approach, Hutcheson also emphasized “action 

choice and the importance of moral deliberation to action choice”1069. For him, what 

leads our comparison of moral qualities of actions is moral sense. In their writings, 

Shaftesbury and Hutcheson’s central antagonism was egoism rather than rational-

ism.1070 While Bentham too represented the egoistic branch, Mill diverged to develop 

the “altruistic” approach to Utilitarianism and criticized the version of Bentham’s util-

itarianism.1071 
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2. The classical approach 

The classical utilitarian approach was when Mill and Bentham focused on legal 

society reform. If anything could be identified as the primary motivation behind the 

development of classical Utilitarianism, it would be the need to see ineffective, corrupt 

laws and social practices changed. This goal needed a normative ethical theory applied 

as a critical tool. What is the truth about what makes an action morally right or morally 

evil in society? But developing the method itself was also influenced by strong views 

about what was wrong in their community1072. They considered, for example, that some 

laws were terrible, and it resulted in the analysis of why the rules were awful.1073 Ac-

cording to Jeremy Bentham, what made the laws wrong was the lack of utility and their 

tendency to result in unhappiness and misery without any compensating happiness. Fi-

nally, if a law or any action does not do any good, then the law is not any good. 

Jeremy Bentham was influenced by Hobbes’1074 account of human nature1075 

and Hume’s1076 account of social utility.1077 Jeremy Bentham said that humans were 

controlled by two main masters who were pleasure and pain. He said that human beings 

seek pleasure and avoid pain. These two principles govern what people do, in all what 

they say and in what they think. Jeremy Bentham also promulgated the principle of 

utility as the standard of right action on the part of individuals and the government. 

Actions are good and approved when they promote happiness or pleasure and disap-

proved when they tend to cause unhappiness or pain.1078 John Stuart Mill (1806-1873) 

was a prominent ally of Jeremy Bentham,1079 and throughout his life, he significantly 

respected the works and claims of Bentham, particularly about happiness. According to 
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Mill, there were no qualitative or quantitative measures of pleasures in Bentham’s the-

ory of utility. This contention enables Bentham’s view to be criticized. For instance, 

the pleasure of drinking liquor while watching football matches cannot be compared 

with the pleasure of tackling scientific problems or listening to music. Second, Ben-

tham's view is that there is no qualitative difference in satisfaction, leaving complaints 

open to him that human happiness is as valuable as any other creature’s joy. Third, for 

Bentham, the ethical status of animals was equivalent to those of humans, and assault-

ing a little dog was equal to assaulting a human being. This is where John Mill sought 

changes to the theory to avoid criticism. On the same subject, Mill regarded the quality 

of human pleasures as unique, higher, and better than those of animals.1080 

Applications of Utilitarian Ethics  

According to the definition of utilitarianism, some actions bring happiness spe-

cifically to the greatest number of people. For example, imposing high taxes on to-

bacco and alcohol is one example where utilitarianism applies. In this case, smoking 

tobacco and consuming alcohol can cause harm and unhappiness even to people who 

do not smoke tobacco1081 or those who do not drink alcohol, as in the case of passive 

smoking assaults caused by intoxication. Passive smokers who take in tobacco smoke 

unintentionally become unhappy because tobacco has associated negative conse-

quences—for example, lung cancer. Hence the imposition of high taxes on tobacco and 

alcohol will, in turn, increase the prices of the commodities. An increase in tobacco and 

alcohol prices will, in turn, discourage people from buying the substances.1082 Reduc-

tion in buying the substances due to high prices reduces the purchase of the substances, 

drunkenness, and smoking as well as the negative impact associated with them, thus 

bringing happiness to the majority of the people. So, the imposition of higher taxes for 

tobacco and alcohol are actions of great societal utility. 

The reduction of taxes on essential commodities like salt, maize meal, and 

sugar is another critical factor that can make most people very happy. High taxes on 

 
1080 John S. Mill, Utilitarianism (Auckland: The Floating Press, 2009), 16-21, ProQuest Ebook 

Central. 
1081 Beckerman, Economics as Applied Ethics, 7. 
1082 Ibid., 8. 
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essential commodities puts a lot of pressure on low-income families and individuals. 

The primary reason is that an increase in taxes on the commodities will, in turn, increase 

their prices. Besides, it will make the majority of the people unhappy because they have 

to strain in getting the extra cash to purchase the commodities. Hence, a reduction of 

the taxes to these commodities will decrease their prices; thus, the extra cash may be 

shifted to other needs, making the low-income earners happier. Therefore, reducing the 

taxes to essential commodities conforms to the utilitarianism theory. 

The provision of free basic education to students by the government is another 

example. Since utilitarianism targets happiness for the majority of the people in society, 

such provisions also qualify to be a moral act in terms of utilitarian ethics because they 

bring happiness to both the students and their parents. The parents, especially the pov-

erty-stricken, will not strain in looking for the school fees, and the students will expe-

rience more security and fewer conflicts and anxiety in their families. The increased 

security will motivate students more and lead them to higher school performance. 

The provision of affordable housing to low-income families is another good 

example of utilitarianism. Considering that many people in society are low-income 

families, affordable housing would be a significant financial relief. Even if owners of 

expensive houses will be unhappy because they will lose their clients who will move to 

cheaper houses provided by the government, they are not the majority of the people in 

the society. The majority of the people in the society are low-income families who are 

at the same time most of the tenants because they do not have enough money to buy 

land and even build houses. Hence the action done makes the majority of the people or 

a large number of the people happy. 

Victims of drug addiction have very many negative consequences in society. 

Sometimes their presence in a community and their actions may cause harm to other 

people. Some of them can end up mentally ill after a long period of taking drugs. Acts 

of suicide or manslaughter are not uncommon in drug addict populations. Due to these 

negative consequences, people in society, mostly the parents, friends, and relatives of 

the victims, end up suffering. The introduction of free rehabilitation centers for drug 

addicts brings happiness to most people in society. Providing free rehabilitation centers 

for drug addicts qualifies to be a practical action because it makes the majority of the 
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people happy. 

The provision of free vaccinations by the government or any other agency/or-

ganization also qualifies to be an act of great utility for the majority of communities. 

Vaccination is likely to prevent people and animals from future pandemics, reducing 

the agony of dealing with the consequences of disease outbreaks that often devastate 

whole populations. 

AIDS has been a menace for decades and millions of people. Before the intro-

duction of free medication by the government to the victims of the disease, both the 

victims and the nuclear or extended families of the victims suffered a lot. The expenses 

for medication were costly to the extent where even covering the school fees became 

problematic. In addition, family members spend a lot of time caring for the victims, an 

obligation that interferes with the caretakers’ work commitments. The introduction of 

free medication by governments has helped a lot. It has brought happiness to patients 

since they do not have the agony of looking for money to pay for drugs and medical 

fees. Initially, it was hard for the victims even to be working since they seemed very 

weak. But now, several people who were victims are happily working in their profes-

sions. The government's introduction of free HIV drugs brought happiness to both the 

victims and the people initially involved in caring for the victims since they are free of 

the additional stress of looking for money and their health improvement. Hence, the 

action conforms to the theory of utilitarianism because it provides happiness to society. 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the subtlety of Kant’s views and the diversity of his arguments 

tend to decrease the power of the doctrine, which can be identified with comparative 

simplicity. According to Kant’s theory of Deontology, as discussed in this chapter, a 

person’s moral worthiness is not determined by the consequences of his action and the 

manner in which he behaves under different circumstances. A person’s moral worthi-

ness is determined by the motivation which made him act and not the results of the 

operation. According to the discussion in the chapter, a person may be intended to do 

good or may have a motivation to do good, but the consequences of the result may be 

harmful, or a person may have meant to do wrong actions. Nevertheless, it may turn 

out that the effects of the action are right. Hence, in conclusion, the moral goodness of 
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a person should be determined by the motivation which made him do some actions even 

if the consequences of the activities are bad or good. 

Kant also says that it is not morally wrong to do things we enjoy doing as it may 

make one do things in a manner that is unique. At the same time, enjoying doing some-

thing should not be the primary reason of action. People should do things or execute 

their duties in the best way possible because they have to do them. Thus, it means that 

we should do the actions even if we do not enjoy doing them. That is what is referred 

to as moral worthiness also. Kant’s argument on humanity as an end to itself says that 

a rational being cannot rationally agree to be used as a means to an end. Hence, they 

have always to be treated as an end. When it comes to the applications of Kant’s ethics, 

in the case of medical ethics, Kant says that women are allowed to decide whether to 

abort. Kant also considers animals not to be moral beings in his argument. When it 

comes to sexual ethics, Kant says that sexual intercourse is only recommended in mar-

ried people. He further states that masturbation is even worse because it lowers people 

to the status of animals. According to his argument regarding medical ethics, a patient 

has the right to know what kind of test is done on him or her by a doctor. 

When it comes to the utilitarianism theory, its consequences are always deemed 

to judge a proper action in society.1083 It means that utilitarianism theory and Kant’s 

theory do not agree. Kant’s philosophy states that the goodness of an act is not seen by 

its consequence or its result. While on the other hand, utilitarianism theory says that its 

repercussions know the goodness of action and if they bring happiness to the majority 

of the people. In conclusion, there is a contradiction between Kantian theory and Utili-

tarianism when deciding the moral goodness of an action. Kant looks at the motivation, 

while Utilitarianism looks at the results of the action. 

  

 
1083 For a quite highlighting discussion, see Julian Savulescu and Evangelos Protopapadakis, “Ethical 

Minefields and the Voice of Common Sense: A Discussion with Julian Savulescu,” Conatus – Journal 
of Philosophy 4, no. 1 (2019): 125-133. 
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PART TWO 

4.2 Kantian Ethics, Utilitarian Ethics and Virtue Ethics on Sex 

Trafficking 

4.2.1 Introduction 

Part two will examine the three major ethical perspectives concerning sex traf-

ficking. These are Kantian ethics, Utilitarian ethics, and the relevant “greatest happiness 

principle”, which was first conceived by Jeremy Bentham and later advanced by John 

Stuart Mill (Utilitarianism). This principle is based on the argument that the merit of an 

action should not only be measured by the goodness of its intentions, but by the efficacy 

of its consequences. Finally, the Virtue Ethics perspective will be examined primarily 

as a response to Utilitarianism. Aristotle, allegedly the founder of Virtue ethics, con-

tended that a virtuous individual is the one who chooses the “Golden Mean”, or “the 

most rational point between two behavioral extremes”.1084 He was of the view that nat-

urally, people have internal predispositions from which ideal personal traits arise. 

“Modern Moral Philosophy” has been acclaimed for studying virtue ethics in 

Western academic philosophy. 1085 The philosophy of virtue ethics was further ad-

vanced by other philosophers such as Michael Slote, who came up with another account 

of virtue ethics called Eudaimonia, whose arguments are based on man’s use of com-

mon sense to perceive good character traits in others.1086 Others like Philippa Foot1087 

and Alasdair Macintyre have proposed that Eudaimonia in virtue ethics is a moralized 

concept and that virtues contribute to good life.1088 There is another account of virtue 

ethics developed by feminists such as Annette Baier based on masculine and feminine 

 
1084 Carl J. Richard, Twelve Greeks and Romans who Changed the World (Lanham: Rowman & 

Littlefield, 2003), 104. 
1085 Roger Crisp and Michael A. Michael, eds., Virtue Ethics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

1997), 4.  
1086 Michael Slote, “Agent-Based Virtue Ethics”, in Virtue Ethics, ed. Roger Crisp and Michael A. 

Slote (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1997), 239-62. 
1087 Philippa Foot, “Morality as a System of Hypothetical Imperatives”, in Virtues and Vices and 

Other Essays in Moral Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 157-173. 
1088 Rosalind Hursthouse and Glen Pettigrove, “Virtue Ethics”, in The Stanford Encyclopedia of 

Philosophy (Winter 2018 Edition), ed. Edward N. Zalta (), accessed September 17, 2021, 
https://plato.stanford.edu/archives/win2018/entries/ethics-virtue/. 
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traits of men and women and how these traits affect ethics.1089 This perspective is called 

the ethics of care. These three ethical perspectives will be part of the basis that I will 

use to assess the problem of human trafficking globally. I will highlight the relevance 

of these perspectives concerning the issue of human trafficking.  

4.2.2 Kantian Ethics: Deontology 

Human beings as a means to an end and as ends in themselves 

In the Kantian ethical tradition, principles of morality ought to have intent which 

implies that they must be applied to every rational being with no exclusion.1090 This 

implies that moral principles must be grounded only on reason so as to satisfy this con-

dition. This is because motive extracts from all things that do not hold entirely for ra-

tional beings like yearnings or dispositions, among other features of human character. 

Moral principles state that rational beings do not decide their resolve or even act since 

reason and preferences that might be divergent to reason influence their will.  

Immanuel Kant held that in creation, human beings occupy a distinctive place 

compared to anything else. Kant might not be alone in thinking this since humans have 

always held themselves with special regard from the prehistoric period and thought 

themselves to be superior to other creatures. Kant regards humans as having an intrinsic 

worth like dignity, and this makes them valuable above animals. He contends that other 

animals are also valuable but only in serving people's interests and not people serving 

the interests of these animals. Therefore, animals are a means to an end, and that end is 

to serve humans.1091 

For Kant, humans can use nonhuman animals as they please, including torturing 

them. He, however, admits that people who torture animals have the capacity to torture 

or hurt their fellow humans. This does not mean that animals get hurt, but humans might 

suffer indirectly from the act of torturing animals, taking into account that individuals 

who mistreat animals are also capable of mistreating and hurting their fellow hu-

mans.1092 It is essential to compare the moral status of animals, as far as Kantian ethics 

 
1089 Annette Baier, Moral Prejudices: Essays on Ethics (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1995). 
1090 Kant, Groundwork, 5 [Ak 4:389]. 
1091 Rachels, The Elements of Moral Philosophy, 136 
1092 Ibid. 
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is concerned, with the moral state of sex workers in human trafficking. Besides, Kant’s 

views on the utility of animals help us interpret more effectively the morality of the 

perpetrators of human trafficking, who in many cases treat their victims worse than 

animals and consider them not as human beings. Therefore, according to Kant, animals 

have limited value in their mere nature, but human beings are entirely different from 

that assertion. This intends that humans cannot be used only as a means to an end but 

must be ends in themselves. Kant goes on to proclaim this the ultimate law of morality. 

Like various other philosophers, Kant held that morality ought to be a sum of one prin-

ciple that determines the duties and obligations of rational beings and called this prin-

ciple ‘The Categorical Imperative’. For convenience, the two formulations of the ‘The 

Categorical Imperative’ that are relevant to Kant’s conceptualization of human nature 

are repeated below: 

“Act only in accordance with that maxim through which you can at 

the same time will that it become a universal law”1093 

And the alternative formula of this principle (“formula of humanity”): 

“Act so that you treat humanity, whether in your own person or in 

that of another, always as an end and never as a means only.”1094 

While these two formulae seemingly express dissimilar moral conceptions, Kant 

puts forward two views to support his assertions on why he supposed human beings to 

be of more value than other creatures. Humans have desires and goals; therefore, other 

things become important to them in fulfilling their projects.1095 Other creatures, which 

Kant called mere “things”, including animals, without self-conscious desires and goals, 

have importance only as means to ends. What gives them worth is the role they play in 

meeting the desires of humans, therefore becoming a means to an end in relation to the 

desires and goals of humans. 

The second assertion is that humans have ‘an intrinsic worth,’ for instance, dig-

nity. Humans are considered rational beings because they have the capacity to make 

 
1093 Kant, Groundwork, 37 [Ak 4:421] 
1094 Driver, Ethics, 90 
1095 Thomas E. Hill, Human Welfare and Moral Worth: Kantian Perspectives (New York: Oxford 

University Press, 2002), 262. 
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their own choices, set their own goals, and even guide their behavior by motive. Since 

the moral decree is a decree of reason it is thought that rational beings are the epitome 

of the moral decree itself. Moral goodness can only exist in the world if rational beings 

are able to understand what they ought to do and act from a sense of duty in doing the 

same. Therefore, rational beings make it possible for the moral dimension to existing 

in the world without which it would not be there. For this reason, rational beings should 

not be used to satisfy the desires and fulfill the goals of other rational beings. Kant 

concludes by saying that the value of rational beings must be absolute and not compa-

rable to the value of mere “things”. 

Sex trafficking is divided into categories, the major ones being child trafficking 

and women trafficking. The trafficking of these groups of people is driven by economic 

mechanisms that include but are not limited to sexual exploitation and forced labor. In 

some extremes, people are trafficked for the “harvesting” of their body organs. There 

are ‘pull’ and ‘push’ factors that underlie human trafficking, including demand for the 

victims' services or the availability for traffickers. This illegal trade might be lucrative 

to those involved in the industry, but it has multi-faceted effects on the victim and so-

ciety. It deprives individuals of their human rights by degrading them to a state of hu-

miliation and dependency. Except for denying people their freedom and fundamental 

human rights, human trafficking also nourishes organized crime as well as increases 

global health concerns.1096 The individual victims are subjected to devastating treat-

ments such as rape, physical and emotional abuse and even death threats to themselves 

and their families.1097 On the other hand, the demand side of human trafficking is only 

interested in trafficked persons so as to be able to meet their goals while using the vic-

tims as means in meeting these targets. Trafficked victims, in this case, are used as 

“mere things”, as Kant puts it, to mean their value is entangled with the services they 

provide to their oppressors. 

Human dignity 

Kant’s concept of dignity with regard to human beings comprises the notions of 

 
1096 Cathy Zimmerman and Ligia Kiss, “Human trafficking and exploitation: A global health 

concern”, PLOS Medicine 14, no. 11 (2017): e1002437, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pmed.1002437. 
1097 Ibid. 
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dignity and humanity. Dignity is defined as the state or quality of being worthy of honor 

or respect.1098 The term ‘dignity’ defines a status that has no equivalent, or as he puts it 

in his Groundwork of the Metaphysics of Morals, it is a value that is ‘beyond price’. All 

other things that fulfill human desires and goals have a price tag attached to them. How-

ever, this assertion is only relevant to other beings such as nonhuman animals and can-

not be applied to rational beings. Rational beings should not be treated as means to 

fulfilling the desires and achieving the goals of other rational beings but only as an end 

in themselves.1099 

It is important to point out that according to Kant, dignity is grounded on auton-

omy, which he describes as follows:  

“The will is a species of causality of living beings, insofar as they are 

rational, and freedom would be that quality of this causality by which 

it can be effective independently of alien causes determining it; just 

as natural necessity is the quality of the causality of all beings lacking 

reason, of being determined to activity through the influence of alien 

causes.”1100  

Consequently, freedom and free will seem to be either entwined with or the 

same as autonomy.1101 Kant defined the latter as “the property of the will through which 

it is a law to itself”.1102 To understand why autonomy is based on dignity, we have to 

 
1098 See, Albert S. Hornby and Michael Ashby, Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current 

English, ed. Sally Wehmeier, Colin McIntosh, and Joanna Turnbull, 7th ed. (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 2005), s.v. “Dignity”. 

1099 Kant, Groundwork, 52-53 [Ak 435-436]. 
1100 Kant, Groundwork, 63 [Ak 4:446] 
1101 Ibid., 63 [Ak 4:447]: “[…] what else, then, could the freedom of the will be, except autonomy, 

i.e., the quality of the will of being a law to itself? […] thus, a free will and a will under moral laws are 
the same”; Ibid., 66, [Ak 4:449]: “It therefore appears as if in the idea of freedom we really only 
presupposed the moral law, namely the principle of the autonomy of the will itself, and could not prove 
its reality and objective necessity for itself “; also Ibid., 66 [Ak 4:450]: “One must freely admit it that a 
kind of circle shows itself here, from which, it seems, there is no way out. In the order of efficient 
causes we assume ourselves to be free in order to think of ourselves as under moral laws in the order of 
ends, and then afterward we think of ourselves as subject to these laws because we have attributed 
freedom of the will to ourselves, for freedom and the will giving its own laws are both autonomy, 
hence reciprocal concepts, of which, however, just for this reason, one cannot be used to define the 
other and provide the ground for it, but at most only with a logical intent to bring various apparent 
representations of the same object to a single concept (as different fractions with the same value are 
brought to the lowest common denominator)”; Ibid., 69 [Ak 4:452]: “Now with the idea of freedom the 
concept of autonomy is inseparably bound up”. 

1102 Ibid.,58 [Ak 4:440]. 
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look into Seneca’s distinction between pretium and dignitas.  

Seneca claims: 

“Bodily goods are good for the body; but they are not absolutely 

good. There will indeed be some value in them; but they will possess 

no genuine merit, for they will differ greatly; some will be less, others 

greater.”1103  

Following Seneca’s thought, Kant states that:  

“In the realm of ends everything has either a price or a dignity. What 

has a price is such that something else can also be put in its place as 

its equivalent; by contrast, that which is elevated above all price, and 

admits of no equivalent, has dignity. That which refers to universal 

human inclinations and needs has a market price; that which, even 

without presupposing any need, is in accord with a certain taste, i.e., 

a satisfaction in the mere purposeless play of the powers of our mind, 

an affective price; but that which constitutes the condition under 

which alone something can be an end in itself does not have merely 

a relative worth, i.e., a price, but rather an inner worth, i.e., dignity. 

Now morality is the condition under which alone a rational being can 

be an end in itself, because only through morality is it possible to be 

a legislative member in the realm of ends. Thus, morality and human-

ity, insofar as it is capable of morality, is that alone which has dig-

nity.”1104  

Agency is “a special kind of causality, namely a causality that acts under nor-

mative principles, hence a capacity to choose between alternatives according to one’s 

 
1103 Lucius Annaeus Seneca, Ad Lucilium Epistulae Morales, trans. Richard M. Gummere (London: 

William Hainemann, 1970), vol. II, LXXI, 33-34: “Corporumautem bona corporibusquidem bona sunt, 
sed in totum non sunt bona. His pretium quidem erit aliquod, ceterum dignitas non erit; magnis inter se 
intervalis distabunt; alia minora, alia maiora erunt” ; “Genuine merit” (dignitas) is often also translated 
as “true worth”: see Lucius Annaeus Seneca and A. A. Long, Letters on Ethics: To Lucilius, trans. 
Margaret Graver (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015), 221. 

1104 Kant, Groundwork, 52-53 [Ak 4:434-5]. 
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judgment about which alternative is permitted or required by a norm”1105, and auton-

omy is “the ground of the dignity of the human and of every rational nature”.1106 In 

other words, rationality facilitates autonomy. Autonomy is a conditio sine qua non for 

morality1107, and consequently morality becomes the ground of dignity.1108 

The specific understanding of dignity, which is generally referenced in the realm 

of human rights works, pertains to “human dignity”. This notion is often perceived from 

the contemporary perspective, which differs from the earlier conceptions. From the 

contemporary perspective, the concept of human dignity has three meanings that define 

it. First, human dignity has its specific application to human beings and not other things, 

for example, states or institutions.1109 Second, human dignity applies in equal measure 

to all human beings meaning that it cannot have limited applications where individuals 

at the top of the social order are accorded more dignity as opposed to others.1110 The 

third conception is that human dignity, concerning a rank bestowed upon an individual 

due to social recognition or a person’s social status that is conditional depending on 

behavior, is an intrinsic feature pertaining to human nature and personality.1111 

This contemporary notion of human dignity is considered to have emerged from 

an older version of this idea with which it sharply contrasts. The old idea was honor 

which defined an individual’s position in a classified social order, as can be seen in the 

work of Charles Taylor in The Politics of Recognition.1112 However, this notion has 

been overtaken by the contemporary notion of human dignity, which instead applies 

equally to all human beings. 

When the worth of rational beings goes beyond just whatever the price is, it 

 
1105 Ibid., 175. 
1106 Ibid., 54 [Ak 4:436]. 
1107 Ibid. 
1108 Ibid. 
1109 David Feldman, “Human Dignity as a Legal Value: Part I”, Public Law 44 (1999): 683. 
1110 Teresa Iglesias, “Bedrock Truths and the Dignity of the Individual”, Logos: A Journal of Catholic 

Thought and Culture 4, no. 1 (2001): 120-123, http://dx.doi.org/10.1353/log.2001.0005; Michael 
Meyer, “Kant’s Concept of Dignity and Modern Political Thought”, History of European Ideas 8, no. 3 
(1987): 320, https://doi.org/10.1016/0191-6599(87)90005-2. 

1111 Sharon Krause, Liberalism with Honor (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 2002), 15; 
Oliver Sensen, “Human Dignity in Historical Perspective: The Contemporary and Traditional 
Paradigms”, European Journal of Political Theory 10, no. 1 (2011): 72-75, 
https://doi.org/10.1177/1474885110386006. 

1112 Charles Taylor, “The Politics of Recognition”, in Multiculturalism and “The Politics of 
Recognition”, ed. Amy Gutmann (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1992), 27. 
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implies that rational beings are to be treated differently from being just means alone but 

also as an end. In simpler terms, this assertion denotes those human beings have an 

obligation to respect the rights of fellow humans, endeavor to support their welfare, 

avoid hurting them, and try to promote the achieving of their ends. Thus, according to 

Kant, manipulating people shows disrespect to their rationality. Purposes for which 

people are used may be important, but their importance and whatever price is attached 

to them should never override human dignity. Human beings should not be equated to 

goods or things since they encompass a unique dignity. Those ends that are founded on 

inclinations have comparative values implying that they are exchangeable in the prev-

alence of inclination. Their worth relies on how strong the preferences in the market are 

in the price of goods. Human dignity and price have differences that are based on the 

notion that people are to be treated as ends contrary to merely being used as a means to 

an end. Kant holds to the notion that dignity is a concept grounded on morality, a dis-

tinctive feature that can only be found in the nature of humanity that is invariable and 

consistent.1113 

Dignity itself seems to imply the elevation of something or someone. In other 

words, that something or someone has dignity as long as he or she is elevated above 

other things. Freedom, according to Kant, is what elevates humanity above other crea-

tions. It does not necessarily mean that the idea of elevation alone is what dignity is 

founded on. Human dignity is above any price since it has an absolute, inner value that 

is not matched by any price.1114 

Kant however, in his later writings, seems to imply that human beings assume 

both aspects of price and dignity when regarded from different points of view. That 

means that people have a price or external value when regarded as natural beings, but 

when one is regarded as a human being, their value shifts to that of having dignity or 

an end to themselves, which is internal worth.1115  

Looking at the Kingdom of ends, all things have a price or a dignity attached to 

them. Things with a price attached to them are expendable, while those things with 

 
1113 Rachel Bayefsky, “Dignity, Honour, and Human Rights”, Political Theory 41, no. 6 (2013): 815-

816, https://doi.org/10.1177/0090591713499762. 
1114 Ibid., 815. 
1115 Ibid., 816.  
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dignity are irreplaceable. Those things that are linked to elementary necessities have 

what he called a market price, while the ones that are further frivolous assume an af-

fective value.1116 Paton likewise brings up that Kant gets the qualification amongst 

“price” and “dignity” from the Stoics (likewise Seneca, in Epistulae). As John Rist has 

observed, no ancient scholar thought of human beings as all having inherent worth 

simply by virtue of their ontological status as human beings.1117 It is only through mo-

rality that rational beings, in this case, human beings become ends in themselves be-

cause this is the only way that human beings gain jurisdictive membership to the realm 

of ends. Therefore, morals and humanity have dignity. For Kant, “humanity itself is a 

dignity”.1118 

Persons who have been trafficked and forced into engaging in forced prostitu-

tion either to make their own living or used to generate revenues for their oppressors 

are assumed to be used as a means to an end while their reasoning is also presumed to 

be that of means-end. Women and children are the usual targets of human trafficking 

as they are mainly used for sexual exploitation. They are lured into acceptance by force 

or forms of coercion, deception, fraud, or abuse of their position of vulnerability. They 

are usually poor women looking for better means to earn a living or orphaned children 

whose parents died due to diseases or conflicts of war. Their hope lies in securing means 

of survival by migrating to other countries that seemingly harbor better employment 

opportunities.1119 Kant’s conception of dignity mandates certain forms of treatment at 

the hands of others, notably political authorities—for instance, as Rex Glensy puts it, 

that “individuals ought never to be treated instrumentally by the state”.1120 

The issue of human trafficking, especially of women and children, has caught 

the attention of the international media. Sex tourism remains the major causal factor of 

human trafficking. There is growing pressure, especially from feminist activists and 

 
1116 Immanuel Kant, Kant: The Metaphysics of Morals, ed. and trans. Mary Gregor (Cambridge: 

Cambridge University Press, 1997) 42-43. 
1117 Roger J. Sullivan, Immanuel Kant's Moral Theory (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 

1989), 358; See also, Paton, The Categorical Imperative, 189. 
1118 Willy Moka-Mubelo, Reconciling Law and Morality in Human Rights Discourse: Beyond the 

Habermasian Account of Human Rights (Cham, Switzerland: Springer, 2017), 97. 
1119 Bales, Disposable People  
1120 Rex D. Glensy, “The Right to Dignity”, Columbia Human Rights Law Review 43, no. 1 (Fall 

2011): 76. 
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non-governmental organizations urging national governments worldwide to curb sex 

tourism, especially with regards to children. As such there are increased activities from 

national governments including prosecution of tourists found buying for these activities 

as well as awareness campaigns aimed at sensitizing foreigners upon arrival in the coun-

try they are touring.1121 Prosecution and sensitization are prevention mechanisms that 

governments are putting in place to curb sex tourism especially with regards to chil-

dren.1122 However, for fear of losing revenue from the tourism sector as a result of a 

drop in the number of tourists, some national governments have not put in place 

measures to curb sex tourism. Others have put in place policies to fight sex tourism but 

have left loopholes that are exploited by the actors in the industry of sex tourism.1123 

We can see how Kant’s views on human dignity are disregarded when looking 

at the business of human trafficking. Trafficked persons are not accorded their dignity 

as human beings since they are perceived as ‘mere objects’ whose market price can be 

easily determined. Kant believes that human dignity is above any price since it has an 

absolute, inner value that is not matched by a price. We can thus conclude that human 

trafficking for the sole purpose of using them for sexual exploitation violates their in-

herent human dignity. Trafficking persons are only used as a means to an end by those 

who operate sex tourism industries. 

Respect 

The term “respect” appears in three different places in Kant’s writings on eth-

ics.1124 It appears in the first section of the Groundwork where Kant argues by saying 

that “respect for law” is a portrayal of morally commendable conduct and that “Duty is 

the necessity of an action from respect for the law”.1125 The second place “respect” 

appears is in the Critique of Practical Reason where Kant offers a pragmatic psychol-

ogy of moral action as well as offering an account of the psychology of respect within 

 
1121 Sheila Jeffreys, “Globalizing sexual exploitation: sex tourism and the traffic in women”, Leisure 

Studies 18, no. 3 (1999): 187, https://doi.org/10.1080/026143699374916.. 
1122 “The Facts About Child Sex Tourism”, U.S. Department of State Archive, accessed 

June 23, 2021, https://2001-2009.state.gov/g/tip/rls/fs/08/112090.htm. 
1123 Jeffreys, “Globalizing Sexual Exploitation”, 187. 
1124 Immanuel Kant, Groundwork for the Metaphysics of Morals, ed. Thomas E. Hill. trans. Arnulf 

Zweig (Oxford: Oxford University Press on Demand, 2003) 
1125 Kant, Groundwork, 16 [Ak 4:400] 
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it.1126 The third place is in The Metaphysics of Morals. Here, he talks about duties of 

respect to both oneself and others.1127  

Kant argues that human life is valuable since humans have rational life com-

pared to other creatures of non-human nature. Humans have autonomy and have the 

ability to make choices and even plan. It is this ability and its subsequent exercise that 

are of value that should not be forfeited for whatever of smaller worth. Consequently, 

since all rational creatures are autonomous, they should therefore be accorded respect 

and not be treated as mere means for the satisfaction or even the contentment of other 

rational beings. From Kant’s perspective, it means that humans can even sacrifice their 

lives for the sake of the lives of other humans.1128 Doing so means that humans would 

be using own maxim and no other human uses the other as means to an end. Humans 

may thus not use either other people’s lives or even bodies for arrangements that they 

have either coerced or misled them into joining. Doing so would simply amount to 

treating others not as rational beings but using them as mere means and not as ends in 

themselves. In a society complying with Kant’s perspective, it is conceivable for all 

people not to be used as instruments of other people. 

Self-Respect 

What Kant implies about the duties of respect toward other people is based on 

a broad notion of what it takes to respect ourselves. To comprehend Kant’s views on 

our duty to respect others, we need to examine his description of the perfect duties to 

oneself where he illustrates them as the “highest duties of all”.1129 He describes perfect 

duties to oneself as a set of rational necessities about how one values oneself in a unique 

way, thinking of themselves as having a dignity exceeding any price, incomparable and 

absolute. Thus, when we harm ourselves, get overwhelmed with lust, or make ourselves 

desperate before others is valuing ourselves in a lesser and substandard way.1130  

Further, he introduces the notion of the “absolute inner worth” of human beings 

 
1126 Immanuel Kant and Andrews Reath, Kant: Critique of Practical Reason, trans. Mary Gregor 

(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 60-73 [5:71-89] 
1127 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 556-559 [6:434 – 437] 
1128 O’Neill, “A Kantian Approach”, 300; Kant and Reath, Kant: Critique, 126 [5:158]  
1129 Immanuel Kant, Lectures on Ethics, trans. Peter Heath (1997), 350. 
1130 Immanuel Kant, Lectures on Ethics, trans. Peter Heath (1997), 330-331, 350-351; Kant, Practical 

Philosophy, 558-559 [6:436-437]. 
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“exalted above any price”.1131 Humans have no right to defile, disrespect, or disgrace 

themselves since they possess an intrinsic worth that they ought to be respected by fel-

low humans. Another way of interpreting the perfect duties to oneself is to look at the 

fundamental, self-absorbed requirements to all rational beings that tell humans how to 

value themselves without necessarily assuming that others will respect them simply 

because of bearing intrinsic value. From this viewpoint, these requirements only offer 

explanations as to why individuals choose to treat themselves in a certain way but do 

not necessarily mean they will be treated by others the same way merely because they 

are rational beings. This notion of “awesome nature of human beings” provides us with 

a guide on what it takes to respect oneself.1132 

Kant separates duties of respect to oneself into ‘perfect’ and ‘imperfect’ duties. 

The ‘perfect’ duties are those that individuals ascribe themselves to forbid self-disre-

specting. Kant argues that human beings have the capability to realize a sufficient sense 

of worth, and this should not necessarily depend on the appreciation or reverence from 

others.1133 According to John Rawls, people can attain appropriate self-respect by being 

part of a society that values them.1134 Kant however, does not contend with Rawls’s 

assertion as he does not see the need to help others in respecting themselves since there 

are positive duties to aid them in following their own happiness.  

He stresses that when individuals put excessive value and respect on themselves, 

they develop a habit that undercuts the need for the respect they receive from others. 

People do not need the positive input of others like noble wishes to build self-respect. 

In contrast, what people need is for others to desist from overstepping on the respect 

they have on themselves merely by placing excessive value on themselves, in the pro-

cess putting a corresponding low value on others.1135 

 
1131 Kant, Practical Philosophy, [6:434–435]. 
1132 Wood, “Duties to Oneself”, 241.  
1133 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 582 [6:466] 
1134 John Rawls, A Theory of Justice (Cambridge: Belknap Press Of Harvard University Press, 1999), 

54-55. 
 
1135 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 576-577 [6:458-460]; Ibid., 579 [6;462], “Moderation in one's 

demands generally, that is, willing restriction of one's self-love in view of the self-love of others, is 
called modesty. Lack of such moderation (lack of modesty) as regards one's worthiness to be loved by 
others is called egotism (philautia). But lack of modesty in one's claims to be respected by others is 
self-conceit (arrogantia)”.  
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The fundamental point that Kant tries to argue is that human beings at times 

inhabit an exaggerated view of themselves because of popularity, fame, physical 

beauty, wealth, education, among other dispositions. Valuing oneself more than others 

is the primary cause for devaluing others or valuing others less than they should be 

valued. This aspect makes people assess others in relation to themselves so as to find 

out the “appropriate” value to accord them. People who occupy high-ranking positions 

at work would demand that those occupying low-ranking positions think and even treat 

them as superiors. Those occupying low ranking positions are expected by superiors to 

feel and think of themselves as inferior compared to those in high-ranking positions.1136  

People who are not arrogant are influenced by the opinions of self-conceited 

people when they encounter them. Opinions of being inferior are readily accepted when 

considering the low evaluations of others, especially when they perceive themselves 

from a superior point of view.1137 Natural propensity to self-conceit undermines an in-

dividual’s view of respect they accord themselves.  

Kant argues that persons who engage in sexual activities for profit disrespect 

themselves and act as mere objects that satisfy other peoples’ desires the same way a 

hungry person feeds on food to satisfy hunger. He puts it this way: 

“To allow one’s person for profit to be used by another for the satis-

faction of sexual desire, to make of oneself an Object of demand, is 

to dispose over oneself as over a thing and to make of oneself a thing 

on which another satisfies his appetite, just as he satisfies his hunger 

upon a steak. But since the inclination is directed towards one’s sex 

and not towards one’s humanity, it is clear that one thus partially sac-

rifices one’s humanity and thereby runs a moral risk. Human beings 

are, therefore, not entitled to offer themselves, for profit, as things for 

the use of others in the satisfaction of their sexual propensities”.1138 

 
1136 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 581-2 [6:465-466] 
1137 Ibid., 581 [6:465] 
1138 Immanuel Kant, “The Philosophy of Law”, trans. W. Hastie, in Morality and Moral 

Controversies: Readings in Moral, Social and Political Philosophy, ed. John Arthur, 3rd ed. 
(Englewood Cliffs, NJ: Prentice Hall, 1993), 254. 
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At this point, Kant follows Thomas Aquinas in justifying sex only for the pur-

pose of acquiring offspring. 

Considering masturbation, specifically, it is condemned as a mortal sin by 

Thomas Aquinas1139 and as moral misconduct by Jean-Jacques Rousseau and Imman-

uel Kant1140. Aquinas distinguishes carnal sins between those contrary to nature (crim-

ina carnis contra naturam) and those in accordance with nature (crimina carnis secun-

dum naturam). In the first category, which is considered the most grievous one, since 

sins contrary to nature are sins against God, Aquinas includes masturbation, homosex-

uality, zoophilia and any heterosexual sexual activity that does not have the purpose of 

producing offspring1141. In the second category, he includes incest, adultery, seduction 

and rape.1142 Sins of this category are considered less grievous, because even though 

they might be contrary to right reason, regarding the nature of the activity in relation 

with the other (involved) person,1143 they can still lead to the production of offspring 

and so cannot be considered unnatural. On the contrary,  

“Therefore, since by the unnatural vices man transgresses that which 

has been determined by nature with regard to the use of venereal ac-

tions, it follows that in this matter this sin is gravest of all.”1144  

Surprisingly, according to Thomas masturbation is a more serious sin than rape, 

like any other sexual activity that by its nature has as a sole purpose of only pleasure 

and cannot lead to reproduction. Rousseau, on the other hand, says of masturbation 

(obviously considering only men): 

“has a particular attraction for lively imaginations. It allows them to 

dispose, so to speak, of the whole female sex at their will, and to make 

 
1139 Soble, “Kant and Sexual Perversion”, 71. 
1140 For a good overview on discussion about the morality of masturbation see Alan Soble, ed., s.v. 

“Masturbation”, in Sex from Plato to Paglia: A Philosophical Encyclopedia (Westport, Conn.: 
Greenwood Press, 2006), 671-683. 

1141 Thomas Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, vol. 43 (Cambridge: Blackfriars, 1964), art 11, p. 245. 
1142 Ibid, article 1, 207. 
1143 Ibid. 
1144 “St. Thomas Aquinas: Summa Theologica - Christian Classics Ethereal Library”, Christian 

Classics Ethereal Library, accessed August 18, 2021, 
https://www.ccel.org/ccel/aquinas/summa.SS_Q154_A12.html; see also Aquinas, Summa Theologiae, 
article 12, 247. 
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any beauty who tempts them serve their pleasure without the need of 

first obtaining her consent”1145 

For Rousseau, masturbation with fantasy is equal to mental rape.1146  

Immanuel Kant’s first stage of his polemic focuses on the role of imagination 

who considers masturbation “to be the archetype of all perversion”, Scruton points out, 

“precisely because it replaces the real object of desire by a fantasy that is self-created 

and therefore obedient to the will”1147. “If ... we give our imagination free play in sen-

sual pleasures”, Kant says, “to the extent of even giving it reality, vices are created 

which are contrary to nature and involve most serious offences against the duties we 

owe to ourselves”1148. Masturbation, according to Kant, because is based solely on our 

imagination, is contrary to nature and the natural end of sexual desire1149, a fact that 

self-evidently1150, according to Kant, degrades anyone who indulges in it to a being 

lesser than animals1151. In parallel at the second stage of Kant’s polemic, he states that 

masturbation violates the second formulation of the Categorical Imperative because 

“…man surrenders his personality (throwing it away), since he uses himself merely as 

a means to satisfy an animal impulse”1152. He further states that it is a “…violation of 

the humanity in one's own person by such a vice in its unnaturalness, which seems in 

terms of its form … to exceed even murdering oneself”1153, since according to Kant 

suicide, at least, requires courage which leaves  

“…always room for respect for the humanity in one's own person. 

But unnatural lust, which is complete abandonment of oneself to an-

 
1145 Jean-Jacques Rousseau, The Confessions, trans. J. M. Cohen (New York: Penguin Books, 1979), 

108-109. 
1146 Soble, “Kant and Sexual Perversion”, 61. 
1147 Roger Scruton, Sexual Desire: A Moral Philosophy of the Erotic (New York: Free Press, 1986), 

319. 
1148 Immanuel Kant, Lectures on Ethics, trans. Louis Infield (Indianapolis: Indianapolis, 1963), 142. 
1149 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 549 [6:424-425] 
1150 Ibid, 549 [6:425] 
1151 Ibid. 
1152 Ibid. 
1153 Ibid. 
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imal inclination, makes the human being not only an object of enjoy-

ment but, still further, a thing that is contrary to nature, that is, a loath-

some object, and so deprives him of all respect for himself.”1154 

Following Thomas Aquinas’s thought—to whom Kant never refers—Kant di-

vides carnal sins into contra and secundum naturam. Both of them constitute violation 

of our duty to our own self, for the fact that they are countering the ends of humanity. 

The former ones, though, are against right reason, while the later, in which Kant, in-

cludes masturbation, are contrary to our natural instinct and our animal nature1155. 

Therefore, Carnal sins contra naturam render man inferior than beasts and thereby un-

worthy to be considered persons.1156 

Regarding sexual morality, Kant’s views may be considered traditional and con-

servative in the contemporary approach. He holds onto the view that sexual intercourse 

ought to be between married individuals; otherwise, the act would degrade human dig-

nity. Kant contends that sex outside marriage is demeaning and objectifying to both 

partners engaging in the act, even if it is consensual. He calls this casual sex and sees it 

as disagreeable since it is based on sexual satisfaction, just like a hungry people feed 

on food to satisfy their hunger. This kind of sex fails to show respect for the humanity 

of partners but focuses on the act of sex; therefore, the other person is treated as a mere 

object whose sex is the object of desire for the other partner. 

Turning to the issue of prostitution, Kant contends that no human should treat 

the other as mere objects of desire since men are not at their own disposal; that is, people 

do not own themselves. The contemporary debates about sexual morality seem to in-

voke autonomy and rights, to suggest that individuals are at their own disposal and 

therefore they should choose for themselves what to do with their bodies. The kind of 

autonomy being referred to by these contemporary arguments contrasts with Kant’s 

conception of autonomy. Kant’s conception of autonomy implies that people ought to 

have restrictions on the way they treat themselves. Kant calls this the Categorical Im-

 
1154 Ibid., 549-550 [6:425] 
1155 Kant, Lectures on Ethics, trans. Infield, 169-170. 
1156 Ibid, 170-171. 
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perative, which is a law pertaining to how individuals should treat themselves and oth-

ers. It requires that all rational beings should treat other rational beings with respect, 

and this includes themselves. When people use their bodies in any way they please, 

they contrast the Categorical Imperative law and deduct respect from themselves and 

others.  

In the days of Kant, kidney transplants did not happen, but this is not to imply 

that the rich did not buy human parts from the poor. For example, purchasing teeth for 

implantation was a practice Kant considered a violation of human dignity:  

“A person is not entitled to sell a limb, not even one of his teeth”,1157 

and “To do so is to treat oneself as an object, a mere means, an in-

strument of profit.”1158 

Kant based his objections to prostitution on the argument that a person who 

allows himself to be used by another for sexual satisfaction is the same as a commodity 

in the marketplace awaiting demand from the potential buyer.  

Duties of respect to others 

People are rational beings with dignity, which Kant describes as a value that is 

beyond any price and must be respected and not be subject to rational exchange for any 

item of whatever value.1159 Kant describes respect as the appropriate rational approach 

toward something that has objective worth. He also describes contempt as the act of 

treating something in a manner to demean it or as something with no or with little value 

than its actual worth. Thus, treating human beings with contempt is treating them as if 

they lacked dignity.1160 If one is a moral being, then this human being has dignity. 

According to Kant, people who act in strange ways make themselves appear not 

worthy of their human dignity. Nonetheless, such strange actions do not make such 

people lose their human dignity, nor do they forfeit it. Kant argues that we ought to 

 
1157 Kant Immanuel, “Duties towards the Body in Respect of Sexual Impulse”, in The Philosophy of 

Sex: Contemporary Readings, ed. Alan Soble (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, 2002), 201.  
1158 Sandel, “What Matters Is the Motive”, 131. 
1159 Norman E. Bowie, Business Ethics: A Kantian Perspective (Cambridge: Cambridge University 

Press, 2017), 43. 
1160 Immanuel Kant, “Kant's practical philosophy: Herder's lecture notes”, in Lectures on Ethics, ed. 

Peter Heath and J. B. Schneewind, trans. Peter Heath (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 
1-36. 
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show respect for others even in the rational or speculative use of motive or even when 

pointing out errors.1161 He further contends that we have an obligation not to ensnare 

others into doing things that might be shameful to themselves later on. To put it another 

way, we have a duty to preserve other people’s self-respect by not subjecting them to 

demeaning actions or behaviors that cause them to lose respect for themselves as ra-

tional beings. 

More precisely, the rational nature of humans cannot be violated so as to uphold 

other people’s happiness or gratification. Going by this notion, respect for the blossom-

ing of rational nature must involve respect for fundamental rights. Simply put, humans 

ought to support and protect others in accessing basic goods which are necessary for all 

people to encourage the flourishing of rational nature. There should be a restraint on 

disrespecting these fundamental rights of persons so as to promote both dependent and 

personal preferences of others.  

Kant lists three vices that violate duties of respect to others. These vices are: 

arrogance, defamation, and ridicule. He describes arrogance as treating another person 

with contempt—or imagining oneself as more worthy than the other—which he calls 

violation of duties of respect to others. This thinking of oneself as being more worthy 

than the other is unfeasible as the worth of all people is unique and absolute, meaning 

that everybody is equal. From this assertion, arrogance implies rating own existence 

higher than that of another.1162 Arrogance is strongly related to our innate human need 

for honor. People seek the good opinion of others that, alongside power and affluence, 

is among the essential goods for which people compete. This is the psychological basis 

of morality itself. However, there is something inconsistent in this because if people 

are fighting for honor, the implication is that they might be unequal in their value when 

the central principle of morality states that all rational beings are of equal worth as ends 

in themselves. However, morality needs to establish the acceptable rational standard 

for self-assessment that involves valuing oneself for humanity and not with regard to 

anything in which one may even probably be considered superior to others.1163 

 
1161 Ibid. 
1162 See also Wood, Kant’s ethical thought, 132-139, 250-265, 283-291. 
1163 Allen Wood, “Duties to Oneself, Duties of Respect to Others”, in The Blackwell Guide to Kant's 

Ethics, ed. Jr. Thomas E. Hill (Chichester, U.K. Malden, MA: John Wiley & Sons, 2009), 246. 
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The second vice that violates duties of respect to others is defamation. This 

could be considered the trait vice of moralists, the wish to fault others and render them 

to blame. Kant does not necessarily equate defamation to vilification1164 but instead 

taking pleasure in spreading information that though accurate, is meant to detract from 

the honor of another.1165 This violates a duty of respect to others since it does not guard 

other people against faults but exposes them against public reproach. The vice of defa-

mation implies respecting other people’s privacy. This vice involves:1166  

“a mania for spying on the morals of others (allotrio-episcopia) is by 

itself already an offensive inquisitiveness on the part of anthropol-

ogy, which everyone can resist with right as a violation of the respect 

due him”.1167 

The third vice that violates duties of respect to others is ridicule. Ridicule entails 

finding pleasure in what makes others objects of mockery or disdain. Kant distinguishes 

this from joking, where people or friends familiar with one another make fun of their 

peculiarities that on the face seem to be kind of fault but are not a form of ridicule.1168 

It is not the same as using humor to brush aside an attack that might be malicious on 

oneself. The fundamental question is whether one takes delight for its own sake in try-

ing to make the other a laughing stock.1169  

Kant contends that these vices of disrespecting other people demonstrate a fun-

damental trait regarding the nature of humanity that has close ties with their deep-seated 

inclination for immorality. In the social order, social relations entail competitiveness 

and an artificial sense of human value at their basis. If we take into account that all 

rational beings are of equal value, then using others only as means to our ends would 

be a complete violation of the universal law of the realm of ends.1170  

 
1164 Vilify: “to say or write unpleasant things about someone or something, in order to cause other 

people to have a bad opinion of them”, see Cambridge Dictionary: English Dictionary “Vilify”, 
(Cambridge University Press), accessed March 22, 2020, 
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/vilify. 

1165 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 582 [6:466]. 
1166 Wood, “Duties to Oneself”, 246. 
1167 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 582 [6:466]. 
1168 Kant, Practical Philosophy, 582-583 [6:467]. 
1169 Wood, “Duties to Oneself”, 247. 
1170 Ibid. 
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The vices of disrespect to others are ubiquitously present in the context of sex 

trafficking and the sex trade in general. Traffickers disrespect their victims, voluntary 

prostitutes disrespect sex buyers, and clients disrespect the sex workers or the victims.  

4.2.3 Utilitarian Ethics 

The greatest happiness principle and the Felicific (Hedonistic) 

Calculus 

The greatest happiness principle was proposed by Jeremy Bentham about two 

centuries back, around 1789, and advanced by John Stuart Mill, a follower of Bentham. 

He argued that the integrity of an action should not only be measured by the goodness 

of its intentions but by the efficacy of its consequences. The final “utility” is what Ben-

tham called human “happiness”. He thus concluded that people should endeavor at what 

he called the greatest possible happiness for the greatest number of people. Bentham 

did define happiness in relation to psychological experience, saying it is the computa-

tion of pleasures and pains. This viewpoint is what is known as “Utilitarianism”, for the 

reason that it emphasizes the efficacy of behavioral consequences. This principle does 

hold that acts are partly correct if their motive is to advance happiness but wrong on the 

other part if they generate unhappiness. Happiness implies enjoyment without pain, 

while unhappiness implies pain and the deprivation of joy. So, an action is considered 

right simply because, out of the entire actions one could have done, this action results 

in more happiness than any other action.1171 

In simpler terms, the principle holds that an action is right as long as it contrib-

utes to the greatest happiness for all those it involves, or else the action is wrong.1172 

The aim of any action should lead to the greatest happiness. In this case, our actions are 

not evaluated on what they are but by the consequences they produce. For instance, the 

action can be a person telling a lie at the expense of truth about something or someone 

so as to achieve their intended objective. The term “Greatest happiness” is in the relative 

form: great, greater, greatest. From this point of view, we get the impression that in the 

 
1171 Driver, “The History of Utilitarianism”. 
1172 Stephen Nathanson, “Utilitarianism, Act and Rule”, in The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

(ISSN 2161-0002), accessed August 13, 2021, https://iep.utm.edu/util-a-r/. 
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event an action results in the greatest happiness of the ones it influences, no supplemen-

tary action taken at that point could have resulted in greater happiness.  

The theoretical and practical conclusions that can be drawn from utilitarian the-

ory pertain to the deeds of an individual and the usefulness of the resulting outcomes. 

An individual is considered to be moral as long as his actions are helpful to society. On 

the other hand, a person’s actions are thought to be immoral if they do not advance the 

happiness of the community. However, it does not imply an action is moral by just 

escalating utility, but it has to be the optimal option in advancing utility and decreasing 

pain.1173 

Bentham takes from David Hume (1711–1776) the view that utility is the eval-

uation of virtue, implying a broader interpretation of utility than Hume’s usage. This is 

so since Hume made a difference between pleasure that the perception of virtue pro-

duces in the observer, and the collective utility, which comprises in a trait having phys-

ical benefits for society, any occurrence of which may or may not produce pleasure in 

the observer.1174 But Bentham seems to have been influenced by Hume to view pleasure 

as a measure of morality. Bentham views the action as morally acceptable in analyzing 

the consequences it produces, the pleasure or utility it generates, which could be entirely 

independent of our reactions to the action. Hume, however, does not provide an ob-

server test for virtue or vice, thus making it difficult for him to account for how people 

make mistakes in evaluations of virtue and vice. On the other hand, Bentham articulates 

that people may not react to the actions’ good traits or do not identify the sound effects. 

But as long as the good results exist, on steadiness, superior compared to the impact of 

any other alternative course of action, then the action is taken to be the right one.1175 

Bentham takes note that if pain can be established on false values, then he sup-

poses that it can be changed, or at the very least, alleviated and diminished. This is 

different from the standpoint that pain or pleasure that is founded on false credence 

ought to be discounted. Bentham does not believe the latter. Thus, Bentham's pleasure-

seeking view is simple: the inherent good is pleasure, whereas the dire one is pain. 

 
1173 Driver, “The History of Utilitarianism”. 
1174 Ibid.  
1175 Ibid. 
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People are to advance pleasure while acting to diminish pain. Bentham provides a ra-

tionale that one can use to measure the value of an action with regard to pleasure and 

pain when making moral decisions. For that reason, he created an algorithm and named 

it felicific (hedonistic), a calculus in order to calculate the amount of pleasure that a 

specific action could cause. He included seven variables or criteria of felicific calculus. 

The criteria are as follows:1176  

1. Intensity: indicates the strength of pleasure or pain,  

2. Duration: indicates the longevity of the action,  

3. Certainty or uncertainty: indicates the likelihood of there being pleasure 

or pain due to the action,  

4. Propinquity or remoteness: indicates closeness in feeling with regard to 

performance of the action,  

5. Fecundity: indicates the likelihood of the action leading to more pleas-

ures or pains,  

6. Purity: indicates the level of intermixture there is with the other sensa-

tion. 

7. Extent: the number of people affected by the action is also taken into 

consideration.1177 

Bentham and Mill stated that the “extent” determinant is much more important 

than the other six criteria. Bentham took note that it could be overwhelming to follow 

all these factors. He does not commend that they form the outline into all acts of moral 

consideration due to the efficiency costs which need to be taken into account. He instead 

implied that experience could also guide us. For example, from experience, we gener-

ally know that one feels pain when kicked, and as such, the pleasure we take in kicking 

someone is outweighed by the pain and discomfort inflicted on them. Therefore, when 

the temptation to kick someone for whatever reason confronts us, we can rely on the 

knowledge and experience we have accumulated to consider it a wrong action. 

 
1176 Jeremy Bentham, “An Introduction to the Principles of Morals and Legislation (1781) - Chapter 

IV: Value of a Lot of Pleasure or Pain, How to be Measured”, Utilitarianism: Past, Present and Future, 
accessed August 23, 2021, https://www.utilitarianism.com/jeremy-bentham/index.html#four. 

1177 Adapted from Bentham, “An Introduction”. 
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Examples of applying the felicific calculus in prostitution 

In the following tables, I will try to calculate the difference in utility between 

three different kinds of dilemmas that a poor, uneducated young Thai woman could 

face in her life. Each table consists of three columns. Columns number two and three 

represent the Thai woman's different choices to satisfy the same need or desire. The 

dilemma is always between “Choice A”, “engaging in prostitution” or “Choice B”, 

“working in a low salary job” in order to accomplish her goal. Below each choice are 

cells corresponding to the seven different variables of the felicific calculus. Each check 

to a cell adds one point of utility to the corresponding option. The more points, the 

higher the utility of the choice. In the following tables, the term prostitute refers to that 

of a woman who illegally offers sexual pleasure in exchange for money. Specifically, 

in the calculations of happiness, harms, and utilities of each choice, the following cri-

teria are taken into consideration: (a) Prostitution is illegal and unregulated in Thailand. 

(b) The comparison of “engaging in prostitution” is being made with a legal and regu-

lated job. (c) The Thai woman is young, uneducated, poor, lives in Thailand, and has 

no qualifications or skills to apply for a high-salary job.   

Table 4.1: Young woman needs to support her child 

CASE ONE Choice A: Engaging in pros-
titution to support her child 

Choice B: Working in a 
low salary job to support 
her child 

Intensity: How strong is the pleasure?  V 

Duration: How long will the pleasure last?  V 

Certainty: How likely is it that the pleasure 
will occur? 

V  

Propinquity or remoteness: How soon will the 
pleasure occur?  

V  

Fecundity: The probability that the action will 
be followed by sensations of the same kind. 

 V 

Purity: The probability that it will not be fol-
lowed by sensations of the opposite kind. 

 V 

Extent: How many people will be affected?  V 
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Table 4.2: Young woman desiring to acquire fashion items 

CASE TWO Choice A: Engaging in pros-
titution to acquire fashion 
items 

Choice B: Working in a 
low salary job to acquire 
fashion items 

Intensity: How strong is the pleasure?  V 

Duration: How long will the pleasure last?  V 

Certainty: How likely is it that the pleasure 
will occur? 

V  

Propinquity or remoteness: How soon will the 
pleasure occur?  

V  

Fecundity: The probability that the action will 
be followed by sensations of the same kind. 

 V 

Purity: The probability that it will not be fol-
lowed by sensations of the opposite kind. 

 V 

Extent: How many people will be affected?  V 
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Table 4.3: Young woman needs to support her university studies 

CASE THREE Choice A: Engaging in pros-
titution to support her stud-
ies 

Choice B: Working in a 
low salary job to support 
her studies 

Intensity: How strong is the pleasure?  V 

Duration: How long will the pleasure last?  V 

Certainty: How likely is it that the pleasure 
will occur? 

V  

Propinquity or remoteness: How soon will the 
pleasure occur?  

V  

Fecundity: The probability that the action will 
be followed by sensations of the same kind. 

 V 

Purity: The probability that it will not be fol-
lowed by sensations of the opposite kind. 

 V 

Extent: How many people will be affected?  V 

 

Discussing the felicific calculus in Table 4.1, Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 

By examining each case, we see that engaging in prostitution falls short of utility 

in all criteria except that of certainty and propinquity in all cases. The main reason is 

that the life of a prostitute is full of dangers and risks. It might offer her immediate 

gratification and higher chances of achieving her financial needs in comparison with a 

low salary (“Choice B” falls short in “Certainty” and “Propinquity”). Still, prostitution, 

among other considerations, is technically illegal, and she is evading taxes, may deal 

with dangerous people, and she risks contracting sexually transmitted infections. Even 

more, prostitution in Thailand is quite often connected with sex trafficking, where there 

is a risk of becoming a victim by being coerced, abused, and threatened by various 

parties. So, even though she will probably be able to acquire more money faster and 

easier in comparison with low salary from a regular occupation, she is less likely to feel 

safe and secure; nor she will be proud of the way she succeeds in her goal; her practices 

will never be accepted in Thai society, despite fulfilling her familial duty is an accepta-

ble social norm in Thailand. Any pleasure will be followed by pain from risks associ-

ated with the lifestyle, and pleasant parts may not last long (“Choice A” falls short in 

“Duration”, “Purity” and “Fecundity”). The amount of harm inflicted on her will over-

shadow the strength of the pleasure that she is striving for (“Choice A” falls short in 
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“Intensity”). The most important criteria and most difficult to calculate is that of “Ex-

tent”. Prostitutes are not only giving sexual pleasure to many men, but they are also 

helping them to soothe their behavior and reduce their aggressiveness. So, someone 

could argue that prostitution is helping society in general to reduce incidents of aggres-

sive behaviors. 

On the contrary, by engaging in prostitution, a Thai girl gives sexual pleasure 

to others but rarely offers any to herself. She chooses to support the system of sex work, 

which in some cases involves trafficking. She evades taxation, may spread disease, and 

indirectly allow her clients or co-workers to act aggressively or even violently on her 

(under the protective umbrella of sex trafficking business), leading to an increase in 

aggression. Finally, engaging in prostitution seems to create more harm and pain on 

society than pleasure. That is why it scores lower in the “Extent” criteria of the Calculus 

than working in low-salary jobs. Of course, there are sex workers who are in control of 

their work situation and who are on occasion treated well, which does not involve traf-

ficking. 

Clearly, human trafficking cannot be considered a factor whose final “utility” is 

human “happiness”. The impacts of human trafficking are destructive to human nature 

and more so to the trafficked victims who endure harsh experiences in the hands of their 

oppressors. Looking at the effects of human trafficking both at macro and micro levels 

we can clearly make out that the effects produce negative consequences on society, 

which we can deduce to mean they bring pain and not pleasure to those affected. For 

example, women and children trafficked for sexual exploitation suffer both physical 

and psychological consequences. Their kins are also affected psychologically, knowing 

what their beloved ones are going through. Victims of sex trafficking are often stigma-

tized by society and even their kin when they finally return to their home countries. 

It is nearly impossible to correctly measure the impacts of human trafficking 

due to its illicit and obscure nature. Many national governments lack adequate defini-

tions, legal frameworks, experience, and political goodwill to deal with human traffick-

ing. Victims of trafficking are often unwilling to cooperate with relevant anti-traffick-

ing agencies that try to understand their plight. This makes it difficult to measure the 
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impacts of human trafficking both in individuals and society at large.1178 However, that 

is not to say that impacts on human trafficking do not exist. Human trafficking impacts 

both the individual and society at large. Trafficking may happen within a country or 

involve several countries. In both cases, there is the origin side where the victims are 

recruited and the destination side where trafficking victims are taken to for exploitation. 

Transit routes used by traffickers in transporting victims, be they countries or routes 

within a country, are also impacted. 

Victims of human trafficking suffer from an array of both psychological and 

physical health conditions. These conditions stem from the treatment they receive from 

their traffickers as well as their employers on the demand side of human trafficking. 

The conditions that victims of trafficking are subjected to are usually inhumane, and 

where nutrition is poorly provided, sanitation is wanted, in addition to poor personal 

hygiene and severe emotional and physical treatment.1179 Human trafficking impacts 

society as a whole. Some of the sectors that are impacted by human trafficking at the 

macro level include the health and economic sectors. At the micro-level, the health of 

individuals is affected negatively; the social life of the individual is impacted as they 

become socially stigmatized. 

Impacts of human trafficking at the macro level 

Health sector 

The World Health Organization (WHO) Constitution of 1946 states that “the 

enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of health is one of the fundamental rights 

of every human being without distinction of race, religion, political belief, economic or 

social condition”.1180 However, the global spread of HIV/AIDS in the 1980s is what 

rattled the international community to draft policies that would help in the campaign 

 
1178 Alexis A. Aronowitz, Human Trafficking, Human Misery: The Global Trade in Human Beings 

(Westport, CT: Praeger, 2009), 15-21; Shelley, Human Trafficking, 4. 
1179 International Organization for Migration, Caring for Trafficked Persons: Guidance for Health 

Providers, ed. Cathy Zimmerman and Rosilyne Borland (International Organization for Migration 
(IOM), 2009), https://publications.iom.int/system/files/pdf/ct_handbook.pdf. 

1180 WHO Constitution was adopted by the International Health Conference that took place in New 
York, starting Jun. 19 to May 22 of 1946. It was signed by the representatives of sixty-one states and it 
entered into force in April 1948. 
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against the disease. For the campaign against HIV/AIDS to succeed, all actors must be 

brought onboard, spanning from sex workers, human rights activists, activists of same-

sex relationships, medical and health communities, religious groups, educators, and 

policymakers of national governments, among other actors. The issue of human traf-

ficking and health are intricately related because human trafficking for the purpose of 

sex tourism presents health challenges to the final destinations of trafficked victims and 

their countries or regions of origin. Victims trafficked for the purposes of sexual ex-

ploitation are at the highest risk of contracting HIV/AIDS as well as other sexually 

transmitted infections (STIs), with a risk of spreading disease when they return to their 

places of origin. Current data on trafficking victims infected with HIV/AIDS and STIs 

is hard to find. Still, there are strong indications from victims of trafficking, especially 

the ones working in the sex tourism industry, showing that they have been affected. The 

fundamental health rights of individuals are violated when they fall victims to traffick-

ing, where they end up being subjected to hazardous health conditions that endanger 

themselves and society at large.1181  

For children, in particular, sexual exploitation is even more damaging to their 

health. Children lack correct information about sexually transmitted infections on how 

they are contracted, and their prevention strategies. Children are likely to have little or 

no say when using condoms since they lack power and skills, increasing their risk of 

infections. In addition to the high risk of HIV/AIDS and other STIs, children are more 

than likely to be traumatized from such acts of behavior, feel betrayed and feel helpless. 

There is also stigmatization involved in sexual exploitation that can severely damage 

the development of an adolescent. Stigma can result in an impaired ability to form at-

tachments and succeed in interpersonal interactions along with psychiatric illnesses of 

various kinds. In addition, the physiological and developmental consequences of sexual 

exploitation on minors are likely to last long into adulthood. 

Economic impacts 

The recruitment of trafficking victims directly impacts the country of origin, as 

it results in the loss of human capital. For development to happen, there needs to be an 

 
1181 Raymond, “Prostitution on Demand”, 1181-1183. 
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investment in human capital. Public sectors such as education, health, and transport 

require the input of human capital.1182 Human trafficking partly happens because des-

tination countries of trafficking victims are looking for cheap labor where high produc-

tivity is not affected by the workers' wage demands. By trafficking people means that 

there are lost opportunities in the country of origin where future productivity is hugely 

impacted.1183 As a result of the loss of human capital, the profits generated by victims 

are used to help fuel the activities of the traffickers instead of being remitted to the 

countries of the trafficked victims. Some of the capital generated by the victims is also 

transferred abroad to develop the economies of the destination countries, while the 

economies of origin countries (mainly the economies of developing countries) suffer 

due to lack of human capital and a drop in annual remittances, in turn, implies devel-

opment loss.1184  

In cases where children are recruited and trafficked as child laborers, they ex-

perience multiple adverse effects, such as the inability to handle the situation psycho-

logically. The children's health is severely impacted as they cannot bear the conse-

quences that come with forced labor. Children are usually taken to be the future of any 

society. Therefore, when the trafficking of children happens, the country's future where 

children are trafficked is deprived of possible work, experience, and even knowledge 

that could be of the common good.1185  

Impacts of human trafficking at the micro level 

STIs, Drugs, and Substance Abuse 

Trafficked persons have no bargaining power concerning the use of condoms 

when it comes to sexual exploitation, making them more vulnerable to HIV and other 

STIs. Trafficked persons for sex exploitation mostly lack medical attention, which in 

 
1182 Gergana Danailova-Trainor and Frank Laczko, “Trafficking in Persons and Development: 

Towards Greater Policy Coherence”, International Migration 48, no. 4 (2010): 38-83, 
https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1468-2435.2010.00625.x. 

1183 Department of State United State of America, Trafficking in Person Report June 2017, 18. 
1184 Ibid., 18. 
1185 Judith Dixon, “The impact of trafficking in persons”, in An Introduction to Human Trafficking: 

Vulnerability, Impact and Action (Vienna: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, 2008), 94, 
https://www.unodc.org/documents/human-trafficking/An_Introduction_to_Human_Trafficking_-
_Background_Paper.pdf. 
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most cases is not made available to trafficked individuals working in the prostitution 

industry. Children working in the prostitution industry are the most vulnerable to infec-

tions owing to the misconceptions that younger girls are not infected with STIs and that 

having intercourse with virgins cures HIV. The increased incidents of HIV infections 

among sex trafficking victims put them in a high-risk group because they often do not 

get to decide the use of condoms on many occasions.1186 Trafficked women often do 

not appreciate the same benefits in medical or educational services compared with non-

trafficked women prostitutes. Misinformation about HIV/AIDS and myths, like that 

sexual intercourse with a virgin girl is an effective cure for the virus, increase the num-

ber of victimized young girls and their susceptibility to infection.1187 

Trafficked victims usually have little or no room for decision-making. Decisions 

are made for them by their oppressors, and they are expected to follow them. Traffick-

ing victims, especially in the prostitution industry, may be asked to engage in certain 

behaviors to please their clients or face the consequences of refusal, which are usually 

cruel. Trafficked persons working as prostitutes may also be forced to use drugs to stay 

awake for long hours or serve more clients. The after-effects of substance abuse have 

been known to have long-term impacts on victims, including organ damage and addic-

tion. These substances are detrimental to the health and wellbeing of the affected indi-

viduals.1188  

Social stigma  

Domestic violence and sexual relations remain a common phenomenon 

throughout history; stigma surrounds these issues in modern society. Stigma is defined 

as a sign of shame related to a person, situation or quality, which separates an individual 

from others.1189 Although some people might be fortunate to escape are still having a 

life that is at risk since being a survivor of sexual trafficking, disgrace, humiliation, and 

subsequent isolation can be devastating.1190 When trafficked persons return to their 

 
1186 Dixon, “The impact of trafficking”, 83; Zimmerman, Stolen smiles, 9-15. 
1187 Dixon, “The impact of trafficking”, 83. 
1188 Zimmerman, The Health Risks, 4; Dixon, “The impact of trafficking”, 84-85. 
1189 Peter Byrne, “Stigma of mental illness and ways of diminishing it”, Advances in Psychiatric 

Treatment 6, no. 1 (2000): 65, https://doi.org/10.1192/apt.6.1.65.65. https://doi.org/10.1192/apt.6.1. 
1190 Hanna Cody, “End Stigma, End Trafficking”, UNICEF USA, accessed November 9, 2019, 

https://www.unicefusa.org/stories/end-stigma-end-trafficking/33865. 
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home countries or regions, they receive social disapproval, primarily when it is known 

that they were trafficked to other countries as prostitutes. The scenario gets worse when 

they come home poorer than when they left. This kind of stigmatization has a negative 

impact on the recovery process of the individual. It may even contribute to victims’ 

decision to continue with prostitution or drug and substance abuse. Additionally, the 

recovery process of trafficked people will be affected by the responses of family mem-

bers and surrounding communities.1191 In some cultures, the community can shun the 

whole family of a trafficked victim based on the information or rumors they have about 

the victim’s past, regardless of the cruelties that trafficked victims went through.  

We can recognize the following main elements in stigma: blame, discrimination, 

loss of status, isolation, shame. Human trafficking victims are often being blamed for 

their decision to enter prostitution; they face discrimination when searching for accom-

modation or applying for jobs. In many cases, the disgrace of being trafficked follows 

them in most social interactions.1192 Furthermore, stigma occurs even when seeking as-

sistance from experts, family members, companions, and peers. Even then and often 

unexpectedly, they feel discriminated against, expelled, and denied.1193 

4.2.4 Virtue Ethics a Response to Utilitarianism Ethics 

The term Virtue Ethics is broad in its scope. The principal foundation of Virtue 

Ethics emphasizes the development of a virtuous character.1194 Virtue Ethics theories 

stem from the Greek philosopher Aristotle who contended that a virtuous individual is 

the one who chooses the “Golden Mean”, or “the most rational point between two be-

havioral extremes”.1195 He was of the view that people have natural internal predispo-

sitions from which ideal personal traits arise.1196 Virtues have to be developed to a point 

 
1191 Dixon, “The impact of trafficking”, 86-87.  
1192 Christine Murray, “Ending the Stigma Surrounding Human Trafficking: Series Introduction”, See 

the Triumph, accessed August 23, 2019, https://www.seethetriumph.org/blog/ending-the-stigma-
surrounding-human-trafficking-series-introduction. 

1193 Christine Murray, Allison Crowe, and Whitney Akers, “How Can We End the Stigma 
Surrounding Domestic and Sexual Violence? A Modified Delphi Study with National Advocacy 
Leaders”, Journal of Family Violence 31, no. 3 (2015): 272, https://doi.org/10.1007/s10896-015-9768-
9. 

1194 Judith Andree, “Nagel, Williams, and moral luck”, Analysis 43, no. 4 (1983): 202-207, 
https://doi.org/10.1093/analys/43.4.202. 

1195 Richard, Twelve Greeks, 104. 
1196 Ibid. 
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where they are stable. According to Aristotle, virtue does not originate in the actions of 

individuals, but the kind of individual one is. For example, if a person carries out activ-

ities of providing financial assistance to the needy, this activity does not make the per-

son virtuous. Virtuousness is a trait that can only be advanced over time.  

Virtue Ethics deals with a variety of moral situations1197, meaning that it has not 

specialized in developing principles that are universal in dealing with ethical problems. 

Virtue Ethics has developed along three main paths since it was first incepted around 

the twelfth century. These paths are Eudaimonism, agent-based theories, and care eth-

ics.1198Eudaimonism, which as a term denotes happiness, has its roots in the Aristotelian 

school of thought. Eudaimonism has a role in Virtue Ethics, especially when considered 

from the function argument by Aristotle, where he argues that no action is useless. All 

actions have intentions, and they are not merely performed for the sake of being done. 

Every effort has some good to aim at. Although some things serve as means to ends of 

others, some are ends in themselves. Aristotle argues that those things which are ends 

in themselves contribute to a broader end which is the highest good of all. This good is 

what Aristotle calls Eudaimonism.1199 This term denotes satisfaction, gratification, or 

happiness. 

Aristotle perceives that all things that have function ought to perform their func-

tions well. He gives an example of a knife. The function of a knife is to cut and there-

fore, for it to be considered to have performed its function well, it has to cut well. He 

attributes the same to human beings where he says that people have a function in life. 

A virtuous person is one who carries out one’s function well. Aristotle argues that an 

individual has a unique function to perform and that it is this function that makes a 

person distinct from other beings. This function is “reason”. Thus, the function of a 

human being is that of reason, and to be considered a virtuous man, one must reason 

well.1200 Man demonstrates Eudaimonia by reasoning well, and this is the highest func-

tion of man. 

 
1197 Rosalind Hursthouse, On Virtue Ethics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), 17.  
1198 Nafsika Athanassoulis, “Virtue Ethics”, in The Internet Encyclopedia of Philosophy (ISSN 2161-

0002), accessed June 15, 2021, https://iep.utm.edu/virtue/.  
1199 Alasdair C. MacIntyre, After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory (Indiana: University of Nortre 

Dame Press, 2007), 148. 
1200 Hursthouse, On Virtue Ethics, 19 
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Eudaimonia is the reverse of what Utilitarian ethics suggests. From the utilitar-

ian point of view, the act of generosity would be accepted as bringing about conse-

quences that maximize utility or happiness. Eudaimonia on the other hand looks at the 

thriving and wellbeing of man.1201 

Eudaemonist virtue ethics was further developed in a meticulous way by 

Rosalind Hursthouse. Rosalind contended that the owner of eudaemonist ethics is a 

good man. Rosalind agrees with Aristotle that human beings are rational beings and 

this trait of rationality allows man to make decisions for which others hold him respon-

sible.1202 A man acting virtuously is one who acts according to reason as an inherent 

trait of human beings which leads to eudaimonia. 

Philippa Foot1203 and Alasdair Macintyre have proposed that Eudaimonia in vir-

tue ethics is a moralized concept and that virtues contribute to a good life.1204 An alter-

native account of virtue ethics developed by feminists such as Annette Baier is based 

on masculine and feminine traits of men and women and how these traits affect eth-

ics.1205 This perspective is called the ethics of care. 

Unlike eudaimonia, Michael Slote’s account of virtue ethics is based on man’s 

common sense to perceive good character traits. He called this agent-based virtue eth-

ics. Agent-based virtue ethics evaluates an action based on moral judgments about the 

inner life of the agents who perform those actions.1206 This implies that admirable traits 

can be observed especially in people we admire or take as our role models. This view, 

however, consists of two hypotheses regarding the nature of rightness and the nature of 

virtuousness. In the righteousness hypothesis, an act is considered right based on the 

virtuous drives that contributed to its production. The hypothesis about virtuousness 

argues that action becomes virtuous based on the virtuousness articulated by the agent 

in performing the action.  

 
1201 Ibid., 10. 
1202 Ibid.  
1203 Foot, “Morality”, 157-73. 
1204 Hursthouse and Pettigrove, “Virtue Ethics. 
1205 Baier, Moral Prejudices. 
1206 Marcia W. Baron, Philip Pettit, and Michael Slote, Three Methods of Ethics: A Debate (Oxford: 

Blackwell Publishers, 1997), 178; Slote, “Agent-Based Virtue Ethics”, 239-62. 
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The ideas of Alasdair MacIntyre increased the interest in virtue ethics. Mac-

Intyre attempts to portray the notion of virtue. After looking at a large number of his-

torical accounts of virtue that differentiate in their lists of virtues and propose incom-

patible theories, he concludes that these differences are due to a diverse array of prac-

tices that develop different notions of virtues.1207 For someone to accurately analyze 

each account of virtue, one first needs to consider the social and moral elements that 

contain it.1208 For example, understanding the virtue in Homer requires a study of Greek 

society and realizing the role of virtue in it. Thus, virtues are practiced through intelli-

gible social activities, pursuing goods within these activities, and enabling us to achieve 

these goods.1209 Further, he brings forth the virtue of integrity or constancy, which de-

scribes as an end (or telos) that goes beyond all practices and constitutes the good of a 

whole human life.1210 Similarly, Philippa Foot states that virtues benefit not only those 

who possess them but also their society. Virtues are not only an essential part of a good 

life, but they actively contribute to it.1211 

Annette Baier developed another account of virtue ethics which he named Care 

Ethics.1212 Baier looked at virtue ethics from the feminist view, where she argues that 

men and women think differently.1213 Men think from a masculine point of view, while 

women think from a feminist point of view. Men's masculinity makes them align their 

thinking with traits such as integrity or sovereignty, while the feminist nature of women 

makes them have traits such as care and love. 

The general focus of virtue ethics rests on an individual developing a virtuous 

character. Individuals should endeavor towards developing their own personality, and 

this should be the principal concern. Virtue Ethics provides answers to other ethical 

questions. For example, virtue ethics explains what pertains to right and wrong actions 

 
1207 MacIntyre, After Virtue, xi.  
1208 Ibid.,186.  
1209 Ibid. 
1210 Ibid., 203. 
1211 Athanassoulis, “Virtue Ethics”; Philippa Foot, “Virtues and Vices”, in Virtues and Vices and 

Other Essays in Moral Philosophy (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), 1-18. 
1212 Annette Baier, Postures of the Mind: Essays on Mind and Morals (Minneapolis: University of 

Minnesota Press, 1985), 93. 
1213 Ibid., 258. 

https://www.iep.utm.edu/p-macint/
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and at the same time recognizes that conclusions about character are preceding judg-

ments about the rightness or wrongness of an action.  

In general, an act would be considered to be virtuous or right if it is done by 

someone irrespective of the character of the person doing it. However, this notion does 

not establish itself well within the central point of a virtue ethics perspective, which is 

based on the idea that an action is right if the agent performing it has a virtuous charac-

ter. An example would be someone helping a child to cross the road. Someone would 

do this same action with a virtuous character in the same circumstances. However, if 

the person doing this lacks a virtuous character, then this means that helping a child 

cross the road is wrong altogether. Two different people would perform this same ac-

tion. Still, if one lacks the virtuous character, then only the one with a virtuous character 

is doing the right thing, and the one without a virtuous character is doing the wrong 

thing. 

We can perceive that these versions of virtue ethics primarily focus on the char-

acter of an agent, which has to be virtuous rather than the action performed by the agent 

being right. The primary aim is for the agent to develop a virtuous character, which will 

determine the rightfulness of the actions performed by the agent or will enable the agent 

to observe features in conditions that make actions right. It is the virtuous character that 

renders actions moral. 

Human trafficking would not exist if all human beings developed virtuous char-

acters. From virtue ethics, we can deduce that human traffickers, the oppressors of traf-

ficked persons, and those who allow human trafficking to take place lack virtuous char-

acters. Human trafficking does not occur in a vacuum, but there are actors who sustain 

it for various reasons overlooking the fundamental rights of those they traffic. Human 

trafficking, therefore, happens because of the greed of the actors involved in the busi-

ness. A greedy individual cannot be considered to be a virtuous agent when looking at 

the base on which the virtue ethics perspective is grounded. Traffickers collaborate with 

those in need of trafficked individuals, and this is where the demand and the supply 

sides of human trafficking come into being. For example, poor individuals looking for 

employment opportunities are taken advantage of and exploited. Usually, there is an 

origin and final destination of trafficked persons. 
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The origin or supply part refers to the individual dwelling in a particular region 

with limited resources to meet one’s survival needs. Although almost anyone can be-

come a victim of forced labor, certain groups are most vulnerable to labor exploitation. 

Smit (2011) contends that most of the victims of trafficking are the millions of people 

enlisted as undocumented migrants annually by the International Organization for Mi-

gration and other relevant institutions dealing with the migration of people globally.1214 

Traffickers use different mechanisms to lure victims before transporting them to their 

final destinations. The mechanisms used can be online advertisements for better jobs 

abroad or, particularly for women, marriage proposals to individuals purporting to be 

rich only to realize that they have been victimized once they reach the final destinations. 

According to Mahadeviah et al. (2011), poverty has a massive influence on an individ-

ual being lured and falling into the trap of human traffickers.1215 The scarcity of em-

ployment opportunities in one’s own country compels people to seek employment 

abroad to meet their daily needs and those of their families. Orphaned children who 

have nowhere to turn to help meet their daily needs are more likely to fall victims to 

trafficking. A person with a virtuous character would act in the circumstances to help 

an orphaned child access education and other basic needs. At least, this is what virtue 

ethics would suggest.  

However, according to Feingold, for poverty to be considered a contributing 

factor to human trafficking, it has to interact with the demand side.1216 Poverty might 

not be blamed alone, but obvious indicators prove that it plays a significant role in 

human trafficking. Those individuals that lack basic human needs are likely to fall prey 

to the traps of human traffickers since they view migration to more industrialized coun-

tries as their hope and means of survival. On the other hand, those that are able to meet 

their basic needs and have some affluence are less likely to be lured into becoming 

victims of human trafficking.1217 The promises of employment for impoverished people 

 
1214 Monika Smit, “Trafficking in human beings for labour exploitation. The case of the Netherlands”, 

Trends in Organized Crime 14, no. 2-3 (June 2011): 184-197, https://doi.org/10.1007/s12117-011-
9123-3. 

1215 N. Mahadeviah V et al., “Poverty, human trafficking and social exclusion: Space for new 
disclosures”, International Journal of Social and Economic Research 1, no. 1 (2001): 152-157, 
http://www.indianjournals.com/ijor.aspx?target=ijor:ijser&volume=1&issue=1&article=016. 

1216 Davis, Human Trafficking, 32. 
1217 Jeffreys, “Globalizing Sexual Exploitation”, 186. 
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may be hard to resist. Further research has indicated that poor people in the rural areas 

are less likely to become victims of human trafficking as compared to their counterparts 

living in urban settings but who are less poor mainly because of the promises of leading 

affluent urban lives similar to the ones they see in their neighborhoods.1218 The urban 

individuals are conscious of what can be attained by living in urban settings. The traf-

ficked victims are mostly unaware of the type of employment they will be offered or 

forced into upon arrival at their final destinations. 

On the other side of the demand side with regard to poverty as a causal factor in 

human trafficking are those businesses that have to rely on forced labor to make finan-

cial profits. They have to count on cheap labor where they pay workers low wages or 

pay nothing at all to meet business objectives.  

The demand for cheap labor, cheap sex or cheap items in developed countries 

maintains human trafficking businesses. Usually, the demand side of a market is fo-

cused on the price of the commodities and their usefulness. Those who demand the 

goods are traditionally the final users of the products. Research has shown that most 

economically developing countries are unable to meet growing demands for high-cost 

labor. As such, they opt for cheap labor, which comes from the trafficking of impover-

ished victims across borders to supplement their need for cheap labor.1219 In return, 

these businesses make high profits due to employing trafficked persons at little or no 

compensation at all. Sex sectors take advantage of trafficked victims to rake in high 

profits by meeting their labor requirements and maintaining high production levels at 

little or no cost. Trafficked persons are appealing to some companies’ owners who pre-

fer employing cheap immigrant labor than local personnel who demand better remu-

neration for their services.1220 Due to these factors, among others, some industries may 

opt for trafficked persons over local workers. These decisions raise and maintain the 

demand for human trafficking, which with time becomes difficult to control due to the 

lucrativeness associated with it. 

 
1218 David A. Feingold, “Human Trafficking”, Foreign Policy, no. 150 (2005): 26-32, 

http://www.jstor.org/stable/30048506. 
1219 Chuang, “Beyond a Snapshot”, 144. 
1220 Ibid., 144-45. 
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The demand and supply side of trafficking are not in a vacuum but come into 

being because of the economic mechanisms involved. These are “pull” and “push” fac-

tors must exist for the demand and supply sides to act. For instance, poverty acts as a 

catalyst for human trafficking. Poor individuals will be tempted to cross border and 

seek employment opportunities where they think opportunities are adequate. As such 

they easily fall into the traps of individuals who act as intermediaries in guiding them 

to their point of exploitation. Human trafficking therefore relies largely on the interac-

tion between the supply and the demand side.  

Looking at how victims of human trafficking are taken advantage of by their 

oppressors, we can thus see a lack of virtuous characters in the latter. The actors in 

human trafficking would involve more than the traffickers and those in demand of traf-

ficked victims. The actors can involve governments that lack clear policies to help curb 

human trafficking, corrupt government officials who collaborate with organized crim-

inal gangs to permeate human trafficking business, the buyers of trafficked persons who 

are in need of cheap labor in order to meet their business objectives, and those who 

purchase the services of the trafficked victims. 

Conclusion 

In this second part, we explored human trafficking using the ethical perspectives 

of Deontology, Utilitarianism, and Virtue Ethics that yielded slightly different conclu-

sions. In general, each of the above-mentioned ethical theories regards human traffick-

ing and prostitution as unethical, especially when there is a focus on the impact on 

victims and the proper functioning of society. 

Considering Kantian Ethics, human trafficking and prostitution are judged as 

unethical in the main on the level of violations of autonomy, human dignity, respect to 

others and self-respect. Trafficking victims are deprived of their human rights by de-

grading them to the state of humiliation and dependency by being used as ‘mere things’. 

On Kant’s view that human dignity is above any price since it has an absolute, inner 

value that is not matched by any monetary worth, we can see that human trafficking 

preparators use women, men, and children for sexual exploitation and violate their in-

herent human dignity. Trafficking victims are only used as a means to an end. There-

fore, all rational creatures are autonomous and should be respected and not be treated 
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as mere means for the satisfaction or even the contentment of other rational beings. 

Humans should not use other people’s lives or bodies for arrangements that they have 

either coerced or misled them into joining. In a society complying with Kant’s perspec-

tive, it is conceivable for all people not to be used as instruments of other people. 

Additionally, in human trafficking, the violation of duties of respect to others is 

ubiquitous through the practice of arrogance, defamation, and ridicule. Kant contends 

that these vices of disrespecting other people demonstrate a fundamental trait regarding 

the nature of humanity that has close ties with the deep-seated inclination for immoral-

ity. If we consider that all rational beings are of equal value, then using others only as 

means to our ends would be a complete violation of the universal law of the realm of 

ends. Especially regarding prostitution and self-respect, Kant argues that persons who 

engage in sexual activities for profit disrespect themselves and act as mere objects that 

satisfy other peoples’ desires. 

Furthermore, his views on sexual morality support even more that notion since 

intercourse ought to be between married individuals, otherwise the act would be de-

grading human dignity. Kant contends that sex outside marriage is demeaning and ob-

jectifying to both partners engaging in the act, even if it is consensual. This kind of sex 

fails to show respect for the humanity of partners but focuses on the act of sex. There-

fore, the other person is treated as a mere object whose sex is the object of desire for 

the other partner. Kant comes into contrast with contemporary views on sexual moral-

ity, which seem to invoke autonomy and rights, to suggest that individuals are at their 

disposal and therefore they should choose for themselves what to do with their bodies. 

Kant’s conception of autonomy implies that people ought to have restrictions on the 

way they treat themselves. Kant calls this the categorical imperative, a law pertaining 

to how individuals should treat themselves and others. It requires that all rational beings 

should treat all sensible beings, including themselves, with respect. When people use 

their bodies outside of this way, they then violate the categorical imperative and disre-

spect themselves and others. Kantian Ethics finds human trafficking and prostitution 

outright unethical. 

Regarding utilitarian ethics, it is clear that the final “utility” of human traffick-

ing practices is not that of human happiness. Victims of human trafficking suffer from 
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an array of both psychological and physical health conditions due to inhumane and 

severe emotional and physical treatment. Human trafficking impacts society at the 

macro level, including health and economic sectors, and at the micro-level, with indi-

viduals' health being negatively impacted and their social life stigmatized. Following 

Bentham’s note on the efficacy of felicific calculus and its applicability to complex and 

multifaceted moral issues, as far as human trafficking and prostitution go, we can de-

duce that it is close to impossible to calculate the impact of human trafficking and pros-

titution on society by following the seven criteria of the calculus accurately. It would 

be overwhelming due to the high-efficiency costs. Experience, on the other hand, would 

be a better guide. 

Examining the Virtue Ethics perspective on human trafficking and prostitution, 

I explored its three main paths: eudaimonism, agent-based theories, and care ethics. The 

general focus of virtue ethics rests on an individual developing a virtuous character. 

Each individual should endeavor towards developing her character, and this should be 

the principal concern. In general, an act would be considered to be virtuous or right if 

it is done by someone irrespective of the character of the person doing it. The action is 

also right if the agent performing it has a virtuous character. The primary aim is for the 

agent to develop a virtuous character, which will determine the rightfulness of the ac-

tions performed by the agent or will enable the agent to observe features in conditions 

that make actions right. Human trafficking would not exist if all human beings devel-

oped virtuous characters.  

We can perceive that these versions of virtue ethics primarily focus on the char-

acter of an agent which needs to be virtuous, rather than the action performed by the 

agent being right. It is the virtuous character which makes the action the right one. From 

virtue ethics, we can easily deduce that human traffickers and those who allow human 

trafficking to take place lack moral characters. 

Human trafficking, therefore, happens because of the greed of the actors in-

volved in the business. A greedy individual cannot be considered to be a virtuous agent 

when looking at the base on which the virtue ethics perspective is grounded. Although 

almost anyone can become a victim of forced labor, there are certain groups most vul-

nerable to labor exploitation. Looking at how victims of human trafficking are taken 
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advantage of by their oppressors, we can see the lack of virtuous characters in them. 

The actors in human trafficking involve many more than the traffickers, victims, and 

those in the desire of trafficked victims. The actors involve governments that lack clear 

policies to curb human trafficking, corrupt government officials who collaborate with 

organized criminal gangs to permeate human trafficking businesses, the consumers of 

trafficked persons who need cheap labor to meet their business objectives, and those 

who purchase the services of the trafficked victims. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

BUDDHIST ETHICS 

5.1 Introduction to Theravāda Buddhism 

“NGOs, academics, and religious groups state that 85 to 95 percent of the pop-

ulation of Thailand is Theravāda Buddhist and 5 to 10 percent Muslim”. Other groups 

“that constitute less than 5 percent of the population include animists, Christians, Con-

fucians, Hindus, Jews, Sikhs, and Taoists”1221. 

Understanding Buddhism in any context necessitates a prior clear comprehen-

sion of its fundamental tenets and basic practices. For the purpose of this thesis, Bud-

dhism has been selected as a primary contributing factor to the phenomenon of sex 

trafficking in Thailand and the Thai sex industry. The first part of this chapter will in-

troduce the essential elements of the Theravāda doctrine and its practice to establish the 

clear connection that it holds with everyday life in Thailand and how it influences the 

formation of Thai values and social mores. A case in point on how Buddhism has per-

meated Thai society lies in the fact that since antiquity, the laity held the highest respect 

for bhikkhus and bikkhunīs (the monks and nuns). In Theravāda cultures, the monks 

possess the most elevated status, even higher than the royal families. In countries like 

Thailand, monks would never stand up to address the King; conversely, the King should 

advance and salute.1222 

5.1.1 Defining Buddhism 

Buddhism is a profoundly convoluted phenomenon that allows many different 

interpretations and approaches. Contrary to general belief, it is not a unified religious 

or ethical tradition since it comprises many different schools and traditions. It has a 

 
1221 United States Department of State, 2018 Report on International Religious Freedom: Thailand, 

(United States Department of State - Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor, 2020), accessed 
September 12, 2021, https://www.state.gov/reports/2018-report-on-international-religious-
freedom/thailand/. 

1222 Asanga Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism: The View of the Elders (Honolulu: University of 
Hawai’i Press, 2012), 136. 
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central core of beliefs and principles like many other western ethical or religious tradi-

tions, but we should avoid identifying it with any of them without considering the pe-

culiarities and complexities of its nature. When exploring culturally alien traditions, 

belief projection is a “dangerous” trap. Trying to define the nature of Buddhism by 

comparing it with Western equivalents can end up a frustrating endeavor. Often, it is 

classified as a religion or even a way of life or a philosophy. Others deny tagging it as 

a religion since it lacks the notion of a creator God who oversees our world. So, in the 

western view, Buddhism could easily fill in the atheistic category of ideologies. But 

before rejecting the religion tag, we should determine what constitutes a religion.1223  

Assuming that religions around the world integrate many different elements, a 

method like that of Ninian Smart, as described by Damien Keown in his book “Bud-

dhism: A very short introduction”, is one of the most effective ones in scrutinizing and 

assessing their nature. Smart approached religions in seven dimensions, which are: 

practical and ritual dimension; an experiential and emotional dimension; a narrative or 

mythic dimension; a doctrinal and philosophical dimension; an ethical and legal dimen-

sion; a social and institutional dimension; and a material dimension. By carefully jux-

taposing Buddhism with each of these dimensions, we can conclude that:1224 

 Though the practical or ritual dimension is less prominent than other re-

ligions, there are plenty of Buddhist rituals and ceremonies. 

 The experiential and emotional dimensions forge the core of Buddhism. 

Buddha perceived his enlightenment as a personal experience springing 

from deep empathy for the sorrows of humanity. This event formed the 

basis of his teachings. In turn, he propagated that any Buddhist tenets 

bear little value if not experienced personally through meditation and 

other spiritual practices that aim to self-transformation. 

 The presence of myths and legends is also prominent and enhances the 

Buddhist tradition’s narrative and mythic dimension. 

 The doctrinal and philosophical dimension also permeates Buddhism, 

considering the abundance of doctrines like the Four Noble Truths, the 

 
1223 Damien Keown, Buddhism: A Very Short Introduction (New York: Oxford University Press, 

1996), 1-4. 
1224 Ibid., 4. 
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Eightfold Path, and The Five Precepts. All of these comprise the base of 

Buddhist teachings and are studied and reinterpreted rigorously by the 

Saṅgha (Order of the Monks).   

 The ethical and legal dimension emanates from sets of principles and 

predominantly that of The Five Precepts, which instruct how to follow a 

proper way of life. First and foremost, a person should abstain from 

harming and respect every life form on earth equally. 

 The social and institutional dimension might be less evident in Bud-

dhism in comparison with other religions, but it cannot be denied. De-

spite its liberal structure, the Buddhist society is organized in the form 

of Monk orders (Saṅgha) and the male and female laity 

(upāsaka/upāsikā). 

 Finally, the material dimension includes all the monuments, artifacts, 

and religious texts that represent Buddhism and are spread ubiquitously 

around Asia.1225 

Concluding this analysis, we can discern that Buddhism is multidimensional and 

contains all the elements that characterize religions all over the world. Consequently, 

any unidimensional approach would not be enough to explore its depth and unavoidably 

would lead to inaccurate inferences. Nevertheless, depending on which dimension is 

emphasized, Buddhism can be a philosophy, a way of life, a moral code, and even more. 

It incorporates all of these, but it should not be reduced to any specific dimension.1226 

5.1.2 Historical Context of Buddhism 

Contemporary to Buddha’s era, the Indian religion was characterized by high 

ethical and metaphysical erudition. The Vedic religion was one of the two most preva-

lent religious traditions. It had already met its highest development in the form of the 

Upanishads, which contained the Brahmins' “most advanced ‘theological think-

ing’”1227. Upanishad translates into a rarefied knowledge that is disseminated to the 

most principal and reliable students. This knowledge encompassed the secrets of Ātman 

 
1225 Ibid., 4-10. 
1226 Ibid., 13. 
1227 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 2. 
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(individual soul) and the universe. In the heart of Upanishadic view on existence laid 

the belief in the Ātman and the Brahman, God as the protector and designer of the 

world. This belief concentrated on the concept of “indestructible individual essence and 

the universal essence”1228. Liberation involved the dissolution of Ātman into the Brah-

man. This theoretical system is referred to as “the inner science” and the subsequent 

religious practice “the inner engagement”.1229  

Despite the high level of philosophical sophistication, a “complex web of rites, 

traditions, and customs” governed people's lives and constituted the “path of action” 

(kamma-marga), which stood in contrast to the “path of knowledge” (jnana-marga).1230 

Small Brahmin groups dwelling in the forests established the methods of “inner 

practice” 1231 . The majority, though, comprised high-status city inhabitants who 

emerged as professional priests and intermediates between the people and celestial be-

ings. The Brahmins held the highest position in the social strata. The Brahminic divi-

sion of society contained four varna or “colors”. Particularly, the brahmana (priests), 

the kshatriya (warriors), the vaishya (traders and farmers), and the shudra (slaves). This 

descending stratification was analogous to each caste’s “social status throughout their 

lives”.1232 

Each caste held its svadharma, which was intended as the sacrosanct “one's own 

duty”. Brahmins’ svadharma “was to study the scriptures and associated sciences, to 

teach, to perform sacrifices, and to accept offerings”1233. The warriors’ duty was ruling, 

war, attend and practice Brahmanic rites and rituals. Traders and farmers had the duty 

to operate their businesses and perform religious rites and ceremonies, while slave’s 

duty was to serve the other three groups obediently.1234 There were also other groups 

of people that existed outside of the four mentioned classes. They came to be known as 

“outcasts” or pancama, and were utterly ignored from the Brahminic worldview. Actu-

ally, deliverance was only attainable for the first three castes.1235 In contrast to the 

 
1228 Ibid., 2. 
1229 Ibid. 
1230 Ibid. 
1231 Ibid. 
1232 Ibid. 
1233 Ibid., 3. 
1234 Ibid. 
1235 Ibid. 
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highly stratified society of the era and the contemporary Brahminic practices, Buddha 

accepted anyone regardless of their status, even women whose society treated them as 

inferior and weak.1236 

On the opposite pole to the Vedic religion, the sramana groups emerged as a 

response to the stratified society and the Brahminic tradition of rites and rituals. These 

disunited groups consisted of mendicants who abnegated mundane life, subsisted on 

alms offered by people, and rejected the Brahmining practice. Allegedly, there were six 

different senior teachers during Buddha’s epoch. The most prominent was Niagantha 

Nataputta, who established a disciplined group of ascetics and promoted a radical atti-

tude of nonaggression. Others were: Purana Kassapa, who advocated inaction “that de-

nied the validity of moral distinctions”;1237 Makkhali Gosaala, who believed in the rigid 

control of human life by faith; Ajita Kesakambala, “a moral nihilist who advocated a 

full-fledged materialism”;1238 Pakudha Kaccana, who held that reality was governed by 

seven principles which made moral action impossible; and Sanjaya Belatthiputta, who 

defended “moral and epistemological skepticism”1239. Sixty-two different religious 

views existed at that time which differed on the nature and existence of the soul and, 

mainly, divided into two theological interpretations. Those were the “eternalists” who 

assumed that the soul was eternal, and the “annihilationists” who held the soul ceased 

after death.1240 The sramanas signified another perspective in religion that included 

people who sought deliverance from human suffering and excluded any “professional 

clergy”.1241 

Buddha or Siddhattha Gautama lived in North India during the 6th century B.C. 

His father, Suddhodana, along with his mother Maya, was the ruler of the kingdom of 

the Sakyans—located in modern Nepal.1242 He was married at the age of sixteen to 

princess Yasodhara. Being a prince and having lived his youth in extreme luxury and 

comfort after realizing that, outside the boundaries of his exuberant life, suffering and 

 
1236 Ibid., 3. 
1237 Ibid., 4. 
1238 Ibid. 
1239 Ibid. 
1240 Ibid. 
1241 Ibid., 5. 
1242 Walpola Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught (New York: Grove Press, 1974), xv. 
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misery exist (dukkha), Buddha decided to abandon his royal life and become a mendi-

cant.1243 More precisely, he became a sramana. At the age of 29, he left his kingdom 

and newborn child, Rahula, searching for a solution in human suffering. He roamed the 

Ganges River for six years. After attending the most influential spiritual teachers and 

following austere asceticism, he abandoned all known religious systems and started 

conceptualizing his own spiritual system. At that time, in his middle thirties, he attained 

Enlightenment under the Bodhi tree, also known as the Tree of Wisdom. That is how 

he earned the title of Buddha, or the “The Enlightened One”.1244  

Buddha's preaching of deathlessness rapidly attracted many followers who were 

allowed to enter his sramana group as either monks or laity regardless of their status—

with men and women called, uniformly, sons and daughters of Buddha.1245 His sramana 

group was further segmented into four subgroups. These were the monks and nuns, also 

known as bhikkhus and bikkhunīs, which, literally, meant those who beg for their food, 

and the male and female laypersons or householders (gihi). Bhikkhus and bikkhunīs 

comprised the basal segments. It is well evidenced that Bikkhunis constituted a later 

introduction and, as such, were always regarded as subsidiary to Bhikkhus.1246  

The qualitative difference that separated the householders from pabbajita—a 

collective term for monks and nuns, meaning those who banished themselves, volun-

tarily, from family life—was the availability of attainable goals regarding liberation 

from suffering. While reaching ultimate freedom from dukkha was the goal for pabba-

jita, being born in heaven in the afterlife was a more pragmatic spiritual destination for 

gihi. Nevertheless, householders could also aim for complete freedom, but they would 

have to strive more. In reality, it is the speed in achieving this goal that made the dif-

ference and in which they will always fall behind the Saṅgha members.1247 In Thera-

vāda tradition, male and female householders were referred to as upasaka and upasika 

(for men and women, respectively). A term bearing the meaning of the “the one who 

stays closely”1248 probably attributed to their role as material supporters of bhikkhus 

 
1243 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 5-6. 
1244 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, xv. 
1245 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 9. 
1246 Ibid., 10-11. 
1247 Ibid., 11-12. 
1248 Ibid., 12. 
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and bikkhunīs since they were supposed to live as mendicants and devoted to their spir-

itual life. But Buddha did not consider them as mere supporters of the saṅgha. On the 

contrary, he regularly affirmed their significance and even gave guidance on living their 

secular lives effectively and efficiently, along with protecting and evaluating the monks 

and nuns. By and large, he attributed equal importance to all four groups.1249 

After the parinibbāna—nibbāna-after-death—of Buddha, the first, and most 

important, council of the elders took place—another five such councils are recorded in 

history. There, the cornerstone principles of Buddhism were founded and comprised 

the ethical and textual bedrock for all Buddhist traditions that emerged afterward.1250 

The main verdicts taken in the council remain valid today and “shaped the charac-

ter”1251 of Theravāda. Among these decisions was the decision to preserve the Buddha’s 

precepts unchanged and forbid the introduction of new ones. The bhikkhus’ opposition 

towards the order of bikkhunīs also has its roots in that first meeting—even today, the 

saṅgha holds firm in the belief that only the reappearance of a Buddha would allow the 

reinstitution of the order of the nuns.1252 The second elders’ council rejected the de-

mand for minor rule changes, like the permission to receive and use money. This rejec-

tion resulted in the first major Buddhist breakaway from revisionists, which led to the 

creation of the Mahasanghika group. This group evolved in the following centuries to 

what is known as Mahayana Buddhism and various other smaller groups.1253 Subse-

quently, the third gathering aimed at cleansing the monastic circles of any unorthodox, 

non-Theravāda views.1254 

5.1.3 Theravāda Buddhism 

Simply put, a Buddhist is the one who seeks ‘shelter’ in the “three refuges”. The 

first one is Buddha himself, and the second is the Dhamma or the teachings of Buddha, 

while the third is the Saṅgha, the association of monks and nuns who followed and 

preserved the Dhamma and served, primarily religiously their material supporters. So, 

 
1249 Ibid., 11-13. 
1250 Ibid., 13-15. 
1251 Ibid., 15. 
1252 Ibid. 
1253 Ibid., 15-16. 
1254 Ibid., 16-17. 
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Buddhism is a religion where its practitioners aim to support the Buddha, Dhamma, and 

Saṅgha and preserve them as refuges.1255 

In Thailand, the predominant form of Buddhism is the Theravāda which is also 

adopted by many other Southeast Asian countries. The other two forms are Vajrayana, 

which is practiced mainly in Nepal and Mahayana, spreading throughout East Asia. The 

Pali Canon, a large assortment of writings theorized to originate directly from Buddha’s 

teachings, dictates what Dhamma is and how the Saṅgha functions. Theravāda is con-

sidered the earliest form of Buddhism since its tenets are written in the ancient Indic 

language of Pali, and the Pali Canon is the only survivor of this kind.1256 

The myth says that Theravāda originated from the form of Buddhism that ar-

rived in Sri Lanka around 250 BCE following the reassessment of the Pali Canon and 

the affirmation of the veracity of its Dhamma by the “Third Buddhist Council”. The 

Council, under the aegis of Emperor Asoka, moved on to cleanse its core by any unruly 

monks and nuns that refused or failed to follow the true Dhamma. In a way, Emperor 

Asoka set the basis for the inauguration of the Theravāda Saṅgha by even providing his 

own son and daughter as members to the Saṅgha. The study of this myth denotes, to 

some extent, the deep connection between the Saṅgha and the state that exists in Ther-

avāda dominant societies and supports the narrative of early or original Buddhism.1257 

Further exploration of unique Theravāda characteristics supports this originality 

even more: Theravāda always regarded Buddha as a real historical person compared to 

other Buddhist traditions. Another contradiction is that the Theravāda Dhamma is real-

istic and not idealistic in interpreting and perceiving our external world. Furthermore, 

Theravāda Saṅgha traditions and operations are akin to Buddha’s early followers, in-

cluding specific liturgies, guises accepting material support from the laity, and more. 

The identification of “early” has great external and internal value for Theravāda Bud-

dhism, not only for the practitioners but also for those studying its impacts and appli-

cations in all aspects of societal life.1258 

 
1255 Kate Crosby, Theravada Buddhism: Continuity, Diversity, and Identity (Chichester, West Sussex 

Malden, MA: John Wiley & Sons, 2014), 1.  
1256 Ibid., 1.  
1257 Ibid., 2.  
1258 Ibid. 
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One major problem, though, with the categorization of Buddhism tradition to 

Theravāda or any other form is that it hinders our ability to realize the depth of the 

phenomenon. Labeling entails a great risk of constricting and significantly reducing the 

magnitude and richness of its history, thus disregarding crucial elements to understand 

the big picture of its evolution and transformations.1259 

The term Theravāda, translated as “doctrine of the senior monks”, represented 

the Buddhist tradition of south and southeast Asia only in the last few decades.1260 It 

should be considered as a product of more than 2,500 years of recurring reassessments 

of its doctrines.1261 Delving into the numerous and variable Theravāda tenets, we can 

discern significant divergence in its practices and even many Mahayana and Vajrayana 

influences. In fact, the different Buddhist traditions only recently tend to characterize 

whole ethnic groups or even nations.1262 

Societal and political pressure to reform, originating from specific event crises, 

are some of the various factors which led to the modern conceptualization of the Ther-

avāda term. The research traces such crisis periods back to the 11th and 12th centuries 

and then again on the 19th and 20th. Medieval rivalries between monasteries for royal 

favor, influences from western Buddhist scholars, and the latest reconceptualization of 

religious and scientific thought played a significant role. In addition, a crucial element 

of the inter-Buddhist traditions conflict is the use in Mahayana sūtras of the defamatory 

term Hīnayāna—translated more accurately as “lowly vehicle” and not as “lower vehi-

cle”1263—to characterize the Southern Buddhist traditions, which added further pres-

sure to the adoption of Theravāda label from its participants.1264 

Indeed, Theravāda is still classified as belonging to Hinayana school, which, in 

reality, was understood by the practitioners of Mahayana as the “lowly vehicle”, a de-

rogatory term since it focused on the emancipation of one’s own self and not of all the 

sentient beings as Mahayanists did.1265 

 
1259 Ibid., 2. 
1260 Ibid. 
1261 Ibid., 3. 
1262 Ibid. 
1263 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, xxii. 
1264 Crosby, Theravada Buddhism, 3-4 
1265 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, xxii. 
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The main focus of Buddha’s teaching was human suffering, inconvenience, and 

frustration (dukkha) and deliverance from it.1266 Theravāda Buddhism is not only a way 

of life followed by monks, nuns, and the laity. It is also an alternative interpretation of 

Buddhist tenets. It embodies a religious system sustained and overseen by an ascetic 

tradition that evolved through the systematic practice and examination of Buddha's 

teachings.1267 It is considered to have maintained an uninterrupted connection with the 

original teachings of Buddha.1268 Theravāda, dominating in South and Southeast Asia, 

is deemed to be the oldest Buddhist tradition (the other two being Mahayana in East 

Asia and Vajrayana in Tibet and Mongolia).1269 

As mentioned above, Theravāda's origins are presumably founded on the first 

council of Buddha’s followers after his death since he never appointed any successor 

and he left only his teachings as a guide to liberation. This gathering was a first attempt 

to codify and classify his tenets.1270 The five hundred members were regarded as thera 

(elders), which is why the tradition born in that council came to be known as Theravāda 

(The View of the Elders).1271 According to the sources, Buddha’s teachings were cate-

gorized into three Piṭaka (baskets), which were the Sutta (discourses), Vinaya (disci-

pline), and Abhidhamma (higher doctrine). The latter was most certainly expanded over 

the following centuries and probably did not exist in the beginning. There was also a 

classification of Dhamma into five collections named Nikaya and of Vinaya into an-

other five collections named pali. This is how the decisions of this council constituted 

the foundation of Theravāda.1272 

One vital aspect that exhibits the uniformity of Theravāda is the absence of other 

teachers disseminating divergent views. Only different interpretations of the original 

teachings existed, which were maintained through Theravāda’s historical develop-

ment.1273 

There are apparent discrepancies in the kind and number of religious practices 

 
1266 Ibid., xxi. 
1267 Ibid. 
1268 Ibid. 
1269 Ibid., xxii. 
1270 Ibid. 
1271 Ibid., xxiii. 
1272 Ibid. 
1273 Ibid., xxiv. 
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Buddhists perform in Theravāda societies.1274 Notwithstanding the glaring differences 

throughout the different countries in Theravāda practice, similarities dominate and con-

firm the extraordinary continuity and unity of the tradition despite the divergent geo-

graphical distribution.1275 In that context, it is important to note that Sri Lanka grew as 

the epicenter of Theravāda authenticity during the last fourteen centuries, and it devel-

oped a unique Buddhist identity that became the primary influence for the Thai and 

Myanmar traditions.1276 

Theravāda in Thailand 

Buddhism in Thailand traces back to King Asoka’s mission. Thais regard the 

Suvannabhumi area as their origin country and base this claim on many Buddhist ruins 

from the ancient era of Nakhon Pathom, located only a few kilometers west of Bangkok. 

The oldest site in the area is the dagoba Pathom Chedi which translates to “the first 

cetiya”1277—cetiya are memorials used by Theravāda Buddhists to remember Bud-

dha1278—and perhaps has been there since the first Suvannabhumi missionaries. For a 

long time, traces of Buddhism were lost in Thailand until King Anwaratha of Myanmar, 

who controlled the northern part, restored Theravāda. In the southern region, the Surya-

varman dynasty introduced Mahayana Buddhism around the eighth century. Probably, 

Theravāda, Mahayana, and Hinduism coincided for some time until the former pre-

vailed. This coexistence may explain the solid Brahminic elements present in Thai Bud-

dhism.1279 

The emergence of the Sukhothai kingdom, allegedly the first Thai kingdom, 

around 1238 set a solid base for the beginning of the “Theravāda history proper”1280 in 

Thailand. King Rama Khamheng between 1275-1317 recognized Theravāda as the for-

mal religion. During that period, the Sri Lankan Saṅgha played a significant role in 

forming the Thai Buddhist tradition. Theravāda continued to thrive in the Ayutthaya 

 
1274 Ibid., 92. 
1275 Ibid. 
1276 Ibid., 93. 
1277 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 86. 
1278 Kalingabodhi jātaka, quoted in John Strong, Relics of the Buddha (Princeton: Princeton 

University Press, 2004), 19. 
1279 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 86. 
1280 Ibid. 
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Kingdom (1350-1767), which the Burmese destroyed in 1767. To preserve the inde-

pendence of the Thai kingdom, King Taksin (1767-1782) relocated the capital to Thon-

buri. Finally, Bangkok became the capital of King Rama I, the first of the present Chakri 

dynasty.1281 

Thai kings showed a profound “solicitude” with the purity of the Theravāda 

tradition and safeguarding its authenticity. Hence, they banned practices alien to Ther-

avāda. King Rama IV (1851-1868), the most prominent Theravāda reformer, authorized 

the establishment of the ascetic order of Dhammayuttika Nikaya, according to which 

monks were to follow Vinaya rules more strictly than the predominant monastic order, 

Maha Nikaya. In the end, the Maha Nikaya monks were also pressured into accepting 

the same reform.1282 

Thailand is the only Theravāda country that has never submitted to any Western 

power. It is also the only country where the King has to be Buddhist, and Buddhism is 

constitutionally established as the formal state religion.1283 

5.1.4 The Core Theravādin Doctrine 

The Three Jewels 

Seeking refuge in the Three Jewels—the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the 

Saṅgha—is what constitutes the quintessence of being a Buddhist practitioner. 1284 

Probably the expression “Three Jewels” originated later. In the earlier years, it was just 

the Buddha, the Dhamma, and the Saṅgha— “the teacher, his teaching, and the com-

munity of followers who had achieved the final goal or were on the path toward it”.1285 

The Buddha 

“Buddha” means the enlightened, the awakened one. In the early years, he was 

called Buddha Shakyamuni or Gautama—translated as the sage of Sakyas and his fam-

ily name respectively—or he would refer to himself as tathagata—one who has thus 

gone. Buddha remained a way to address him exclusively through history until today. 

 
1281 Ibid., 86. 
1282 Ibid., 87. 
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1284 Ibid., 19. 
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From a religious perspective, it signified his theological eminence by denoting the one 

who realized the four noble truths and accounting for one of the nine virtues of Bud-

dha.1286 

Buddha is the only founder of a religious system who presented oneself as a 

pure human being. Others held that they were either gods, incarnations of deities, or 

inspired by celestial beings. Buddha “claimed no inspiration from any god or external 

power either”,1287 but he attributed all his mental and spiritual achievements to the nat-

ural properties of human nature and effort. Only a human being can become a Buddha, 

and everyone has the potential to become one. Buddhists regard him as “a man par 

excellence”, such a perfect human being that he came to be considered almost as super-

human.1288 

Theravādins believe there are innumerable buddhas in the past, present, and fu-

ture, and none of them could exist concurrently in the same world system. Buddha Gau-

tama belongs to the 28 buddhas that are revered in the Theravāda tradition.1289 Along 

with all buddhas, Buddhism assigns nine virtues to historical Buddha. Buddha’s nine 

qualities are: 

 arahant, 

 fully enlightened, 

 endowed with knowledge and conduct, 

 well-gone, 

 knower of the worlds, 

 incomparable trainer of men to be tamed, 

 teacher of gods and humans, enlightened, and 

 blessed.1290  

Additionally, Buddha Gautama was considered to hold unsurpassed compassion 

for all living beings.1291 

Buddha regarded human beings as holding a supreme position in the hierarchy 

 
1286 Ibid., 20. 
1287 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 1. 
1288 Ibid. 
1289 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 21. 
1290 Adapted from Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 21. 
1291 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 21. 
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of nature. No other higher being can decide its destiny. Humans should become a refuge 

to themselves and aim for liberation from any fetter through personal effort and mental 

capacity.1292 

Following this principle of individual responsibility, Buddha never intended to 

control the Saṅgha, and he never held any “esoteric doctrine”. This freedom that the 

Buddha allowed to his adherents is unique in the history of religions. It is also necessary 

since the emancipation of oneself depends on the personal realization of truth, “not on 

the benevolent grace of a god or any external power as a reward for his good obedient 

behavior”.1293 

Buddha held that doubt is justifiable. No one should believe blindly in “tradi-

tion, hearsay ... religious texts, nor by mere logic or inference … nor by the idea: 'this 

is our teacher'...”1294 or anything else that does not derive from one’s own self. Only 

when one knows for oneself what is or is not valid can one choose to deny or accept it. 

Gautama told the members of the Saṅgha that a disciple should examine even Buddha 

himself to realize the true value of one's teacher. He even urged his disciples, just before 

his death, to express any uncertainty about his teaching overtly, “and not feel sorry later 

that they could not clear those doubts”.1295 Buddha claimed that doubt (vicikicchā) is 

one of the five Hindrances (pañca nīvaraṇāni) to Truth and to any kind of advancement. 

However, it should not be perceived as a sin since there is no sin in Buddhism in con-

trast to the common religious perspectives. Ignorance (avijjā) and false views (micchā 

diṭṭhi) are the roots of evil. Thus, as long as doubt exists, progress is not possible. Con-

currently, doubt is justifiable when there is a lack of clear understanding, but by just 

saying “I believe” does not make anyone achieve clear understanding. In other words, 

forcing oneself to believe without understanding is a political, not a spiritual, realiza-

tion.1296 

Walpola Rāhula expands that along with freedom of thought, Buddha also ad-

vocated religious tolerance. Religious labels are meaningless and inessential in the 

 
1292 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 1. 
1293 Ibid., 2. 
1294 Ibid. 
1295 Ibid., 3-4. 
1296 Ibid., 2-4. 
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same way as “Truth needs no label”, for “it is neither Buddhist, Christian, Hindu nor 

Muslim” 1297 . Such dogmatic labels hinder “the independent understanding of 

Truth”1298, and they foster deleterious biases in the human mind. The origin of truth is 

needless for its realization. Only “seeing” is necessary for achieving that purpose. And 

he concludes, “If the medicine is good, the disease will be cured. It is not necessary to 

know who prepared it, or where it came from”1299.1300 

While most religions relied solely on faith, Buddha stressed “seeing” and un-

derstanding. The word saddhā appears in Buddhist literature and is regularly misinter-

preted as faith instead of the more accurate, “confidence born out of conviction”1301-

admittedly, it contains the notion of faith as adherence to the Three Jewels. The fourth-

century A.C. Buddhist scholar Asanga elaborated that saddhā comprised of “three as-

pects: 1) full and firm conviction that a thing is; 2) serene joy at good qualities; 3) 

aspiration or wish to achieve an object in view”1302. Doubt in belief results from lack 

of “seeing”. Seeing dissolves uncertainty and thus, establishes faith. Buddha asked his 

followers to “come and see” (ehipassika) and not to come and believe. By referring to 

his own enlightenment, he affirmed it is always by Ñāṇadassana (knowledge or wis-

dom) and not believing by faith.1303 For Buddha, it was unsuitable for knowledgeable 

and rational people to hold absolute convictions about truth. He regarded as fetter an 

attachment “to one thing (to a certain view) and looking down upon other things (views) 

as inferior”.1304 

The Dhamma 

Dhamma in Theravāda entails a twofold meaning. One, which is the most ac-

cepted, Dhamma, is what Buddha taught. In his final moments, he said to his followers 

that Dhamma would be their only guide after his death. The second meaning refers to 

the “nine transcendental phenomena”, namely, the four paths, the four fruits, and 

 
1297 Ibid., 5. 
1298 Ibid. 
1299 Ibid., 8. 
1300 Ibid., 4-8. 
1301 Ibid., 8. 
1302 Ibid. 
1303 Ibid., 8-9. 
1304 Ibid., 10. 
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nibbāna”.1305 In reality, the two meanings consist of two similar aspects of the same 

term; the former being the “propositional” one and the latter the metaphysical. There 

were also six virtues attributed to Dhamma which were:1306 

 well-taught by the Buddha, 

 to be seen in this very life, 

 timeless, 

 worthy of saying “come and see”, 

 to be internalized, 

 to be understood by the wise each for oneself1307 

Dhamma is the second of the Three Jewels where Buddhist seek refuge and 

despite the average layperson regards Dhamma as something static and sacred, its main 

constituents, teaching, studying, and preaching, are fundamentally dynamic. In the 

Theravāda countries, Dhamma is part of the school curriculum for young children, 

while for adults, there are courses mainly in urban areas, and the Saṅgha maintains its 

own educational system for its members. “The practice of the Dhamma is understood 

as a lifelong activity that is not confined to any particular time of the day”.1308 

“The Dhamma is constantly being taught, interpreted, reinterpreted 

and debated over by numerous preachers and writers daily in Thera-

vāda countries. Preachers' and speakers' reputations rise and fall in 

accord with the number of their waxing and waning admirers. So, in 

all these ways, the Dhamma is dynamic, vibrant, popular, and even 

sensational and controversial.”1309 

The Saṅgha 

The literal meaning of the word saṅgha is that of community. Rationally, the 

earliest Buddhist tradition included in the Saṅgha anyone from the four groups—bhik-

khus, bikkhunīs, upasaka and upasikas—who accomplished any of the four paths or 

 
1305 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 22. 
1306 Ibid. 
1307 Adapted from Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 22. 
1308 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 59. 
1309 Ibid., 60. 
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fruits. Still, gradually it ended up referring solely to bhikkhus.1310 

In contrast, “taking refuge” refers to anyone who attained higher levels of liber-

ation from dukkha, regardless of gender and status—those who have attained any of the 

four paths or fruits. In addition to the virtues of Buddha and Dhamma, there are nine 

virtues for the Saṅgha too, which are:1311 

 being with good conduct 

 being with upright conduct 

 being with conduct leading to knowledge 

 being with amicable conduct 

 being worthy of a gift 

 being worthy of hospitality 

 being worthy of gifts given for the sake of the departed 

 being worthy of reverential salutation 

 being an incomparable field of merit for the world1312 

The virtues of the Three Jewels are listed in three different formulae, respec-

tively. Along with chants for taking refuge and the five precepts, these formulae are the 

primary religious training young Buddhists have taken since childhood. Chanting the 

formulae might not mean that practitioners realize their meaning, but by repeating the 

chants, they, at least, acknowledge the Jewels' virtues. Incorporating the translated form 

of the formulae in Southeast Asian languages has been suggested but not accepted in 

religious practices.1313 Buddhaghosa, in his manual “The Path of Purification”, states 

that reflection on the virtues of all Three Jewels will calm the mind. Many, though, 

choose to reflect solely on the virtues of Buddha.1314 

 
1310 Ibid., 22. 
1311 Ibid., 22-23. 
1312 Adapted from Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 23. 
1313 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 23. 
1314 Ibid., 23-24. 
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Seeking Refuge 

“Seeking refuge” is, indeed, a deep-rooted practice of human beings in their 

attempt to abolish evil. Unavoidably it also became embedded in Theravāda Buddhism. 

Buddha himself commented on this matter as follows:1315 

“Stricken by fear, many go to hills, woods, groves, trees, and shrines 

for refuge ... By resorting to such refuge, one is not freed from suf-

fering. He who has gone for refuge to the Buddha, the Dhamma, and 

the Saṅgha, sees with right knowledge the four noble truths, namely, 

suffering, its origin, its cessation, and the path leading to its cessation 

.... By seeking such refuge, one is freed from all forms of suffer-

ing”1316 

Anthropological research has widely recognized that fear stemming from over-

whelming threats is the fundamental incentive for humans to ensconce themselves to 

religion. 1317  Accordingly, for Buddhism, this same kind of fear is connected to 

saṃsāra—the cycle of death and rebirth. Theravādins do not believe that the Three Jew-

els would shield them from natural hazards. Buddha himself aimed to empower his 

mind so that the fear of suffering and death would not affect him and denouncing any 

help from a supernatural being.1318 

Taking refuge to the Three Jewels has the threefold meaning of trusting the 

Buddha so as to realize the same unshakeable mind, charging the Dhamma as the guide 

to deathlessness, and counting the Saṅgha as an example of the feasibility of the end. 

The formula chanted for taking refuge in the Three Jewels is the following, repeated 

twice, adding dutiyampi for the second time and tatiyampi, for the third time:1319 

Buddhaṃ saraṇaṃ gacchāmi I go for refuge to the Buddha.  

Dhammaṃ saraṇaṃ gacchāmi I go for refuge to the Dhamma  

 
1315 Ibid., 24. 
1316 Ibid. 
1317 Ibid. 
1318 Ibid., 24-25. 
1319 Ibid., 25. 
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Saṅghaṃ saraṇaṃ gacchāmi I go for refuge to the Saṅgha 

The indispensable feature of “taking refuge” is trust (saddha). It is important to 

point out that trust in Theravāda should not be perceived as identical to the trust and 

faith that characterizes theistic religions.1320 Taking refuge to the Three Jewels is im-

possible with a lack of trust. The absence of shelter determines the incapacity to follow 

the path of Buddhism. So, trust is of central significance in Theravāda.1321 Even more 

significant is the way that it develops. Buddha stated that trust could derive from emo-

tional or rational processes and identified “rootless” and “rational” trust, respec-

tively.1322 

Buddha elucidated the concept of rational trust on the “Discourse on In-

quiry” (The Middle Length Discourses 47), the “Discourse to Brahmayu” (The Middle 

Length Discourses 91), and the “Shorter Discourse of the Simile of the Elephant’s Foot-

print” (The Middle Length Discourses 27). Specifically, in the latter, he draws a parallel 

between the process of “not believing that the Buddha is fully enlightened, that the 

Dhamma is well proclaimed by the Buddha, and that the Saṅgha practices the good 

way”1323 and “the practice of a clever elephant tracker who would not draw a hasty 

conclusion but continue to follow the marks indicating the presence of an elephant until 

he actually sees the elephant itself”1324.1325 Evidently, trust in Theravāda is qualitatively 

distinct from faith observed in theistic traditions. Trust to the Three Jewels should be 

established on solid confirmation and factual observation and not just unquestionable 

devotion.1326 By all means, only a few Theravādins will seek to act on such a rational 

basis, since for most, trust is a matter of cultural influence and family upbringing.1327. 

Be that as it may, in stark contrast to Mahayanists and other religious practition-

ers, no Theravāda Buddhist will ever regard Buddha as a celestial entity that grants 

wishes. Thus, there are no prayers in Theravāda practice. The only available deities to 

turn to and ask favors are local and foreign ones, existing exclusively outside of the 

 
1320 Ibid., 25. 
1321 See also, Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 8. 
1322 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 25. 
1323 Ibid., 27. 
1324 Ibid., 28. 
1325 Ibid., 26-28. 
1326 Ibid., 27-28. 
1327 Ibid., 28. 
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Theravāda pantheon.1328 Even the omnipresent statues of Buddha in Theravāda socie-

ties should not be interpreted as a paradox but as an effort to preserve his memory.1329 

Theravādins hold that “the power of the virtues of the Buddha”1330 can protect them 

from evil. Hence, visual representations of Buddha symbolize the magnitude of his vir-

tues.1331 

There is a Theravāda legend that, somehow, suggests the superiority of the 

Dhamma over the other two Jewels. It says that following his Enlightenment, Buddha 

searched for a mentor to guide him, and he found that guidance in Dhamma.1332 Not-

withstanding, Buddha and Dhamma should be regarded as a unity. Buddha conceived 

and disseminated Dhamma, but Dhamma is the reason “that Buddha is the Buddha”. 

Buddha is the realization and representation of Dhamma. It is through him and Saṅgha 

that Dhamma reveals itself to the world.1333 There is a twofold sense in Dhamma, the 

propositional one, representing what Buddha taught, and a psycho-ethical one, which 

is the realizations achieved by practicing Buddha's tenets.1334 

The Four Noble Truths 

The Buddha in his first sermon, “The Discourse on the Turning of the Wheel of 

the Dhamma”, revealed to the five heeders the four noble truths. These truths, followed 

by their abbreviated name, are suffering (dukkha), the arising of dukkha (samudaya), 

the cessation of dukkha (nirodha), and the path leading to the cessation of dukkha 

(magga). These four noble truths lie at the heart of Buddhist tradition. The Buddha 

signifies their centrality by invariably stating that he taught only dukkha and the way to 

terminate it and nothing more.1335 

In fact, every aspect of Buddha’s teaching can be associated with the noble 

truths to a lesser or greater extent. For example, in his discussion with bhikkhu Ma-

 
1328 Ibid., 28. 
1329 Ibid., 29. 
1330 Ibid. 
1331 Ibid. 
1332 Ibid., 31. 
1333 Ibid. 
1334 Ibid., 31-32. 
1335 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 39; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 16. 
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lunkyaputta he explained that if an arrow wounds a man, the focus should be the treat-

ment and not any other trivial issues like who the archer was.1336 Thus, dukkha is of 

primary concern for human life.1337 Subsequently, the noble truths concentrate on duk-

kha in saṃsāra and the liberation from it in nibbāna. Because of the failure to conceive 

and realize the noble truths, someone wanders through saṃsāra for a long time. Each 

truth requires its distinct action; one must comprehend dukkha, abandon its cause, re-

alize the cessation and practice the path to cessation.1338 

The Buddhist view of causality constitutes the foundation of the entire Thera-

vāda philosophy and metaphysics. Buddha referred to it as paṭiccasamuppāda or de-

pendent co-origination and stated that “whoever sees dependent co-origination sees the 

Dhamma, and whoever sees the Dhamma sees dependent co-origination”, denoting this 

way the centrality of this concept in his doctrines.1339 

Paṭiccasamuppāda - Dependent Origination 

Sanskrit word Ātman denotes there is a permanent entity, an unchanging sub-

stance within every human being. It is the soul that either lives eternally in hell or 

heaven, or, according to others, it extends into various lives with the aim of completely 

purifing itself and unite with its origin, the Universal Soul or Ātman (God or Brahman). 

It is the thinker of thoughts and feeler of sensations. Buddhism denies the concept of 

Ātman—and subsequently that of God—and theorizes that the sense of self is an illu-

sory belief, source of all the troubles, and it allows toxic perceptions of “me” and 

“mine”, that convey selfish feelings of “craving, attachment, hatred, ill-will, conceit, 

pride, egoism, and other defilements”.1340 

Human beings created God from a need for self-protection and conceived Āt-

man as a response to the need for self-preservation and console themselves from the 

impermanence of life. Buddhism intends to guide people to enlightenment by eliminat-

ing ignorance, weakness, fear, and desire. The ideas of God and Soul are deep-rooted 

 
1336 See, Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 14, and Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 39. 
1337 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 39. 
1338 Ibid., 40. 
1339 Ibid., 32. 
1340 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 51. 
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in humankind.1341  

The doctrine of Anattā or No-Soul is an analytical approach that culminates 

from the examination of the Five Aggregates and the doctrine of Paṭiccasamuppāda, the 

Dependent Origination. According to the First Noble Truth (Dukkha), a being is the 

composition of the Five Aggregates1342. There is nothing behind them that forms Āt-

man. Paṭiccasamuppāda yields the same result. This synthetical approach concludes 

that nothing in the world is absolute. Everything is conditioned, relative, and interde-

pendent.1343  

The concept of dependent co-origination1344 signifies the causality of how real-

ity occurs and unfolds. The following formula represents it abstractly:1345 

In the presence of this, this is.  Imasmiṃ sati idaṃ hoti 

From the arising of this, this arises.  Imassuppādā idaṃ uppajjati  

In the absence of this, this is not.  Imasmiṃ asati idaṃ na hoti 

From the cessation of this, this ceases. Imassa nirodhā idaṃ nirujjhati1346 

Rāhula provides a modern interpretation of the above formula:1347 

“When A is, B is; 

A arising, B arises; 

When A is not, B is not; 

A ceasing, B ceases.”1348 

Buddhist discourses further expand this formula into its actual application by 

employing twelve concepts to show the interdependent way dukkha progressively 

 
1341 Ibid., 52. 
1342 The Four Noble Truths and the Five Aggregates will be analyzed later in this chapter. 
1343 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 52-53. 
1344 Rāhula refers to this doctrine as “Conditioned Genesis”, (in Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 

xii), in Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, xxvii, Tilakarante labels it as “Dependent Co-origination”. 
Among various other, the most prevalent translation, which this work will use mostly hereafter, is 
“Dependent Origination”). 

1345 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 32-33. 
1346 Adapted from Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 33; and Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 53. 
1347 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 53. 
1348 Ibid. 
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arises and ceases. These concepts are listed as follows:1349 

1. Avijjā - Ignorance: lack of knowledge about dukkha, its origin, its cessation, 

and the path leading to its cessation. 

2. Saṇkhāra - Volitional constructions: physical, verbal, and mental volitional 

actions. 

3. Viññāṇa – Consciousness: the six (not five) kinds of consciousness; namely, 

eye-consciousness, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind consciousness. 

4. Nāma-rūpa - Psychophysical entity or Body and Mind: feeling, perception, 

volition, contact, and attention are called “name”; the four basic material 

elements and matter derived from them are called “form”. The two together 

are called a psychophysical entity (or name-and-form). 

5. Saḷāyatana - Six sense bases: the eye base, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind 

base. 

6. Phassa - Contact: Contact means the union of three things—the sense organ, 

the relevant object, and the associated consciousness. Taken together, they 

are sixfold-as eye contact, ear, nose, tongue, body, and mind contact. 

7. Vedanā - Feeling or the act of feeling: These are sixfold-as the feeling born 

from eye contact, ear contact, nose contact, tongue contact, body contact, 

and mind contact. 

8. Taṇhā - Thirst, or the act of desiring, or craving: It is sixfold as the thirst for 

material forms, sounds, odors, tastes, tactile objects, and mental phenomena 

9. Upādāna - Clinging, or the intense act of grasping: It is fourfold as the cling-

ing for sensual pleasures, clinging to views, clinging to rules and rituals, and 

clinging to the view of self. 

10. Bhava – Existence or Becoming: It is the three planes of existence as sense 

sphere, fine material sphere, and nonmaterial sphere. 

11. Jāti – Birth: The birth of a being into any one of the above mentioned three 

planes of existence. 

 
1349 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 33. 
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12. Jarā-maraṇa - Decay and Death: the aging and the passing away of beings 

after they have been born.1350  

Furthermore, the interdependent process of the arising and the cessation of duk-

kha set out as follows:1351 

1. Conditioned by avijjā arise saṇkhāra; 

2. Conditioned by saṇkhāra arises viññāṇa; 

3. Conditioned by viññāṇa arise nāma-rūpa; 

4. Conditioned by nāma-rūpa arise saḷāyatana; 

5. Conditioned by saḷāyatana arises phassa; 

6. Conditioned by phassa arises vedanā; 

7. Conditioned by vedanā arises taṇhā; 

8. Conditioned by taṇhā arises upādāna. 

9. Conditioned by upādāna, bhava arises. 

10. Conditioned by bhava, jāti happens. 

11. Conditioned by jāti, jarā-maraṇa arise. 

This is how dukkha arises in its entirety. Its cessation follows the reverse se-

quence: As ignorance ceases, volitional constructions cease ... As birth ceases, decay 

and death cease. Thus, dukkha ceases in its entirety.1352 

All these factors are conditions for (paṭiccasamuppāda) and are also conditioned 

by (paṭiccasamuppanna), and they are “relative, interdependent, and interconnected, 

and nothing is absolute or independent”1353. Even free will is non-existent, according 

to paṭiccasamuppāda. Nothing can be absolutely free in this world as everything is con-

ditioned and relative. Free will indicates autonomy, independence from conditions, and 

cause and effect. But none of these are possible since life itself, “the whole of exist-

ence”, is “conditioned and relative”.1354 

 
1350 Adapted from Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 33-34; Chamnong Thongprasert, 

“Paticcasamuppada (Dependent Origination)”, The Chulalongkorn Journal of Buddhist Studies 7 
(December 2013): 81-82, https://so06.tci-thaijo.org/index.php/cjbs/article/view/244914; For the 12 
causal links see also, Crosby, Theravada Buddhism, 114-115. 

1351 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 34. 
1352 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 34; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 54. 
1353 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 54. 
1354 Ibid. 
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Buddha distinguishes between dependently arisen phenomena and dependent 

origination.1355 The latter is the doctrine or theory that articulates the manner of how 

reality emerges by interdependent conditions. The application of the theory depends on 

what aspect of reality is examined. In the rise and cessation of suffering, the aforemen-

tioned twelve factors or links are the dependently arisen phenomena. It is the totality of 

their interdependent association that explains the cessation and origination of suffer-

ing.1356 

In the above process, avijjā (ignorance) might appear like the beginning of duk-

kha, but at no point, Buddhist tradition acknowledges it as an initial cause. In fact, Bud-

dha states, ignorance is impermanent, dependently originated, subject to cessation, “Ig-

norance was not there prior to this; it started only from here!”1357 

Another critical aspect of the origination and termination of dukkha is its two-

fold dimensions; the first dimension refers to the constant present. The second is related 

to a fundamental feature of Buddhist metaphysics, the multi-lived existence. Thus, the 

first step for realizing the arising and cessation of suffering is to conceive it through the 

present life, as occurring at every instance of mortal life. Suffering arises spontaneously 

in all the unawakened ones, and termination is achieved only through systematic prac-

tice of its dependently derived factors.1358 

According to dependent origination, all past events incorporate the conditions 

of avijjā (ignorance) and saṇkhāra (volitional constructions). Avijjā, though, is indis-

pensably linked to taṇhā (craving) and upādāna (clinging) while saṇkhāra are necessary 

for Kama-Bhava (the process of becoming). Thus, by examining past events through 

taṇhā, upādāna, and Kama-Bhava, their causality is unveiled in the following man-

ner:1359 Avijjā is ignorance that affects peoples' actions their past lives; saṇkhāra is the 

perpetual generation of action; taṇhā is the desire “to obtain the result of action in the 

present and future life”1360; upādāna is clinging to actions and their consequences; and 

Kama-Bhava regards intention. These five factors constitute the past conditions that 

 
1355 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 34. 
1356 Ibid., 35. 
1357 Ibid. 
1358 Ibid. 
1359 Thongprasert, “Paticcasamuppada”, 84. 
1360 Ibid. 
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lead to rebirth and existence.1361 

The second dimension extends the fundamental doctrine to how dukkha devel-

ops and ceases in saṃsāra, all the way through the past, present, and future, with five 

causes concerning each one of them, respectively.1362 Those causes are: a) “ignorance, 

constructions (craving, grasping, and existence);” b) “consciousness, name and form, 

six [sense ]bases, contact, and feeling;” c) “ignorance, constructions (craving, grasping, 

and existence);” and d) “birth, decay, and death (of consciousness, name and form, six 

bases, contact, and touch)”. In the preceding examination, the elements in parentheses 

“is what is subsumed by the major factors”.1363 Hence, five conditions of ignorance, 

volitional constructions, craving, clinging and becoming in the past life lead to the five 

conditions of ignorance, volitional constructions, craving, clinging and becoming in the 

present life, leading to another five conditions of ignorance, volitional constructions, 

craving, clinging and becoming in the future life.1364 

The process of dukkha—its arising and termination—extends, similarly, to eve-

rything that occurs. All are subject to suffering, “nothing happens for no reason, or any 

absolute reason, such as through an almighty God”.1365 Buddhist theory of causality 

recognizes five domains where dependent origination is employed and associated with 

five respective principles and their analogous causal process: the principle of seasons 

and the seasonal changes, the principle of seeds and the process of plant production and 

growth, the principle of action and the human actions and its results, the principle of 

nature and the events of nature, and the principle of mind and the functioning of the 

human mind, as there is no person or soul accountable for conceiving”. These five prin-

ciples underlie the functioning “of the natural world and the moral and psychological 

spheres of human life”.1366 

The manifestation of Paṭiccasamuppāda in every aspect of existence demon-

 
1361 Ibid. 
1362 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 35. 
1363 Ibid., 35-36. 
1364 Thongprasert, “Paticcasamuppada”, 85. 
1365 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 36. 
1366 Ibid., 36. 
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strates the causal conditionality of reality and a twofold absence that characterizes Bud-

dhism. The absence of a God as a creator and the lack of a soul.1367 This ontological 

view orients Buddhism towards naturalism and constitutes a principal contrast with 

other theistic traditions.1368 

Despite the absence of a Creator, there is indeed order, stability, and uniformity 

in the Buddhist worldview. Dependent origination, as the primary organizer of reality, 

contains four properties. These are: A) Objectivity (tathata), which ensures that depend-

ent origination is objectively real. As Buddha stated, “dependent nature of reality exists 

whether buddhas were to appear in the world or not”1369; B) Necessity (avitathata), 

which affirms the stability of the process; C) Invariability (anannathata), which con-

firms the “constancy and uniformity of causes and effects”1370; and finally, there is D) 

Conditionality (idappaccayata), which demonstrates that conditioning depends on a di-

versity of constituents.1371 

In summation, dependent origination is the Buddhist perception of reality. That 

reality encompasses all living organisms, their thoughts, actions, and the natural world. 

Reality also incorporates dukkha.1372 That said, there is no notion of “eternalism and 

annihilationism or existence and non-existence” associated with the Buddhist concept 

of suffering.1373 The conditional causality that governs dukkha, and anything else that 

comes into existence, represents the soulless and atheistic Theravādin worldview.1374 

The relationship between the doctrine of dependent origination and four noble 

truths is very tight. The main difference is that the former analyses the origin and ces-

sation of dukkha from a “human psychology” and reality point of view, and the latter 

assesses it as a “comprehensive ethical program”.1375 

Suffering - Dukkha - The First Noble Truth 

The first noble truth is described on the Discourse on the “Turning of the Wheel 

 
1367 Ibid., 36. 
1368 Ibid., 37. 
1369 Ibid. 
1370 Ibid. 
1371 Ibid. 
1372 Ibid. 
1373 Ibid., 38. 
1374 Ibid. 
1375 Ibid., 38-39. 
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of the Dhamma” as below: 

“Birth is dukkha, decay is dukkha, illness is dukkha, death is dukkha, 

to be associated with the unpleasant is dukkha, to be dissociated from 

the pleasant is dukkha, not getting what one yearns for is dukkha; in 

brief, the five aspects [of a person] characterized by grasping are duk-

kha.”1376 

There are three diverse applications of the term dukkha:1377 

 Dukkha-dukkha - Dejected suffering: the common physical pain and 

mental anguish. It is suffering in its most familiar form. 

 Vipariṇāma-dukkha - Suffering caused by change: dissatisfaction asso-

ciated with the changeability and fluidity of life and reality—including 

old age. 

 Saṅkhāra-dukkha - Suffering associated with constructed things. Dissat-

isfaction is linked with the impermanence of things.1378 

The term saṅkhāra in Saṅkhāra-dukkha regards “everything that is causally con-

ditioned and dependently arisen”1379. Acknowledging Theravāda Buddhism concen-

trates on human dissatisfaction, this third form of dukkha should be conceived as the 

anguish of the individuals. Further, it is the same kind of suffering that the conventional 

interpretation of dukkha refers to—in terms of the individual's clinging on the five ag-

gregates.1380 

Understanding the causal genesis of human beings necessitates the conception 

of a five-element design of human life.1381 Buddha conceptualized 'being', or 'I', as the 

unification of dynamic physical and mental forces, divided into five aggregates or 

pañcakkhandhā. Dukkha and the five aggregates are not two different things. Indeed, 

the five aggregates constitute dukkha.1382  

 
1376 Ibid., 40. 
1377 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 40; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 19-20. 
1378 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 40. 
1379 Ibid. 
1380 Ibid. 
1381 Ibid., 41. 
1382 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 20. 
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The five aggregates (pañcakkhandhā) are:1383 

a) The material form—rūpa-khandha, perceived as the constantly changing 

physical body.1384 The entire domain of matter, internal and external, is in-

corporated in the Aggregate of Matter.1385 

b) Feelings or sensations—vedanā-khandha —that contain neutral, happy, and 

unhappy emotional experiences.1386 There are six kinds of sensations and 

are experienced through the eye as visible patterns, through the ear as 

sounds, the nose as odors, the tongue as flavors, the body as tangible objects, 

and the mind as thoughts or ideas. Vedanā-khandha repsesnets all human 

sensations, mental and physical.1387 Rāhula comments that Buddhism ac-

cepts Mind—or Manas—as an organ or faculty (indriya), similar to the eye 

or the ear. Humans have the capacity to regulate and expand it like any other 

organ or faculty. Buddha stressed the value of disciplining the six faculties. 

Different senses convey different experiences of the world. The five physi-

cal sense organs, the eye, ear, nose, tongue, and the body, help humans per-

ceive visible patterns, sounds, odors, tastes, and material objects. What can-

not be conceived by the eye, ear, nose, tongue or body, can be conceived by 

the mind. Nevertheless, “ideas and thoughts are not independent of the 

world experienced by these five physical sense faculties … they depend on, 

and are conditioned by, physical experiences” 1388 . Hence, Ideas and 

thoughts are generated and conditioned by physical experiences and are con-

ceived by the mind. Therefore, mind (manas) is acknowledged as a sense 

faculty (indriya).1389 

c) Perceptions—saññā-khandha, which include perceptions through the eyes, 

ears, nose, tongue, body, and mind.1390 Perceptions correspond to the “six 

 
1383 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41; For an in-depth analysis on pañcakkhandhā see also, 

Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 20-27. 
1384 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1385 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 21. 
1386 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1387 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 21. 
1388 Ibid., 22. 
1389 Ibid., 21-22. 
1390 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
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internal faculties” and the respective six “external objects”. They are gener-

ated by the association of the “six faculties with the external world”, and 

their role is to identify physical and mental objects.1391 

d) Constructions or Mental Formations—saṅkhāra-khandha, regarded as men-

tal and physical actions. This Aggregate incorporates all volitional actions, 

good and bad that can produce kammic effects. What is generally known as 

kamma (or karma in Sanskrit) belongs to this aggregate too. Buddha defined 

Kamma as volition or cetanā “Having willed, one acts through body, speech 

and mind”1392. Cetanā is a mental formation or activity that directs the mind 

towards good, bad or neutral actions—important to note that sensations and 

perceptions are not deliberate actions and as such are not included here. 

There are six kinds of volitions associated with the six internal faculties and 

the respective six objects.1393  

e) Consciousness—viññāṇa-khandha, which emerges from the six base 

senses—sight, hearing, smell, touch, taste, and mind.1394 Consciousness is a 

response with one of the six organs as its basis and one of the six corre-

sponding external phenomena as its object. For example, mental conscious-

ness has the mind as its foundation and a mental object, like thought, as its 

object. Thus, consciousness links with other faculties, like sensation, per-

ception, and volition, is sixfold and relates to six internal faculties and the 

corresponding six external objects.1395 

It is crucial to comprehend that the precise function of Consciousness is not to 

recognize an object but to enable awareness of the presence of an object. The only Ag-

gregate responsible for recognition is that of perception.1396 As already mentioned, 

there is no concept of a permanent self or soul (ātman) in Theravāda Buddhism. Like-

wise, consciousness could not be conceived through the context of a dyadic relationship 

 
1391 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 22. 
1392 Ibid. 
1393 See, Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 22-23, and Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1394 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1395 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 23. 
1396 Ibid. 
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of “spirit in opposition to matter”.1397 Buddha emphasized that consciousness cannot 

manifest autonomously from matter, sensation, perception, and mental formations.1398 

The synergy of these five aggregates allows the perception of the self and self-

permanence and leads to the formulation of all egocentric desires.1399 The totality of 

five Aggregates constitutes the phenomenon of “being”, and signifies “dukkha itself 

(saṅkhāra-dukkha)”. No other “being” exists, overseeing the five aggregates in experi-

encing dukkha.1400 

The four noble truths and the concept of dukkha frame the basis of Theravāda 

Buddhism. In fact, for Buddha, seeing dukkha is seeing its rise, its end, and the path 

leading to its termination. Equally, we could deduce there is solely one truth with four 

perspectives.1401  

Notwithstanding, the principal significance of dukkha should not identify Bud-

dhism as pessimistic.1402 Buddhism is neither pessimistic nor optimistic, but realistic, 

for it takes a pragmatic and objective view (yathābhūtaṃ) of the world. It objectively 

describes humans and their world and offers guidance to “perfect freedom, peace, tran-

quility, and happiness”1403. Indeed, while dukkha means “‘suffering’, ‘pain’, ‘sorrow’ 

or ‘misery’”1404 in ordinary language, as the First Noble Truth, it also depicts Buddha's 

view of reality and encapsulates more profound concepts “such as ‘imperfection’, ‘im-

permanence’, ‘emptiness’, ‘insubstantiality’”1405. Thus, there is no unique word to con-

tain the complete interpretation of the notion of dukkha.1406 

Buddhism does not dismiss happiness in life. Instead, it accepts various forms 

of joy, which can be material, spiritual for laypeople or monks. Be that as it may, these 

kinds of happiness remain impermanent and are subject to change, and for Buddha, 

whatever is impermanent is dukkha.1407 

 
1397 Ibid., 23. 
1398 Ibid., 25. 
1399 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1400 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 26. 
1401 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1402 See, Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 17, and Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1403 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 17. 
1404 Ibid. 
1405 Ibid. 
1406 Ibid. 
1407 Ibid., 17-18. 
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Regarding happiness, Buddha insisted on the realization of the following no-

tions: “1) attraction or enjoyment (assāda), 2) evil consequence or danger or unsatisfac-

toriness (Ādīnava), and 3) freedom or liberation (nissaraṇa)”1408. When one is attracted 

to and enjoys something beautiful, this is assāda. But this satisfaction is not permanent. 

When one is deprived of this joy, one starts to experience the ādīnava. When there is a 

lack of attachment to that source of happiness, nissaraṇa results. These three conditions 

hold about all pleasures in life. In Buddha's thought, one must consider life's pleasures, 

along with its pains and sorrows and liberation from them, to appreciate life entirely 

and perceive it objectively. That is how actual deliverance becomes feasible.1409 

Dukkha and the process of dependent origination are only objective facts that 

define the causality of existence. The four noble truths share the characteristics of ob-

jectivity, necessity, and invariability with dependent origination.1410 The scope and ob-

jective of this systematic examination is to establish the actuality of suffering regardless 

of any human belief. Hence, the primary purpose of Buddha's teaching is to reveal duk-

kha and causal conditionality and insist on the existence/possibility of deliverance from 

anguish.1411 

Craving - The Origin (Samudaya) of Dukkha - The Second Noble Truth 

“... Craving produces rebirth, associated with passionate desire, and 

which finds delight now here, now there -it is a thirst for pleasures, 

for existence, and non-existence.”1412 

The above passage describes the second noble truth and the rise of dukkha (duk-

khasamudaya-ariyasacca) due to taṇhā or craving. As the primary cause for rebirth and 

clinging to anything, taṇhā is driven by yearning. In further analysis, one can distin-

guish three kinds of it. Hence, there is a craving for:1413 

 Objects that satisfy the six base senses. Accordingly, the interaction be-

tween the sense organ and the gratifying object, creates consciousness. 

 
1408 Ibid., 18. 
1409 Ibid., 18-19. 
1410 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 41. 
1411 Ibid., 41-42. 
1412 Ibid., 42. 
1413 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 42; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 29. 
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The union of the three produces phassa or contact, eventually leading to 

taṇhā and causing dukkha. [Kāma-taṇhā] 

 Being in either of the three realms of existence—the realm of pleasures 

and the ones of fine materiality, and immateriality. [Bhava-taṇhā] 

 Non-existence and self-annihilation. [Vibhava-taṇhā]1414 

All three aspects of craving bear the notion of the uniqueness of self and the 

immortal soul. In particular, the second type exemplifies the dogma of life after death 

and “eternalism”; in that manner, one desires to continue to exist and experience even 

more advanced levels of being. The third type and the yearning for self-annihilation 

embodies what is called “annihilationism”.1415 

Taṇhā is what gives rise to dukkha and the continuity of existence. Yet, it is not 

the first cause. There is no such cause in Theravāda as “everything is relative and inter-

dependent”.1416 Craving simply happens to be the most tangible, immediate cause, “the 

‘principal thing’ and the ‘all-pervading thing’”1417 that “has as its [center] the false idea 

of self arising out of ignorance”1418. Craving also involves dhamma-taṇhā, which is the 

clinging to “ideas and ideals, views, opinions, theories, conceptions, and beliefs”1419. 

All suffering in the world, “from little personal quarrels in families to great wars be-

tween nations”1420 originates from self-centered craving. 

Taṇhā is also the essential condition that “leads to rebirth” (ponobhavika). Ac-

cording to the Buddhist theory of kamma and rebirth, there are four Nutriments, āhāra, 

that compose the necessary conditions for existence and continuity of life: 1) kaba-

liṅkārāhāra or the ordinary material food; 2) phassāhāra, or contact of sense-organs with 

the external world; 3) consciousness (viññāṇāhāra); 4) mano-sañcetanāhāra or mental 

volition.1421 

From the four āhāra, mental volition denotes “the will to live, to exist, to re-

 
1414 Adapted from, Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 42; and Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 29. 
1415 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 42. 
1416 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 29. 
1417 Ibid. 
1418 Ibid., 30. 
1419 Ibid. 
1420 Ibid. 
1421 Ibid. 
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exist, to continue, to become more and more”1422. It constitutes the source of existence 

and continuity in the form of good and bad actions. It is similar to 'Volition' (cetanā), 

which according to Buddha, corresponds to Kamma. Buddha elaborated on mano-

sañcetanāhāra: “When one understands the nutriment of mental volition one under-

stands the three forms of [taṇhā]” 1423 . Consequently, taṇhā, cetanā, mano-

sañcetanāhāra, and Kamma signify the same idea, the endless desire to exist, to re-exist, 

and to grow. This is the root, the antecedent of the arising (samudaya) of dukkha, ob-

served in the Aggregate of Mental Formations.1424 

The above expresses one of the most critical details in Buddha’s tenets. The 

arising of dukkha lies in dukkha itself, and not outside, and the cause of the cessation 

of dukkha also lies in dukkha itself. This is the meaning of the renowned Pali for-

mula: Yaṃ kiñci samudayadhammaṃ sabbaṃ taṃ nirodhadhammaṃ, which translates 

as, “Whatever is of the nature of arising, all that is of the nature of cessation”1425. Thus, 

a creature that possesses within itself the nature of arising also has within itself the 

nature of its own cessation. Similarly, dukkha has in itself the nature of its own arising, 

and also the nature of its own cessation.1426 

Kamma in the Buddhist theory means only volitional action and not any action. 

Neither it includes the result of Kamma, for it its effect is known as kamma-vipāka. 

Volition or desire can be good or bad. Nevertheless, craving, volition, and kamma, ir-

respective of their nature, contain the force to continue in a good or bad direction. Good 

or bad, it remains relative to the spere of saṃsāra, the cycle of death and rebirth. The 

false idea of self drives the yearning for continuity.1427 

The theory of Kamma does not correlate with ‘moral justice’ or ‘reward and 

punishment’. The latter originate from the notion of a God that determines what is right 

and wrong. Kamma “is the theory of cause and effect, action and reaction”1428, and it 

describes a natural law that does not associate with justice or reward and punishment. 

 
1422 Ibid., 31. 
1423 Ibid. 
1424 Ibid. 
1425 Ibid. 
1426 Ibid., 31-32. 
1427 Ibid., 32. 
1428 Ibid. 
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Volitional actions produce their effects in virtue of their own law or nature, and their 

results may extend in a life after death.1429  

In Buddhism, death is “the total non-functioning of the physical body”, but “will 

or volition to exist”1430 is an enormous force that moves everything, the whole world 

included. It is “the greatest energy in the world”, which does not cease after death, but 

it “recommences” life by causing rebirth.1431 

In the logical question of what is there to be reborn, after death, if there is no 

soul (ātman), Buddha stressed that life is the combination of physical and mental ener-

gies—Five Aggregates—, which “they do not remain the same for two consecutive 

moments. Every moment they are born, and they die”1432. These energies do not vanish 

after death. They proceed to take another form of life. Similar to a child that grows into 

an adult, these energies incorporate “the power to take a new form, and grow gradually 

and gather force to the full”.1433 Since there is nothing unchanging, nothing can pass to 

the next life:  

“The difference between death and birth is only a thought-moment: 

the last thought-moment in this life conditions the first thought-mo-

ment in the so-called next life, which, in fact, is the continuity of the 

same series. During this life itself, too, one thought-moment condi-

tions the next thought-moment ... As long as there is this ‘thirst’ to be 

and to become, the cycle of continuity (saṃsāra) goes on.”1434 

The Buddha clarifies in his teachings that craving is not the single cause of duk-

kha. Thus, he mentions greed, hatred, and ignorance (avijjā) as to the “three roots of 

unskillfulness”1435. Desire and aversion stand at the opposite ends of the human mind, 

and ignorance acts as their base. In that sense, desire includes taṇhā. Nibbāna corre-

sponds to the deliverance from these destructive modes of mental functioning. It is the 

 
1429 Ibid., 32. 
1430 Ibid., 33. 
1431 Ibid. 
1432 Ibid. 
1433 Ibid. 
1434 Ibid. 
1435 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 43. 
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relation to them that illustrates the ultimate realization as liberation.1436 

Cessation of Dukkha - Nibbāna - The Third Noble Truth 

The third noble truth describes how the complete elimination of craving leads 

to liberation from suffering. The Buddhist tradition terms this state as Nibbāna. Alter-

natively, it is the total abolition of greed (rāgakkhayo), hatred (dosakkhayo), and delu-

sion (mohakkhayo).1437 Descriptions of Nibbāna appear invariably in Pali literature. 

Some of them define it as: the dissolution of craving for the Five Aggregates of Attach-

ment; as well as the suspension of continuity and becoming (Bhavanirodha), is 

Nibbāna; Liberation from vanity, elimination of craving, “the uprooting of attachment, 

the cutting off of continuity, the extinction of 'thirst' (taṇhā), detachment, cessation, 

Nibbāna”1438.1439 

The concept of Nibbāna has attracted a lot of controversy. Debates have ad-

dressed the “nature of Nibbāna’s experience” and the personhood's fate after attaining 

the ultimate aim. For instance, by misinterpreting that the soul ceased to exist after 

Nibbāna, proponents of eternalism labeled Buddhism as an annihilationist religion.1440  

In Buddhism, no individual exists independently. Therefore, the attainment of 

Nibbāna cannot destroy any individual since there is, actually, no individual.1441 De-

scriptions with the use of negative terms also led many to conclude that it is all about 

negativism and self-annihilation. But Nibbana cannot involve the annihilation of self, 

for “there is no self to annihilate”. Instead, it is “the annihilation of the illusion, of the 

false idea of self”.1442 When someone liberates himself from dukkha realizes the truth 

of the dependent origination of reality. This understanding leads to the extinction of 

craving and the termination of the individual's saṃsāra. The life of an awakened person 

can compare to the flame of a lamp. As the fire gets extinguished when there is no more 

fuel, likewise there is nothing to “refuel” rebirth once saṃsāra ends. Consequently, 

there is no death but rather a complete blowing out or parinibbāna. Thus, nothing is left 

 
1436 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 43. 
1437 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 43; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 36-37. 
1438 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 37. 
1439 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 43; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 36-37. 
1440 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 43; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 37-38. 
1441 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 44. 
1442 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 37 See also 57-58. 
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to the individual, arahant in particular, to refer to after the liberation from  

dukkha.1443 

Buddha also uses the word Truth or Absolute Truth instead of Nibbāna. A term 

that encompasses the meaning that world contains nothing that is absolute, “everything 

is relative, conditioned, and impermanent, and that there is no unchanging, everlasting, 

absolute substance like Self, Soul, or Ātman within or without”1444. This Absolute Truth 

can never be negative, and its realization necessitates to see things as they are 

(yathābhūtaṃ) without illusion or ignorance (avijjā), leads to the abolition of craving 

(Taṇhakkhaya), and the cessation (Nirodha) of dukkha.1445 

Furthermore, Nibbāna is not the natural result of the extinction of craving either. 

A result presupposes an effect and a relevant cause, and there “would be saṃkhata 

‘produced’ and ‘conditioned'”1446. But Nibbāna is beyond cause and effect, it is Truth 

itself. Only seeing and realizing is possible. Walpola illustrates oh how Nibbāna is not 

comparable to “result”:1447  

“There is a path leading to the realization of Nibbāna. But Nibbāna is 

not the result of this path. You may get to the mountain along a path, 

but the mountain is not the result, not an effect of the path. You may 

see a light, but the light not the result of your eyesight”.1448 

Additionally, apart from the meaning of passing away of arahants or the Bud-

dha, parinibbāna denotes the nature of the liberated person while still living.1449 The 

terms visuddhi (purification) and vimutti (liberation) help expand the liberated person's 

case further. Hence, we can respectively say that the degraded mind is purified and that 

the tethered mind is liberated. The Buddhist tradition deems these states of feeling and 

mindfulness above plain mundane experience. One cannot parallel temporal, earthly 

happiness with Nibbāna happiness 1450 . The latter exceeds what one can perceive 

 
1443 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 44; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 39-40. 
1444 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 39. 
1445 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 39-40. 
1446 Ibid., 40. 
1447 Ibid. 
1448 Ibid. 
1449 Ibid., 43. 
1450 Ibid. 
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through the sphere of the senses.1451 

Nibbāna shifted gradually to represent a discrete transcendental entity in the 

succeeding Theravāda tradition. According to the prominent commentator Bud-

dhaghosa, “Nibbāna is not nonexistence but existence”1452. An early Buddhist acknowl-

edgment was “that both existence and nonexistence in absolute terms”1453 are extremes 

and that the Buddha had repudiated such extreme perspectives. Notwithstanding, Ther-

avādin scholars, like Buddhaghosa, came to view Nibbāna as a metaphysical phenom-

enon realized after the liberation from dukkha. This trend inspired the widespread 

view—probably enhanced even more by linguistic misinterpretations— that Nibbāna 

is a state of absolute happiness.1454 

Despite that, Theravādins seem to effectively acknowledge the underlying con-

trast between happiness in Nibbāna and the one existing in the celestial planes indicated 

in Buddhist discourses. It looks as Buddhists conceptualize Nibbāna as the final step to 

end saṃsāra. In reality, this ultimate goal is not to be achieved hastily, but only when 

the coming Buddha Metteyya reveals the Dhamma anew to the world. Until then, they 

will have plenty of time to enjoy all forms of happiness.1455 

The Eightfold Path - The Fourth Noble Truth - Magga: The Path 

“Bhikkhus, there are these two extremes that should not be associated 

with by one who has renounced his worldly life. These are indulging 

in sensual pleasures which is low, vulgar, and belonging to the unen-

lightened, and the self-mortification, which is painful, ignoble, and 

harmful. Avoiding these two extremes is the Middle Path realized by 

the Buddha, which is productive of eye, knowledge, wisdom, science, 

and light.”1456 

With the above passage, the Buddha commences his first sermon by declaring 

 
1451 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 44-45; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 39-40. 
1452 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 45. 
1453 Ibid. 
1454 Ibid. 
1455 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 45; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 43-44. 
1456 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 45. 
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the fourth noble truth and the Middle Path (Majjhimā Paṭipadā) that leads to the termi-

nation of suffering.1457 Majjhimā Paṭipadā avoids the two extremes of search for hap-

piness, with one being “through the pleasures of the senses”1458, and the other, through 

self-mortification in severe forms of asceticism. Buddha himself tried these two ex-

tremes and found them ineffective. He realized that only the Middle Path yields “vision 

and knowledge, which leads to Calm, Insight, Enlightenment, Nirvāṇa”1459. This Mid-

dle Path is commonly mentioned as the Noble Eightfold Path (Ariya-Aṭṭhaṅgika-

Magga), because it comprises eight levels. It abridges and embodies what one needs to 

practice for attaining Nibbāna. In further analysis, the eight steps, along with their brief 

explanation, are:1460 

1. Right View or Understanding (Sammā-diṭṭhi): means to understand the four 

noble truths and view reality as it is. It is the highest wisdom that unveils 

the Ultimate Reality. Buddhist tradition distinguishes two classes of under-

standing: One is relatively shallow, is called anubodha (knowing accord-

ingly) and represents “knowledge, an accumulated memory, an intellectual 

grasping of a subject according to certain given data”1461. And the other is 

true, deep, understanding, called paṭivedha (penetration), and exemplifies 

“seeing a thing in its true nature, without name and label”1462. It is possible 

only when one fully develops one’s mind through meditation and liberates 

it from all impurities.1463 

2. Right Thought or Intention (Sammā-saṅkappa): means to cultivate ideas or 

thoughts of renunciation or selfless detachment, love, non-hatred, and inof-

fensiveness that apply universally to all beings.1464 

3. Right Speech (Sammā-vācā): means to speak only the truth, abstain from 

lying, backbiting and defamation or talk that provokes any kind of dishar-

 
1457 Ibid., 45. 
1458 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 45. 
1459 Ibid. 
1460 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 47; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 45. 
1461 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 49. 
1462 Ibid. 
1463 Ibid. 
1464 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 49; Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 46. 
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mony in human relationships, recurring gossiping, using ungrateful and ab-

surd language but only speak the truth and in an agreeable, gentle, compas-

sionate, and meaningful manner.1465 

4. Right Action (Sammā-kammanta): promotes ethical, noble, and amicable 

conduct. It means to abstain from killing and practice compassion for living 

beings; to abstain from stealing and protect the possessions of others; to ab-

stain from sexual misconduct, and live an ethical life.1466 

5. Right Livelihood (Sammā-ājīva): means to avoid a wrong means of earning 

a livelihood, and liνe one's life adhering to proper standards. One should 

abstain from having a profession that causes harm and, indeed, have a pro-

fession that is noble, harmless to others.1467 

6. Right Effort (Sammā-vāyāma): indicates the endeavor “(1) to prevent the 

arising of evil and unwholesome states not already present; (2) to get rid of 

evil and unwholesome states already arisen; (3) cause good and wholesome 

states that have not arisen already to arise; and (4) to develop and enhance 

good and wholesome states already arisen”1468.1469 

7. Right Mindfulness (Sammā-sati): means to be determined, “well aware, and 

mindful, to avoid attachment and aversion, and to reflect on the activities 

and states of one's physical body, feelings, states of mind, and phenom-

ena”.1470 Rāhula provides a further description: “to be diligently aware, 

mindful and attentive” concerning the activities of “the body (kāya)”, “sen-

sations or feelings (vedanā)”, “the activities of the mind (citta) and ideas, 

thoughts, conceptions and things (dhamma)”.1471 Practicing ānāpānasati or 

concentration on breathing is a well-known training for mental develop-

ment, “one should be clearly aware of all forms of feelings and sensations, 

pleasant, unpleasant and neutral, of how they appear and disappear within 

 
1465 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 47; Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 46. 
1466 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 47; Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 46. 
1467 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 46; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 47. 
1468 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 46-47. 
1469 See also Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 48. 
1470 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 47. 
1471 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 48. 
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oneself”1472. There should be clear awareness of all forms of feelings and 

sensations and of how they emerge and vanish. There should also be similar 

awareness for the activities of mind, whether the mind is lustful, revengeful, 

deluded, bewildered, and so on. Regarding ideas, thoughts, conceptions, one 

should also know their nature and how they appear and disappear.1473  

8. Right Concentration (Sammā-samādhi): means to develop ekaggatā, which 

is the tranquility of mind or one-pointedness. It leads to jhāna and the first 

four stages of serenity.1474 

Buddha dedicated most of his forty-five years of teaching to disseminating the 

purpose and significance of the Path and elaborating on its constituents.1475 The eight 

“steps” of the Path are not meant to be developed serially, following the numerical order 

faithfully. But rather, they should be expanded concurrently, according to the individ-

ual’s capacity. Each one of them is intended to promote the advancement of the other 

reciprocally.1476 

They are also not meant to be developed serially, following the numerical order 

faithfully. But rather, they should be expanded concurrently, according to the individ-

ual’s capacity. Each one of them is intended to promote the advancement of the other 

reciprocally. The immediate objective of the Eightfold path is to develop and master 

the three elements of Buddhist training and discipline.1477 In other words, the Path in-

corporates and advances tisikkhā or “the threefold training”. These three aspects are 

Sīla (moral conduct), samādhi (concentration, meditation), and paññā (understanding, 

wisdom), and they encompass the various steps of the path. In particular, Sīla includes 

the right Speech, Action, and Livelihood; Samādhi, right Effort, Mindfulness, and Con-

centration; Paññā, right view and thought. For that reason, many discourses refer to the 

Path as the “threefold training”.1478 

Sīla bases its foundation on universal love and compassion for all living beings. 

 
1472 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 48. 
1473 Ibid. 
1474 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 47.  
1475 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 45. 
1476 Ibid., 46. 
1477 Ibid. 
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Buddha promulgated that, human beings should strive “for the happiness of the many, 

out of compassion for the world”.1479 The purpose of the Buddhist way of life is per-

fection in character, which is only possible by developing karuṇā (compassion) and 

paññā (wisdom) uniformly. Karuṇā denotes “love, charity, kindness, tolerance and such 

noble qualities on the emotional side”1480, and paññā correlates with the intellectual 

properties of the mind. Advancing only one side, one may become either “a good-

hearted fool” or “a hard-hearted intellect without feeling for others”.1481 Thus, character 

perfection requires equal development of compassion and wisdom.1482 Buddhist ethical 

conduct aims to cultivate happiness and harmony in the individual and society, and it 

is necessary for any further spiritual advancement.1483 

That True wisdom (paññā) is endowed with the noble qualities of selfless de-

tachment, love and non-violence, denotes that selfish desire, ill-will, hatred and similar 

ill-disposed thoughts derive from lack of wisdom.1484 

Tisikkhā - The Threefold Training 

“Walking” the path following tisikkhā is a progressive process. Each stage is 

not only a prerequisite for the subsequent stage, but it also builds on the previous one. 

Thus, concentration requires morality, and in turn, both, in a union, lead to understand-

ing. On this gradual progress, no one should forsake the earlier stages. Indeed, morality 

reinforces concentration, which similarly expands understanding.1485 

Sīla - Morality 

Sīla, the first stage of the threefold training, signifies being able to regulate and 

even restrain one's own verbal and nonverbal behavior. The right speech, action, and 

livelihood from the eightfold path act as guides for the right conduct. Worth pointing 

out, there is a variation in right action and livelihood between the laity and the saṅgha 

members. For instance, practicing sex is sanctioned for the laity—but should refrain 

 
1479 Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 46. 
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from sexual misconduct—but not for the monks. Regarding the right livelihood, lay-

people should shun corrupt methods of earning money (“selling animals, weapons, 

meat, poison, and liquor”)1486. At the same time, monks shall abstain from any inap-

propriate verbal and nonverbal behavior associated with acquiring food, clothing, shel-

ter, or medicine.1487 

 All in all, Sīla for upāsaka or upāsikā diverges from that of the saṅgha. The 

laity is to observe and hold the so-called five precepts as a guide to ethical life. That 

said, Theravāda tradition enunciates the five precepts as follows:1488 

I undertake to observe the precept of refraining from killing life. 

I undertake to observe the precept of refraining from taking what is not 

given. 

I undertake to observe the precept of refraining from sexual misconduct. 

I undertake to observe the precept of refraining from telling lies.1489 

I undertake to observe the precept of refraining from alcohol that causes 

intoxication and negligence. 

Theravādins recite the above chant in Pali on a daily basis as part of their reli-

gious practice.1490 Customarily, a bhikkhu is invited to perform the ritual of delivering 

the five precepts “preceded by the formula for taking refuge”.1491 

Upasakas and upasikas also observe additional precepts on full moon days and 

other religious days. Some of these precepts are to abstain from taking meals at undue 

times, from dancing, singing and playing music, attending entertaining performances, 

decorating one- self, and using high and valuable beds and seats. In addition, some 

might abstain from accepting money and regard they observe ten precepts by counting 

abstinence from dancing, singing, and music as two precepts. When someone follows 

eight or ten precepts, refraining from sexual misconduct adjusts to refraining from sex-

ual conduct entirely. These precepts are to be observed twenty-four-hour on full moons, 

 
1486 Ibid., 48. 
1487 Ibid. 
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1489 Ibid. 
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but nowadays this practice usually lasts only till the evening.1492 

Sīla concerning the Saṅgha is broader and more extensively articulated. In the 

monastic circle, there are bhikkhus and bikkhunīs and additionally male and female 

novices, or samaneras and samaneris. Pabbajja is the initial admission to the Saṅgha—

literally meaning “deliberate expulsion”. Next follows upasampada or full admission, 

which leads to the ordination of the novice as bhikkhu or bikkhunī. The requirements 

for full admission are to be at least “twenty-one years old, familiar with the basic teach-

ings and disciplinary rules, physically fit, and have permission from one’s parents or 

spouse”.1493 In contemporary Theravāda tradition, upasampada has evolved from an 

internal procedure into public, widely attended ceremonies.1494 

Regarding Sīla, samaneras and samaneris shall observe the aforementioned ten 

precepts, termed “novice morality”.1495 After complete admittance, bhikkhus and bik-

khunīs follow the entire Sīla. Monastic Sīla comprises two groups, the fundamental 

morality concerning the noble life and morality concerning to moral behavior. The reg-

ulations of the former hold higher significance. There are two hundred and twenty-

seven rules for bhikkhus and three hundred and eleven for bikkhunīs. This compilation, 

called patimokkha Sīla—the very vital precepts—, begins with the four most severe 

infractions. They are called pārājika or “defeats” and necessitate banishment from the 

saṅgha. Accordingly, monks and nuns should not a) engage in any kind of sexual inter-

course, b) steal, c) kill a human being, d) claim to “have supernormal powers”.1496 The 

remainder violations are classified in decreasing severity. These rules derive from laws 

propagated by Buddha himself, which formed into a complex legal system and a variety 

of disciplinary sanctions and restoration procedures.1497 In simpler terms, and apart 

from its complex structure, Sīla means to “pursue” the path of the threefold training. 

 
1492 Ibid., 49. 
1493 Ibid.  
1494 Ibid., 49-50. 
1495 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 50. 
1496 Se also, “Bhikkhu Pāṭimokkha: The Bhikkhus' Code of Discipline, translated from the Pali by 

Thanissaro Bhikkhu”, Access to Insight (BCBS Edition), last modified December 17, 2013, 
https://www.accesstoinsight.org/tipitaka/vin/sv/bhikkhu-pati.html. 
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The Buddha maintained that morality goes beyond the discipline of verbal and nonver-

bal behavior; it constitutes the cornerstone of the entire path.1498  

Samādhi - Concertation 

The second aspect of the threefold training aims to cultivate tranquility and com-

posure. The term samādhi is designated as “concentration of the wholesome mind”1499. 

It stems from a mind enriched and expanded by Bhāvanā—meditation. The noun 

Bhāvanā originates from the verb bhaveti, which means “to cultivate”. The Buddha 

stressed the significance of expanding one's mind and the wild and erratic character of 

the ordinary human mind. Concentration ensures solemnity in practicing the path. In 

Theravāda, meditation does not suggest inner engagement or metaphysical communi-

cation but to practice one-pointedness of mind to gain dominance over it.1500 

There are two types of Bhāvanā, samatha Bhāvanā, which is meditation for one-

pointedness and tranquility, and vipassanā Bhāvanā, which is meditation for insight. 

Samatha is alternatively labeled as citta Bhāvanā, translated as mind cultivation, as it 

provides the basis for the development of paññā—understanding.1501 

The progress from Sīla to paññā requires effortful practice and preparation. 

Among many requirements the removal of the “Five Hindrances” (pañca nīvaraṇāni) is 

of paramount importance.1502 Thus the practitioner by renouncing: mundane desires; 

animosity and hatred, and embracing “compassionate love for the welfare of all living 

beings”1503; sloth and torpor and espousing mindfulness; worry and bewilderment and 

attaining calmness of mind; uncertainty and disbelief; one unfetters and purifies the 

mind from the five hindrances.1504 

The impact of the five hindrances on the human mind is parallel to being in debt, 

ill, prison, being a slave, and wandering in the desert. The relief from these hindrances 

rivals “paying off the debt, recovering from illness, being released from prison, freed 

 
1498 Ibid., 51. 
1499 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 51. 
1500 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 51; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 68. 
1501 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 51; Rāhula, What the Buddha Taught, 68-69. 
1502 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 52. 
1503 Ibid. 
1504 Ibid. 
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from slavery, and crossing the desert harmlessly”1505. Then one feels glad and becomes 

delighted; amidst delight, the body feels tranquility; with tranquility comes joy; hence 

comes concentration for the mind. Thus, the practitioner attains the first jhāna, thinking 

and pondering, yielded by withdrawal, full of bliss and pleasure. Then, with further 

advancement, one accomplishes the second, third, and fourth jhānas identified by the 

highest detachment, surpassing tranquillity and concentration; the mind reaches levels 

of complete absorption and focused attention.1506 

Right concentration in terms of the eightfold path intends the realization of the 

four levels of jhana. As described by Buddhaghosa in Visuddhimagga, the “great trea-

tise” on Buddhist practice and Theravāda Abhidhamma, forty different mediation sub-

jects can be selected as an aid to meditation. This notable variability in subjects is due 

to the divergent personal characteristic among meditators. The meditators were classi-

fied according to a predominance of lust, hatred, delusion, faith, intelligence, and spec-

ulation. An instructor could then assess his trainee according to his predominant trait 

and assign the appropriate subject. The mediator experiences the subject by either see-

ing, hearing, or touching, as the case may be. After one achieves concentration on the 

subject with clarity of mind, one progresses to tranquility, abolishes the five hindrances 

which lead, and accomplishes concentration. Only now can someone be ready to enter 

the final stage of the path, understanding.1507 

Paññā - Understanding 

Developing paññā is the final stage of tisikkhā. The threefold training designates 

understanding as perceiving reality's authentic design, characterized by anicca, dukkha, 

and anattā—impermanence, suffering, and absence of a permanent self, respectively. 

Paññā corresponds to the “fruit” obtained by treading the complete eightfold path.1508 

The meditation required for understanding is vipassanā (insight) which translates into 

“seeing in a special manner”. An alternative terminology of the same concept is yatha-

bhuta nana which means the knowledge of viewing things “as they have come to be”. 

 
1505 Ibid. 
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In Theravāda, true reality contains three properties.1509 

Anattā is the first property of reality. In Theravāda, all formations relating to 

saṅkhāra are impermanent. In other words, everything is causally conditioned and de-

pendently originated. Human existence itself is impermanent; for Buddha, whatever is 

impermanent is displeasing; hence, it cannot have a permanent self or soul (atta), and 

consequently, anattā manifests as the third property of reality.1510 

As mentioned earlier, the dismissal of the existence of the soul is a unique ele-

ment of the Theravāda doctrine. It is this reason that drove Brahmins, among others, to 

accuse Buddhism of materialism and annihilationism. Buddha, though, regarded eter-

nalism and annihilationism as the two opposite poles of the same concept. One is sup-

porting the continuity of the soul and the other its impermanency. Indeed, Buddha ad-

vocated conditional causality of reality and, reasonably, the impermanence of exist-

ence.1511 

In Brahmanism, the concept of soul suggested the permanent substance con-

tained in all living beings. It was what caused thought, perception and action. It survived 

after death by transmigrating from one body to another. The Buddha argued that human 

beings are solely comprised of the five aggregates (panca-khandha) and that there is 

nothing more beyond these.1512 

“Just as there arises the name ‘chariot’ when there is a set of appro-

priate constituents, even so there comes to be this convention ‘living 

being’ when the five aggregates are present.”1513  

In Theravāda Buddhism, consciousness is what could potentially compare with 

the concept of the soul. Yet, there is no primal consciousness from where all others 

stem. Indeed, consciousness has six forms deriving from the eye, ear, nose, tongue, 

body, and mind. Accordingly, eye-consciousness or ear-consciousness depends on the 
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respective organs. Buddha elaborated that all the elements of personhood occur de-

pendently, and nothing could appear independently, unbound to conditions. Therefore, 

a person does not and cannot exist. Buddhaghosa exemplifies as follows:1514 

“Suffering alone exists, not a sufferer; action alone exists, not an ac-

tor; extinguishment alone exists, not one who is extinguished; path 

alone exists, not one who treads on it.”1515 

The view of soul permanency constitutes the grounds for the erroneous impres-

sion of self and the self-centered comprehension of the world. The principle of five 

aggregates denotes that “the belief in ‘Ι’ or ‘Mine’” is unsubstantiated.1516 

The Theravādin concept of annata—non-self or impermanence—has a twofold 

significance. On the one hand, it rejects the Brahminic conceptualization of the soul as 

permanent and immortal. On the other hand, it consolidates the lack of I-ness and that 

nothing can belong to “I”. This realization—achieved at the stage of understanding in 

the threefold training—is experienced as complete emancipation.1517 

The eightfold path ought to be understood via the threefold training, while the 

two concepts should be conceived as complementary to each other. Paññā is what, in-

deed, channels the realization of the four noble truths. The Buddha conveyed to his 

followers that human beings create, inside them, unsatisfactory worlds. Dukkha resid-

ing in the world or the individual is identical. “Both the problem and the solution are 

within reach of all human beings”.1518 

In practicing meditation to realize Nibbāna, samādhi operates in harmony with 

paññā. Cultivation of concentration solidifies understanding. As a case in point, satipat-

thana is the most widespread meditation technique in Theravāda. It aims to achieve 

mindfulness. In the eightfold path, right-mindfulness or samma-sati promotes higher 

concentration with focused attention that allows the perception of reality as it is—an 

integral element of paññā.1519 
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Mindfulness is accomplished by focusing on the body, feelings, thoughts, and 

phenomena, corresponding to the four aspects of reality. By contemplating in the body, 

using specific breath in and breath out techniques, the meditator reaches one-pointed-

ness of thought and encourages an objective perception detached from both fondness 

and hatred to one's body; thus, one develops understanding.1520 

There can also be contemplation of pleasant, unpleasant, or neutral feelings to 

shun desire and hatred and promote a state of neutrality. Another meditation subject 

could be focusing on various negative thoughts along with their opposites—last, non-

lust, hatred, non-hatred. Finally, one can contemplate the hindrances of meditation—

"desire, ill will, sloth and torpor, restlessness and remorse, and the wavering character 

of the mind”1521—the five aggregates, the processes of the six sense bases, the four 

noble truths and other mental phenomena.1522 The aim is to expand morality, eliminate 

immoral aspects of the mind, and realize reality as it truly comes to be. In that context, 

mindfulness causes understanding which initiates the process of cessation of duk-

kha.1523 

The Fruits of the Eightfold Path 

Treading the eightfold path and practicing the threefold training grants the fruit 

of deliverance from suffering at four different levels. The path represents Dhamma as 

“a process of practice”, the fruit is its outcome, and the realization constitutes Nibbāna. 

The realization can be conceived as the “experiential manifestation” 1524  of the 

Dhamma, while the path and the fruit as the propositional sense. Realization includes 

four stages.1525 The first is sota-apatti or “stream-entry”. The metaphor “stream” sym-

bolizes one has entered the “stream leading to Nibbāna”1526 and has already renounced 

the “fetters”: self-view, uncertainty, and “distorted grasp of rites and rituals”1527. There 

will be no more doubts about the Three Jewels or any commitment to erroneous views. 
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Nibbāna is within reach of seven rebirths. In the second, sakadagami or “once-returner”, 

the “fourth and fifth fetters, sensual desire and ill-will”1528 weaken. One “will be born 

only once into the world of sensual pleasures before he attains Nibbāna”1529. In anagami 

or “non-returner”,1530 the third stage, sensual desire, and ill-will vanish. One is a non-

returner since, after death, he or she will be born as a higher celestial being (Brahma) 

“without ever returning to the sensual existence”1531. Finally, there is arahatta or “state 

of being worthy”,1532 where the remaining five fetters, desire for form and formless, 

vanity, restlessness, and ignorance, vanish entirely.1533 

There is an experience of liberation and pureness parallel to eradicating or weak-

ening the fetters in the first three stages. In the last stage, though, there is absolute free-

dom from “suffering, misery, unsatisfactoriness, and anguish”. In Theravāda, the entire 

aforementioned process is delineated as “nine world-transcending Dhamma” and com-

prised of four paths, four corresponding fruits, and Nibbāna.1534 

A Theravāda follower is one who finds shelter in the Three Jewels. Buddha 

Gautama was a historical figure, and it is his enlightenment that made him be recog-

nized as a refuge.1535 In Theravāda tradition, Buddha terminated his cycle of life and 

death, birth and rebirth (his samsaric experience) with his last birth. He disseminated 

Dhamma which is realized as an abstract concept. Saṅgha, as the monastic order, also 

has a conceptual aspect that denotes anybody who realized—any or all—the noble paths 

or fruits is qualified to be part of it.1536 In philosophical terms, only Dhamma is the 

absolute prerequisite for Theravāda since teaching guides someone to the cessation of 

dukkha. However, Dhamma and Buddha are indispensably interrelated, and this rela-

tion should be understood as dependently arisen.1537 
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The Social Teachings of the Buddha 

A significant number of western scholars, like Max Weber, judged Buddhism 

as solely soteriological and, as such, could not include any social teaching; early Bud-

dhism was regarded as simply tolerance with householders in exchange for supporting 

the Saṅgha. Indeed, Buddha dedicated a notable portion of his teachings to guiding 

householders in their everyday life. Therefore, the social aspect of Buddha's tenets was 

not insubstantial. As already mentioned, his group of followers consisted of bhikkhus 

and bikkhunīs as well as upasakas and upasikas, who comprised the other half. The role 

of the householders was indispensable, and they pursued the very same objective, to 

attain Nibbāna. Their path to liberation from suffering was different, though, more con-

voluted and indirect than that of the Saṅgha. For them, there was a further focus on the 

pleasure of mundane life, which included “social relations, duties, marriage, wealth, 

investment, and good governance”.1538 

Buddha's guidance to the householders never neglected to include instructions 

for both present and life after death. His instructions to the laity aimed at helping to 

attain social well-being and sound moral development. While “addressing a wealthy 

householder”1539, Buddha delineated four elements that facilitated well-being—willing 

to launch new enterprises, guard the profits earned from such efforts, quality friend-

ships, balanced life—and another four inner ones for happiness—trust in the Three 

Jewels, “morality, generosity, and understanding”.1540 

Despite describing samsaric existence as generally unsatisfactory, Buddha 

maintained that upasakas and upasikas could, indeed, experience pleasure in their 

worldly lives. He further identified four types of happiness for householders, precisely, 

“the happiness of ownership, happiness of consuming such wealth”, being debtless, and 

being inculpable.1541 

Buddha regarded acquiring wealth as ethically acceptable and beneficial, and 

that hard labor and righteousness should be the means to achieve it. He prescribed that 

the amount of wealth was irrelevant, only the means mattered, and those should never 
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be in contravention with the Dhamma. While the accumulation of wealth could facili-

tate happiness, hoarding was not beneficial. Buddha suggested spending it on personal 

enjoyment and that of “one's family, friends, and the satisfaction of the people of reli-

gion”.1542 

In the renowned discourse “Advice to Sigala” (Sigalovada Sutta), Buddha in-

troduced a code of ethics for social life. Due to its importance, it later came to be 

known as dihi-vinaya (“ethics for household life”) and compared with the monastic 

vinaya. It should be noted that Buddha never claimed any jurisdiction on declaring “a 

code of law for the household society”.1543 The central theme is how one needs to en-

sure reciprocal relationships with the six social groups, a process referred to as “secur-

ing six directions”.1544 

Buddha commences by identifying four vices that hinder “advancement in both 

this and the next life”,1545 killing, stealing, adultery, and lying. He continues by describ-

ing desire, anger, fear, and confusion as to the four constituents of biased behavior. 

Then, Buddha presents the six ways of squandering wealth: being addicted to alcohol 

and drugs, constantly indulging in nightlife, “habitually patronizing fairs”,1546 being 

addicted to gambling, socializing with evil companions, and slothfulness. Further, he 

illustrates the four types of false friends: “one who is there to get whatever he can, one 

who pays only lip service to friendship, one who flatters, and one who is present to 

support evil actions”1547. Finally, Buddha concludes with the four types of genuine 

friends: a friend in need, one who is present in happiness and misfortune, who gives 

good advice, and the compassionate friend.1548 

Further in the discourse, Buddha associates the six social groups with the “six 

directions”. On the east are the parents, south are the teachers, west is the family, north 

are the friends and colleagues, “below” are the workers and servants, and “above” are 
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the Saṅgha members.1549 One should safeguard these directions as follows:1550 

1. Children should esteem their parents, as follows:1551 1) tend their parents who 

reared them; 2) support them in their profession; 3) keep their family’s tradition 

and lineage; 4) preserve the inheritance from their parents; 5) after their parents’ 

demise, they should perform the appropriate rites and make offerings; Thus, 

tended by their children, the parents reciprocate:1552 1) They advise and guard 

them against evil; 2) guide them to good; They nurture and prepare them for a 

virtuous life; 3) train them in skills and support their education; 4) arrange 

proper marriages for them; 5) bequeath an inheritance to them in due time; 

2. Students should treat their teachers as follows:1553 1) They rise to greet them 

and show respect; 2) approach their teachers in order to serve them, attend to 

them, receive advice and so on; 3) displaying enthusiasm in learning and taking 

heed to their teachers’ lessons; 4) offer their assistance to them and run errands 

for them; 5) They receive what they are being taught with respect and excite-

ment and acknowledge its significance. In turn, teachers reciprocate:1554 1) they 

instruct their students efficiently and effectively; 2) they ensure their thorough 

comprehension of the subjects taught. 3) they educate them fully in arts and 

sciences; 4) introduce them to their friends and recommend them to colleagues; 

5) they provide them security in every direction, videlicet, tutoring them to ap-

ply their knowledge effectively, behave morally and enjoy happiness in their 

worldly life.  

3. A husband should tend his wife as follows:1555 1) He respects her; 2) refrain 

from disrespecting her; 3) abstain from adultery; 4) entrust the management of 

the household to her; 5) provide her with clothes, ornaments, and other gifts. 

 
1549 Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 73. 
1550 The following numbered list is adapted from, Ven. P. A. Payutto, A Constitution for Living: 

Buddhist Principles for a Fruitful and Harmonious Life, trans. Bruce Evans (Kandy, Sri Lanka: 
Buddhist Publication Society, 2007), 5-8; and, Tilakaratne, Theravada Buddhism, 73-74. 
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Hence a wife should reciprocate:1556 1) She manages the household well; 2) dis-

plays hospitality and courtesy to in-laws, friends and servants; 3) abstains from 

adultery; 4) looking after the family’s wealth; 5) shows skill and diligence in 

performing her duties.  

4. One should treat one’s friends in five ways:1557 1) with generosity; 2) with cour-

tesy and compassion; 3) with helping them; 4) with equality; 5) with honesty 

and faithfulness. Thus, friends reciprocate:1558 1) they shield their friends when 

they need protection; 2) they protect their friends’ property when required; 3) 

they offer themselves as shelter in perilous situations; 4) they do not abandon 

them when in misfortune; 5) they treat one’s family and relatives with respect.  

5. Masters should tend their servants in five ways:1559 1) by assigning work ac-

cording to strength, sex, age and abilities; 2) by providing them adequate com-

pensation—in food and wages—corresponding to their services; 3) by attending 

to them when in bad health; 4) by sharing treats with them; 5) by granting them 

leave and the opportunity to rest; Thus, servants will reciprocate:1560 1) by wak-

ing up before him; 2) by going to sleep after him; 3) by taking only and accept-

ing what is given to them; 4) by doing their work properly and effectively; 5) 

by spreading a good reputation about their masters.  

6. One should minister to the Saṅgha members in five ways:1561 1) act towards 

them with kindness; 2) talk to them with kind words; 3) think of them with 

benevolent thoughts; 4) treat them with hospitality; 5) support them with alms-

food, robes, shelter, and medicines. In turn, Saṅgha members will recipro-

cate:1562 1) by discouraging one from evil conduct; 2) by urging one on moral 

conduct; 3) by supporting one with compassion and loving-kindness; 4) by of-

fering knowledge that has not been taught; 5) by reviewing and clarifying what 
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has already been taught; 6) by unveiling the path to heaven and how-to live-in 

happiness and prosperity.1563 

Buddha pointed out the importance of developing this reciprocity between the 

six social groups. Otherwise, nothing would differentiate parents from children. He 

moved on to compare the social duties with “axle pins of a chariot that prevent its 

wheels from flying off”.1564 Likewise, a society without this reciprocal interdependence 

would dissolve into chaos.1565 

For Buddha, “economic stability” was a prominent characteristic of a well-func-

tioning society. In addition, financial prosperity required hard work, initiative, effective 

leadership, and an efficient ruler ensuring the necessary “infrastructure, guidance, and 

social stability”1566. What follows next is Buddha’s exposition on how societal econ-

omy, polity, and morality should form a web of balanced interconnection and inter-

dependence with each other.1567 

The “Discourse on the Lion's Roar of the Universal Monarch” elaborates how 

social disorder and moral decay correlate with economic instability. 1568  The text 

demonstrates the interdependent relationships between economy, polity, and morality 

and reveals that even the king has to follow the Dhamma under any circumstance.1569  

Buddha identified in leaders the vital function of securing economic stability, 

harmony and order in their communities, and for that reason, they should embody rec-

titude at its best.1570 Accordingly, the exemplary King is delineated by ten virtues, pre-

cisely, Dāna-generosity, Sīla-morality, Ppariccāga-sacrifice (in an altruistic context), 

Ājjava-honesty, Maddava-gentleness, Tapa-discipline (as self-control), Akrodha-ab-

sence of anger, Ahimsā-exercising non-violence, Khanti-patience, and Avirodha-agree-

ableness. In addition, the properties of generosity, gentle expression, and communica-

tion, treating others as one treats oneself, and striving for social welfare would magnify 

 
1563 adapted from, Ven. P. A. Payutto, A Constitution for Living: Buddhist Principles for a Fruitful 
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a King's statesmanship and secure a flourishing social life.1571  

Buddha also advocated seven practices that would advance any society. They 

can be summarized as follows: Holding regular assemblies; meetings and businesses 

should be conducted in harmony; following the ancient tradition; honoring and respect-

ing the elders; abstaining from abducting wives and daughters of others; honoring 

shrines at home and abroad; “making proper provisions for the safety of arahants”;1572 

These practices are mainly directed at kings. For, when kings are moral and impartial, 

their subjects “will follow suit”, and society will prosper.1573 

Buddha conceived a well-balanced society, economically developed and stable, 

with happy and effectively integrated members, free of turmoil and unrest. People 

should have enough recourses to fulfill their social obligations and duties and sustain 

the Sangha's members. They should invest their wealth for their happiness and for that 

of their family and their associates. They should have happy families and take care of 

their kids accordingly. Men and women should foster healthy reciprocal relationships 

between themselves and their kids. Lastly, society's rulers should be righteous and ob-

serve the Dhamma equally with anybody else. 

5.1.5 The Traditional Theravāda Practice 

Merit Making 

We can distinguish two paths of Theravāda practice:1574 

 The Kammatic path where the aim is to generate puñña (merit) and in-

volves facilitating one's hopes and ambitions in the samsaric existence; 

 The nibbānic path is followed by adherents who have forsaken their 

“samsaric aspirations” and aim to attain Nibbāna as soon as possible.1575 

It is worth noticing that in reality, the line that separates the religious practice 

of the laity and that of the Saṅgha is rather indistinct, and the edges obscure.1576 

Buddhists regard human existence as a ceaseless roaming in saṃsāra, endless 
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deaths and rebirths constantly sustained by intentional good or evil actions (white or 

black kamma) that induce pleasure or dissatisfaction. Samsaric existence extends in-

definitely into the past and the future with an unknown beginning, and attaining 

Nibbāna brings an end to the cycle of death and rebirth. But such an aim is not straight-

forward for upasakas and upasikas. A more affordable objective for the layperson 

would be to either be born in a better place or avoid a future life in hell. Consequently, 

Theravādins strive to accrue merit that brings positive results and prevent demerit and 

negative results.1577 

Since immediate Nibbāna was so difficult for the laity, early Buddhist dis-

courses clarified that seeking birth in heaven is a more attainable aim. Nevertheless, 

Buddhist literature claims that some upasakas and upasikas contemporary to Buddha's 

era realized Nibbāna. While householders probably aspire to attain Nibbāna equally 

with the Saṅgha members, they cannot dedicate themselves to the same level. For that 

reason, after a meritorious action, they wish to achieve Nibbāna as a result of it.1578 

Monks conventionally describe Nibbāna as a state of the “highest happiness”; 

mundane concerns become extinct, succeeded by “sublime bliss”. All laypeople hold 

Nibbāna as their ultimate goal, but in the end, they linger in saṃsāra and yield to the 

pursuit of its immediate pleasures. For that particular goal, everyone can choose to post-

pone absolute happiness. Thus, one can aim to attain Nibbāna either after “a long series 

of imaginable samsaric pleasures” or “at the feet of the future Buddha Metteyya”.1579 

Worth mentioning that the compromise between Nibbāna and saṃsāra remains 

relevant to all four Buddhist groups. As Saṅgha evolved, its members stopped regarding 

Nibbāna as their sole objective and gradually started emphasizing the accumulation of 

merit.1580 

A Buddhist's life concentrates on and identifies with merit-making. There are 

three available categories of meritorious activities, videlicet, Dāna (giving), Sīla (mo-

rality), and Bhāvanā (meditation). The more one engages in these activities, the better 
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his samsaric life would be.1581 

The average Buddhist pursues merit-making holding the conviction that it will 

contribute to a higher number of satisfying samsaric experiences and gradually lead to 

Nibbāna. In this context, the concept of anattā (no-soul) and its association with kamma 

was never a concern for the common laypeople—except for the scholars.1582 

Dāna - Giving 

Dāna is the most practiced and honored meritorious deed. Theravāda history is 

rife with people from all social strata engaging in it. Jataka literature, a voluminous 

collection of stories about Buddha's former births, illustrates Buddha giving away his 

wealth, parts of his body, his family and even life itself. Dāna integrates deeply with 

the act of renouncing one's lust for pleasure. With systematic practicing of giving, crav-

ing and desire become depleted, absolute. Hence, it generates positive results and brings 

pleasure in future life.1583  

Additionally, dāna increases in quality and value of results according to the 

worth of the receiver. In this view, giving to bhikkhus and bikkhunīs is held in the 

highest esteem since it is described as “the incomparable field of merit”1584. Further-

more, as Saṅgha members refrain from production activities, their survival depends 

gravely on dāna. Logically, Buddhist texts, most of them authored by monks, always 

underlined the Saṅgha's vital necessity of external economic support.1585  

Buddhist societies deem the maintenance of Saṅgha an uppermost priority. Of-

ten, providing the essentials to monks—food, clothing, residences, medicine—takes 

precedence over the vital needs and duties of laypeople's lives. Dāna also refers to what 

is given, and in that case, it is mostly food. So, practicing dāna concentrates on prepar-

ing and serving meals for monks, a responsibility that “burdens” women solely. Pinda-

pata is the most noticeable practice of dāna and involves “offering food and other basic 

needs” to “monks in their morning alms round”.1586 
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Dāna to sustain the monastic order is the most basic practice of giving. This 

way, the average followers are truly devoting themselves to helping the monasteries of 

their local community, principally without considering the primary purpose of dāna to 

conquer their desires. While Buddhists ought not to be selective towards the monks or 

monasteries they choose to support, in reality, familiarity and popularity are of key 

importance. Usually, they are predominant factors of where dāna will be directed. Nev-

ertheless, giving to unknown bhikkhus is still regarded as a supreme meritorious ac-

tion.1587 

Inviting monks to one's place or other private or public places is another popular 

form of dāna. The purpose of the invitation includes various kinds of celebrations and 

most commonly “transferring merit to the departed”.1588 

Dāna is preferably given to monks of higher virtue since the more notable the 

monk, the greater the merit one accumulates—in this regard, forest monks are deemed 

as supreme. Consequently, some monasteries benefit the most in comparison with oth-

ers.1589 

Apart from giving food, dāna practice includes robes, medicine and various es-

sential everyday objects. Additionally, donating habitations, funding constructions of 

buildings, as well as offering technology equipment, furniture, cookware, and other 

utensils offer higher merit. Any contribution of such kind becomes property of the 

grantee, and only the Saṅgha has the power to alter such ownership.1590 The following 

are the primary forms of dāna appearing in Theravāda practice. 

 Kaṭhina-dāna: The most exacting form of dāna is referred to as Kaṭhina-

dāna and translates to offering robes to the monks after the monsoon season 

observance.1591 It originated from the era when peripatetic congregations 

sought shelter during rain, primarily to protect themselves and avoid crushing 

freshly grown grass, which was deemed a sacrilegious act. The practice 
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proved reciprocally beneficial for both the laity and the bhikkhus since it of-

fered the monks the opportunity of further commitment to their religious 

cause, which in turn rendered more salutary and solid guidance to the lay-

people.1592 Kaṭhina-dāna evolved from a straightforward activity to a com-

plex ceremony. Nowadays, this form of dāna is held in every monastery as a 

high-spirited fair joined by Buddhists from multiple communities. Becoming 

a patron of Kaṭhina-dāna is “a lifetime aspiration” for the devout followers 

and necessitates a substantial monetary expense. Despite that, it remains a 

collective deed granting the belief that kamma is shared between everyone 

who contributes.1593 

 Dhammadāna: Dāna can also take the form of physical or mental effort, 

knowledge, time, liberation from worry and fear, and Dhamma teaching. 

Monks who are preaching or teachers instructing meditation, except for ad-

dressing Dhamma and giving their knowledge, also dedicate energy and time. 

All these activities are included in the practice of Dhammadāna. Buddhist 

communities regard this class of dāna as invaluable. The roles of giver and 

receiver reverse as the bhikkhus are the ones who customarily teach and dis-

seminate the Dhamma. In turn, the receiving layperson practices Dhamma-

puja, involving giving gifts in exchange for being taught the Dhamma.1594 

Laypeople have the alternative option of sponsoring sermons and offering 

Dhamma to others. Hence, one accumulates kamma by practicing 

Dhammadāna indirectly. Notwithstanding Saṅgha monopoly on disseminat-

ing Dhamma, laypersons delivering Dhamma discourses increase in numbers 

in modern Theravāda countries.1595 One of the most “merit-generating”1596 

forms of Dhammadāna is patronizing the “recital of Vessantara-jataka”1597, 

the most prevalent Jataka account in the Theravāda tradition. Such a deed 

epitomizes the accomplished Buddhist and requires immense preparation, 
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monetary expenses and time dedication.1598 

 Dāna to Laypeople: Saṅgha is not the only beneficiary from dāna. Many 

elect to give dāna to various institutions like children, old age or rehabilita-

tion centres. The reason for such an act can be either out of social duty or 

stemming from a general disappointment from the Saṅgha. On many occa-

sions, this practice helped facilitate the financial and material support of nu-

merous public projects. Additionally, national catastrophes or donation cam-

paigns have also benefited the most from such initiatives. Another form of 

dāna is meals offered to laypeople gathering in monasteries to observe the 

eight or ten precepts on full-moon days. Similarly, at important Buddhist cel-

ebrations, pilgrims also receive dāna in the form of food and drinks.1599 

Sīla - Morality 

Following the pañcasīla or the five precepts is the basic requirement for a Ther-

avāda follower. On the other hand, the act of observing the eight or the ten precepts 

holds meritorious value. For that reason, lay Theravādins choose to practice the eight 

or ten precepts, preferably the former. At the same time, the observance of Sīla takes 

place on the four uposatha (sabbath) days, especially on the full-moon and ideally lasts 

for twenty-four hours. Specific programs administered by monasteries or even laypeo-

ple support this merit-making activity.1600 

Bhāvanā - Meditation 

Bhāvanā, or meditation, is practiced with the aim to purify the defilements of 

one’s mind (kilesa). Therefore, Bhāvanā’s ultimate function is to bring an end to 

saṃsāra. Understandably, performing meditation to accumulate merit diminishes any 

nibbanic utility.1601 From the historical perspective, a devastating famine that threat-

ened to annihilate the monastic order in Sri Lanka, during the reign of Vattagamani 

Abhaya, defined the modern Theravāda attitude toward meditation. This calamity led 

to a debate that compared the values of pariyatti (learning) versus patipatti (practice). 
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The proponents of pariyatti prevailed in a decision that led to the debasement of the 

practice of meditation and the devotion over the meticulous preservation of the words 

of Buddha. Consequently, in modern Theravāda tradition, Bhāvanā is still perceived 

with relative indifference. Nevertheless, Mahasi Sayadaw of Myanmar and Ajahn Chah 

of the Thai-Lao tradition are meditation teachers who contributed the most to the cur-

rent popularity of Vipassanā meditation. Hence, Bhāvanā in Thailand remains wide-

spread. Many distinguished monastic and lay instructors teach thousands of students in 

contemporary Thailand.1602 

Vandana - Worship 

The worship of the Three Jewels is central to Buddhism. In many Buddhist 

houses, there are places dedicated to that purpose. Also, many laypeople visit monas-

teries on days of key importance, such as on full-moons.1603 There are three types of 

holy objects observed in monasteries. In particular, the corporeal relics of Buddha or 

structures like dagoba where such relics are hallowed; “objects used by the Buddha or 

objects representing them”; and symbols representing Buddha.1604 The dagoba, which 

contains the physical relics of Buddha, holds the highest spiritual significance. The bo-

dhi tree comes second in religious value, and last are the objects and symbols repre-

senting the Buddha. While followers worshipping the Three Jewels should follow the 

exact aforementioned order, in reality, the average Buddhist does not necessarily do 

so.1605 

Lately, the adoration of the Bodhi Tree, also known as “bodhi puja”1606, has 

expanded in popularity. The deed of revering the Bodhi Tree except for its merit 

value—as any other kind of worship—differentiates due to its earthly avails, which is 

a vital aspect of the competitive nature of modern free-market economies.1607 

On many occasions, the individual act of worshipping converts to communal 
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rituals administered by ascetics or lay specialists. Pali is used as the principal ceremo-

nial language, but, occasionally, in contemporary Buddhist societies translating into 

local languages is favored.1608 One of the most common worship practices is the ven-

eration of the twenty-eight past buddhas. Others of higher eminence is offering eighty-

four thousand oil lamps or one hundred thousand lotus flowers.1609 These religious 

events require a vast amount of resources and great organizational effort and skills. 

Nevertheless, they allow the acquiring of high levels of merit, which is also the fore-

most objective. Additionally, such ceremonies represent opportunities for high-status 

individuals to promote personal agendas.1610 

Pantheons in Theravādin Societies 

Buddhist believe in the existence of good deities that will shield Sasana—the 

Buddha's tenets and institutionalized religion—and evil ones that will not. Traditionally 

after merit-making acts, Buddhists choose to transfer merit to deities that safeguard 

Sasana with the expectation that, in turn, gods will reciprocate by protecting the wor-

shippers. Faith in celestial guardians probably existed since the very early years of the 

Buddhist tradition. At a relevant account of the “Discourse on the Great PariNibbāna”, 

it is written that the one who obtains the divine blessings “always prospers”.1611 

Every Theravāda nation has a pantheon of local and foreign gods to whom they 

transfer merit with the expectation of enjoying protection. In addition, the offerings 

may also include food, flowers, incense, and of course, money. The veneration of these 

divine guardians takes place in devaalaya, meaning house of gods, shrines located in 

monasteries, and kept separate from shrines dedicated to Buddha. As already men-

tioned, no Theravādin would ever pray to Buddha for any favor. In the Theravāda 

world, it is universally accepted that Buddha is no more and can offer no assistance to 

anyone. Buddhists can opt to pray to Gods of protection for favors. Rituals (pujas), for 

that matter, are administered chiefly by lay priests. Despite the archaic origin and ex-

treme prevalence of such practices, the Saṅgha displays severe opposition to acts that 
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overstep the bounds of merit-making. The real meaning of this kind of religious behav-

ior is an attempt to compensate the human need for a pantheon of God protectors with 

the nontheistic nature of the Theravāda tradition.1612  

5.1.6. The Laity and the Ascetics in Theravāda 

The Ascetics 

The core of the Saṅgha is comprised solely of bhikkhus, monks who have re-

ceived full admission. The recruitment starts at a very early age. The newly recruited 

boys are called samanera (novices), and the initial access to the monastic order is called 

pabbajja, which means “voluntary banishment”. They observe ten precepts and follow 

rigorous training that prepares them for upsampada (full admission), at the age of 

twenty. In case the candidate holds the appropriate age and knowledge, he can receive 

immediate full admission. After ten years, he obtains the title of thera (elder monk) and 

maha thera (great elder) after twenty.1613 

Two different groups of monks developed in Saṅgha. The forest monks, who 

specialize in patipatti (practice) and meditation, and village monks, who focus primarily 

on pariyatti (learning) and the preservation of Buddha’s words. Nowadays, there are no 

actual constraints on changing affiliations. The variance in Theravāda monasticism lies 

in a continuum; for instance, few monks renounce the use of technology and embody 

the one end, and others embrace technology and represent the other end. Worth noticing 

that monk’s morality is independent of the above practices.1614 

Southeast Theravāda nations hold the tradition that males should join the 

Saṅgha at least once in their lives. It is a rite of passage that empowers their progress 

to adulthoodwith the majority staying for a limited time. Entrance to the Saṅgha can 

also be regarded as means of transferring merit to deceased family members or, in con-

ditions of scarcity, for receiving a quality education. Reverting to secular life is accepta-

ble in most Theravāda societies—except for Sri Lanka, where it is stigmatized—since 

even a short passage from the Saṅgha implies a responsible, adult personality.1615 
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From a historical and religious perspective, the Saṅgha is the most vital element 

of the Theravāda tradition. Monks are “the incomparable field of merit for the world”, 

and as such, they still constitute the highest preference for dāna giving. Bhikkhus also 

administer essential ceremonies, like last rites, as part of their social duties. The neces-

sity and significance of their participation in merit-making practices have never de-

clined.1616 

Historical evolution brought changes to some of the core functions of the ascet-

ics. In modern times monks lost a significant part of their social role. In the context of 

ancient, self-sustained communities and as the most educated, they not only offered 

spiritual guidance but were also mentors, physicians, and judges, among others. Mod-

ern development has already displaced monks from performing many of the above du-

ties.1617 

In the premodern era, monasteries functioned as the primary educational cen-

ters. Such a role helped many Theravāda nations to maintain low levels of illiteracy 

despite their low economic development and general impoverishment. Nowadays, of-

fering such services to the laity is gradually becoming obsolete. Only in Sri Lanka 

monks maintain an essential role in education, while in other Southeast Buddhist coun-

tries, monastic schooling is limited solely to disseminating the Dhamma.1618 

Inevitably, the role of physician and astromancer has also diminished signifi-

cantly. While, nowadays, mainly criticized, there are a few monks—almost exclusively 

in Sri Lanka, due to lack of a powerful authority—who, by exploiting the effectiveness 

of mass media, achieve great success and popularity in such practices.1619 

Another ascetic service includes the chanting of paritta, which stands for short 

verses that offer protection from misfortune and perils.1620 Monks shall not accept 

money for blessings or any other services. On the basis of living a virtuous life, Buddha 

urged the ascetics to follow his example and embrace the virtues of amiability, com-

passion, selfless delight, and serenity as the “four ways of sublime living”. Thus, one 
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would be “an ideal social worker transcending the boundaries of selfhood”.1621 

Buddha cautioned monks “had to live alone like the horn of a rhinoceros—al-

ways single”1622, and avoid familiarity with the laity. Despite that, Saṅgha members did 

not restrict their social purposes solely to advancing merit-making and offering bless-

ings. On the contrary, in the modern era, ascetics have considerably expanded their 

social action. There has already been monastic engagement in politics in Sri Lanka, 

Myanmar, and Thailand, which has met variable outcomes.1623 As a case in point, dur-

ing the end of the 1990s, in Sri Lanka, bhikkhu Gangodawila Soma was advancing the 

concept of dharma-rajyaya or “a righteous regime” as an answer to the country's socio-

economic instability and spiritual confusion.1624 

Since the 1950s, numerous bhikkhus have taken the initiative to afford voca-

tional training, children's schooling, improve communities, and promote welfare via 

various “extensive social service projects”.1625 

Saṅgha members have launched numerous large-scale social projects in Thai-

land, including environmental organizations, care and support centers for drug rehabil-

itation, and AIDS patients. The most extensive and contentious among them is the 

Dhammakaya Foundation, with a network spread all over the country. While being crit-

icized for its right-wing, expansive policies endures as the most prominent Thai mo-

nastic social service.1626 

In addition to the above organizational activities, individual social initiatives are 

still eminent in Thailand. Ajahn Chah (1918-1992), Ajahn Buddhadasa (1906-1993), 

Ajahn Dhammadaro (1914-2005), Ajahn Maha Boowa (1913-2010), and Ajahn Jum-

nien (1936), and the upasika teacher, Ajahn Naeb (1897-1983) are identified as pre-

dominant masters of Thai Theravāda tradition. Among these influential instructors, 

Ajahn Chaa is probably, the most famous meditation teacher, and Ajahn Buddhadasa 

left a deep impression in Thai Buddhism with his legacy in Dhamma's interpretation. 

Worth noticing, in 2006, UNESCO also recognized Buddhadasa as one of the world's 
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great personalities.1627 While traditional monks' roles are diminishing, their current ed-

ucational services have reached the highest levels and are globally accessible.1628 

The Laity 

Max Weber has characterized Buddhist laity as those who existed with the sole 

purpose to “nurture” and sustain the members of Saṅgha. While this “instrumentalist” 

view describes an essential, pragmatic aspect of the relationship between the Theravāda 

laypeople and the ascetics, it fails, though, to embrace the full extent of the phenomenon 

and the function of upasaka and upasika. 1629  In his “Discourse on the Great Pa-

rinibbāna”, Buddha refused to attain parinibbāna until all his followers—bhikkhus, bik-

khunīs, upasaka and upasika—fully assimilated and embraced his teaching. The mean-

ing of this account does not convey equality between the four groups; on the contrary, 

it was always clear that Buddha highlighted the precedence of the Saṅgha but clearly 

states the significance of upasaka and upasika. In the well-known Buddha's allegory, 

the ascetics are fast and straightforward in their mission to Nibbāna, like the swans, and 

the laypersons are vivid but slow like the peacocks. Although different in their ap-

proach, all groups tread the same path the same.1630 

Considering upasakas and upasikas and their respective religious behavior, in 

stark contrast to the fact that women exhibit much higher levels of participation, men 

enjoy privileges like occupying the front seats at ceremonies and being the only ones 

permitted to hold the casket of the Buddha's relics. Frequently though, since many ele-

ments of religious practice are regarded as holding a feminine connotation, many men 

prefer to let women take precedence.1631 

Notwithstanding, Theravāda chronicles almost avidly portray laypeople as “es-

sential participants in the growth and maintenance of the whole organization of the 

Saṅgha”.1632 For instance, multiple monastic precepts resulted from the laity's influence 
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on Buddha. Evidence suggests that it would be more efficient to observe the relation-

ship between monks and laypersons as mutually reciprocal. In the past and the present, 

laypeople provide material support, and monks reciprocate by contributing their spir-

itual services.1633 

Lay teachers were a reality in Theravāda history. Laypersons contemporary to 

Buddha, like Citta and Khujjuttara, were well-versed in the Dhamma. New lay scholars 

emerge invariably in the modern Theravāda world.1634 

Influenced by Western scholars who espoused Buddhism like Olcott and Bla-

vatsky, Theravāda countries started establishing modern Buddhist educational organi-

zations at the end of the nineteenth century. Unprecedently, new localities started 

emerging, other than monasteries, where Theravāda Buddhists would socialize, without 

the Saṅgha's superintendence. The function of monks was confined to religious guid-

ance and lacked any executive or elective power.1635 

Theravāda's development and progress in educational systems have led to the 

proliferation of Buddhist scholars, academic authors, professors at universities, and in-

tellectuals who disseminate Theravāda doctrine by public speaking.1636 

A prominent lay Theravādin intellectual and activist in Thailand is Sulak Si-

varaksa. As a member of multiple international and domestic organizations, he estab-

lished Santi Pracha Dhamma Institute with the intention to expand environmental emo-

tions in people, foster dialogue between nations and religions, and general development 

around the globe. He also censured the burgeoning consumerism in the monastic and 

lay communities. Another lay Buddhist organizational initiative with high social impact 

and cultural penetration, the Young Buddhist Association of Thailand (ΥΒΑΤ), oper-

ates on the dissemination of meditation in youth as means of deploying Dhamma to 

resolve their problems.1637 

In most cases, lay Buddhist activism initiatives like those above developed a 

reciprocal relationship of mutual support with the Saṅgha. In other instances, though, 
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there were reactionary movements like the Vinaya-vardhana (discipline improvement) 

Society, in Sri Lanka, in 1932, which demanded the strict abidance to the entire Vinaya 

laws by the monks. In particular, Vinaya-vardhana was an expression of dissatisfaction 

towards bhikkhus' misconduct. But in general, Theravāda society is not occupied with 

Saṅgha reformation. Preferably, it substitutes ascetics with laypeople in functions and 

responsibilities that were formerly exclusively monastic—like attending funerals and 

alms giving.1638 

In the Theravāda world, the practice of Bhāvanā, and in contrast to the popular 

view, has been customarily confined within the forest monk community. Nevertheless, 

in recent decades lay Buddhists have been displaying an increasing engagement in med-

itation. The primary influence for this trend came from the efforts of notable lay schol-

ars, like Mahasi Sayadaw in Myanmar, Matara Sri Nanarama in Sri Lanka, and Ajahn 

Chah in Thailand, among others.1639 

The reasons for increased lay interest in meditation vary from a need to relieve 

the social and professional pressure, which is apparent in the educated representatives 

of the middle class, to the aspiration of immediate attainment of Nibbāna. The latter 

cause associates firmly with the newly formed premise that the laity could pursue med-

itation as a means to attain Nibbāna in the present life. Such assumptions, though, con-

tradict Theravāda concepts like the four noble truths and the eightfold path and provoke 

criticism on behalf of the traditionalists.1640 Despite the rapid expansion of meditation 

practice in the laity, Kamma and merit-making remain the main concern for lay Thera-

vādins.1641 

Considering upasakas and upasikas and their respective religious behavior, in 

stark contrast to the fact that women exhibit much higher levels of participation, men 

enjoy privileges like occupying the front seats at ceremonies and being the only ones 

permitted to hold the casket of the Buddha's relics. Frequently though, since many ele-

ments of religious practice are regarded as holding a feminine connotation, many men 
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prefer to let women take precedence.1642 

5.2 Buddhist Ethics and Sex Trafficking 

This part will explore Buddhist ethics with a primary orientation towards issues 

related to sex trafficking and specifically prostitution. There will be an analysis of 

Kamma and the five precepts as primary ethical foundations for the Thai laity and for 

forming their beliefs and values regarding issues like abortion, suicide, sexual ethics, 

prostitution, gender inequalities, and the position of women in society.  

5.2.1 Kamma 

Kamma is a central concept in Buddhism.1643 Belief in the principle of Kamma 

constitutes a vital aspect of Buddhists' values and beliefs. The so-called “karmic” Bud-

dhism influences heavily everyday life in Theravāda states. While the concept itself is 

not meant to be viewed in any fatalistic or deterministic terms, nonetheless, it often 

serves as the ultimate and last explanation for the incomprehensible.1644 

Kamma has its roots in the Indian philosophical and religious tradition. It is 

defined as an action that is evaluable on an ethical level. Forerunners of kamma can be 

found in Vedic literature in the form of sacrificial acts. The concepts of good (puñña) 

and bad (papa) date back to the early post-Vedic era. Jains, a sramana group, held that 

good and evil were part of the person’s soul, who could abolish them via extreme as-

ceticism. On the other hand, annihilationist groups denied any moral weight in human 

action related to the notions of soul and afterlife. Buddha, while renouncing theism and 

essentialism he recognized kamma as a natural, dependently arisen phenomenon.1645 

Except for its moral dimension, kamma holds an equally important dimension 

as a form of action determining human identity.1646 In the absence of the concept of 

soul, Buddha encountered the variability in human characters and personalities. In 

Brahman's view, society was stratified into four different classes. The established clas-
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ses existed under the Creator's will. This deterministic essentialism supported that Brah-

mans came to be as such due to the qualities of their soul. Based on the notion of Āt-

man  (individual soul) and brahman (universal soul), this view was repudiated by Bud-

dha. Instead, he chose human action to represent the human essence, if existent at all, 

in place of the concept of the static soul.1647  

The reasoning of Buddha's counter-essentialist views can be summarized by his 

conclusion while arguing with a young Brahman: “Ι do not call anyone a Brahmin be-

cause of his origin and lineage”1648. This clearly, denotes a non-substantialist (anattā) 

definition of human personality or identity. It is also a dynamic view since it describes 

personhood on the basis of one's actions. In Buddha's thought, human personality is 

dependently originated, like any other aspect of existence. Identity is impermanent and 

not fixed. Thus, human beings should be regarded as capable of both good and bad 

actions and not hold statically fixed good or bad identities.1649 

Kamma as the principal organizer of human morality 

The following passage from Dhammapada—the best-known and most widely 

esteemed text in the Pali Tipitaka—highlights the contrast between right and wrong 

actions in the Theravāda doctrine:1650 Eschew evil actions, promote good actions, and 

purify the mind —this is the teaching of the Buddhas.1651 

Buddha affirmed that kamma depends on intention (cetanā). Specifically, 

kamma is action with purpose. Cetanā precedes any action, and it is the nature of the 

former that determines the quality of the latter (good or bad). Buddha distinguished 

three central ideas of kamma: intentionality (cetanā), the action, and its result.1652 

The Buddhist interpretation of cetanā necessitates the examination of the con-

tradictory relationship between two pairs of concepts, namely, the good (puñña) and 

evil (papa), and the skillful (kusala) and unskillful (akusala). Good and evil hold the 

same meaning with the pan-Indian equivalents of morally good and bad actions. The 
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concepts of kusala and akusala, though, are identified as uniquely Buddhist notions. 

What determines skillful and unskillful actions are two threefold sets of mental sources, 

respectively. Accordingly, the three sources of unskillful actions are lobha (greed), 

dosa (hatred), and moha (delusion). Their opposites, alobha (non-greed), adosa (non-

hatred), and amoha (non-delusion), are the sources of skillful actions.1653 

The sources for evil (papa) or unskillful (akusala) actions are identical, and in 

that context, these concepts are interchangeable. Thus, all evil actions are unskillful and 

vice versa. On the contrary, all skillful actions do not translate into good ones. For 

instance, making a donation is a good action but doing it “in exchange” for a prospec-

tive reward entails desire-driven motives. People wander in saṃsāra, experiencing 

pleasure or suffering according to their actions. Good actions convey pleasurable expe-

riences, while bad ones bring misery. Regarding the concept of saṃsāra, one should 

prefer moral actions and a more hopeful rebirth. But good and evil actions tend to pro-

long saṃsāra. The ultimate aim for a follower of Buddha is to terminate the cycle of 

death and rebirth and attain Nibbāna. Only skillful actions lead to that purpose, and that 

is why enlightened people are described as the purely skillful ones who have trans-

cended good and evil.1654 

From the ethical perspective, there are five types of kamma. They are organized 

on the basis of the infringement of the five precepts—killing, stealing, sexual miscon-

duct, lying, and use of intoxicants. A Buddhist is expected to follow the five precepts, 

abstain from the five evil actions, and commit themselves to practice the “three good 

actions”, namely, dāna (giving), sīla (morality), and bhāvanā (meditation). In further 

analysis, there are also the “ten unskillful actions”, specifically, 1) killing, 2) theft, 3) 

sexual misconduct, 4) lying, 5) spiteful gossip, 6) “uttering harsh words”, 7) “engaging 

in a trivial and superficial talk”, 8) “severe craving”, 9) severe hatred, and 10) wrong 

view. Conversely, abstinence from these actions and practicing their antipodes consti-

tute the “ten skillful actions”.1655 

Next, there is the categorization of the “ten good actions”: 1) offering, 2) virtue, 

3) meditation, 4) “transferring merits”, 5) “rejoicing in merits”, 6) “attending (on those 
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who are attendance-worthy)”, 7) “paying respects (to those who are respect-worthy)”, 

8) educating others on the Dhamma, 9) attending to the Dhamma, and 10) “straighten-

ing one's views”. This variety of categorizations illustrate, on the one hand, the multi-

level ethical analysis of human activity found in Buddhism and, on the other hand, the 

possible interchangeability between the terms “good”, “evil”, “skillful”, and “unskill-

ful”.1656 

The Result of Kamma 

Although good and bad kamma produce corresponding results, the Buddha de-

nied that kamma could be divided clearly and simply into black and white. Therefore, 

Buddha avoided the oversimplified classification of vipaka into white (good) and black 

(bad) results. Instead, he established the following categories: 1) black kamma with 

black effects; (2) white kamma with white effects; 3) black and white kamma with black 

and white effects; (4) neither black nor white kamma with neither black nor white ef-

fects. In further examination, black and white kamma are self-explanatory. The third 

signifies mixed kamma with good and bad intentions, and hence producing mixed re-

sults. Finally, the fourth rises above common good and evil actions and intentions and 

leads to Nibbāna. Thus, the four types of kamma manifest that kamma’s Buddhist con-

cept transcend the simplistic view of kamma with precise consequences.1657 

Buddhism regards kamma as a universal and fundamental concept and examines 

it through the principle of dependent origination. In this view, there is no doer or anyone 

accountable for any result. Alternatively, Buddhist literature has compared vipaka with 

collecting the yield of what one has already planted. In a similar manner, in kamma 

causing vipaka, there is no need for an agent. Buddhaghosa confirmed: “There is no 

doer of the karma; nor is there experiencer of the result. Pure phenomena alone exist; 

this is the right vision”1658. In Theravāda cosmology, Yama, the king of the underworld, 

inflicts punishments on wrong-doers. As everything dependently arises, no “being can 

exist over and above karma causation”1659. Thus, one should conceive Yama as a being 
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that suffers from its past transgressions by tormenting others.1660 

In final analysis, the Buddhist study of kamma is naturalistic and does not in-

clude the dependence on any metaphysical agent. Yet, there is a lot of reasonable skep-

ticism about saṃsāra. Buddha's answer to inquiries about the cycle of death and rebirth 

resembled arguments similar to “Pascal's wager on the existence of God”, except that 

Buddha employed such reasoning in support of morality.1661 

When two teachers make conflicting assertions on the existence of the afterlife, 

one claiming there is an afterlife where good actions bring a fortunate rebirth and bad 

ones an unfortunate rebirth and the other teacher insisting on the absence of afterlife, 

heeders face a belief dilemma. If they believe in the afterlife, they will observe moral 

conduct. In case their belief comes true, they will be rewarded in both current life and 

future rebirth. If not, their morality will still be receptive to praise. On the contrary, if 

they accept that there is no afterlife, moral conduct would be redundant. If that belief 

proves false, they will face suffering in both current life and future rebirth, while in case 

their faith is valid, they will still face criticism for their lack of virtue in their present 

life. In conclusion, it is more beneficial to assume that the afterlife exists and behave 

accordingly, notwithstanding the truth of that assumption.1662 

In another similar instance, while asserting that one should not believe in any-

thing based merely on authority or logic, Buddha maintained that any acts governed by 

the three sources of unskillful deeds (greed, hatred, and delusion) were harmful and 

only their opposites are beneficial. He further supported that moral behavior would of-

fer four “consolations” in the present life: 1) Happiness will await in the next life. 2) In 

the case of no afterlife, there will still be relief of living a blissful life without any 

hatred. 3) “If it is true that one encourages an evil state by commit-ting evil acts”, re-

fraining from such deeds, one is relieved by feeling safe in the afterlife. 4) “Even if evil 

deeds do not breed evil states”, abstaining from such deeds, one “obtains the relief that 

his present behavior is pure”.1663 

Buddha did not command the dogmatic faith in the concepts of kamma and 
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vipaka. Instead, his position was, more reasonably, governed by moral pragmatism. 

Hence, he shunned any transcendental or metaphysical claims to support his assertions 

that skepticism shall not justify lack of morality.1664 

Kamma, Poverty, Prostitution and Sex Trafficking  

In Buddhist cultures, misinterpretations of kamma often lead to stigmatization 

of disabled and disadvantaged populations. Disability brought by one’s evil actions in 

a past life is a common Buddhist belief. This attitude of “you deserve it” alienates and 

isolates individuals and prolongs their suffering. In Buddhist literature, Buddha appears 

to verify that humans are responsible for their actions “they originate from their actions 

… It is action that distinguishes beings as inferior and superior”.1665 The prevailing 

interpretation of kamma in Theravāda societies is an overarching justice procedure that 

punishes individuals in present life for bad kamma accumulated in their past lives,1666 

and rewards accordingly past life good deeds. 

Such beliefs allow the formation of passive and fatalistic attitudes that sustain 

and rationalize not only traditional practices, like landlords in Southeast Asia regularly 

claiming a 70 percent share of the harvest from landless peasants in exchange for farm-

ing their land,1667 but also horrific illicit activities like human trafficking and sexual 

exploitation. In Thailand, prostitutes, and even worse, sex trafficking victims, are seen 

as deserving of their fate, and that it is no one’s responsibility to intervene to help 

them.1668   

Kamma is even employed to justify female inferiority, and being born as a 

woman is due to evil deeds in a past life, which worsens the alienation and marginali-

zation of female trafficking victims and voluntary prostitutes. As we will see later in 

this chapter, the lower value of Thai women is also further preserved by the fact that 
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Thai Saṅgha does not allow full ordination of women as nuns. Thus, young girls from 

impoverished rural families are deprived of the prospect to become bhikkhunis as a way 

to repay their parents’ support by offering the highest possible merit to them. In com-

parison, Thai boys had always enjoyed the possibility to temporarily ordain.1669 

Ambedkar’s two tests for verifying that something signifies Budha’s words 

could serve as a piece of initial evidence on how prevalent Thai understandings of 

kamma accord with Buddha’s spirit. Following the first test, any teaching based on 

logic and rationality could be regarded as belonging to Buddha.1670 Thus, the continu-

ation of the soul after death is incompatible with the rationale of non-self or anātman. 

Therefore, justifying suffering of one’s present life due to kamma from a past life is not 

in line with Buddha’s words. The second test pertains to Buddha ignoring the pursuing 

of intellectual matters that do not benefit humankind’s welfare. No word not relating to 

the betterment of human life can be attributed to the Buddha. Being recognized as hold-

ing unsurpassed compassion and loving-kindness, Gautama would never support a tenet 

that maintains kamma producing present-life suffering.1671  

Buddha never stated that kamma is destiny and all human experience is due to 

it. While kamma influences present and future lives, numerous other factors act simi-

larly. The concept of kamma should not promote passivity and inaction, for it embodies 

dynamic continuity and action. It is about individuals producing their own kamma. Ac-

cepting kamma as an unchangeable fate hinders people's efforts to practice dammha 

and shape their own future for and by themselves. Such attitudes hinder gravely any 

effort to tread the Eightfold path to enlightenment.1672   
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Clements (London: Penguin Books, 1997), 124; and, Phra Prayudh P. Payutto, Buddhadhamma: 
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The aspect of Buddhism as a practice of cultivating virtues that promote the 

cessation of dukkha is pivotal in providing an authentic interpretation of the concept of 

kamma. Of those virtues, karuṇā (compassion) and mettā (loving-kindness) stand above 

all. A faithful follower of Buddha should feel love and compassion for every human 

being1673 and be involved in compassionate responses that alleviate suffering in the 

world. Such an attitude is meritable and enables someone to accumulate good kamma 

for the future.1674  

“The Questions of King Milinda” offers a case in point of the employment of 

the concept of bad kamma for attributing personal responsibility to one's suffering.1675 

It parallels the relationship between a previous human life and a succeeding one with 

fruit hanging in a tree and the seed from which the tree grew. The fruit and the seed 

share continuity, but they also have differences that can be attributed to environmental 

conditions. This text builds on the theory of anātman which prescribes that individuals 

are not the same and no different from the ones who preceded them in the sequence of 

death and rebirth. Kamma of the previous person is a factor for the continuity and ex-

istence of the latter person in addition to multiple factors that also pertain to the choices 

and environmental influence in the present life. Hence, saṃsāra might contain continu-

ity, but it also involves a dynamic component that negates the persistence of identity in 

the process of death and rebirth.1676 

Furthermore, in his social teachings, Buddha advocated that kings should invest 

every possible effort and resource in eradicating poverty and misfortune. He also dis-

seminated the abolishment of the Hindu caste system as an oppressive social convention 

with no pragmatic value to the cessation of human suffering. Status in human societies 

should depend on individuals' actions and not their birth.1677 Following the rationale of 

rejecting castes, Buddha could never describe kamma functioning on the basis of the 

 
Natural Laws and Values for Life, trans. Grant A. Olson (Albany, NY: State University of New York 
Press, 1995), 147. 

1673 Sallie B. King, Being Benevolence: The Social Ethics of Engaged Buddhism (Honolulu: 
University of Hawaii Press, 2005), 208-209. 

1674 King, “The Problems and Promise of Karma”, 177. 
1675 Henry Clarke Warren, “Milindapanha (The questions of King Milinda)”, in Buddhism in 

Translations, translated by Henry Clarke Warren (New York: Atheneum, 1979), 46:5ff, 234-235, 
quoted in King, “The Problems and Promise of Karma”. 

1676 King, “The Problems and Promise of Karma”, 179. 
1677 Ibid. 
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same logic.1678 

Finally, even if Buddha taught that people were being born with weak or defec-

tive health or with low social status due to their past life deeds, he always accepted 

everyone with loving-kindness and compassion, including men, women, outcasts, and 

the disadvantaged. He cautioned his followers to follow his example and never turn 

their back to anybody, especially those in need. For instance, "[h]e refused to speak to 

a group of villagers until they fed a hungry man ... himself nursed a sick disciple"1679. 

The Sangha has also always nursed and cared for disabled people, and its answer toward 

sickness and suffering was primarily compassionate and active support.1680 

5.2.2 The Ethics of the Five Precepts (Pañcasīla) 

The five precepts are the foundation of lay Buddhists’ ethical code. Every Bud-

dhist, laypeople and the ascetics regard these precepts as the basis of upright morality. 

In fact, adhering to Buddhism means the voluntary acceptance to observe the five pre-

cepts as duties. Thus, Buddhism identifies its ethical requirements as duties and not as 

rights.1681 Additionally, Buddhist morality in Buddhism organizes not only on the basis 

of precepts but also on virtues. The precepts epitomize what virtuous people ought to 

refrain from acting on. Therefore, the observance of the precepts requires an adequate 

foundation of available virtues and relevant right motives.1682 Buddhism enjoins the 

cultivation of good dispositions and practices that would enable the integration of moral 

conduct principles with one’s personality and become an indispensable part of ethical 

behavior. Subsequently, concerning the first precept, refraining from killing should de-

rive from developing empathy towards living beings and not from simply restraining 

natural behavioral functions. Therefore, observing the precepts habituates individuals 

in proper moral conduct and brings them closer to enlightenment.1683  

As already mentioned earlier, all virtues derive from the three principal virtues, 

 
1678 Ibid., 180. 
1679 Ibid. 
1680 Ibid. 
1681 Keown, Damien, Buddhist Ethics: A Very Short Introduction, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 

2005), 8-9. 
1682 Ibid., 12. 
1683 Ibid. 
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alobha, (non-attachment or greed), adosa (benevolence or non-hatred), and amoha (un-

derstandings or non-delusion), and they act as means of opposition to kilesas or defile-

ments. Their counterparts are the three principal vices lobha (greed), dosa (hatred), and 

moha (delusion). In further explanation of the principal virtues, alobha denotes the ab-

sence of egocentric greed that contaminates human behavior with narcissist entitlement. 

Adosa is the disposition of goodwill towards all living beings, and amoha is the genuine 

understanding of Buddhist tenets. Buddhist tradition always emphasized the role of cul-

tivating virtues in attaining spiritual growth. For that reason, some scholars classify 

Buddhist ethics as a form of “virtue ethics”.1684 

Before analyzing each of the five precepts one by one with emphasis on their 

ethical perspective regarding prostitution, it is useful to list the five precepts: 

1. pānātipātā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the precept 

not to cause the death of living beings. 

2. adinnādānā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the precept 

not to take what is not given. 

3. kāmesu micchācārā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the 

precept to refrain from sexual misconduct. 

4. musāvādā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the precept 

to refrain from false speech. 

5. surāmerayamajjapamādaṭṭhānā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I 

undertake the precept to refrain from intoxicants that cause sloth and 

heedlessness.1685 

In contrast with the monastic code, the lay precepts have been left to the 

Saṅgha's discretion for further and more extensive interpretation of their purpose fur-

ther. Avoiding extremes by following the “Middle Path” is often highlighted. Buddhism 

advocates that one should always aim for future personal improvement rather than hold-

 
1684 Ibid., 12-13. 
1685 Adapted from, Crosby, Theravada Buddhism, 116; Hammalawa Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics: 

The Path to Nirvāna (London: Wisdom Publications, 1987), 73; Peter Harvey, An introduction to 
Buddhist ethics: foundations, values, and issues (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 
2000), 67. 
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ing intense guilt for percept infringements. Buddhists should regard the precepts as ide-

als motivating one to attain perfection. By observing each precept, the individual grad-

ually eradicates the sources of unwholesome actions and develops particular virtues. 

Hence, adherence to the first precept leads to kindness and compassion, to the second, 

generosity and renunciation, to the third, “joyous satisfaction with one's own wife”1686 

and contentment, to the fourth precept, honesty, and trustworthiness, and to the fifth 

precept, mindfulness, and awareness. Thus, there is a positive complement for each 

precept.1687 

All the precepts are meant as rules of training, and they do not constitute Bud-

dha's commandments, for there are no such commandments in Buddhism. Disciples 

undertake to themselves “to do [their] best to observe a certain type of restraint because 

[they] understand that it is a good thing to do”, if they don’t think it is a good thing they 

“should not undertake it”.1688 

The First Precept 

pānātipātā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the precept not to 

cause the death of living beings. 

The first precept delineates the abstention from destroying, causing the destruc-

tion, or approving the destruction of a living being. Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics, 74. 

“Living being” signifies “anything that has life”.1689 Refraining from harming life by 

any means recognizes humankind's close, interrelated connection with all living beings. 

In a manner, harming any living creature equates to harming oneself. Buddha cautioned 

on that matter: “Everyone fears violence, everyone likes life; comparing oneself with 

others one would never slay or cause to slay”.1690 Buddha also stressed that even “caus-

ing another to kill by giving an order” is to be regarded as an act of slaughter.1691 

The precept involves all creatures irrespective of size, and it includes every kind 

 
1686 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 68. 
1687 Ibid., 68. 
1688 Maurice O. Walshe, Buddhism and Sex (Kandy, Sri Lanka: Buddhist Publication Society, 

1986), 3. 
1689 Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics, 73. 
1690 Ibid., 74. 
1691 Ibid., 75. 
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of animal sacrifices. The kammic consequences of killing correlate with the victim’s 

physical and mental development and the circumstances.1692 Consequently, there is a 

lesser degree of culpability (appasāvajja) and a greater degree (mahāsāvajja). A Bud-

dhist ought not to kill living beings, “not kill or condone killing by others”1693, and 

refrain from using violence against the strong or the weak. The conditions that establish 

an act of killing are the following five: “1) the presence of a living being, 2) the 

knowledge that the being is a living creature, 3) the intent to kill, 4) the act of killing 

by appropriate means, 5) the resulting death”1694. The recognition of the act of killing 

requires the presence of all the conditions. Otherwise, and even if the result is death, it 

is regarded as an accident and would not cause any harmful effect for the agent. 1695 

Following the first precept is based on the principle of ahiṃsā (non-injury), 

which requires refraining from the destruction of life and cultivating the virtue of mettā, 

which means benevolence and good will towards all beings. Mettā is developed mainly 

through various steps of meditation. Some of them involve reflecting on formulas that 

are directed towards oneself, like the following:1696 “May I be free from enmity … may 

I be free from ill-will … may I be free from distress … may I keep myself happy”;1697 

On formulas that encompass all life: “May all beings be free from enmity, affliction 

and anxiety and live happily. May all breathing things; all who are born; all individuals 

of whatever kind be free from enmity, affliction and anxiety, may they live happily”.1698 

The above formulae illustrate that in Buddhism, overcoming resentment is of 

paramount importance. As a case in point, Buddha stated: “Monks, even if bandits bru-

tally severed limb from limb with a two-handled saw, he who entertained hate in his 

heart on that account would not be one who carried out my teaching”.1699 

By extrapolating the above analysis, any act that causes harm to any living being 

is a violation of the precept. Accordingly, the agents of sex trafficking are violating 

 
1692 Ibid., 74-75. 
1693 Ibid., 75. 
1694 Ibid. 
1695 Ibid. 
1696 Ibid., 76-77. 
1697 Ibid., 77. 
1698 Ibid. 
1699 V. Trenckner and R. Chalmers, eds., Majjhimanikâya, Reprint, vol. 1 (London: Pali Text Society, 

1964), 129, quoted in Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics, 79. 
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every possible aspect of the first precept. They repeatedly abuse physically and men-

tally, killing, torturing, and forcing them to participate in dangerous acts. All the third 

parties profiting from sex trafficking are breaking the precept of no-harm at some level 

since even those they indirectly support and benefit from the harm of others, be it bro-

kers and smugglers, brothel owners, sex buyers, or corrupt law enforcement officers. 

Their actions and attitudes sustain the menace of sexual exploitation of human beings 

and allow immense harm to be inflicted on them.  

On the other hand, voluntary sex workers often repeatedly break the precept. 

For instance, prostitutes often have unwanted pregnancies and choose to have an abor-

tion. Consenting to have an abortion violates the first precept on the part of the mother, 

as well as on the part of the physician,1700 especially when it is accompanied by indif-

ference in taking contraceptive measures while being aware of the risk of unwanted 

pregnancies in unprotected sex and lacking remorse in aborting the child. STIs trans-

mission prevalence is also very high in the world of sex work, and many prostitutes 

seem to ignore the health risks of unprotected sex, disregarding their health and that of 

others. Suicide, an unfortunate "life" choice of many voluntary or involuntary sex work-

ers1701, is also not acceptable in Buddhism. Every person has a responsibility not to 

harm any life, including one’s own. Any action that involves harming one's self or oth-

ers is against the value of ahimsa or non-injury, which is essential for cultivating the 

virtues of mettā (loving-kindness) and karuṇā (compassion) that in turn expedite one's 

treading of the path to enlightenment and end of suffering.  

The termination of human suffering is the ultimate objective of Buddha's teach-

ings. Sex trafficking and voluntary prostitution further violence, abuse, coercion, and 

torture of life.  

 
1700 Daniel Cozort and James M. Shields, The Oxford Handbook of Buddhist Ethics (New York: 

Oxford University Press, 2018), 593-594; Damien Keown, Buddhism & Bioethics (New York: St. 
Martin's Press, 1995), 93; Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 313; Hermann Oldenberg. The 
Book of Discipline: Vinaya-Piṭaka, trans. I. B. Horner, vol. 1 (London: Luzac & Company Ltd., 1949), 
145. 

1701 Juan M. Millan-Alanis et al., “Prevalence of suicidality, depression, post-traumatic stress disorder 
and anxiety among female sex workers: a systematic review and meta-analysis”, Preprint, submitted 
May 11, 2021, https://doi.org/10.21203/rs.3.rs-459170/v1; Winnie W. Yuen et al., “Psychological 
health and HIV transmission among female sex workers: a systematic review and meta-analysis”, AIDS 
Care 28, no. 7 (2016): 816-824, https://doi.org/10.1080/09540121.2016.1139038. 
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The Second Precept 

adinnādānā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the precept not 

to take what is not given. 

Buddha denounced any action of stealing under any circumstances and distin-

guished two kinds of thieves. The first takes something that belongs to another without 

the owner’s consent, and the second includes the use of fraud and deception to appro-

priate anything that is property of another. Even when a buyer is unaware that the pur-

chase is of less value than one is paying for, and any comparable wicked and ignoble 

plot violates the second precept. Thus, all dishonest and fraudulent acts equate to a 

transgression of the principle of no-stealing. In other words: “One should avoid that 

which is not given, whatever or wherever it is. The disciple, perceiving this, does not 

steal or condone stealing. Everything that is not given he should avoid”.1702  

The act of stealing—as illustrated above—is the reverse of dāna pāramī or gen-

erosity, which is the first of the ten perfections—Dasa pāramitā, noble qualities com-

monly linked to enlightened beings. Practicing dāna is a fundamental requirement for 

eliminating clinging to impermanent things and purifying from desire and yearning.1703 

Further, the precept begins with the word adinnādānā which consists of the word 

adinna, meaning “that which is not given”1704 and the opposite of dānā, which is adānā, 

meaning “taking”. Confirming the act of “taking what is not given” requires five con-

ditions, Saddhatissa writes: “[1) existence of] others’ property; [2)] awareness of the 

fact that it is others’ property that is being taken; [3)] the immoral volition of stealing; 

[4)] the employment of a device to steal; and [5)] the act of removing the property”.1705 

The severity of the action depends on the value of the thing stolen and the virtue 

of the victim. Fraud, cheating, forgery, and falsely impugning debts also relate to this 

precept. Alleging higher “compensation for a theft than is appropriate, accepting the 

gift of two robes when one only needs one and giving to one monk what one has prom-

ised to another” are also acts that breach the precept.1706  

 
1702 Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics, 86. 
1703 Ibid, 87. 
1704 Ibid. 
1705 Ibid. 
1706 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 70. 
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Thai Buddhist tradition also includes borrowing without permission and break-

ing promises, as it involves taking liberties that have not been granted.1707 In addition, 

Thai view gambling as a breach of the second precept1708 because “it causes avarice, 

unpleasantness, hatred, deception, cheating, wildness, lying, senseless and harsh 

speech”1709. 

The perpetrators of sex trafficking use various methods to exploit their victims 

and appropriate the profits made from selling sex services. The use of threats and coer-

cion are the means of preference to deprive the victims of monetary profits. In many 

cases, deception is also employed, for that matter. It has already been demonstrated 

how fictitious debts accumulate and lead to debt bondages and withholding of wages. 

In addition, deception is omnipresent in the recruitment stages of sex trafficking. Thus, 

the offenders break the second precept systematically to increase the effectiveness of 

their exploitation methods and maximize their profits.   

In the case of prostitution, many sex workers do not directly violate the second 

precept. The selling of their sexual services involves seemingly a fair transaction; they 

offer sexual satisfaction and receive monetary compensation. Nevertheless, prostitutes, 

especially where sex work is unregulated, are not rare regarding stealing from their 

unaware clients as a welcoming addition to their income. Except for the act of stealing, 

which constitutes a direct violation of the precept, prostitution regularly correlates with 

deception for the purpose of acquiring profit from others. Sex workers frequently ex-

aggerate their "qualities" and employ dishonest seductive methods to convince sex buy-

ers of their sex services' qualities or the sincerity of their emotions towards them. In 

Thailand, there are numerous cases of naive sex tourists that fall victim to prostitutes' 

false promises of love and end up spending vast amounts of money to help them escape 

the sex industry. While seemingly indirect, such practices are, indeed, direct infringe-

ments of the second precept, considering that their sole purpose is to appropriate some-

thing that is not given via fraud and deception.     

 
1707 B. J. Terweil, Monks and Magic: An Analysis of Religious Ceremonies in Central 

Thailand (London: Curzon Press, 1979), 188-9. 
1708 Ibid., 188. 
1709 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 70. 
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The Third Precept and Remarks on Sexual Ethics 

kāmesu micchācārā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the pre-

cept to refrain from sexual misconduct. 

On matters of sexual conduct, Buddha stated: “The wise man should avoid the 

uncelibate life (abrahmacariyaṃ) like a pit of burning coals. But if he is incapable of 

living a celibate life, he should not transgress against another’s wife”.1710 

Buddhist tradition classifies sexual desire as the strongest instinct among all 

animals and has an even greater impact on humans, and, therefore, a high level of men-

tal development is required to control it.1711 

While Buddhism holds celibacy as one of the highest recognized virtues of hu-

man character, family life as the aspiration of the majority of people is not to be de-

nounced. Householders can thrive in family life and attain high levels of personal de-

velopment, and concurrently promiscuity remains under control. Thus, marriage main-

tained its honorable value in the Buddhist tradition.1712 

Disciples who adhere to the injunction of the third precept ought also to purify 

their minds from immoral sensual thoughts and even abstain from inspiring others to 

act on immoral sensual behavior.1713 

The common interpretation of the third precept is abstaining from immoral sex-

ual intercourse or adultery. But a proper grammatical analysis of the phrase “kāmesu 

micchācārā” reveals that kāmesu is the locative plural of kāma—sensual pleasures—

and means “in/to sensual pleasures”, and micchācārā means “misconduct”.1714 From 

that perspective, the precept purports to refrain from all pleasures of senses, which en-

compasses all five sensuous objects—visible objects, sound, olfactory, taste, and tactile 

objects. Hence, kāmesu micchācārā is misconduct with regard to the five sense facul-

ties. Pali texts describe quite often the “fifth factor of kāma, that is, body impression”, 

as “unlawful sexual intercourse”.1715 But a more relevant interpretation of the precept 

 
1710 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 71. 
1711 Saddhatissa, Buddhist Ethics, 88. 
1712 Ibid., 89-90. 
1713 Ibid., 91. 
1714 Ibid., 88. 
1715 Ibid., 92. 
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would be complete abstinence “from the five forms of self-indulgence, both directly 

and indirectly”.1716 

Greed for food and other sensual pleasures are also part of the scope of the pre-

cept. Addiction to sexual indulgence is interrelated with other dependencies to sense-

pleasures. Dukkha stems from desires and cravings, and controlling them keeps suffer-

ing in check. It is as simple as that. But of course, that which is simple is not necessarily 

easy.1717 

Revisiting the Buddhist theory on kamma, the feelings of pleasure are not ac-

tions but results. Thus, there is nothing “skillful” or “unskillful” in experiencing pleas-

ure, neither “virtuous” or “sinful”. People can enjoy pleasant feelings with no sense of 

guilt. It is the attachment to sexual pleasure that is unskilled, not sexual pleasure itself. 

Experiencing pleasure without attachment is acceptable. Attachment, though, consti-

tutes unskilled kamma which leads to dukkha.1718 The rationale of the precept arises 

directly from the doctrine of Dependent Origination: Contact forms the foundation for 

the arising of feeling; feeling brings craving, craving gives rise to clinging, and so on. 

The ultimate outcome is the perpetual process of becoming and suffering. Sensual 

pleasures, particularly sex, are not evil in themselves, but moderating them is advisable 

and brings merit. 1719  

In its narrower interpretation, that of adultery, and in comparison with the other 

four, the third precept holds the distinctive feature of cautioning against an act that 

harms a third party even in the presence of the second party’s consent.1720 From that 

perspective, it implies the cause of harm by failing to regulate the sexual behavior of 

oneself. Adultery is the most direct and easily understood violation of the precept and 

also concerns, except for harming others, an expression of greed.1721 Taking “one who 

 
1716 Ibid., 92. 
1717 Walshe, Buddhism and Sex, 4. 
1718 Ibid., 6. 
1719 Ibid., 7. 
1720 Ven Pandita, “Sexual Misconduct in Early Buddhist Ethics: A New Approach”, Journal of 

Buddhist ethics 26 (July 2019): 160, 
https://blogs.dickinson.edu/buddhistethics/?s=Sexual+Misconduct+in+Early+Buddhist+Ethics. 

1721 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 71. 
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another loves”1722 and destroying a couple’s loving relationship is a defilement of mar-

riage. Adultery with another’s wife with or without her husband’s consent still frames 

a violation due to the ill-disposed character of the act.1723 In reality, the precept extends 

“to intercourse with any woman who is, in modern parlance, ‘in a relationship’ with 

another man”.1724 A man breaks the precept when he has intercourse with an engaged 

woman or one protected by a relative, while intercourse with young girls not protected 

by relatives is an offense against the king’s wishes.1725 

 Rape and incest are also violations of the precept and even intercourse with 

courtesans or prostitutes.1726 The seriousness of infringement is worse according to the 

woman's virtue and relative to how she observes the precepts. For example, in Thailand, 

flirting with a married woman could also be a violation. Young men in rural Thailand 

enjoy more freedom, but young women “are always kept under careful watch”.1727  

The fourth century CE Abhidharmakośa-Bhāṣya frames the conditions of vio-

lation, on the man’s part, as follows:1728 

“1) Intercourse with a forbidden woman, that is, the wife of another, 

one’s mother, one’s daughter, or one’s paternal or maternal relations; 

2) Intercourse with one’s own wife through a forbidden orifice; 3) in 

an unsuitable place: an uncovered spot, a shrine or forest; 4) at an 

unsuitable time: when the wife is pregnant, when she is nursing, or 

when she has taken a vow. Some say: when she has taken a vow only 

with the consent of her husband.”1729 

Other scholars argue that the third precept has a crucial role in maintaining “sex-

ual responsibility”,1730 refraining from “sexual relations without love and long-term 

 
1722 Ibid. 
1723 Etienne Lamotte, Le Traité De La Grande Vertu De Sagesse De Nāgārjuna 

(Mahāprajñāpāramitāśāstra), vol. II (Louvain: Bureaux du Muséon, 1949), 801, quoted in Harvey, An 
introduction to Buddhist ethics, 73. 

1724 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 71. 
1725 Ibid., 72. 
1726 Lamotte, Le Traité, 800, quoted in Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 72. 
1727 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 72. 
1728 Ibid. 
1729 Ibid., 73. 
1730 Thich Nhat Hanh and Robert Aitken, For a Future to be Possible: Commentaries on the Five 

Wonderful Precepts (Berkeley, Calif.: Parallax Press, 1993), 29. 
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commitment”, protecting underages from sexual abuse, and safeguarding familial co-

hesion from sexual misconduct.1731 

Taboo sexual behaviors also violate the precept based on the feelings of guilt 

they involve. Additionally, obsessive sexual behaviors and other obsessive forms of 

sensuality, such as gorging oneself with food, breach the precept. Masturbation also 

denotes a violation of the third precept, though not as severe as sexual intercourse, since 

it signifies attachment to sense-pleasures.1732  

Sex trafficking and the sex industry abound in practices that breach the third 

precept. Except for the sex buyers that indulge in the pleasure of the senses and often 

commit adultery, many third parties also base their profit on encouraging others to en-

gage in sexual practices. Indeed, the whole sex industry and sex trafficking business 

depends on their “clients’” compulsive attachment to sexual pleasure. For instance, 

most sex workers do not remain passive, but they actively search and employ seductive 

means for attracting more customers. Narcissistic behaviors involving overreliance on 

beauty and external appearance are incorporated into the life of prostitutes and promote 

attachment to the impermanent self that perpetuates suffering. Furthermore, in their 

striving to prolong their career in the sex industry or increase their customers, they 

entice others by nourishing their sexual compulsions, thus hindering them from culti-

vating control on their sex drive. 

The Fourth Precept and Remarks on Lying Ethics 

musāvādā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I undertake the precept to re-

frain from false speech. 

The fourth precept is comparable to Right Speech of the Eightfold Path and is 

regarded as the second most significant percept after the first one. Buddhist tradition 

considers a person with no shame in intentional lying as “capable of any evil action”.1733 

The word musāvādā that appears in the formula of the precept bears the meaning 

 
1731 Ibid., 3-4. 
1732 Harvey, An introduction to Buddhist ethics, 73-74. 
1733 Ibid., 74. 
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of false speech and includes: speaking untruth, deceit by influencing others that some-

thing untrue is indeed true, hyperbolic speech, and anything that deviates “from a reli-

able sober statement of fact”.1734 It also refers to accepting as true anything that is al-

ready acknowledged as false, non-persistence into validating statements, and any inac-

curate view and understanding regarding the examination of the absolute truth. Buddha 

cautioned that even associating with liars could bring substantial harm and insisted that 

speaking the truth promotes confidence as no effort is wasted in concealing the truth 

and also makes people become trustworthy, reliable, and estimable to their communi-

ties.1735  

Violation of the precept also encompasses any application of deception or ex-

aggeration, even in their non-verbal form.1736 Spreading rumors and criticizing in lack 

of knowledge is also false speech.1737 The seriousness of intentional lying depends on 

the size and value of the welfare that it ruins.1738 

Lying infracts the principle of seeking the truth and “seeing things as they really 

are”.1739 On many occasions, deceiving others entails deceiving one's own self and thus 

increasing the individual's delusion and ignorance. But also, the truth can bring harm if 

delivered at the wrong time. Truth ought to be addressed at the appropriate time, re-

spectful to the facts, in kindness, and with purpose, only when it is spiritually beneficial, 

and irrespective of whether it is disagreeable to others.1740 

False speech requires four conditions: 1) distortion of the truth; 2) intention for 

false speech; 3) the committed effort; 4) “the act of communicating the untruth”1741. All 

of these should be present for affirming musāvādā. Speaking the truth relies on accurate 

thought, and as such, there can be situations where musāvādā typify misapprehension 

and not a voluntary use of false speech. Nevertheless, systematic use of any kind of 

false speech leads to a loss of sense of truth.1742 
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The right speech also aims to advance moderation of speech and “decrease un-

wholesome mental states and increase wholesome ones”.1743 Thus, the use of divisive 

speech, uncivil and offensive language, and pointless gossiping hinder the development 

of right speech and cause future harm to one's own self. Light-minded chatter is often 

compared to boring others. One needs to choose words wisely and not just talk for the 

sake of it.1744 Accordingly, in Thailand, the violation of the fourth precept corresponds 

not only to direct lying but also to “exaggeration, insinuation, abuse, gossip, unre-

strained laughter, deceitful speech, joking, and banter”.1745 The relevant passage in 

Majjhima Nikāya remarks:1746 

“Abandoning divisive speech, he is restrained from divisive speech. 

Having heard something at one place, he is not one to repeat it else-

where for causing variance among those people; or having heard 

something elsewhere, he is not one to repeat it among these people 

for causing variance among them. In this way he is a reconciler of 

those who are at variance and one who combines those who are 

friends. Concord is his pleasure, his delight, his joy, the motive of his 

speech. Abandoning harsh speech, he is restrained from harsh speech. 

Whatever speech is gentle, pleasing to the ear, affectionate, going to 

the heart, urbane, pleasant to the manyfolk, agreeable to the 

manyfolk: such speech does he utter. Abandoning frivolous chatter, 

he is restrained from frivolous chatter. He is one that speaks at the 

right time, in accordance with fact, about the goal, about Dhamma, 

about moral discipline. He utters speech which is worth treasuring, 

with opportune similes, purposeful, connected with the goal.”1747 

 Buddha emphasized the advancement of sound judgment and insight. Inability 

to distinguish truth from untruth offers no opportunity to attain the required understand-

ing for realizing the absolute truth. Only through right speech and “cleaving to truth in 
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every word and way, will oneself qualify to arrive at right understanding”1748. Thus, 

one will develop insight and shield oneself from indecision and doubt, or vicikicchā, 

one of the Five Hindrances to mental development and one of the fetters that bind to 

saṃsāra. Buddha illustrated right speech as the means par excellence and the foundation 

of Buddhism.1749 

The agents of sex trafficking and the sex industry are promoting wrong speech 

by violating every possible aspect of the fourth precept. Sex traffickers and voluntary 

sex workers exhibit numerous deceptive tactics to increase their profits and expedite 

their purposes. There is always the habitual use of lying by trafficking actors to recruit 

victims and evade arrest. Lying is also a prevalent method of dealing with law enforce-

ment in the grey market of the Thai sex industry, as commercial sex work remains of-

ficially illegal in Thailand. Prostitutes systematically use hyperbolic and foul language 

to promote the quality of their services. There are instances of prostitutes resorting to 

lies for hiding their activities from their family members and friends, out of shame or 

concealing any STIs that they might bear from their clients. In addition, the prevalence 

of competition between sex workers also leads to the ample use of divisive speech in 

the form of aggressive and harmful gossiping. In general, speaking the truth, cultivating 

Right Speech, being trustworthy and reliable is not only discouraged but scolded and 

condemned by the circles of sex trafficking and commercial sex work.  

Furthermore, even victims of sex trafficking resort to deluding themselves out 

of a need for survival. In many cases, they connect emotionally with their exploiters 

due to the Stockholm syndrome as an ultimate attempt to protect themselves from fur-

ther harm. Although such cases involve unconscious mechanisms, they still constitute 

a failure to discern the reality of their abuse and exploitation. Others do not accept that 

they have fallen victims to sex trafficking and embrace their "fate" as prostitutes as a 

voluntary choice. 
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The Fifth Precept 

surāmerayamajjapamādaṭṭhānā veramaṇī sikkhāpadaṃ samādiyāmi: I under-

take the precept to refrain from intoxicants that cause sloth and heedlessness 

The fifth precept is an injunction against the use of intoxicating drugs and liq-

uors. In addition, the use of hallucinogenic drugs for attaining higher levels of medita-

tion is also a violation of the fifth precept. While several drugs can be effective in treat-

ing illnesses and diseases, healthy people do not need to use them. Such intoxicants 

distort mental functioning, making it impossible to attain or maintain the high standards 

of vigilance that Buddhists aspire to. Frequent and extensive use of such substances 

causes serious impairment. The temporary pleasure they offer cannot compensate for 

the health harms and the dangerous behaviors they instigate.1750 

This precept can be perceived as an aid to the practice of right mindfulness. 

Intoxication “is an attempt to mask, rather than face, the sufferings of life”.1751 There 

is no clarity or tranquility of mind, and there is a high possibility that the inebriated 

violates all precepts. As a case in point, a well-known Thai story portrays “an exem-

plary man who was challenged to break just one precept for once. The only precept he 

could bring himself to break was the fifth, but on getting drunk, he went on to break the 

rest too”.1752 

Buddhaghosa maintains that violating the fifth precept always holds significant 

culpability as it hinders “the practice of Dhamma and can even lead to madness”1753. 

On the contrary, transgressions of the other precepts vary in culpability depending on 

the quality of the beings harmed. Intoxicants also impair memory and obstruct the tread-

ing of the good path by decreasing all great virtues.1754 

However, observing the precept varies between people avoiding intoxicating or 

mind-altering substances, except for treating health issues, others that avoid intoxicants 

altogether or regard any drinking as breaking the precept, and others that choose to 
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violate it systematically.1755 In Thailand, alcohol consumption is widespread even at 

large religious ceremonies and is considered disrespectful for guests to refuse to 

drink.1756 

While violating the other four precepts is blameworthy by its very nature, the 

opinions differ regarding the fifth one. Ascetics specializing in monastic discipline the-

orized it as culpable by nature. Yet, others specializing in spiritual psychology rejected 

this absolute position. They speculated that “only when alcohol was taken by a person 

whose mind was defiled, as when an amount is drunk which the person knows will be 

inebriating, but not if a small amount is taken as a remedy, in a quantity that one knows 

will not be inebriating ... Thus, breaking the fifth precept is only reprehensible by pre-

cept, but not by nature”.1757 

Selling alcohol is regarded as wrong livelihood in Buddhism. Nevertheless, 

Buddhists are flexible on the issue of alcohol consumption. Looking down on others 

who are drinking is considered a bad practice. Indeed, harmonizing with their happy 

state without resorting to drinking alcohol would be an appropriate response. Concern-

ing smoking tobacco, it is not a breach of the fifth precept. In Thailand, it is not uncom-

mon for monks to smoke. Equally, with alcohol consumption, it would be improper for 

a non-smoker to be judgmental about those who do smoke.1758 

The prevalence of alcohol and drug abuse in the cycle of sex trafficking and the 

sex industry is very high. Traffickers force alcohol and drug consumption on their vic-

tims as a means to control them by sedating them or inducing substance dependency. 

Drug addicts, in particular, are easier to comply with their exploiters' demands in ex-

change for drugs. Sex trafficking victims who accept their fate and tread the path of 

forced prostitution find psychological "shelter" and consolation in alcohol and drugs as 

the sole option for masking their tortured lives. 

Commercial sex work also encourages abuse of alcohol and drugs both for the 

sex workers and the sex buyers. Prostitutes consume substances to withstand the stress-

ful environment of nightlife and mask their insecurities and disappointment with their 
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life choices. Especially in conservative and deeply religious societies like Thailand, sex 

workers are treated as outcasts by society, which puts an extra burden on their mental 

health and solidifies their societal alienation. While many enter the sex industry out of 

poverty and others are driven by materialistic and consumeristic incentives, sooner or 

later, the realities of the unregulated sex work in Thailand cause detrimental conse-

quences on their psychological stability. Thus, substance use and abuse primarily aim 

to relieve the unbearable suffering of the life of prostitution. It constitutes a self-induced 

delusion that opposes the principle of Right Mindfulness and hinders the cultivation of 

vigilance and clarity.   

5.2.3 Bhuddism and Prostitution 

Early Buddhist literature refers to prostitutes as sobhini, which is the abbrevia-

tion of nagar sobhini, indicating “a beautiful woman belonging to the city”1759. The title 

originated from the king of Vajji, indicating professional “state prostitute[s]”1760. The 

title requirements demanded a woman to be exceptionally attractive, well trained, and 

educated in social arts, like “singing, dancing, conversation, poetry, and the Kamasutra, 

the art of sensual pleasure”1761. Undeniably such women were desired by members of 

the elite, and that could lead to severe disputes. Therefore, the king bequeathed the title 

of sobhini to denote that anyone could enjoy them—if they could afford their high 

price—but none could own them. As their services were oriented towards the upper 

nobility, sobhinis' social status was high. Ganika was another group of prostitutes, 

which serviced the lower social strata. Their name denoted a community of women. 

While early Buddhist literature mainly focused on the sobhini without completely ne-

glecting ganika, it did not view prostitutes negatively. Gautama himself embraced pros-

titutes and offered them the “opportunity to walk the path of enlightenment equally with 

all people, regardless of gender, caste, or creed”.1762 

Buddhism accepted prostitutes as equals on treading the path to enlightenment. 

Being prostitutes and having encountered the “extremes of sensual indulgence helped 
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them realize its meaninglessness” and helped some prostitutes to advance spiritually 

even more rapidly.1763 

Nevertheless, prostitution of the early Buddhism era differed radically from 

modern-day prostitution. The early writings on prostitution referred primarily to a pro-

fession of the upper society, where prostitutes held high social status. The Thai Bik-

khunī Dhammananda or Chatsumarn Kabilsingh argues that prostitution exists due to 

men's greed and lust. Disagreeing on the ownership of a prostitute, “they made her 

public property; she did not really belong to anyone, yet she belonged to all”1764. Indian 

culture represented women as “mere objects to be possessed by male owners. Men's 

power in politics, society, religion, and economics determined a woman's fate. Women 

today and particularly in Thailand still face a similar predicament”.1765 

While Buddhism recognizes that prostitutes hold equal spiritual potential with 

all people, it asserts that prostitution is marked by suffering. Buddhist manuscripts de-

clared that living as a prostitute is the result of bad or unskillful kamma. Buddhism 

keeps a sympathetic stance on prostitutes, although it clearly does not encourage or 

support prostitution. Indeed, it aims to empower women, improve their lives and assist 

them in abandoning prostitution.1766 

Buddha himself and his community benefited a lot from prostitutes' donations 

due to the frequent and direct contact with them. Based on his engagement in helping 

any sentient being to attain enlightenment, he treated prostitutes similarly. His teach-

ings urged humankind to follow his example.1767 Gautama was the first male religious 

leader that recognized female spiritual potential and equality by declaring that the path 

to enlightenment is available to everybody.1768 

According to the First Noble Truth, suffering concerns all sentient beings. The 

realization of the omnipresence of dukkha lets one grasp the meaning of Buddha's ten-

ets. Being a prostitute, being impure, does not forbid the attainment of Nibbāna. For 
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Kabilsingh, social condemnation of prostitution is irrelevant to their potential of en-

lightenment; as mentioned earlier, they “can use their life experience to great advantage 

on the spiritual path”.1769 

The three factors of the theory of conditioned reality (paṭiccasamuppāda), duk-

kha (suffering), anicca (impermanence), and anattā (non-self) permeate every aspect of 

earthly life. Annica reminds prostitutes that life depending on physical beauty and youth 

is futile, and valuing such attributes greatly and basing one's living on sensual experi-

ences perpetuates suffering.1770 

Nevertheless, the Saṅgha oftentimes fails to practice the Buddhist spirit effec-

tively. Some monks articulate women's inferiority and prostitutes' bad kamma and even 

suggest that they should accumulate more merit by donating to temples to ensure a more 

favorable rebirth. There are temples that benefited the most from such “pieces of ad-

vice”.1771 On those grounds, Kabilsingh claims that Thai society has yet to overcome 

prejudices concerning the inferiority of prostitutes and women in general.1772 

5.2.4 Women and Gender Inequality in Theravāda Buddhism 

Dalai Lama expounded on Buddha’s position against blind acceptance of doc-

trines and absence of careful examination and verification. He argued when some Bud-

dhist teachings fail to be verified by science or are found invalid, they should be aban-

doned.1773  

Such declarations derive from Tipiṭaka and later suttas, where Buddha system-

atizes criteria for assessing the validity of religious education and practice. Buddha reg-

ularly clarified that his teachings would often be “misremembered, misrepresented, or 

misunderstood”1774. False and inexact instructions and laws will cause the gradual de-

cline and of the Dharma.1775 Employing these principles to examine contentious Bud-

dhist teachings such as those that sustain views on women inferiority is the quintessence 
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of developing Right View in treading the Middle Path.1776 

Most Buddhist ascetic orders in Asia disseminate women's inferiority to men by 

emphasizing their mental and physical fragility and “karmic obstructions”1777. They 

also discriminate against women in rituals and policies and influence their disciples to 

act similarly. Even in the most liberal Buddhist countries like Taiwan and Korea, lay-

women and nuns experience sexist treatment and social discrimination.1778 For exam-

ple, they should eat after men, “sit, walk, and stand behind monks and laymen in cere-

monies, rituals, classes, and retreats”;1779 and teach sūtras that contain disparaging mes-

sages about women. In general, female Taiwanese and Korean disciples are regarded 

as bearing more negative traits and worse kamma than men.1780 

However, Theravāda countries are those that exhibit the highest levels of dis-

crimination towards women. Except for Sri Lanka, monastic authorities in Theravāda 

societies still forbid the full ordination of women, and nuns are not regarded as srāman-

erikā (novice nuns) or members of the Saṅgha. Compared to bhikkhus, they fall behind 

in training, material support, respect, and opportunities for advancement. Typical be-

liefs about women include that they need to be reborn as men to attain enlightenment, 

and they are often forbidden to enter sacred precincts.1781 
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Women sustained multifaceted discrimination in Brahminic India before, dur-

ing, and after Buddha’s era. Most Buddhist literature originates hundreds of years after 

Buddha’s Parinibbāna. Like in all other religions in history, disparaging views and re-

strictive practices on women appeared in the Pali canon “alongside highly positive and 

equitable ones”1782. 1783 As a case in point, Buddha cautioned that men who judge 

women as vile should first look at their own baseness and depraved desires before con-

demning women.1784 Highly optimistic and impartial views of women had always been 

an integral part of Buddhist literature.1785 

Buddha’s approach to women appears in Tipiṭaka and later texts. Passages in 

Mahāvacchagotta Sutta, Somā Sutta, and stories in the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta and the 

Mahāyāna Dṛdhādhyāśayaparipṛccha Sūtra are of great value for a critical analysis of 

the issue and exemplify opposing views to other discriminatory Buddhist beliefs about 

women.1786 

Numerous Buddhist texts communicate the indispensable role of laywomen and 

the bikkhunīs in the Numerous Buddhist texts communicate the indispensable role of 
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laywomen and the bikkhunīs in the effective dissemination of the Dharma, its growth 

and expansion, and its persistence over the centuries.1787 In the Mahāparinibbāna Sutta 

in the Dīgha Nikāya, Buddha affirms that he would pass away only when all four groups 

of his followers were fully prepared.1788 He bestowed the bhikkhus, bikkhunīs, upāsa-

kas and upāsikas equality in respect, importance, and responsibility for sustaining every 

aspect of the Dhamma after his Parinibbāna. He respected all the groups equitably and 

forewarned that their reciprocal respect to one another was necessary for the continua-

tion of the Dhamma.1789 

Tipiṭaka and succeeding literature include various accounts on Buddha and no-

table early Buddhist scholars signifying the significance of women, advocating their 

abilities and accomplishments, and depicting them as competent as men in practicing 

and teaching the Dharma.1790 

In Dṛdhādhyāśayaparipṛccha Sūtra, Buddha identifies derogatory views toward 

women, or any other being, as unwholesome and accountable for arousing desires and 

feelings that stem from deluded thinking, and establishing attachment. Contemplating 

“the impurity of an entity that has never arisen and never existed”1791 opposes the Mid-

dle Path. Deeply respectful and non-discriminatory statements about women contradict 

accounts and rules in discourses that comprise the most critical sources of invalidating 

Buddhists’ attitudes towards women.1792According to these derogatory statements cred-

ited to the Buddha, women cannot attain enlightenment. They are filthy, cowardly, terrify-

ing, and betray friends. They are easily angered, envious, greedy, and unwise. Even greet-

ing, rising to salute women is an offense.1793 

The accounts of the origin of the bbikkhunī Saṅgha influenced discriminatory 

Buddhist convictions against women considerably. In these, Buddha Gautama opposed 
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women’s ordination by rejecting three times the ordination of his aunt and adoptive 

mother, Mahāprajāpatī Gotamī.1794 Only after he establishes the eight criteria for nun's 

ordination, known as Eight Garudhammas, did he agree to accept women in the Saṅgha. 

These rules ascertain the subordination to and dependence of nuns on the monks. Ac-

cording to the account, Gautama goes on to compare women with diseases that destroy 

crops and even predict that “because he has ordained a woman, Buddhism will die out 

in five hundred years instead of a thousand”.1795 

While there are different versions and interpretations of the Garudhammas,1796 

every one of them promotes discriminatory limitations to women’s authority and 

power. Such rules, and any relevant assumptions that happen to be influenced by them, 

augment the concept of attā, the soul, the permanent and independent selves that feed 

dukkha, and the cycle of death and rebirth. These practices reinforce discrimination, 

conflicts, and other afflictive mental states that harm human societies. Similar Buddhist 

rules and teachings that discredit women have brought great controversy about the true 

spirit and nature of Buddhist morality and ethics.1797  

The Tipitaka illustrates severe disputes between the early ascetics about the 

bbikkhunī Saṅgha, suggesting that the restrictive regulations against women resulted 

from bhikkhus monks’ misogynistic efforts to dominate over the bbikkhunīs.1798 Re-

cent discoveries and studies enhance even more the hypothesis that some passages hold 

inaccurate information.1799 

Despite Buddhist scholars’ significant contributions on the subject, fundamen-

talists still claim that texts that sustain discrimination of women are genuine. Other 
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scholars maintain that cultural and social pressure urged Buddha to authorize regula-

tions and express ideas that conformed with his contemporary societal values.1800 Nev-

ertheless, several scholars argue that such prejudiced practices and attitudes belie the 

spirit of Dharma and Buddha’s rejection of the Brahminic system of social stratifica-

tion.1801 Following that, rejecting discrimination of castes while embracing prejudices 

on women appears highly incongruous.1802 These biased rules and damaging remarks 

on women contradict other teachings of the Tipiṭaka.1803 Some hypotheses articulate 

that this inconsistency of Buddhist literature resulted from several authors who disa-

greed firmly on women's value and place in society.1804 
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Buddha’s methods for examining and evaluating the validity of moral and spir-

itual instructions are portrayed in Tipiṭaka and later texts and provide interpretations of 

the Right and Wrong View, or the “right and wrong way to think, speak, behave, prac-

tice, and teach”.1805 

Buddha also regularly illuminated that his teachings will be misremembered and 

misrepresented, and that is why a Buddhist should not believe anything without rigorous 

questioning and examination. Thus, Wrong Views will often lead to inept teachers and 

misleading dhamma. He advised that fallacious instructions would erode Dharma and cause 

its decline. Even if the information stemmed from the Saṅgha, Buddha apprised, no one 

should accept or discard them before:1806 

“carefully note and compare [the claims] with the discourses and re-

view [them] in light of the discipline ... If [the dhammas], on such 

comparison and review, are found not to conform to the discourses 

or the discipline, the conclusion must be: ‘Assuredly, this is not the 

word of the Buddha, it has been wrongly understood by this monk—

or by that community, or by those elders, or that elder’—and [the 

teachings or practices] are to be rejected.”1807 

Buddha emphasized even the most prominent educators could fall victim to 

Wrong Views and deliver inaccurate dhamma. He urged his disciples to rely upon per-

sonal inquiries and investigation in accepting Buddha’s teaching. Furthermore, Gau-

tama also stressed erroneous teachings emerge from both eternalistic and nihilistic be-

liefs about self and soul.1808 That said, he revealed that the true Buddhist relies upon per-

sonal judgment and experience, as well as the use of the scientific method along with con-

crete evidence regarding “dhammas' qualities and effects”.1809 

Buddha’s admonitions to examine religious teachings are ubiquitous in 
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Tipiṭaka. Moreover, Buddhist literature describes Buddha repeating them in his final 

days. Thus, early Buddhism strongly dissuaded blind faith and ascertained that the 

aforementioned methods of asserting the authenticity of dhammas are never a blas-

phemy but, indeed, a Buddhist’s duty. Hence, if, after thorough evaluation, a teaching 

or regulation contradicts the spirit of Dhamma or results in adverse ramifications for 

individuals and societies, such dhammas are to be abandoned.1810 In the Ambalaṭṭhikā 

Rāhulovāda Sutta, Buddha affirms that any kind of action—bodily, verbal, or mental—

that cause and perpetuate suffering is not following his guidance and should be abol-

ished.1811 

Such practices of scrutinizing the truth harmonize with the most crucial Bud-

dhist principle, Ahiṃsā or non-harm, which is imperative for attaining enlightenment 

and the cessation of suffering. Early Buddhist literature abounds of passages that de-

clare “mental, verbal, and bodily actions or states that lead to harm are blameworthy, 

unskillful, unwholesome, criticized by the wise, or should be abandoned”.1812 

Buddhism advocates that discriminatory views and practices against any living 

being divert from the Middle Path and stand in stark contrast with the principle of Right 

View and the concept of anattā or non-self. Moreover, the realization that there is no 

soul or separate self and others, but only continually evolving aggregates interdepend-

ent and interconnected “with ourselves and other beings and phenomena”1813 leads to 

abolishing self-attachment, discriminatory thinking, and the cessation of suffering.1814  

The notion of self and others is a misperception of everchanging, interrelated 

phenomena, dependently arisen and conditioned by “ignorance, desire attachment, the 

five aggregates, and the six sense bases”.1815 Identification with any of the five aggre-

gates constitutes self-attachment and denotes a lack of wisdom and insight that hinder 

awakening. Buddhist scriptures abound in assertions that refraining from biased think-

ing is mandatory for attaining enlightenment.1816 
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The Bhikkhuni Saṅgha 

Since the prime years of Theravāda Buddhism, elder bhikkhus were overtly dis-

passionate towards the Bikkhunī Saṅgha. Despite this attitude, during its early era and 

for the following centuries after they arrived in Sri Lanka, the bikkhunīs order flour-

ished, with many nuns reaching significant levels of influence and distinction. There is 

no indication of opposition between female and male ascetics during that period. Traces 

of the bikkhunī legacy stop near the end of the thirteenth century in Sri Lanka. Since 

there is no evidence of any contemporary Theravāda realm harboring nuns, conceiva-

bly, the Bikkhunī order in Sri Lanka has already died out by the dawn of the fourteenth 

century.1817 

Whereas the bikkhunīs have officially become obsolete, there are female renun-

ciants in Southeast Asia today. They are named Maechi1818 or Mae chee1819 in Thailand 

and observe the ten precepts. Notwithstanding following an ascetic life, they are not 

regarded as nuns. The reason for not ordinating new bikkhunīs today lies in the Vinaya 

rule that their full admission requires both monks and nuns. Following the doctrinal 

Theravāda attitude, since this prerequisite cannot be satisfied, only the Arrival of the 

next Buddha will allow the revival of the Bikkhunī Saṅgha.1820 

This formal and well-established position expresses a willingness for Thera-

vādins to follow the Vinaya and their religious tradition faithfully. Many Buddhist 

scholars and bhikkhus argue that such an approach does not accord with the values that 

constitute the quintessence of Dhamma and that Saṅgha should display greater flexibil-

ity and adaptability for the before-mentioned significant matter. Following the First 

Council, the Elders have already demonstrated the necessary power to take important 

decisions, like refusing to employ the privilege bestowed by Buddha, to change minor 

Vinaya rules. Since that day, the Saṅgha seems determined to preserve tradition any-

wise.1821 
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The debate about the reestablishment of the Bikkhunī Saṅgha has endured for 

decades. The contemporary approach focuses on gender equality and human rights in 

general. In Los Angeles in 1988, two expatriate elder bhikkhus from Sri Lanka, Hawen-

pola Ratanasara and Walpola Piyananda, “granted initial admission to a Thai 

woman”1822 with the justification that gender discrimination was illegal in the United 

States. More recently, the American monk and Theravāda authority, Bhikkhu Bodhi, 

held a similar opinion on the matter, based on a twofold rationale. In particular, the 

Buddha himself authorized the establishment of the nuns' order and the indispensable 

integration of gender equality and nondiscrimination with modern world ideals:1823  

“When such ideals have become so widespread in the outlook of ed-

ucated people in the secular world, I will hold, to insist on exclusion-

ary policies based on gender discrimination in religious life is likely 

to discourage the confidence of people who might otherwise be at-

tracted to Theravāda Buddhism”.1824 

In 1987 at Bodhgaya, a group of international Buddhist women founded “Sa-

kyadhita International Association of Buddhist Women”. The organization engaged in 

the reinstitution of bikkhunīs. In 1996, at Sarnath in India, Sakyadhita supported the 

full admission of ten Sri Lankan women by ten Korean nuns. Further, corresponding to 

the Vinaya code, monks also gave the recently ordained nuns full entry. In Sri Lanka, 

there was a dispute in the Saṅgha about the reestablishment of the Nuns' Order; the 

governing body of the Saṅgha was against it while some other monks were in favor. 

The bikkhunīs ordination at Sarnath was the first one in Theravāda country after over a 

millennium. In 1998 another twenty-one Sri Lankan women received complete ordina-

tion by Chinese nuns at Bodhgaya and afterward by monks. Nowadays, the full admis-

sion ceremony occurs every year in Sri Lanka, where there are already hundreds of 

bikkhunīs. While the local monastic leadership has not endorsed this initiative, there is 
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neither any strong disapproval on its part. While public opinion shows increasing sup-

port, the Sri Lankan government has not officially recognized the Bikkhunī Saṅgha.1825 

The effort to reestablish the nuns' order in Myanmar met severe opposition by 

the military government and, inevitably, failed. Dictators even imprisoned a highly or-

dained Sri Lankan nun for several months before sending her back to Sri Lanka. In 

Thailand, the Thai university professor, Dr. Chatsumarn Kabilsingh, “cofounder of the 

Sakyadhita organization, received higher ordination in Sri Lanka in 2003”, and now she 

lives in Thailand and is “the head of the Songdhammakalyani Monastery in Bang-

kok”.1826 The governing body of the Thai Saṅgha has not approved this move, and nei-

ther “has it taken any drastic measures against it”1827. In stark contrast, in 2009, bhikkhu 

Ajahn Bramvamso was expelled from the Thai Saṅgha for giving full admission to 

women in Australia.1828 

The lack of Bhikkhuni ordination in Thailand has serious implications in limit-

ing Thai women’s options on accumulating merit. A case in point is that many rural 

women, following their familial duty, on trying to gain merit on behalf of their families, 

choose prostitution as a means to expedite their monetary profits, which will enable 

them to engage in the most meritable actions of offering dāna to Sangha. Such practices 

of dāna demand great monetary investments that no unskilled job can guarantee. Estab-

lishing the nun’s order in Thailand would possibly ameliorate the phenomenon of 

young girls engaging in prostitution for accumulating merit. Additionally, limiting the 

options for women’s spiritual advancement provides further support to structural vio-

lence as well as demeaning and discriminating attitudes and cultural values against 

women. The Bhikkhuni Saṅgha would empower women in their attempt to locate them-

selves as equals in the strongly theocratic society of Thailand. 

Conclusion 

This chapter examined Theravāda Buddhism as the majority religion in Thai-
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land and how its practice and socio-ethical teachings influence Thai views on sex traf-

ficking and prostitution alongside its role in the discrimination against women and dis-

advantaged populations. Buddhism is a religious and ethical system that aims to guide 

its followers to the cessation of dukkha through the Eightfold path. In Theravāda, the 

doctrine of dependent origination, anattā or non-self, and annica or impermanence per-

meates every aspect of human existence. Their comprehension is essential for under-

standing how Theravāda interprets social issues like sex trafficking and commercial sex 

work. The pañcasīla (the five precepts) guide the laypeople in cultivating the necessary 

virtues that ensure the auspicious treading of the path to enlightenment. In that context, 

sex trafficking perpetrators violate every aspect of the five precepts in the manner they 

elect to exploit, abuse, and coerce their victims. 

On the other hand, voluntary sex work represents a more challenging task in its 

ethical evaluation through the lens of Theravāda Buddhism. Nevertheless, prostitution 

pertains to an immoral activity that breaches every one of the five precepts at different 

levels. Moreover, sex work constitutes an ignoble profession that does not follow the 

Buddha’s prescriptions for a practical and moral social life.  

The kammatic Theravāda practice and the ubiquitous misinterpretation of Ther-

avāda doctrine have serious implications on the formation of Thai social norms and 

values that organize deleterious attitudes towards the vulnerable populations of the Thai 

State. These societal attitudes drive life choices in Thai society in a way that gives sup-

port to the claims that Buddhism perpetuates passivity, fatalism, and tolerance towards 

sex trafficking and commercial sex work and also lays the foundations for the structural 

violence and discrimination against Thai women.   

However, a more accurate analysis delivers an interpretation closer to the spirit 

of Buddha’s teaching, which reveals that compassion and loving-kindness should guide 

human life. Activities that facilitate attachment to impermanence only perpetuate suf-

fering and hinder the cultivation of the essential human virtues for the attainment of 

nibbāna. 

Disregarding Buddha's teaching, which states that all constructed phenomena 

are subject to change, the Theravāda tradition exhibits noted resistance to modernity 
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and change. In the First Council, the Great Elders decided to commit themselves whole-

heartedly to preserving the “words” of Buddha. The Dhamma and the Vinaya were 

perceived as interrelated and interconnected. Hence, the monastic code was regarded 

as totally incorporated into the teaching, one supporting the other. No rule change was 

to be made, despite Buddha's permission for minor ones, and no new rule not taught by 

Gautama was to be introduced. Thus, anyone intending to follow “the Vinaya with 

maximum purity” was allowed “to do so without any institutional prohibition”.1829 

Theravāda tradition holds that Buddha realized the path to liberation after long-

drawn striving in saṃsāra. On his final day, Buddha permitted only minor alterations 

to the rules, but Dhamma's content was not to be modified. For Buddha, disagreements 

on Dhamma were much more serious than any disputes on Vinaya. In that context, one 

can easily understand Theravādins' unwavering adherence to tradition. For that reason, 

any discourse disseminated by the incalculable bhikkhus and bikkhunīs is exclusively 

contained within Buddha's tenets, and none carries its own unconventional meaning. 

Thus, besides Buddha, there are no other Theravāda teachers. Concurrently, tradition 

supplely acknowledges that “everything that is well-said is the word of the Buddha”. 

Nevertheless, the Dhamma and Vinaya should always be in harmony to the objective 

to cease dukkha and facilitate Nibbāna.1830 

In Theravāda history, despite its resolute adherence to tradition, there were al-

ways moments of apparent flexibility. Yet, a required prerequisite for accepting any 

reform is that it concurs with Buddha's “words”. The Saṅgha rejected anything that was 

not deemed appropriate. In such cases, the laity's views were also taken into consider-

ation by the monastic order.1831 Nevertheless, as in the revival of the Bikkhunī order, 

reaching consensus in the Saṅgha is not always the case. For instance, in Sri Lanka, 

despite the nonuniversal reception, the Bikkhunī order functions undeterred. At the 

same time, in Southeast Asian countries, where a central authority governs the Saṅgha, 

there is a formal rejection universally accepted by all Theravādins.1832 

The uncertainty in the Theravāda Saṅgha reflects Buddha's hesitation to appoint 
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his successor and his caution to employ the Dhamma and Vinaya for primary moral and 

ethical guidance after his death. The Sri Lankan monastic order interpreted this caution 

as permission for liberty in interpretation. Still, this independence “has proved to be too 

open-ended at times, leading almost to anarchy”1833. Concurrently, an uncompromising 

attitude would not accord with Buddha's liberal reasoning. However, what is still lack-

ing is a will from the Saṅgha to reassess and speculate on similar conflicting subjects 

of the Theravāda doctrine.1834 

Throughout history, Theravāda exhibited an apparent ability to discuss and de-

cide, in unison, about important issues. Similarly, modernity and change of the present 

global society mandate more than ever an emphatic effort to reassess and reinterpret 

Buddhism concerning modern values and ideals.1835 

Nonetheless, Theravāda Saṅgha has unquestionably evolved through millennia. 

The monastic order has devised alternative ways to deal with the necessity of change 

while conserving the integrity of the Vinaya. The reasons why Theravāda Saṅgha seems 

inflexible in revisioning the monastic code lie primarily in the lack of a central individ-

ual authority that could promote the approval of such law reforms—Buddha never ap-

pointed any successor of his legacy. Additionally, the preservation of the original Vi-

naya allows anybody to follow it as Buddha himself taught it. Notwithstanding, the 

Saṅgha has occasionally displayed innovation and effective adaptive responses to 

change. Indeed, it is the nature of its approach to modernity that always remains enig-

matic.  
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CONCLUSION 

Utilitarianism and Theravāda Buddhism are two philosophical models, 

which originated from two different cultural traditions. While both systems vary in con-

text, history, culture and origin, concurrently they share many similarities. Both philos-

ophies seek precisely the morality of goodness. They are centered on the hunt for the 

happiness of humanity, and to a certain degree, both concentrate on the outcomes of the 

actions that they carry out.  

In line with these three similarities stated above, there is without a doubt a uni-

formness and agreement between them, which we can discover in both ethical tradi-

tions. According to utilitarianism, an action is moral as long as it promotes happiness, 

and the maximum pleasure of the highest number should be the controlling code of 

conduct. Utilitarians certainly would find the act of prostitution to be wrong but will 

not entirely disapprove of it. The primary basis behind utilitarianism is that any action 

that maximizes pleasure to the highest number of people is moral. Still, when it comes 

to prostitution, it can be arguable if the overall result is good or not.  

If a married man, by way of example, cheats on his wife to have sex with a 

prostitute, but he benefits sexual pleasure from the act, and the prostitute receives 

money, this action cannot be moral. This is because the man’s wife is far from going 

through her highest happiness. Irrespective of whether she discovers it, she is being lied 

to, which happens to be naturally wrong on its own. However, if the man were unmar-

ried, the business would never be so challenging. 

Hence, John Mill’s Utilitarianism would possibly maintain that the act of pros-

titution in its most basic form is moral, but when being complicated by a third party or 

mediator, in particular, it becomes immoral from the damage that it primarily delivers 

to other people. Nevertheless, in Utilitarianism, the act of prostitution is not immoral if 

it benefits an increasing number of persons when harming a small number of people. 

For instance, if the effects of prostitution give economic assistance to society, it follows 

that the action is not condemnable on a moral basis. 

In contrast, Buddhist ethics focuses on the rules and actions that help people act 

in ways that benefit them instead of harm. Buddhism’s moral decision on prostitution 

focuses on the Buddha’s guidelines consisting of the Four Noble Truths. Namely, the 
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reasons behind suffering, the truths regarding suffering, the path to ending pain and the 

end of suffering. The Buddha’s guidelines also incorporate The Eightfold Path. 

Namely, the right intention, proper view, right livelihood, right speech, right concen-

tration, right action, right effort, and right mindfulness. These guidelines may, of 

course, propose an element from which a person could logically rebuild Buddhist nor-

mative ethical principles. 

Utilitarianism and Buddhism seem to be entirely different concerning individual 

beliefs. First, Buddhism approaches the issue of prostitution as a challenge for each 

person. On the other hand, utilitarianism concentrates on the trading of a person’s self 

for the direct profit of the society, implying that it’s moral in the Utilitarian view if a 

prostitute trades her body for the economic goal of the society.  

On the contrary, the very core distinction between Utilitarianism and Buddhism 

regarding the morality of prostitution rests in their theories concerning suffering and its 

factor. Buddhism retains that suffering is natural to life (kamma), and dying won’t stop 

suffering. For Buddhism, the only solution to pain is the fulfillment of enlightenment. 

Therefore, prostitution for Buddhism tends to be judged in regards to kamma. 

Also, Nibbana performs a vital role while assessing the ethics of prostitution for 

Buddhism. Nibbana entails the full realization of the actual cause of a person’s misery. 

Most importantly, whenever an individual has not yet achieved Nibbana, actions of 

such an individual originate from an entirely utilitarian viewpoint. And once an indi-

vidual aims at the direction to Nibbana, actions of such an individual arise from a grad-

ually less utilitarian view. When an individual reaches Nibbana, the actions of such an 

individual originate from a far less utilitarian viewpoint. When an individual enters 

Nibbana, that individual develops a vast understanding of other humans. To this end, it 

can infer that the actions of prostitution seem to originate from a person’s will in such 

a business. 

Prostitutes ought to thrive for survival, and they have to obtain shelter, water, 

food. For that reason, they need to discover ways to live life. In this level of reality, 

there is utilitarianism in Buddhism, but this utilitarianism is observable to a mind which 

has not yet obtained Nibbana. Utilitarianism, on the contrary, only considers prostitu-

tion as a human situation with virtually no metaphysical properties. Here, it appears 
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that the authorization of prostitution, nevertheless, may very well be deemed to be a 

just action.  

And of course, if the federal government chooses to authorize prostitution as a 

way to lift up the economy and give jobs, we may afterward maintain that this would 

be completely fine and societally useful. If safety and health conditions are substantially 

active, and each party is assured to be taken care of with honor through the practice, 

then it will be deemed sound to regulate a job which will undeniably continue to emerge 

without authorization.  

The most prominent concern that Utilitarians might have with the authorization 

of prostitution, alternatively, is that its exercise satisfies just one of the lesser pleasures. 

In Mill’s explanation of utilitarianism, a lesser pleasure with sex is a lower intense sat-

isfaction of the maximum happiness theory. If a prostitute and a customer get pleasure 

from sex for business, they are both contented, and they are not looking for the entire 

human happiness within that act. Certainly, Mill’s utilitarianism would find this case to 

be troublesome. 

Buddhist ethics, in contrast, is entirely different from utilitarianism for the rea-

son that Buddhist ethics does not differentiate the right autonomously from what is 

morally wrong. In Buddhist ethics, prostitution as an act is inseparable in its religious 

applications. Hence, in line with Buddhism ethics, prostitution does not appear com-

pletely good or bad. Additionally, the second concern here is the moral motivation of 

Buddhism when compared to utilitarianism. The Buddha asserts that there are two kinds 

of prostitution: (i) Prostitution by individuals who consciously and voluntarily do so for 

irrelevant material gains; (ii) Prostitution driven for the aim of survival.  

According to the Buddha, an awful creature in the above cases is the man who 

sleeps with a lady in the second group. He asserts that it is a person who does not desire 

to be there for her very own selfish needs, while the man might be offering her money 

out of kindness without getting to sleep with her. The man will eventually get corrupted 

and end up with terrible kamma.  

And of course, the man who sleeps with the first group of ladies is violating the 

Buddhist precept of sexual misconduct, which maintains him in desire instead of look-

ing for benefit by way of enlightenment but will not get much negative kamma for the 
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reason that it is a contract or an agreement. The very same thing applies to the woman 

in the first group. She enhances a life in desire instead of getting away from it, which 

is way better obtained by the usual means of labor. For the weak woman unconsciously 

in the second group, it is actually up to the personal circumstance, but the lady needs to 

get compassion to escape from her way of life.  

Contrary to utilitarianism, the intention of prostitution is somewhat irrelevant 

because the efficiency of utility evaluates the person’s morality. For Buddhism, all pre-

sent life is inseparable from suffering and to avoid the immorality of prostitution is by 

understanding the Noble Eightfold Path as a substitute for utilitarian’s felicific calculus. 

An additional issue is the need to differentiate between the inner kamma effects 

of a person who is in prostitution and outside effects of his or her actions. Buddhism 

considers both accounts of impact, while utilitarianism as a nonspiritual theory under-

takes no metaphysical considerations. While utilitarianism is worried about the epis-

temic boundaries of evaluating utilities of prostitution, karmic account for Buddhism 

additionally increases the worry.  

Deontology versus Buddhism on Prostitution: One major issue that attracted 

the author of this work collectively to deontology and Buddhist ethics was the concept 

of morality, which is at a time high and imminent. Of course, this implies that there is 

undoubtedly an idea by which morality is situated beyond our ordinary feelings in the 

world, and still, it is accessible to us continuously. 

The theory of deontology says that humans are morally compelled to act in line 

with a particular set of principles and rules no matter the final result. Deontologists 

consider that morality is dependent on duty. This indicates that we all hold moral duties 

to carry out things that are proper to do and moral responsibilities not to carry out things 

that are improper to do. Regardless if something is right or wrong does not rely on its 

outcomes. Instead, an action is right or wrong on its own.  

The subject of prostitution indeed results in several controversies relating to the 

ethical issues that are brought up. In general, prostitution leads to the moral worry of 

degrading a person’s body. Without a doubt, prostitution involves placing a person’s 

feelings aside as a way to give sex service merely for money in exchange. These women 

literally market their bodies for the satisfaction of men that are ready to compensate 
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them with cash. Prostitutes make it possible for their bodies to be utilized for sex, thus 

humiliating themselves to gain monetary profit and offer sexual satisfaction to their 

clients.  

According to Kant’s deontological theory, the demeaning of a woman’s body 

due to prostitution is immoral. For him, prostitution exemplifies treating humans as 

merely a means to an end and is shameful because it places humans on the same level 

as animals. Prostitution violates the second formula of the categorical imperative by 

making it possible for men to use a woman primarily as a “means to an end”.  

On the other hand, the argument regarding sexual abuse or rape is an entirely 

separate issue. Sexual assault can only occur if the woman is “forced” into the business 

of sex against her free will. If there were a joint agreement between the two different 

people, then the service of prostitution would not be under the judgment of rape. In 

every circumstance, the woman needs to have absolute authority regarding whether she 

desires to offer the service and needs to be permitted to leave if she decides. Deontology 

would look at each person’s motive to ascertain the morality of this act and whether it 

is rape from this perspective. Of course, Kant’s deontology would claim that the act of 

rape is wrong for the reason that the motives of the action are entirely dishonest. 

Prostitution is a business by which many male customers are in unions with 

other women and sometimes married, which provides a different moral issue. The busi-

ness, in essence, makes it simpler for men to cheat on their wives just by paying out 

money to have sex with unfamiliar persons. Deontology indeed would propose that this 

matter is immoral for many distinct factors. Besides, adultery is considered to be im-

moral by society. Therefore, Kant would maintain that the man possesses immoral in-

tentions by getting into the act. This might even result in separation and divorce caused 

by the man’s unfaithfulness.  
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In contrast, Buddhist ethics involves the thought that persons are accountable 

for their actions (kamma), which indicates that a woman’s choice to engage in prosti-

tution for business results from the consequences of her decisions and actions. So, the 

concepts of Buddhist ethics arise that the goal which comes before an action involves 

a person’s intention. For this reason, prostitution done for the aim of survival holds 

certain moral validity for Buddhism in that particular context, while deontology sees 

free will as a solution to the morality of prostitution. 

Similarly, Buddhism considers that all persons are the makers of themselves. 

Therefore, the right approach to the issue of prostitution is within humanity rather than 

in the power of a claimed creator (God). For Kant’s deontology, God is considered to 

be the factor required for making sure the actions of prostitution usually have moral 

effects, i.e., that good, in the end, comes to people who act well and so on. Without a 

doubt, it is different from kamma, but it works the same way when it comes to morality.  

The significant aspect that pertains to whether prostitution is immoral in Bud-

dhism is the mental attitude that compels it. Buddhism believes that longing desire 

could inspire harmful acts. By way of example, obsessive addiction to prostitution can 

force a person to move from one sexual trip to another. Of course, frustration or even 

rape can at the same time inspire prostitution. 

Additionally, it is quite easy to say that prostitution can lead to an increase of 

Sexual Transmitted Diseases between prostitutes and customers. Even though both cus-

tomers can protect themselves during sex, particularly with a prostitute, the distribution 

of some deadly diseases is unavoidable. However, this is a moral issue and dangers 

connected to prostitution which will not be ignorable. Along with being dishonest in 

marriage, there is an actual chance for the distribution of diseases from the prostitute to 

the man and eventually to his wife.  

Kant claimed that the moral level of an action is not dependent upon its out-

comes. Hence, we are not ethically required to seek the best total effect on our behavior, 

but instead to carry out those behaviors that are under our moral duty. Kant considered 

that our power for logical thought is enough to identify the morality of prostitution. The 

idea behind this practice tends to be that each time a prostitute exchanges her body with 

money, the action practically warrants a will.  
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Prostitution, by meaning, violates the second formula of the categorical imper-

ative—treat other people as ends in themselves, not as just a means to an end. And the 

prostitute ought to have free will and be permitted to choose for herself if she wishes to 

turn to the business or not, with the choice of walking away whenever she wants to. 

The will implies a prostitute who agrees to have sex willingly in exchange for money. 

If not willing, she is getting used as mere means rather than as an end in herself. 

Deontology ethics asserts it is not the results of prostitution that makes it good 

or bad but the intentions of the individual who embarks on the business. Persons dis-

honor human beings by concentrating only on their sexual qualities. It is a great disre-

spect and moral violation to treat another person as merely a means to an end. The end 

here involves sexual fulfillment, which is contrary to any duty.  

In Buddhist ethics, no person is compelled to do anything of any kind for any-

body. Prostitutes do their job with no rule, and hence the concept of duty in the thoughts 

of obligation ultimately makes no sense. The development of this belief was because 

Buddhism endorses kamma in its procedure and assumes precisely that each person is 

liable for his or her worldly destiny and future.  

Buddhism assumes that whatsoever a person does, a person does so from self-

accountability rather than on account of a person’s duty in the direction of other people. 

To this end, taking a stance on the side of Buddhism, we may argue that burden is like 

a punishment, and it steals a person’s liberty to decide and choose the cause behind the 

morality of prostitution.  

Human Trafficking is very deeply rooted in Thai society. My proposed solutions 

should be based on levels of advancement of Thai society. For the moment, many as-

pects of Western ethics that already exist and are applicable in Western societies are 

lacking either to some or to a great degree in Thailand. These include human rights, 

gender equality, a consistent legal system, separation or independence from religion, 

etc. Therefore, trying to apply Western ethics in Thailand straight away, without any 

preparative steps, will be futile. The proposed solutions should be given in gradual 

stages of increasing exposure. 

In the first stage, a reinterpretation of Buddhist teachings is vital in order for the 
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overwhelming majority of Thais to change substantially their views on human traffick-

ing. Considering Buddhism’s prevalence in Thai Society, many Thais either misinter-

pret Buddhism’s tenets or follow the ones that directly or indirectly support human 

trafficking and prostitution. For example, in many situations, Thais choose to remain 

neutral to the problem of human trafficking because they consider Buddhism’s notion 

of kamma and regard victims as solely responsible for their miserable lives due to mis-

takes from previous lives. Furthermore, in the most common version of the Buddhist 

religion, women are not allowed to take superior positions. The Buddhist religion also 

indirectly promotes prostitution by accepting the money that comes from prostitution. 

Young girls work as prostitutes to earn money to give as donations to the temple, which 

they believe helps them to gain merit. They think that increasing benefits will help them 

to be reborn in a more favorable position. 

Considerable effort should be made to emphasize the following, reinterpret 

them, and gradually apply them in Thai society: According to the Buddhist religion, 

one is expected to adhere to five main conditions. These are: “do not kill”, “do not 

steal”, “do not engage in sexual misconduct”, “do not tell lies” and “do not take intox-

icants”. These concepts or conditions can further be elaborated in the Five Precepts’ 

description of right actions. The Five Precepts focuses on promoting moral and peaceful 

conduct. It warns us that we should abstain from destroying life, from stealing, from 

illegitimate intimacy or sexual intercourse, from false speech, from illegal activities, 

and that we should also help others live peaceful and honorable lives in the right way, 

which will then impact the greater good of the society. On the other hand, saying that 

one should abstain from sexual misconduct or avoid being involved in illicit sexual 

conduct creates a problem because it does not ultimately explain what is at fault or what 

kind of activity is illegitimate in the modern world for laypersons to understand clearly. 

A criticism would be that contemporary Buddhism in Thailand does not put forth 

enough effort or take seriously enough the issues of the 21st century.  

Considering the above tenets, the section that states “…we should abstain from 

stealing, from destroying life, from illegal activities, from illegitimate intimacy or sex-

ual intercourse and that we should also help others live peaceful and honorable lives in 

the right way…” is crucial. The general understanding of those living in Thailand 
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should be updated to acknowledge that most victims of human trafficking are being 

taken advantage of, underpaid, sexually abused, and, in general, having their lives de-

stroyed. They do not live peaceful lives because other unscrupulous people steal their 

money, freedom, and happiness. 

During the next stage, when Thai society starts to understand the harms of traf-

ficking through the above reinterpretation of Buddhism’s tenets about prostitution and 

human trafficking, we can introduce the notions of Utilitarianism. An emphasis on the 

concept of Utilitarianism in a collectivist society sounds simple, though Thailand’s ma-

jor focus on individual families is a factor. Because of preexisting concepts of Thainess 

and national unity, among others, Utilitarianism can be introduced without any major 

changes in the collective psyche. The idea of calculating the harms that human traffick-

ing and prostitution bring to our own society is an idea that already exists in some forms. 

Following this introduction, we can place a greater effort on striving to reduce the un-

happiness of fellow citizens and allow them to help themselves and their family mem-

bers to live in a better, safer and more healthy society.  

Taking into account that violations of human rights had historically inflicted 

grave torments to humanity, the utilitarian perspective on human rights aligns with the 

belief that human rights are genuinely good and serve as a guarantee of human well-

being. In addition, John Stuart Mill argued that a perceptive and far–sighted utilitarian-

ism supports strong rights both of democratic participation and of individual freedom 

of action. Gradually Thais can be conditioned to view Thai society as an extension of 

themselves and their families, again, which is already present to some degree in politi-

cal discourse. A brief summary could be expressed by the following: “anything that 

harms our society brings harm to us too and to our extended family members. Any 

effort we make to reduce those harms will be beneficial to ourselves too”. 

Finally, in the third Stage, when the relevant persons in Thailand have been 

exposed long enough, and the notions of Utilitarianism start becoming second nature to 

them, Kantian Ethics could possibly start to be introduced into Thai society gradually 

and selectively, especially the parts about dignity, respect, and self-respect. It should 

be pointed out, though, that applying Kantian Ethics in Thailand may be totally utopic 

considering its current politic-religious and socio-economic situation, namely issues of 
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the lack of promotion of human rights and gender equality as well as the minimal sep-

aration of the legal system from religion, etc. One can easily argue that Thai society is 

not ready yet to accept such great changes that the application of Deontological notions 

would demand. There should be an effort to introduce the notions of dignity, self-re-

spect, and respect in a gradual and selective manner; nevertheless, maintaining the con-

ditioning in the notions of Utilitarianism on future generations is likely much more 

applicable and cost-effective. For these reasons it should be a priority. This is the case 

particularly with regard to Thailand as a developing materialistic society where utilitar-

ian ethics can fuse easier with the current cultural and religious beliefs. Furthermore, 

issues of dignity and respect are strong among certain members of the working class 

and are often a source of pride against the trappings of ultra-materialism. 

It is much easier to promote a philosophical idea than witness its acceptance on 

a large scale. In modern times, for better or worse the prevalence of social media in 

addition to standard media in all forms play a role in the public’s perception. Novels, 

films, and personal stories have influenced entire societies in the past and there is no 

reason why this will not continue. In the case of Thailand, with the awareness of all 

aspects of human trafficking, perhaps a mass media programs will be the catalyst to 

spread accurate information about the plight of those who are less fortunate and to ad-

dress the issues in a way that benefits the majority of citizens. At first serving as a 

complement to philosophical forms, addressing these issues in a popular fashion may 

spark a deeper exploration into the philosophy of human trafficking. 
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